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ABSTRACT
Current accountability measures require English language arts (ELA) teachers to

teach literacy skills to all students. However, the population of mainstreamed students is

becomingly increasingly diverse and includes students on the autism spectrum for whom
literacy skills may lie in opposition to population characteristics. Further, educators are
encouraged to respond to students in culturally responsive ways, and current teacher

evaluation systems often require teachers to demonstrate cultural competence. However, a
dearth of research provides insight into the ways secondary ELA teachers perceive their

students on the autism spectrum, or how they interact with those students or support them
in culturally responsive ways. This narrative multiple case study was undertaken to

examine how five new ELA teachers perceived their students on the autism spectrum and if

they enacted culturally responsive practices with them. Further, because the teachers were
new to the profession with three years or fewer teaching experience, the study examined in
what ways they constructed knowledge about how to teach the population. Themes

emerged suggesting, among other things, that 1) ELA teachers perceive both strengths and
challenges for their students on the autism spectrum within their content area, 2) ELA

teachers rely primarily on other people to help them learn how to teach students on the
autism spectrum because other resources are lacking, and 3) ELA teachers tend to

demonstrate more culturally responsive practices over time with their students on the
autism spectrum depending on the nature of their experiences. I propose a model to
xi

capture movement in culturally responsive practices for the autism spectrum utilizing Gay’s
(2010) characteristics of culturally responsive pedagogy.

xii

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
AND OVERVIEW

“I am a culture waiting for a place to happen.”
(Donna Williams, individual with autism, 1994)
Introduction
The secondary English language arts (ELA) teacher is uniquely poised to offer great
insight into the literacy needs of students on the autism spectrum. With accountability measures
that require all students read and write, including those with marked learning differences, the
ELA teacher is tasked with negotiating the strange and kaleidoscopic needs of this enigmatic
population with increasing regularity; the odds of teaching a student on the spectrum are on the
rise as that population wends its way into the mainstream and proves it is here to stay. But how
do those teachers navigate these new experiences, what resources do they have, and what do they
make of these puzzling and wonderful students? This study seeks to answer those questions.

The Construction of One Teacher’s Specialized Knowledge
Fear and Confusion
I had only been teaching high school language arts two years when I was approached by
three individuals: the Exceptional Student Education (ESE) department head, the teacher of the
self-contained autistic unit, and an assistant principal. “We’d like you to teach a student with
autism,” they said. I must have looked stunned, because they rushed to compliment me and
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explain they felt I was organized and had a good grasp of teaching different kinds of students.
They said the student in question, Clive, had the requisite skills to function outside the selfcontained autistic unit in one mainstream period per day, my English class. They spoke quickly
and with enough praise for me that I knew I was to take their confidence in me as a good thing,
so I mustered an agreement to take Clive, but immediately felt anxious. What prepared me for
teaching a student with autism? How would I negotiate having him in my classroom? What
were his challenges (I wasn’t even thinking about his strengths because the word “autism”
didn’t have any strengths in it yet for me), and who would help me learn how to deal with those
challenges?
I was scared. Why me? Forget the literacy aspect of teaching Clive; I immediately
conjured images of autism that focused on behaviors. I had seen autistic children hit themselves.
I knew from the movie Rainman that Raymond had hideous tantrums when he couldn’t watch
Judge Wapner on T.V. What if there was a meltdown? Would I lose control over the rest of the
class when a large adolescent boy tantrumed? True, I had worked a year as a paraprofessional
in a self-contained classroom for secondary students with autism many years ago, and I cursed
myself for ever having revealed that information somewhere along the line. But those students
couldn’t function in the mainstream classroom, exhibited bizarre behaviors, and would harm
themselves when frustrated. Would Clive be like that? Then I grew even more concerned: How
could he navigate reading and writing in all its abstractness? Weren’t they a literal crowd?
Clive was just the first of my encounters teaching students on the autism spectrum in my
mainstream high school classroom. According to Florida’s 2014 State Educational Agency
(SEA) Profile, 13% of the total K-12 population of students served in the state of Florida are
exceptional, and of those, the percentage attending general education classes has risen from 69%
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in 2011 to 71% in 2014 (FLDOE, 2015). Included in that exceptional category are students with
autism spectrum conditions, the prevalence of which has risen sharply in the last few decades
and currently stands at 1 in 68 children (CDC, 2014). Despite the prevalence, however, training
for general education teachers in instructing students with exceptionality is limited. MooresAbdool (2010) reports general education teachers feel underprepared to teach their students with
disabilities overall and, more specifically, request more training and support for the instruction of
their students on the autism spectrum. Feeling “underprepared” was an understatement for me;
I was completely overwhelmed.
In teaching Clive, I was able to get information about behaviors and social skills from the
teachers of ESE and autism at the school, and also I drew upon my previous experiences from
my days in the autistic unit (what we called it in the ‘80’s) that utilized principles of organization
and structure from Eric Schopler’s TEACCH program; however, I remember thinking no other
ELA teacher in my school would have known what I did, and I felt lucky. But I also knew I
would have to make serious changes to support Clive’s literacy instruction in the classroom. I
looked to my English department head at the time for help, but she was at a complete loss as she
hadn’t taught any students like Clive yet. When I turned to the national organization for English
teachers to which I belonged, heretofore my rock for strategies and lesson plans, I found very
little guidance about how to teach Clive or others like him the secondary literacy skills of my
curriculum. In fact, I found very few resources anywhere, online, in the library, within the ESE
teacher pool at my school, or even with district training programs. Where did English teachers
go to get support of exceptional students that was tailored to teaching the ELA curriculum? No
one knew. I had to make it up as I went along.
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Mastery
Shortly after Clive entered and changed my world, several other things occurred almost
simultaneously. I was appointed English department co-chair at my school, and English
teachers who got Clive after me, and later, another of my students with Asperger’s, sought my
hard-won “expertise” about teaching them. Additionally, my school district was moving to a
more concrete system of strategies and instructional practices geared toward explicit instruction
and support of diverse learners to enhance their learning. This facilitated a new understanding
in me that adding to my content knowledge would not be as productive as understanding
mechanisms for learning; to add to my repertoire of teaching strategies for ever-increasingly
diverse students, I enrolled in a Master’s program for Exceptional Student Education. During
my Master’s, not only did I learn about new and innovative instructional supports, I revisited
many of the strategies I had accumulated over the years from teaching pre-K, working in the
self-contained unit for autism, taking ESOL courses, and attending district trainings. I learned
about Universal Design for Learning that asked me to consider the diverse learning styles and
needs of every student through multiple means, and I found the specifics quite applicable to my
own teaching philosophy that valued the experiences and preferences of my students. I also had
an ulterior motive in attaining that particular Master’s: I wanted to learn how I and other
teachers could support my own child who was in the midst of being diagnosed as, you guessed it,
being on the autism spectrum.
The diagnosis of Asperger’s, a developmental condition at the upper end of the autism
spectrum, came when my son was seven years old; there are deficits, I was told, as well as
strengths. While coming to understand what this meant as a parent, I could not contain my
secondary educator-self, the one who looked ahead to high school language arts, and I thought
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of my students like him who needed something extra to be successful. Clive on the one hand had
some strong tendencies of autism, but he also had multi-levels of support including gradual
release into mainstream classes, faculty dialogue, an IEP, support groups, both a behavior and a
speech specialist, and a self-contained resource room to which he could return to regroup. On
the other hand, however, were students of mine who did not need or receive that level of support
but who still struggled mightily with the intricacies of a language-based curriculum, though I
was beginning to see some interesting strengths in them as well. This was my child, and I
wondered who would support him, and how.
I now had a clear lens through which to interpret the coursework of my Master’s. Each
assessment class, each reading class, each assignment on strategies and transitions gave me
clearer understanding of not only the challenges faced by the student, but the challenges faced
by the teacher, and I wondered afresh why more language arts teachers were not exposed to the
levels of support and instruction I was receiving (albeit voluntarily). I wondered why more of
the information I was learning wasn’t a part of my English teacher journals or discussed at their
conferences, and I wondered how English teachers were supposed to know how to best instruct
this enigmatic population. I became acutely aware of how little ELA teachers had been trained
in dealing with the special literacy needs of students on the spectrum, and I asked, how do other
ELA teachers learn how to teach this population?

The Teachers’ Teacher
Armed with the self- imposed task of learning all I could to support my own child and his
ELA teachers and frustrated by a perceived lack of resources for ELA teachers, I entered the
world of academe to pursue a doctorate that would allow me to combine all I knew and
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wondered about exceptional students in the English classroom. If few resources existed to help
mainstream secondary ELA teachers support students on the spectrum, I would learn how to
ferret them out and make them more available. I would make a difference.
Making that difference started with the pre-service teachers I supervised each semester.
As part of my assistantship and commitment to the university during my program, I was given the
task of supervising a half-dozen or so secondary pre-service teachers of various content areas
every semester during their final internships, many of whom were language arts candidates. In
all, I supervised 15 language arts teacher candidates, most of whom had at least one student
situated somewhere on the spectrum. During the accompanying Senior Seminar course I taught
them, and during individual coaching sessions as I scaffolded their gradual release into fulltime
teaching, some very rich discussions took place centered on how to address the unique needs of
those enigmatic students with autism in secondary language arts. The interns’ reactions to those
students ranged from puzzlement to frustration, and each drew upon my experiences and
knowledge to navigate the challenge.
From those interactions, and added to my own previous dilemmas as a language arts
teacher and department head, as well as my concerns about the level of knowledge my son’s
teachers had about his needs, I wondered about the instruction of pre-service secondary
language arts teachers in their education programs. How well they were prepared for the
realities of teaching students on the spectrum? What were their perceptions of those students
before they began teaching, and how were those perceptions impacted as they began teaching?
How did they view the culture of autism, or did they perceive there was one at all? How did they
find resources to help their students on the spectrum? And, importantly, where could we gather
their concerns and new knowledge to benefit other new secondary ELA teachers?
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Construction of ELA Teaching Knowledge
New teachers necessarily draw upon past experiences (Kagan, 1992), cultural positioning
(Gay, 2010), and prior knowledge (Symeonidou & Phtiaka, 2009) to navigate early teaching
occurrences. That experience and knowledge includes, among other things, their own
apprenticeship of observation as students themselves (Lortie, 1975), teacher preparation
programs they may have attended (Darling-Hammond, 2000), and professional development
(Craft, 2000). Because this study focuses on new teachers as graduates of a large urban
university in the southeastern United States, I first turn to teacher preparation programs for clues
about knowledge and experience gleaned from their coursework that would help ELA teacher
candidates negotiate the instruction of students on the spectrum in their new teaching roles.

Teacher Preparation
One avenue toward construction of knowledge for new teachers is through their educator
preparation. A look at teacher preparation programs in colleges of education reveals secondary
language arts teacher candidates receive very little training in the support of exceptional students
in general and students on the autism spectrum specifically. A brief investigation of five
education programs at major universities in Florida (where the study takes place) show only a
few have minimal courses to support exceptional students generally, ranging from 2 to 3 credits,
which provide cursory instruction on a broad range of exceptionalities and age groups. Through
that modest coursework, the secondary ELA teacher candidate gets very minimal training in the
instruction of students with autism, despite that many of the characteristics of autism spectrum
conditions directly impact success with language-based ELA content and curriculum (Mercer,
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2009). Conversely, the Florida SEA Profile shows English Language Learners (ELLs) make up
6-9% of the student population (Florida Department of Education, 2015b), yet ELA teacher
candidates are required to receive 300 hours of instruction for ELLs, resulting in an English for
Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) endorsement alongside their teaching certificate (Florida
Department of Education, 2015d); that endorsement affords teachers practical knowledge and
insight into teaching ELLs, of which a huge factor in their academic success is simply time and
exposure to the language. Though the prevalence of students with exceptionalities is higher than
the ELL population, teacher candidates do not receive the same intensity of training in their
teacher preparation programs despite that exceptional students may actually need more intensive
support than ELLs.
The agency that governed accreditation of Colleges of Education and set standards to be
met by teacher educators at the time the participants of this study were in their university
program was the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). Current
NCATE standards, put into effect in 2012 (National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education, 2015 b), require teacher preparation programs to include content knowledge
assessment, assessment of a candidate’s ability to plan, field or clinical assessment, candidate
impact on student learning, and instruction on assessments, both required and optional. The
broadest language on instruction of exceptional students is included in the standards, including
knowledge of “instructional strategies so that all students can learn,” demonstration of
proficiencies in support of “students with exceptionalities and those from diverse . . . groups,”
and teaching that draws “effectively on representation from the students’ own experiences and
cultures” including “students with exceptionalities” (National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education, 2015b).
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However, NCATE defers to Specialized Professional Associations (SPAs) for
assessments tailored to specific content areas that meet the overall NCATE standards noting that,
“No single assessment will meet an entire set of standards, and there are many ways to meet the
same standards” (National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, 2015b). SPAs,
then, are “encouraged to use these assessments as helpful guides as they develop their own key
assessments for program review.” For English language arts teachers, that SPA is the National
Council for Teachers of English (NCTE), and the newest standards (rolled out Spring 2015) are
just beginning to contain more inclusive language in the instruction of exceptional populations,
though none specifically to support students with autism. The 2015 NCTE standards may
benefit the next generation of ELA teachers who will graduate in the next few of years, and it
remains to be seen how adept they are at inclusion of exceptional students, particularly those
with autism spectrum conditions. However, new teachers currently entering the field were taught
under old standards without as much inclusive language and the absence of guidance for
instructing students on the spectrum. Thus new ELA teachers currently entering the field may
not have received adequate instruction from their college preparation programs.
New teachers also construct knowledge through their apprenticeships of observation
(Lortie, 1975). Looking back on their experiences in mainstream classrooms, teachers draw
upon their experiences as students to help them navigate their roles as teachers. Those
experiences include the kinds of students with whom they attended class which may limit
exposure to certain kinds of students or disabilities, resulting in new teaching occurrences
outside their realm of experience. Additionally, as college students, teacher candidates
experience short, single semester internships where exceptional students may or may not have
been a part of their learning.
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Finally, new teachers learn through professional development and dialogue with other
teachers (Craft, 2000). New ELA teachers attempting to find instructional support for students
on the autism spectrum may turn to their Specialized Professional Association, NCTE, but will
find a website bereft of information. As late as July 2014, the website for NCTE did not include
any information about autism spectrum conditions as they intersect with ELA curricula until a
policy statement I wrote was accepted by the executive council (Sabella, 2014); however, the
NCTE website currently does not have a strand through which ELA teachers can easily access
information about exceptionality at all. Further, a recent review of the English Journal, the
premier journal for ELA teachers, uncovers only four articles about autism written in the
journal’s 100-year history, despite an increased prevalence, demands for accountability, and the
challenges inherent in the population with ELA curricula. Additionally, a recent exploration of
professional development options for Florida educators reveals 19 modules offered through the
Department of Education, only two of which encompass aspects of special education and five of
which have objectives for differentiation, though not for autism specifically. A pay-per-module
course is also offered by link from the FLDOE to an outside provider; of the 16 courses offered,
only one is specifically about autism. Thus professional development for English language arts
teachers that allows training and dialogue about the challenges of teaching students on the autism
spectrum is largely missing.

Statement of the Problem
Given that prevalence of diagnosis of autism is increasing (Centers for Disease Control,
2014) and more students with exceptionality overall are being served in the mainstream (Florida
Department of Education, 2015b), there is growing concern language arts teachers will face
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teaching this population at some point. New teachers in particular may be at a loss as they are
just constructing knowledge of the teaching profession in general, let alone teaching students on
the autism spectrum. Students on the autism spectrum may have cognitive styles that are
problematic or more pronounced in the instruction of literacy skills (Byrnes & Wasik, 2009;
Mercer, 2009), and Mercer goes on to point out that very little research has been focused on the
issue despite the difficulties of teaching them. Smagorinsky (2014) calls on ELA teachers to
consider practices and instruction that focus on inclusion of exceptional students under the
culturally responsive umbrella, and Winter-Messiers and colleagues (Winter-Messiers, Herr,
Wod, Brooks, Gates, Houston, & Tingstad, 2007) specifically calls on teachers to support
students on the autism spectrum in culturally responsive ways. At this time, however, there is
not a consensus about how new teachers should approach the instruction of language arts with
students on the autism spectrum nor respond to them in culturally responsive ways. Examining
how new ELA teachers describe teaching those students in context and how they perceive
cultural aspects of this population is paramount to better understand what may be vital in
professional development training and teacher education programs for secondary English
language arts.

Overview of Conceptual Framework
Ravitch and Riggan (2012) assert the conceptual framework goes deep into the core of
the personal interests of the researcher, including biases, values, and characteristics, and mine are
driven by a desire to draw attention to the support needed by both students on the autism
spectrum in secondary language arts and their teachers. To identify the basis of that need, it is
necessary to understand how those teachers, particularly new teachers, construct knowledge
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about these enigmatic students. Given my views of the personal nature of knowledge and ways
of knowing, I draw upon two educational theories to frame this study, both constructivism and
culturally responsive teaching theory. Constructivism helps me explain how teachers construct
their knowledge and learning experiences, while culturally responsive teaching theory helps me
understand how teachers position themselves in relation to their students and respond to their
cultures.
I stand upon a foundation laid by Lev Vygotsky (1986) during my own teacher
preparation program to undergird my understanding of constructivism. The constructivist theory
of learning provides for the building of knowledge through personal experiences and social
interactions. According to Crotty (1998), individuals make meaning based on their own
experiences and realities within their own communities, and they report what is “meaningfully
constructed” (p.64) by them in their own diverse interpretations. I believed the new teachers I
interviewed would be actively learning how to negotiate teaching students on the autism
spectrum and would be constructing knowledge from both past experiences and the new ones
generated through collaboration in their classrooms and schools, as described by Bloom and
colleagues (Bloom, Hutson, He & Konkle, 2013). In describing learning as drawing upon prior
understanding which is linked to new experiences, Bloom et al (2013) cite Dewey (1916) who
asserts, “Education is not an affair of ‘telling’ and being told, but an active and constructive
process.” Because learning directly ties together both an individual’s past experiences with new
ones, reality is constructed “differently by different individuals” and takes the form of
“interpretations” (Gall, Gall and Borg, 2007, p.27). Thus the experiences of new teachers
encountering the culture and instruction of students on the autism spectrum will be highly
individualized and unique in their constructions of meaning and understanding. This
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construction also embraces Vygotsky’s concept of scaffolding (1986) in which new teachers will
draw upon prior knowledge and experiences and link them to their new experiences in a
recursive and ever-growing understanding of what it means to teach these students. Thus, this
study is situated in constructivist theory in both respecting the ways new ELA teachers construct
knowledge about teaching their students on the spectrum and in the way their knowledge is
interpreted by me.
I also draw upon both Lev Vygotsky (1986) and Louise Rosenblatt (1938, 1978) to help
me position myself and other educators within culturally responsive teaching theory wherein the
learner draws upon cultural practices, norms, and tools to position himself within learning and
views the world from a personal cultural perspective. Culturally responsive teaching theory, as
envisioned by Ladson-Billings (1992), derives from Boas’ turn-of the-century ideas of cultural
relativism through which the activities and beliefs of an individual can only be understood
through his unique culture. Ladson-Billings uses the term “culturally responsive” as coined by
Cazden and Leggett (1981) to mean “a more dynamic or synergistic relationship between
home/community culture and school culture.” Geneva Gay (2010) describes culturally
responsive teaching as “using the prior experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles”
of diverse students as strengths upon which “relevant and effective” instruction takes place
(p.31).
Through cultural responsiveness, teachers first examine their own perspectives and
assumptions about students’ cultures. When culturally responsive practices are implemented,
teachers see “cultural differences as assets” that guide classroom communities and instruction
(Gay, 2010, p.31). I believed culturally responsive teaching theory would undergird the
interactions of new English language arts teachers in particular due to a staple of ELA
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coursework, Rosenblatt’s Reader Response theory, which respects the cultural lens from which
students digest, process, and respond to texts. This study calls upon the basic tenets of culturally
responsive teaching theory to understand how secondary ELA teachers recognize, make sense of,
and use the preferences, patterns of thinking, and instructional differences inherent in their
students of the culture of autism spectrum (Mesibov, Shea, & Schopler, 2005).

Purpose of the Study
Although extensive research has shown teachers use constructivist approaches toward
assembling their own knowledge about teaching, little attention has been paid to how new
secondary ELA teachers construct knowledge about teaching specific populations of students,
chiefly, students on the autism spectrum. Where new teachers may draw upon culturally relevant
practices for various student populations in their classroom, a paucity of research examines how
new secondary ELA teachers draw upon culturally responsive practices and materials that
specifically support students on the autism spectrum.
I conducted this study to explore and describe the experiences of new ELA teachers as
they make meaning of what it means to teach students on the autism spectrum within the ELA
curriculum using a constructivist perspective (to study how teachers construct knowledge) and
culturally responsive teaching theory (to study how teachers negotiate a culture they may know
little about). The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to explore how those teachers make
meaning of their experiences, and (2) to explore how they describe their practices as framed by
culturally responsive teaching theory. The aim of this study was to provide a description of
those experiences and then utilize constructivism and culturally responsive teaching theory as
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frameworks for understanding how they constructed their understanding of how to teach and
make meaning of the culture of their students on the spectrum.
Exploratory Questions
The aim of the study was to describe the experiences and perceptions of new language
arts teachers as they teach students in the autism spectrum. I utilized constructivism and
culturally responsive teaching theory as frameworks for understanding how they construct their
understanding of how to teach those students and make meaning of culturally responsive
practices for them. Questions that guided the study were:
•

How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and describe their
experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?

•

In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers construct knowledge
about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?

•

In what ways, if any, can the experiences of new secondary English language arts
teachers be described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?

Significance of the Study
Moore-Abdool (2010) notes that while headway is being made in general education
classrooms in general to include students with disabilities, “less is known about what is being
done for students with autism.” She states very few research studies examine the intersection of
autism and academics, particularly secondary language arts skills. She calls for further research
that examines how teachers in mainstream classrooms are providing access to the curriculum for
students with autism. Mercer (2009) notes growing concerns of teachers faced with “the
perplexing challenges” of teaching students on the autism spectrum in inclusive classrooms and a
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need for guidance in literacy instruction. Smagorinsky (2014), drawing on his own selfdiscovery of an autism spectrum condition, calls on educators to teach acceptance in inclusive
ways “within the scope of multicultural and diversity education.” Building on these calls, this
study hopes to provide a deeper understanding of how new English language arts teachers
negotiate teaching secondary students on the spectrum. Narrative case studies may reveal how
teachers construct knowledge of this population by documenting both their individual and
collective experiences and their cultural awareness. This study would be beneficial to teacher
preparation and professional development programs.

Overview of Methodology
This research study was conducted to better understand the perspectives of new
secondary ELA teachers about their students on the autism spectrum and how those teachers
make sense of instructing those students. Patton (2002) asserts qualitative research is undertaken
to learn more about the experiences and perspectives of people, and as such, qualitative methods,
which include interviews, observations, and examination of documents, are a good way of
getting at the lived experiences and perspectives of those people. Because I was interested in
how secondary language arts teachers construct knowledge of and perceive their students on the
autism spectrum, qualitative research suits the nature of this study as well as my philosophical
perspective; Stake (2006) asserts, “The more qualitative is a study, the more emphasis will be
placed on the experiences of people . . . with the phenomenon” (p. 27). The phenomenon of
being such a teacher was explored both across cases and within each case, or “both its
commonality and its differences across manifestations” (p. 40).
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Holding a constructivist view of how knowledge is built in part dictates how this
particular research was conducted. Gall, Gall and Borg (2007) assert, “Social reality is
constructed by the individuals who participate in it” (p. 21) wherein making meaning of a
phenomenon begins with individuals in context. In this study, understanding the phenomenon
of being a new teacher grappling with teaching secondary language arts content to students on
the spectrum interests me and requires learning directly from those teachers how they perceive
and make meaning of their situations. Thus, my “epistemological assumptions about the local,
immediate character of meaning implies . . . that the researcher must study particular cases . . .
instances of the phenomenon that interest him” (Gall, Gall, and Borg, 2007, p. 25), so I studied
multiple particular cases. Further, Creswell (2007) suggests the researcher “situate individual
stories within participants’ personal experiences, their culture, and their historic contexts” (p.
56). I was interested in hearing how these new language arts teachers perceive their students on
the spectrum and approach teaching them within the contexts of their own experiences and
content area, so I used narrative inquiry to gather data.
This study was a narrative multiple case study from the interpretivist paradigm. The
participants selected were new English language arts teachers (three years or less of teaching) in
secondary classrooms (grades 6-12) who have taught or are teaching students on the autism
spectrum for one or more semesters (two nine-week grading periods). Data collection consisted
of teaching documents used by participants with their students on the spectrum (Patton, 2007), a
researcher reflective journal (Janesick, 2016), and responsive interviews (Rubin and Rubin,
2012). Data was analyzed first within cases and then across cases.
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Definitions
In this proposal, I use terms related to autism, culture, and teaching in ways meaningful
to me and my inquiry and developed over the course of years immersed in the topics. I
recognize the subjectivity of my particular definitions and respect those held by reader. In this
study, the following key terms will be used:
Autism spectrum: I use this term to honor the spectrum approach conceived of by Lorna
Wing to encompass the many facets of autism, and I include both the spectrum of abilities and
challenges of individuals as well as the concept of autism’s position of neurodiversity within the
general population as described by Baron-Cohen and colleagues (Lai, Lombardo, Chakrabarti, &
Baron-Cohen., 2013). Further, a spectrum approach addresses both the breadth of autism out into
the general population as well as the depth of differences and characteristics within the
population itself, as described by Baron-Cohen and colleagues (Lai et al.., 2013). However, this
study draws on research published before, during, and after the implementation of the fifth and
most recent iteration of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V)
(DSM-5 Implementation and Support, 2015), which folds in all forms of autism under a single
umbrella, from Kanner’s classic autism to Asperger’s Syndrome, at varying levels of support
needed. Some research cited herein, however, makes distinctions between forms of autism (i.e.,
“Asperger’s”), and participants also used labels that pre-date the current DSM-V (i.e., “highfunctioning”); the students typically included in mainstream ELA classes are those with less
severe manifestations of the spectrum. Thus, other terminology may also be used, though I mean
to include all of it under my conceptualization of a spectrum approach. In keeping with the
preferences of some individuals in the autism community, specific students may be referred to as
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being “on the autism spectrum” (Perner, Williams, & Endow, 2009; Williams, n.d.) and rarely,
the terms “autism” and “autistic” are also used (Samuel, 2016).
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy: I use this term in the manner of Gloria Ladson-Billings
(1992, 1995) and Geneva Gay (2010) to indicate a pedagogy that stems from the implementation
of culturally responsive teaching theory (discussed within) and the practices that encompass it.
This pedagogy respects the cultural uniqueness of each individual student and recognizes the
strengths in home and community habits, customs, and language each student brings to school.
New Teacher: I define a new teacher as someone with three years or fewer teaching
experience. Because I have supervised pre-service teachers and watched them transform into
teachers during their internships, and because I cannot pinpoint the exact moment of one’s
identity shift into and actual becoming of the role of “teacher,” I include final internships in this
New Teacher definition.
English Language Arts: The English language arts include reading, writing, listening,
speaking, and viewing (National Council for Teachers of English, 2015a). I use this term to
include those competencies, content, and curriculum as one would find in a middle school or
high school English and/or language arts setting. It should be noted participants spoke of four
strands of language arts, reading, writing, listening, and speaking, as assessed by current
standards in Florida. Viewing, as a separate strand, was not discussed.
Secondary: Based on Florida teacher certification for ELA teachers, I use this term to
refer to grade levels above elementary, inclusive of grades 6-12 and both middle and high
school.
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Delimitations
In order to get at what it means to be a new teacher of students on the autism spectrum in
ELA, I looked at teachers in a bound system that includes 1) having graduated from the same
teacher preparation program to ensure differences in programs is not interfering, 2) having taught
for three years or fewer, 3) teaching in secondary ELA, and 4) having at least one student on the
autism spectrum. I accepted teacher report of autism spectrum in an effort to listen to how a
teacher describes the student and the strengths and deficits of that student. I recognized teachers
at various stages of teaching, in different schools, and in different grade levels brought unique
perspectives to the study, so a variety of those factors was sought. Further, I recognized
individuals on the spectrum bring a kaleidoscope of learning styles, abilities, and behaviors into
the picture, so multiple cases of several teachers and their students are examined.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter I began with a personal account of my own construction of knowledge
about students with autism spectrum conditions as I taught them in my secondary English
language arts class. This introduction shows how convoluted that construction was for me and
positions me to ask how other new teachers construct knowledge of that population of students
and what their perceptions of those students are. I also introduced the concept of culturally
responsive pedagogy, as I believe it informs how teachers react to certain groups of students, and
I used the theory that undergirds responsive practices to set up how I intended to process and
analyze the interviews of my participants. I provided a brief overview of my research method
and the theories I perceive lie behind it. In the next chapter, I review the literature that helped
guide this research study.
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CHAPTER TWO:
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Why Study New English Language Arts Teachers and Their Experiences?
The English language arts (ELA) teacher in the United States today is a precious
commodity, tasked with incorporating five areas into the curriculum she teaches: reading,
writing, listening, speaking, and viewing (National Council for Teachers of English, 2015a). The
call to be an English teacher is often answered by others like myself, lovers of the printed word,
writers, poets, story-lovers, and grammarians. The internet reveals a myriad of lesson plans sure
to tempt the ELA enthusiast, from Jonathan Swift’s startling satire to Emily Dickenson’s
beautiful darkness, from hilarious adjective tombstones to Marc Antony’s rousing speech, and
from Poe’s frightfully thumping heart to found poetry in an obituary. However, Rubin (2011)
writes “The love of literature no longer holds as much importance as high scores on
assessments” (p. 411), and Eisenbach (2012) questions how teachers with passion for literature
are supposed to balance it with scripted curricula designed to meet accountability initiatives.
In the current climate of high-stakes testing, the ELA skills of reading and writing are
highly regarded as crucial for mastery, and the newest Common Core standards include reading
and writing strands across content areas (Common Core State Standards, 2015; Cochran-Smith,
2015; Hahs-Vaughn & Scherff, 2008). A narrowing of the curriculum to focus on reading,
writing, and mathematics has occurred (Grey, 2010), and Burns (2007) writes ELA teachers are
“particular targets for scrutiny” as “literacy achievement is a central agent for testing in current
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accountability mandates” (p. 123). Further, ELA teachers are called upon to teach those
standards to an increasingly diverse population of students (National Association for
Multicultural Education, 2015b), ensuring no child is left behind (U.S. Department of Education,
2002). Unfairly, then, ELA teachers are in the bull’s-eye of a critical nature (Burns, 2007).
The pressures placed on ELA teachers may cause many of them to leave the field; among
factors that may contribute to ELA teacher attrition are student discipline problems, lack of
support, inadequate preparation, and now accountability (Hahs-Vaughn & Scherff, 2008;
Hancock & Scherff, 2010). Further, research suggests the demands of meeting accountability
measures for students with diverse special needs may also contribute to ELA teacher attrition
(Scherff, 2008), and NCLB goals of 100% proficiency in reading for every student, some of
whom have special needs or are not proficient in English, are unrealistic (Rubin, 2011). Among
the diverse students ELA teachers may encounter, those with autism spectrum may prove
especially challenging as many of the characteristics of autism directly impact successful
interaction with the curriculum (Byrnes & Wasik, 2009; Mercer, 2009; Moores-Abdool, 2010;
Winter-Messiers et al., 2007)
New ELA teachers may be particularly vulnerable to attrition, entering the high-stakes
arena with scripted curricular requirements (Eisenbach, 2012) and standards that emphasize
formulaic writing and reading skills over literature (Smagorinsky et al., 2011). Further, many
ELA teachers received training in colleges of education that emphasized more liberal, literature
based curricula that is at odds with conservative agendas aimed at standardization, commonality,
and skills (Smagorinksky et al., 2002) forcing them to adjust their beliefs to feel successful in
new teaching experiences (Cook, 2009). Differences in expectations about what teaching
English is supposed to be may not match the realities, causing many new teachers to leave
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(McMann, Johannessen, & Ricca, 2005; Scherff & Hahs-Vaughn, 2008). Further, Scherff and
Hahs-Vaughn (2008) report new ELA teachers may feel inadequately supported by mentors,
have more preps for more challenging classes, and participate in networking infrequently.
Finally, the realities of teaching ELA include exceptional students for whom standards
must be met with few accommodations (Scherff & Hahs-Vaughn, 2008); among those are
students on the autism spectrum in increasing numbers (Centers for Disease Control, 2014).
New English teachers are unsure how to proceed with this enigmatic population, and very little is
known about the intersection of autism and language arts (Moores-Abdool, 2010). With
increased concern over how to overcome challenges of teaching language arts to students on the
spectrum (Mercer, 2009; Moores-Abdool, 2010), the time is nigh to examine the perceptions of
new ELA teachers as they teach secondary students of this population within the English
language arts curriculum (see Figure 1).

English
Language Arts
Curriculum

Characteristics
of Autism

New Teacher
Experience

Phenomenon of being a new English
language arts teacher with a student on the
autism spectrum

Figure 1. Schema for the Phenomenon Being Studied
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ELA Teacher Knowledge Construction
As new teachers enter the profession, they negotiate their new experiences with a variety
of resources. Personal means of knowing include their own experiences (Kagan, 1992), their
cultural positioning (Gay, 2010), and prior knowledge of the profession (Symeonidou & Phtiaka,
2009). Experiences include their apprenticeships of observation (Lortie, 1975; Smagorinsky,
Wilson, & Moore, 2011) which represent their own encounters with teaching as seen from their
student perspectives. Teacher knowledge comes from attending teacher preparation programs in
colleges of education (Darling-Hammond, 2000; Smagorinsky et al., 2011) as well as
professional development opportunities (Craft, 2000; Scherff & Hahs-Vaughn, 2008) and on-site
experiences (Milton, 2014). Because this study focuses on new teachers as graduates from a
teacher preparation program at a large, southeastern university, I will focus primarily on preservice teacher preparation, first in general, then more specifically for language arts teachers, and
finally as teachers of diverse populations. I will also look briefly at new in-service teacher
experiences in the context of the English language arts.

Influences on Teacher Education Programs
Teacher preparation programs in general find themselves shaped by a variety of factors,
from changing population demographics to a revolution in standards and influences of outside
agencies. Cochran-Smith and Villegas (2015) posit that shifts in population demographics both
internationally and nationally have trickled into new teacher preparation programs, and they
assert new teachers must be prepared for the realities of teaching an increasingly diverse student
population. As competition to prepare students adequately for a changing global economy
increases, so does attention to accountability of teachers and schools to achieve that goal
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(Cochran-Smith & Villegas, 2015); policies aimed at student, teacher, and school accountability
are unprecedented. Accountability has revolutionized standards. From the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 to the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 to Common
Core State Standards (CCSS), standards have gotten increasingly rigorous and have focused
heavily on reading, writing, and mathematics (Grey, 2010). Changing standards have moved
into teacher preparation programs as well. The agency that governs accreditation of those
programs is the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE, currently
CAEP) which demands teacher candidates not only demonstrate proficiency in their chosen
content areas, but also that they employ a myriad of teaching strategies and assessment
techniques, plan for diverse populations, and measure their impact on student learning (National
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, 2012b).
Under NCATE’s umbrella, each area of specialization, Specialized Professional
Associations (SPAs), provides standards and assessments tailored to specific content areas that
meet the overall NCATE standards (National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education, 2015a). For ELA teachers, that SPA is the National Council for Teachers of English
(NCTE) whose standards influence English teacher preparation. However, other organizations
also influence standards and instruction in colleges of education. The National Association for
Multicultural Education (NAME) emphasizes new teachers must be adequately trained in
“cultural competence” (National Association for Multicultural Education, 2015b, p. 1), and that
language has wended its way not only into teacher preparation programs but teacher evaluations
systems under which teachers are assessed. In Florida, where the study takes place, two such
evaluation systems by which teachers are measured are Marzano and Danielson which align with
Florida Accomplished Educator Practices (FEAPs). Other outside agencies affecting teacher
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preparation programs include state departments of education for certification requirements,
curriculum programs (e.g., College Board’s Springboard and Advanced Placement programs),
and even grade-specific agendas like those tailored to the needs of middle level teachers and
students (e.g., Association for Middle Level Education).

Program Preparation of Pre-service English Language Arts Teachers
Colleges of education that prepare English language arts teachers use standards set forth
by NCATE, NCTE, and other organizations such as the International Literacy Association (ILA,
formerly IRA) as well as state and federal agencies such as departments of education. From
those preparation programs, several models and instructional methods of ELA teacher training
have been examined, particularly with regard to the effectiveness of those programs.
Hochstetler (2011) writes, “Students who choose to pursue a degree in English education
often don’t fully understand what it means to be a teacher of English” until it is too late in final
semesters. For example, misconceptions may include who is to provide instruction for both
struggling and low-level readers in mainstream classes (Hochstetler, 2011). In writing, Morgan
and Pytash (2014) state the sheer numbers of students in secondary classes makes writing
instruction challenging. Misconceptions can also occur when beliefs about being an English
teacher do not align with realities (Cook, 2009; Smagorinsky, et al., 2011). Hochstetler suggests
addressing identity development of pre-service English language arts teachers might mitigate
misconceptions developed in preparation courses that do not adequately address the realities of
teaching language arts. Smagorinsky and colleagues (Smagorinsky, et al., 2011)) in part agree,
suggesting ELA teacher preparation appears to be permeated with traditional views of English
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education, with emphasis on literature, grammar instruction, and prescriptive writing, despite
attempts to embrace a more liberal pedagogy.
Lovette (2013) notes a dearth of research examining preparation of pre-service English
teachers for the demands of teaching reading to secondary students, despite that Hochstetler says
there is a misconception that ELA teachers will have to teach remedial reading skills to a portion
of their student population (Hochstetler, 2011) and despite calls from the International Literacy
Association (ILA, formerly IRA) for increased differentiation of literacy instruction for
secondary students (IRA, 2012). Lovette (2013) adds reading instruction for secondary preservice ELA teachers is remarkably absent from their coursework, even though the needs of
adolescent readers are quite unique and very different from younger readers (Alexander & Fox,
2011); Florida, where the study takes place, is one such state without a requirement for reading
development for secondary ELA teacher certification (Lovette, 2013). Research on preparation
of ELA teacher candidates in writing instruction is also limited (Morgan & Pytash; 2014).
Morgan and Pytash (2014) state methods courses in colleges of education, which are more
focused on pedagogy than English composition courses, can potentially help shift attitudes and
beliefs about writing, especially when opportunities exist to help pre-service teachers learn to
teach and assess writing by working with students or student writing samples. They suggest
teacher candidates need explicit instruction in writing and writing experiences to know how to
teach writing, and she asserts opportunities to interact with students or student work is crucial.
Several models of ELA teacher preparation have been studied. Bainbridge and Macy
(2008) suggest the cohort model enables pre-service literacy teachers to support one another in
learning; their study examined pre-service ELA teachers to reflect on their coursework and field
experiences who described cohort experiences as helpful. Another successful model for pre-
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service ELA teachers is the Professional Development School (PDS) model (Heller, Wood, &
Shawgo, 2007), wherein universities, school districts and schools, and educators form
partnerships to teach and mentor education students and teacher candidates. Foundational
courses, field experiences, action-research, and co-occurring seminars provide extensive new
teacher support. Heller and colleagues (2007) report the partnership and coursework “reinforce
each other in ways important to the development of emerging teachers” (p. 228), particularly in
areas of literacy.
Most important in any model of ELA teacher preparation is the field experience which
may help bridge the gap between coursework and actual teaching. Field experiences of ELA
teacher candidates have received particular attention as attempts to minimize the two-world’s
pitfall described by Feinman-Nemsen and Buchman (Cochran-Smith, Villegas, Abrams, &
Chavez-Moreno., 2015b; Hahs-Vaughn & Scherff, 2008; Smagorinsky, Jakubiak, & Moore,
2008). Those experiences may serve to help pre-service teachers hone their practices and
develop appropriate questions about teaching that will help them overcome “possible
uncertainties” (Orzulak, Lillge, Engel, & Haviland, 2014, p. 80). In a study of ELA teacher
candidates, Orzulak and colleagues found their students learned best about teaching practice in a
program supported by field experiences designed to provide diverse teaching experiences with
diverse student groups. Using recursive teaching methods, the researchers taught pre-service
ELA teachers with in-class demonstrations and videos of teaching applications, then allowed
practice and feedback with peers and instructors, then provided diverse field placements for
practice. Students learned how to meet contextual needs of students in diverse communities
“adapting and adopting specific practices to support diverse learners’ needs and strengths”
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(Orzulak et al, 2014, p. 95). It is this preparation for diverse students, particularly those with
disabilities and autism, to which I turn next.

Program Preparation for Diversity and Disability
As discussed below, there is increased demand for teachers to become culturally
competent with a diverse student body (Ladson-Billings, 1995; Gay, 2010; Johnson & McIntosh,
2009; National Association for Multicultural Education, 2015b). Advocates expect competence
in understanding diverse student cultures, called multiculturalism, which includes various racial
and ethnic groups, linguistic preferences, expressions of gender and sexuality, and levels of
“ableness” (or disability) (National Association for Multicultural Education, 2015a). Edgar
(2002) calls on colleges of education to increase cultural competence in pre-service teachers that
includes, among other cultural distinctions, disabilities. There is a paucity of research that
addresses ELA teacher preparation for diversity, and much of the literature centers on training
for instruction of English language learners (i.e., Amarillo, Padilla, & Arenas, 2011) or urban
students (i.e., Costigan, 2008; Early & Shagoury, 2010; Zoss, 2014). Further, Boyd and
colleagues (Boyd, Ariail, Williams, et al., 2006) suggest current classroom instruction has a
“one-size-fits-all” feel and ELA teacher preparation for inclusion of all learners “has not yet
been realized” (p. 329); those researchers call on teacher education programs to prepare teachers
who are capable of including all learners regardless of their differences through a variety of
educational experiences and culturally responsive practices.
Unfortunately, there is very little research centered on secondary content area teachers’
instruction of diverse exceptional, disabled, or special education students, and there is a notable
absence of literature that specifically addresses ELA teachers with those populations. A lone
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study was found examining misconceptions of pre-service teachers about their students with
dyslexia (Washburn, 2014), and another study examined navigation of instruction of literacy to
students with disabilities (Kennedy & Ihle, 2012). Of students with autism, Moores-Abdool
(2010) indicates ELA teachers would like more training, though no studies could be located that
actually dealt with what this training looks like. This is particularly alarming given newest
statistics on graduation rates for students with disabilities combined with requirements of the
standardization movement to teach literacy skills to all students. While between 85 – 90 % of
students with disabilities are deemed able to graduate on regular diplomas, only 62% of them are
actually doing so (Gradnation.org; 2015). Further, during this time when accountability
measures feature more prominently for students with disabilities, Education Week posted an
article about record-setting civil rights complaints registered by the U.S. Department of
Education based on violations of either the Americans with Disabilities Act or Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act (Samuels, 2015). Clearly, more research is needed to examine how new
teachers are prepared to teach diverse populations that include ableness.
Drawing on Banks (2005), Waitoller (2011) says most teachers now work in inclusive
settings with marginalized students, and the 2014 Florida State Educational Agency (SEA) report
confirms that students with disabilities are moving in increasing numbers into the mainstream
(Florida Department of Education, 2015b). Indeed, Humphrey and Symes (2011) report most
secondary teachers perceive they work in inclusive settings. Waitoller (2011) suggests teachers
who have knowledge and training in special education and accommodations have more positive
attitudes about and are more effective with their students with disabilities. Thus, training in
inclusive practices is important for teachers. However, content-area teacher preparation
programs provide very little instruction in the teaching of students with disabilities (Kosko and
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Wilkins, 2009). Further, students who “have more than one layer of difference add complexity”
(Waitoller, 2011, p. 8), such as might occur with gifted students having Asperger’s, for example,
and policies may require one form of learning difference to take precedence over other forms,
resulting in reduced levels of support, which can prove confusing for new teachers.
But where is this preparation of new ELA teachers for students with disabilities? The
agency that accredits Colleges of Education and governs standards to be met by teacher
candidates is the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). NCATE
defers to standards set by Specialized Professional Association (SPAs) for those specific to
content and other specialized areas (National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education, 2015a), and for English language arts pre-service teachers, those standards are set by
the National Council for Teachers of English (NCTE). While newest standards undergoing
revision and implementation contain more inclusive language to address specific needs of
diverse and exceptional students, both NCATE and NCTE have historically used overly broad
language to enforce standards for diverse students inclusive of “all” students of “diverse groups”
(National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education, 2015b).
An investigation of English Education coursework is revealing. I examined courses of
study at five major universities in the state of Florida (where the study takes place) and found
minimal coursework in disabilities at a few universities of only two or three credits; two
university programs had zero course requirements for exceptional students (Appendix A).
However, ELA teachers receive 300 hours in training to support English language learners which
results in an ESOL Endorsement (Florida Department of Education, 2015d), even though
challenges teaching such students often center mostly on the importance of time and immersion
in a language toward proficiency. ESOL Endorsement training is usually built into the core
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courses required in English education classes, but very little training is provided for support of
exceptional students, despite the 2014 Florida SEA profile that indicates more exceptional
students populate mainstream classrooms than English language learners (Florida Department of
Education, 2015b). It should be noted Florida offers an endorsement for Autism Spectrum
Disorders which can be added to educators’ teaching certifications (Florida Administrative Code
& Florida Administrative Register, 2016). The endorsement consists of 12 hours of coursework
in the nature of autism spectrum conditions and teaching approaches, assistive technology and
augmentative communication, behavior management and positive behavior supports, and
assessment and diagnosis of autism spectrum conditions, plus field experience. At the time of
this writing, none of the above coursework was woven into the program of study for English
language arts teachers nor required for graduation or certification.
Few studies have looked at the introductory special education courses offered content
area teachers. One such study was conducted by Middleton (2002) who examined the
experiences of pre-service teachers from three content areas (social studies, English language
arts, and science) as they took a mandatory diversity class as part of their education program.
The pre-service teachers were asked to describe their attitudes and beliefs about diversity
including race, gender, dis/ability, and sexual orientation. Middleton found that many initially
resisted learning about diversity for reasons such as being smart enough to know how to include
all students, a desire to avoid prejudice by treating everyone equally, and an aversion to making
every aspect of education about differences. However, results pointed to increased levels of
awareness of diversity and increased personal beliefs about diversity, prompting the researcher to
ask if pre-service teachers are given enough authentic, non-threatening exposure to diversity
training that allows them to make informed choices about multicultural teaching practices
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(Middleton, 2002). Johnson & McIntosh (2009) report very little consideration is given to the
culture of disability in the textbooks of 25 introductory special education classes. Further, they
found that special education was presented as a separate system while other forms of diversity
(race, gender, social class) were better integrated throughout the texts.
While those forms of diversity were presented as social constructs, disability was
presented as an individual problem in the textbooks, and the researchers posit special education
textbooks of introductory, survey special education coursework (of the type offered in the ELA
programs above) may leave pre-service teachers with a deficit model of disability (Johnson &
McIntosh, 2009). In a brief interview with a pre-service ELA teacher (Molinaro, 2015),
introductory special education coursework was described as unhelpful, with a single type of
disability presented each week and no practical field work or experience tied to any one group of
exceptionality. Thus, a sixteen-week course, for example, might provide a single lecture on
adolescents on the autism spectrum for prospective ELA teachers.
Not only are the number and scope of courses that prepare ELA teachers for diverse
learners possibly inadequate, but the methods courses that prepare pre-service ELA teachers may
also fall short. Kraut (2013) surveyed 23 teacher candidates at the end of an ELA university
program about their perceived levels of preparation for teaching. She found that, while they felt
prepared to teach in many ways, only half felt they understood emotional, physical, and
cognitive development of adolescents well, and only half felt adequately prepared to understand
the influence of cultural backgrounds on learning. Worse, only seventeen percent felt well
prepared to attend to learning needs of special education students. Traditional English education
courses may be more focused on literature rather than literacy skills (Mayher, 2012;
Smagorinsky, Wilson, & Moore, 2011), though students with disabilities may have marked
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difficulties with literacy (Byrnes & Wasik, 2009). Because competencies in literacy instruction
(listening, speaking, reading and writing) cannot be segregated from one another, Mayher (2012)
calls for more integration and collaboration among departments that address literacy issues,
including departments of special education. This training is needed to increase the efficacy of
pre-service teachers who do not feel confident teacher special needs learners.

Preparation of New In-service ELA Teachers for Diversity
Aside from their teacher preparation programs, new ELA teachers may also learn about
diverse student populations, including those from the cultures of disability and autism, from onsite experiences in their classrooms. In fact, Johnson and McIntosh (2009) draw on Edgar
(2002) to suggest cultural competence can only be truly learned when it is directly experienced.
Thus, new teachers may learn best about students with disabilities by actually teaching them; in a
study of new ELA teachers, one participant said of implementing Individual Education Plans
(IEPs) for students with special needs, “You don’t really get a sense until you do it” (Kraut,
2013). Milton (2014) concurs, suggesting new teachers learn best through direct interaction with
the cultures of their students, particularly for students with autism.
Other challenges for new ELA teachers exist; Siwatu (2011) reports new teachers may
experience many obstacles in diverse settings, the cultural and linguistic contexts of which they
are not adequately prepared. For example, Smagorinsky and colleagues (Smagorinsky, Lakly, &
Johnson, 2002) posit differences in education coursework may create expectations for what
constitutes acceptable student work which may look vastly different in the school setting where
individual student differences may need to be taken into consideration, especially where
prescribed curriculum is implemented. In assessment, new ELA teachers may not have the full
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capacity to understand what, for some students, is “an ‘acceptable’ piece of writing or a child’s
strengths and weaknesses in reading” (Bainbridge & Macy, 2008, p. 77); that skill may not be
developed until actually working directly with exceptional students for some time. Further,
where literacy is concerned, students with language-based disabilities, of which autism is one,
often need interventions or accommodations, but Kennedy & Ihle (2012) assert content area
teachers do not know how to implement support offered by special educators or co-teachers
assigned to assist them. Guidance in making sense of new experiences teaching exceptional
students may be in order.
The apprenticeship of observation is powerful (Lortie, 1975; Smagorinsky et al., 2002),
and new teachers frequently fall back on the way they were taught, especially in new situations
as might occur with exceptional students with whom they have little experience. This calls into
question, however, how much experience with exceptional students new teachers can recall from
their own apprenticeships of observation. Smagorinsky and colleagues (2004) found this to be
true where new ELA teaches who wanted to engage in student-centered pedagogy found
themselves reverting back to transmission models for teaching. Waitoller (2011) asserts teachers
who have knowledge and training in special education and accommodations have more positive
attitudes and feel more effective with their students with disabilities, but where might this
training come from once a teacher is teaching?
Some new teachers engage in professional development to this end which may be
impactful but is potentially limited in opportunity. Professional development in special
education practices directly impacts new teachers (Waitoller, 2011), and new teachers especially
benefit from training for the implementation of IEPs (Kosko & Wilkins, 2009). An investigation
of professional development designed to help ELA teachers negotiate diverse, exceptional
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student populations shows few training opportunities exist, despite a recent recertification
requirement for teachers in Florida to add one credit of special education training (Florida
Department of Education, 2015a) (Appendix B). For example, webinars that might be applicable
for ELA teachers in instructing students with special needs are housed on a special education site
(Council for Exceptional Children, 2015) rather than through their ELA website (National
Council for Teachers of English, 2015b). Courses offered through the Council for Exceptional
Children are pertinent to training ELA teachers and include alignment of IEPs with Common
Core standards, writing standards and students with learning disabilities, content literacy and
reading strategies for middle schoolers, cultural responsiveness with special education students,
linguistically diverse students with disabilities, writing to build language, and teaching writing to
students with autism spectrum disorders, among many others; these courses may be unknown to
English teachers who may look for them in their parent organization but not on special education
websites. Further, Humphrey and Symes (2011) assert training specifically targeting autism
spectrum conditions is beneficial for secondary educators, and 80% of the subject area teacher
participants of their study indicated they would take such targeted training. That training,
however, is largely missing from ELA websites or through state training opportunities.
Other ELA teachers simply learn from one another. New teachers gain confidence in
diverse settings through common planning time for collaboration and planning (Early &
Shagoury, 2010), allowing them to reflect on challenging new teaching situations (Bainbridge,&
Macy, 2008). Often, however, in the most diverse school settings, new teachers do not have
many seasoned teachers upon whom to call for guidance where there may be a “disproportionate
number of new teachers” (Early & Shagoury, 2010, p. 154), and so they learn from other novice
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teachers. Further, Kennedy and Ihle (2012) report content area teachers have difficulty
negotiating roles and learning from co-teachers trained in special education.

Cultural Responsiveness and the Culture of Autism
Cultural Responsiveness
In 1992 Gloria Ladson-Billings called on educators to embrace the home cultures of
students as strengths and scaffolds upon which classroom learning should rest. Practices
inclusive of the cultures and language uses of students, she theorized, could help alleviate student
failure (Ladson-Billings, 1995), and she urged educators to respond to their students’ cultures in
the classroom. Culturally responsive teaching theory, as she envisioned it, derives from Boas’
turn-of the-century ideas of cultural relativism through which the activities and beliefs of an
individual are relative through his unique culture (Ladson-Billings, 1992; Powell & Boas, 1887).
Ladson-Billings uses the term “culturally responsive” as coined by Cazden and Leggett (1981) to
mean “a more dynamic or synergistic relationship between home/community culture and school
culture” (Ladson-Billings, 1995).
Ladson-Billings urged educators to include the languages and cultures of students in
ways Douglas Barnes, James Britton, Shirley Brice-Heath, and others, had been advocating for
years, chiefly that students have powerful experiences outside of school, from their homes and
neighborhoods, within their own cultures, and using their own languages, that can and should be
capitalized on in school settings. Responding to Ladson-Billings, Geneva Gay (2010) set about
describing pedagogical practices that would further influence education’s responsiveness to
home culture. Gay asserted home language, culture, and experiences are strengths brought to
school every day by the child. She describes culturally responsive teaching as “using the prior
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experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles” of diverse students as strengths upon
which “relevant and effective” instruction takes place (p.31). Through cultural responsiveness,
teachers first examine their own perspectives and assumptions about students’ cultures (see
Figure 2). When culturally responsive practices are implemented, teachers see “cultural
differences as assets” that guide classroom communities and instruction (Gay, 2010, p.31).

Figure 2. Interactions of Teacher’s Culture and Experiences with Student’s Culture

Gay (2010) labels the descriptive characteristics of teaching using Culturally Responsive
Pedagogy as validating, comprehensive, multidimensional, empowering, transformative, and
emancipatory. Each of the characteristics is described below:
1) Validating: Culturally responsive practice uses “the cultural knowledge, prior
experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles” of diverse populations to make
“learning encounters more relevant to and effective for them.” Additionally, it regards
differences as assets and teaches “to and through the strengths of these students,” building upon
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home experiences, utilizing varied instructional strategies, praising cultural heritage, and
incorporating multicultural information, resources, and materials throughout (pp. 31 - 32).
2) Comprehensive: Culturally responsive teachers instruct “the whole child” by
supporting “intellectual, social, emotional, and political learning” with cultural resources.
Teachers help students realize and value cultural identity and community by internalizing “the
value that learning is a communal, reciprocal, interdependent affair” delivered in “different but
complementary ways.” The group ensures the success of itself and the individual (pp. 32 - 33).
3) Multidimensional: Culturally responsive practices are incorporated into “content,
learning context, classroom climate, student-teacher relationships, instructional techniques,
classroom management, and performance assessments” (p. 33) and may occur across content
areas. Students get input into performance evaluations and formats for assessments. Teachers
must be able and willing to draw upon cultural knowledge, experiences, and perspectives to
include them regularly and culturally socialize all students (pp. 33 - 34).
4) Empowering: Culturally responsive teachers hold high expectations for student
performance, support academic risk, and build in student success which “translates into academic
competence, personal confidence, and the will to act” (p. 34). Supports, resources, and
assistance is provided which enables students to experience necessary incremental success to
ensure competence and mastery. Students are academically successful and confident as a result.
5) Transformative: There are two parts to the transformative characteristic. First,
teachers respect the cultures and experiences of students as “worthwhile resources for learning”
and regard those cultural strengths and accomplishments as integral to the instructional process.
Strengths and preferences are naturally built in to instruction. The resulting inclusion is cultural
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pride, which leads to the second part of the characteristic. Students become “change agents”
with critical consciousness who actively analyze cultural imbalances of power (pp. 36 - 37).
6) Emancipatory: Culturally responsive pedagogy opens up opportunities for all students
to demonstrate ways of knowing outside the “manacles of mainstream canons of knowledge and
ways of knowing.” All students are provided accurate information about cultural groups such
that all groups are validated and important; no one way of knowing truth is privileged and
students are free to find their own voice in learning (pp. 37 - 38).
Culture. A full argument for and definition of “culture” is beyond the scope of this
writing. However, for the purposes of this dissertation, one definition is the “synthesis of all the
characteristics and experiences that shape how one views the world, and how the world views
and interacts with the individual” as identified by Johnson and McIntosh (2009, p. 69). Teachers
who are culturally competent, then, are “aware of and respect cultural, individual, and role
differences” (p. 68).
Cultural Competence. More and more, teachers are asked to demonstrate that cultural
competence through standards that require them to respond to the cultures and needs of
increasingly diverse student populations (Edgar, 2002; Gay, 2010; Johnson & McIntosh, 2009;
National Association for Multicultural Education, 2015b). For in-service teachers, evaluation
models in use in Florida school districts at the time of this study include those written by
Marzano and Danielson (Florida Department of Education, 2015c). In the Marzano teacher
evaluation system, cultural competence shows up in standards that assess the teacher’s ability to
understand students’ interests and backgrounds; demonstrate high expectations, value, and
respect for all students; and plan and prepare for the needs of English language learners and
students receiving special education services. In the Danielson evaluation system, teachers must
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demonstrate the ability to create a culture of learning as well as knowledge of student
development; levels of language proficiency; students’ interests, cultural heritage, and special
needs; respect and rapport with all students; and high expectations for learning of all students.
The National Association for Multicultural Education (2015a) describes cultural diversity
as inclusive of many factors, “ableness” among those; thus cultural responsiveness includes not
only race and ethnicity, but other social constructs such as gender, sexual orientation, and
ableness. Multicultural education for teachers and students has recognized many cultural factors,
but adding disability to those factors is relatively new. Indeed, Johnson and McIntosh (2009)
argue for improved recognition of both the Disability culture and Deaf culture. Culture allows
one an identity with like people and differentiation from other groups (Johnson & McIntosh,
2009) based on shared values and patterns of behavior (Lindsey, Robins, & Terrell, 2003);
disabled and deaf groups are among those who may share such values and behaviors. Linton
(1998) and Brown (2002) consider themselves members of the disabled culture which has been
forged from commonalities and shared experiences as revealed through language, customs,
scholarship and art. Indeed, while scholars argue for the existence of the disabled culture, some
individuals insist they personally possess disabled identities of which they are individually proud
(Brown, 2002) and exist in cohesive social communities steeped in pride (Peters, 2000).

The Culture of Autism
If there is a general Disabled culture and a parallel or subset culture of the Deaf as
Johnson and McIntosh suggest (2009), do other groups have cultures as well, and more
specifically, is there a distinct culture of autism, as there is a culture for each race, gender,
orientation, ethnicity? The medical model for autism describes traits and characteristics, some of
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which lie in opposition to language arts practices, but can those “predictable patterns of
behavior” of autism (Mesibov, Shea, & McCaskill, 2012) be considered the “patterns of
behavior” (Lindsey et al., 2003) required to be called a culture? Certainly, researchers find that
characteristics of autism hold across ethnic cultures from diverse countries; Wakabayashi,
Baron-Cohen and colleagues (2006) found identical patterns of autistic traits in general
population samples from both the United Kingdom and Japan when administered the Autism
Spectrum Quotient survey, pointing to the universality of characteristics across cultures. Does
continuity of traits mean there is a separate culture?
The concept of the culture of autism is relatively new under the culturally responsive
umbrella, one that is in the process of being conceptualized by many people in many ways. In
1994, Donna Williams wrote “I’m a culture looking for a place to happen;” it appears that
“place” is occurring in the present. There is a growing movement to classify autism as its own
culture, particularly within the community itself and particularly online (White & Boue, 2015).
While discussion of autism frequently focuses on characteristics, traits and deficits of individuals
with autism, psychologist Eric Schopler and researchers out of North Carolina conceptualized a
culture of autism that focused on predictable aspects (Mesibov et al., 2005). Mesibov, Shea and
McCaskill (2012) write that “culture of autism” is used rather than focus on “just a collection of
behavioral excesses and deficits” to emphasize “a predictable pattern of information processing,
thinking and responding” (p. 101). This emphasis echoes a definition of culture by Lindsey et al.
(2003) as a group identified by shared patterns of behavior. In line with culturally responsive
pedagogy, Mesibov et al. (2012) emphasize the cultural aspect of autism such that those who
come in contact with individuals on the spectrum will act as “cross-cultural interpreters”
appreciating “the world through the eyes of the student with autism” (p. 102).
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According to their definition, attributes of the culture of autism include, briefly, the
following: a preference for processing visual information, attention to detail but difficulty
connecting or integrating those details, variability in attention, impairments in the use of social
language, difficulty with the concepts of time and sequencing, attachment to routines, a personal
sense of order, intense interests and impulses with difficulties disengaging from those interests,
and sensory preferences and aversions (Mesibov et al., 2012). However, these attributes look
very much like the traits described in the medical model of deficiency, and Longmore (2003)
writes that those within the culture of disability reject such models of deficit.
Some hold a more temperate view of the community, balancing admitted deficits with
some interesting strengths. Anthropologist Oliver Sachs (1995) writes of odd social skills but
prodigious memory skills as well as a “literalness and concreteness [which] might in some
contexts be gifts and in others deficits” (p. 213). The balancing act does not come from outsiders
but those within the community as well. Noted professor Temple Grandin speaks of her inability
to follow the body language of typical conversation balanced with her incredible eye for detail
and singular, sustained focus (Grandin, 2013). Donna Williams (1994) writes of her crippling
sensory integration issues while noting a knack for understanding special needs children.
Scholars Winter-Messiers and colleagues (2007), Atwood (2007) and others write of restricted
interest areas, staggering funds of knowledge, and capacities for remembering detail and large
quantities of information on a single topic, while simultaneously writing of social barriers,
challenging behaviors, and depression.
The community on the autism spectrum is in the midst of defining itself as a culture and
redefining itself as a group of with differences that can even be considered desirable. Their
cultural re-imaging (Gee, 2000) is evident particularly on the internet, a preferred means of
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communication for the group. Websites such as Autism Rights Movement, Oasis, Wrong Planet
and The Art of Autism have solid presences on the internet, affording individuals with autism
opportunities to network. The community claims communication through the internet in
particular suits their culture, helping them overcome communication barriers and achieve rights
as a marginalized group (Davidson, 2008; Goodman, 2006; Jaarsma & Wellin, 2012; White,
2015). Here, they eschew the deficit model of autism; instead, they advocate for a concept of
neurodiversity, a natural variation of which the autism spectrum is one of several neurological
differences along a continuum of differences (Jaarsma & Wellin, 2012; Muzikar, 2015); the
advantages of the autism spectrum, they claim, outweigh being “neurotypical” (Armstrong,
2015; Neurotypical Syndrome, 2015).
Some members of the community point to a culture of autism with traits inseparable from
the individual (Jaarsma & Wellin, 2012), decided communication styles and preferences
(Davidson, 2008), and a commitment toward political activism (Bakan, 2015), civil rights
(Autistic UK, 2015), and community expertise (Milton, 2014). However, not all rush to embrace
the views of an outspoken community pf autism; some see a claim of neurodiversity as
problematic when acceptance of that stance means the population is not impaired, just different,
and does not need benefits or protection (Runswick-Cole, 2014), which is simply not the case for
many individuals on the spectrum. Even within organizations of like-minded people, the debate
rages. In 2009, at the 40th National Conference on Autism Spectrum Disorders hosted by the
Autism Society, three individuals self-identified as being on the autism spectrum could not agree
whether or not there is a distinct culture of autism. For guest speakers Lars Perner and Sondra
Williams, a culture of autism seemed likely, and they identified traits of individuals within it to
support their arguments. However, guest speaker Judy Endow, while embracing similar
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characteristics and preferences for people on the autism spectrum, indicated she did not believe
there is a distinct culture because of, among other reasons, differences in communication,
commonly considered a staple in definitions of culture.
It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to definitively state whether a culture of autism
spectrum exists or not; I must leave that to individuals within the population to decide.
However, in broaching the topic of a culture of autism spectrum, I position the argument such
that it helps me determine whether or not new English teachers perceive there is, and at
minimum, whether or not they act in accordance with the strengths, preferences, and assets of
this particular population of students as delineated under culturally responsive pedagogy.

Cultural Responsiveness in ELA
English language-arts teachers have been at the forefront of culturally responsive
teaching practices for years; the content, rich in world literature and diverse writing all presented
in myriad formats, lends itself easily to the discussion and appreciation of other cultures and
perspectives. Calls for student-centered, relevant teaching have been heard since Louise
Rosenblatt asserted each student could transact with literature in ways entirely unique to his or
her own perspective and experiences (Rosenblatt, 1938; Rosenblatt, 1978), setting the stage for
culturally responsive pedagogy. Scholars from the Dartmouth conference of the 1960’s echoed
this call; James Britton and Douglas Barnes asserted students brought to school fully functioning
language mastered in their homes and neighborhoods that must be recognized as valuable by
teachers (Barnes, Britton & Torbe, 1989; Britton, 1970). James Moffett (1981a and 1981b)
advocated for highly personalized writing that allowed students use of “knowledge structures
they have already evolved” through inner dialogue.
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More recently, Moll and colleagues (Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992) argue
schools must tap into the vast funds of knowledge students possess from their own home,
neighborhood, and cultural experiences, resources which Moje (2002) asserts must be used to
undergird meaningful literacy practices. Adolescent development, reading preferences out of
school, and individual interests must be considered as keys to motivate in-school reading
practices (Alexander & Fox, 2011). Delpit and Dowdy (2002) assert marginalized students find
voice and social justice through opportunities to express themselves in poetry, narratives, and
essays, while Christensen (2009) argues students must be able to write from their own interior
monologue which responds to their cultural practices. Through multi-genre writing, Romano
(2013) approaches student-centered pedagogy by offering topic choice and format directed by
the passions of the student.
The trick now is to bridge expectations for cultural responsiveness to all cultures and
include practices inclusive of a wider array of cultures. For example, the National Council for
Teachers of English has advocated for inclusive literacy practices for English language learners
and LGBTQ students for years, but it has stopped short of addressing cultures of disability.

Autism Spectrum in the Language Arts
Students on the Autism Spectrum
According to the medical model, autism spectrum is a neurodevelopmental condition, the
features of which can manifest differently from individual to individual but with a primary
symptom being impairment in social and communicative development (Bregman & Higdon,
2012). Guidelines adopted by the American Psychological Association (APA) in 2013 are just
being implemented, and the symptoms identified in the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and
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Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) include communication deficits,
overdependence on routines, intense focus, and sensitivity to environmental changes, all on a
continuum of severity (DSM-5 Implementation and Support, 2013). The concept of a
continuum of symptoms, severity and subgroups was originally conceived of by Lorna Wing in
the 1970s toward a spectrum approach. Baron-Cohen prefers “condition” rather than “disorder”
with its negative connotations (Lai et al., 2013). The community itself often uses the terms
“autism,” “autistic,” or “neurodiverse,” though the community in the UK is beginning to use the
term “autism spectrum continuum.” Autism was previously conceived of as being on a
continuum from low-functioning individuals with the most severe symptoms and cognitive
impairments to high-functioning with less severe symptoms and high intelligence. Under the
DSM-V, this range of abilities is now tiered according to “specifiers” for diagnostic and services
purposes (Lai et al., 2013). At the time of this writing, however, much of the research cited
herein still makes use of levels of functioning and subgroups, including the lowest form of
autism, Kanner’s or classic autism, and the highest form, Asperger’s Syndrome.
While Mesibov and colleagues describe the culture of autism from a list of characteristics
that form predictable patterns of behavior (Mesibov et al., 2012), others describe autism in terms
of cognitive preferences or styles. These styles are important for educators to grasp due to their
potential impact on learning, especially in the language arts. Over the years, Uta Frith and
colleagues have examined one of these styles, the concept of central coherence, as it relates to
individuals with autism (Hill & Frith, 2003; White, O’Reilly, & Frith, 2009). Central coherence
is the ability to take details and piece them together to make a whole, to see the gestalt, but some
individuals with autism have difficulty with this task, though Frith’s current position is to
recognize a preference for details in what she calls local bias (White et al., 2006). Another
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cognitive style in individuals with autism deals with executive functioning, which is the ability to
plan for, initiate, and execute plans and requires impulse inhibition and maintenance of goals.
Individuals with autism often have impairments with executive functioning (Simpson, Ganz, &
Mason, 2012), though Ozonoff and colleagues (South, Ozonoff, & McMahon, 2007) have
examined the role attention to detail plays in perseverations that may form and preclude goal
completion. Both local bias and organization according to the details in systems are implicated
in a preference of individuals with autism for systematizing (Baron-Cohen, 2005). A third
cognitive style centers on theory of mind, which is the ability to understand the perspectives of
others and interpret their behaviors; an impairment in theory of mind is thought to underlie social
shortcomings in individuals with autism (Simpson et al., 2012).
It is important to include two other cognitive styles when considering implications for
educators, though one may be more neurological than cognitive. Heightened sensitivity to
environmental factors is included in the newest diagnostic criteria for autism in the DSM-V;
Baron-Cohen’s research (Tavassoli, Miller, Schoen, Nielsen, & Baron-Cohen, 2014) shows high
correlation with sensory over-responsivity and autistic traits. Williams (1994) includes vivid
descriptions of crippling sensory overload in her autobiographical account as an individual with
autism. Sensory and behavioral issues are reported to be primary concerns for content area
teachers (Robertson, Chamberlain, & Kasari, 2003). The final cognitive style to discuss is that
of the restricted interest area, which is an interest so intense in scope or focus as to exceed talent
or hobby status; indeed, these interests have been called special, narrow, circumscribed, and
perseverative, among other terms, to indicate intense preoccupation. Restricted interest areas
may be considered assets and strengths of individuals with autism (Atwood, 2007; Baron-Cohen,
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2012; Grandin, 2013; Winter-Messiers et al., 2007) which teachers may use in culturally
responsive practices.

Autism Spectrum and Secondary English Language Arts
Recall the strands to be learned in language arts include reading, writing, listening, and
speaking (National Council for Teachers of English, 2015a). Each of these strands has the
potential to be an area of challenge for students on the autism spectrum for various reasons
(Byrnes & Wasik, 2009; Mercer, 2009), particularly at the secondary level where language skills
are not only used for academic purposes but to accomplish important developmental social
purposes as well (Alexander & Fox, 2011).
Indeed, when the language arts are broken into competencies, as Byrnes and Wasik
(2009) do, we begin to see where difficulties for students with autism arise. Proficiencies such
as spoken language competence, word meaning and vocabulary competence, reading
comprehension competence, and competence with writing are those that may prove difficult for
students of this population. For example, spoken language competence requires students get the
gist of a conversation and match aspects of speech, such as tone, diction, or prosody, to those
required of a particular speaking task. Additionally, while students with higher forms of autism
are often quite proficient in vocabulary that relates to their preferred interests (Winter-Messiers
et al., 2007), Byrnes and Wasik (2009) indicate students with autism may struggle with idiomatic
expressions or words with multiple meanings, unable to determine which word is appropriate for
the context. Reading comprehension requires, among other skills, making inferences and
predictions, identifying main idea or theme, and understanding abstractions such as plot or
character development. Writing competency requires the ability to organize thoughts and stay on
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task to accomplish a cohesive text (Byrnes & Wasik, 2009), all of which may be difficult for
students on the spectrum.
Rather than focus on competencies that must be demonstrated, others have looked at the
very characteristics of the autism spectrum as they intersect with the language arts to show which
may create challenge. Mercer (2009) examined the cognitive styles afore mentioned in the
population with Asperger’s and their impact on middle school language arts. She suggests
underdeveloped theory of mind, for example, precludes successful conversation, argument and
persuasion, and writing to a specific audience when another’s perspective is not considered;
reading inferences and understanding characterization are also impacted. Weak central
coherence, or a cognitive style of local bias, may impact getting the overall gist of conversation
or lecture as well as formulating effective summarization, and accessing appropriate prior
knowledge and comprehending whole or synthesized texts may also be impacted. Mercer (2009)
also implicates weak central coherence in writing challenges where attention to detail impedes
writing organization and sustained attention. Executive dysfunction, Mercer suggests, may
prevent successful initiation of dialogue with peers as well as setting goals and initiating tasks
(particularly with longer assignments); writing is directly impacted as planning, execution and
completion of subtasks must be achieved.
Still others suggest certain adjustments should be considered to make language arts more
successful for students on the spectrum. In reading, for example, texts that require high-social
knowledge (i.e., novels centering on teenage angst) should be minimized in favor of text types
without (Brown, 2013). In writing, researchers have found success with strategies that
emphasize self-regulation through, for example, completion checklists (Asaro-Saddler &
Saddler, 2010; Delano, 2007). More recently, researchers suggest areas of literacy (reading,
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writing, listening, and speaking) can be supported and even enhanced through engagement with
students’ restricted interest areas (Atwood, 2007; Mercer, 2009; Winter-Messiers et al., 2007).
Indeed, such engagement with restricted interest areas may well fit under culturally responsive
pedagogy which addresses the strengths and assets of the student (Gay, 2010) as well as their
funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1994). Finally, cognitive styles of students on the autism
spectrum can be considered in language arts where strengths in orientation to details and facts,
creative flairs, and deep knowledge of some topics can be viewed as assets which may enhance
performance within the curriculum.
Several questions remain: How are new language arts teachers trained to appropriately
instruct students on the spectrum in culturally responsive ways? What resources can they find to
address this particular population? When introduced to students on the spectrum, what are their
perceptions and how do they deal with those students? To this end, I wrote a policy for the
National Council for Teachers of English to address the needs of students on the spectrum and,
equally as important, the needs of the teachers who instruct them (Sabella, 2014). While
recommendations under the policy have yet to be realized (i.e., through collaboration with
special education researchers, an inclusion strand on the NCTE website, etc.), the policy is new
and its call is, as yet, unheard.

Answering the Call
Researchers are beginning to recognize the plight of the English language arts teacher
who is held accountable for teaching core requirement courses to increasingly diverse students.
Additionally, an increase in the number of individuals diagnosed as being on the autism
spectrum coupled with cries for cultural inclusion and student-centered pedagogy shine a
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spotlight on the ELA teacher and her students with autism, though to date, few have studied this
important intersection. Some call for increased training for new and pre-service teachers.
Humphrey and Symes (2013) indicate subject area teachers secondary report feeling less
efficacious with their students on the autism spectrum than special education teachers, though
they recognize both the benefits and problems of inclusion of students on the spectrum; these
researchers indicate subject area teachers would benefit from targeted training about students on
the spectrum. Humphrey and Lewis (2008) assert classroom teachers are unsure of the needs of
students with autism spectrum, nor whose responsibility it is to differentiate. They indicate
classroom teachers need help knowing how to include clear routine, adhere to strict schedules,
and attend to disruptions caused by the setting in order to support learners with autism. MooresAbdool (2010) reports little is known about what general education teachers are doing to provide
access to curriculum for students with autism despite their desire to know more about how to do
so and receive more training.
Others call for inclusive strategies suited to the culture of students on the spectrum.
Myles and Simpson (2002) write, “We lack a definitive idea of which methods and strategies
bode best for youth with Asperger’s Syndrome” (p. 135), and they call for “a variety of
appropriate methods in individualized fashion” which “must address multiple domains related to
Asperger’s” (p. 135). Mercer (2009) calls on middle school teachers to incorporate special
interest areas into the literacy experiences of students with Asperger’s. She also calls on teachers
to “adjust the environment” and create clear routines so students on the spectrum feel supported
and “not so overwhelmed by the whirl of everyday life” (p. 18). Given that Smagorinsky (2014)
calls on ELA teaches to emphasize culturally responsive practices inclusive of exceptional
students, and given that Winter-Messiers and colleagues (2007) and others call on teachers to
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support students on the autism spectrum in culturally responsive ways, it is important to explore
the perspectives of new ELA teachers as they begin teaching students on the spectrum in
secondary settings to determine how those teachers perceive those students, how they construct
knowledge of those students and upon what resources they call, and how they support those
students in culturally responsive ways. This study hopes to address the perspectives of new
teachers of secondary students on the autism spectrum as they learn in the English language
curriculum. In this way, future directions for both ELA teacher training programs and
professional development programs can be enhanced to include students with autism and answer
the calls echoed throughout education to provide meaningful education for all types of learners.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I began with discussion about the challenges facing ELA teachers in order
to position why examination of the experiences and perceptions of this group is so important.
Consideration was given to accountability measures that require reading and writing standards
for all populations of students regardless of learning style and ability; this may prove particularly
challenging for students with autism and their teachers. I reviewed literature that examines how
ELA teachers are prepared in general and then specifically for diverse populations, including
exceptional students and those on the autism spectrum. I delved into literature examining the
nature of culturally responsive pedagogy and how that pedagogy can be exemplified in language
arts classes, and I discussed literature aimed at establishing a basic concept of the culture of
autism. Finally, I looked at what the literature has to say about characteristics of autism as it
intersects with the ELA curriculum. I ended with literature that points to the relevance of this
study. In the next chapter, I describe the methods I used to conduct this research study.
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODS

Introduction
This research study was conducted to better understand the perspectives of new
secondary ELA teachers about their students on the autism spectrum and how those teachers
make sense of instructing those students. Patton (2002) asserts qualitative research is undertaken
to learn more about the experiences and perspectives of people, and as such, qualitative methods,
which include interviews, observations, and examination of documents, are a good way of
getting at the lived experiences and perspectives of those people. Because I was interested in
how secondary language arts teachers construct knowledge of and perceive their students on the
autism spectrum, qualitative research suits my philosophical perspective; Stake (2006) asserts,
“The more qualitative is a study, the more emphasis will be placed on the experiences of people .
. . with the phenomenon” (p. 27). The phenomenon of being such a teacher is the “quintain”
being explored both across cases and within each case, or “both its commonality and its
differences across manifestations” (p. 40).

Study Purpose and Questions
The purpose of the study was to explore how new English language arts teachers
described their experiences of teaching students on the autism spectrum, particularly how they
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described those experiences in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory, and how they
constructed knowledge of how to teach those students. The following questions guided this
study:
1. How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and describe their
experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?
2. In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers construct knowledge
about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?
3. In what ways can the experiences of new secondary English language arts teachers be
described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?

Methodology
Holding a constructivist view of how knowledge is built in part dictates how this
particular research should be conducted wherein making meaning of a phenomenon begins with
individuals in context. In this study, understanding the phenomenon of being a new teacher
grappling with teaching secondary language arts content to students on the spectrum interested
me and required learning directly from those teachers how they perceive and make meaning of
their situations. Gall, Gall, and Borg (2007) stress the researcher must study phenomenon of
direct interest, so I studied multiple particular cases of new teacher experiences. Further,
Creswell (2007) suggests the researcher “situate individual stories within participants’ personal
experiences, their culture, and their historic contexts” (p. 56). I was interested in hearing how
these new language arts teachers perceive their students on the spectrum and approach teaching
them within the contexts of their own experiences and content area.
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Rationale for Case Study and Narrative
Stake (2010) encourages researchers to “care about the methods we use” and to “favor
methods that dig into the depth of issues” (p. 201). In order to examine the phenomenon at hand,
I looked to individual teachers to explicate their perspectives in depth because I was “interested
in insight, discovery, and interpretation rather than hypothesis testing” (Merriam, 2009, p. 42).
Case study allowed me the opportunity to study the issues involved within the bounded system
of being a secondary language arts teacher instructing students on the autism spectrum and as
such, is the methodology under which this study is designed. Benefits of case study included
allowing me to examine the phenomenon over time, in-depth exploration, and attention to
context, resulting in “insightful appreciation” (Yin, 2012, p. 142).
However, Stake (2006) reminds us context matters and characterization of the
phenomenon “will be seen differently in different contexts” (p. 27). I recognized language arts
teachers come from a variety of backgrounds and experiences, and students on the autism
spectrum are quite varied and diverse in their behavioral, social, and cognitive abilities. In
particular, students on the autism spectrum exhibit a wide array of strengths, abilities and
challenges with literacy instruction (Mercer, 2009) that cannot be adequately explored through
examination of a single teacher’s experience with a single student; hence, a singular case study
would not adequately capture the essence of what it means to be such a teacher given those
different situations. That phenomenon was explored through a multiple-case study which
consisted of several individual cases, allowing me to analyze the phenomenon across various
particularities and contexts (Stake, 2006) and provide “a better description of the quintain
(phenomenon)” (Stake, 2006, p. 27). A multiple-case study also helped provide stronger
findings when replication occurred across cases (Yin, 2012), though I made no prior assumptions
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about replication. Thus, I studied the phenomenon of being a new secondary language arts
teacher instructing students on the autism spectrum across multiple cases.
While effective case study requires collection of multiple sources of information (Yin,
2012), and indeed, multiple sources of information were collected in this study, of primary
interest to me was the interview which allowed thick description by each participant and a story
of how each made meaning. I was interested in allowing “people to tell their stories” as
participants situated them within their own experiences and contexts (Creswell, 2007, p. 56), and
case study combined with a narrative method was a beneficial partnership (Yin, 2012). I
considered how my participants and I would interact within our shared understanding of autism
spectrum and our cultural milieu of secondary language arts (Riessman, 2002). It was my hope
that narrative might also capture language of participants’ understanding and negotiation of
cultural aspects of their students on the spectrum, if any such aspects existed, as well as their
own responsive practices. I asked open-ended questions that allowed participants range in how
they wanted to answer, such as beginning with “Tell me about the first time . . .” and I
recognized a narrative answer because of its similarity to story, with a semblance of beginning,
middle and end; the addition of characters (the participants themselves, students, administrators,
etc.); and the inclusion of conflict aroused within themselves; however, I was aware of conflicts
described and resolved over the course of participants’ whole narratives rather than looking for
statements of cause and effect (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990).
Because narrative is a method that allows people to tell their situated stories, I collected
the narratives of multiple teachers and engaged in an “analysis of narratives” to create
“descriptions of themes that hold across stories” (Polkinghorne, 1995, p. 12). Creswell (2007)
describes how narratives can be “restoryed,” or reorganized according to themes (p. 56).
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Restorying narratives within cases allowed me to weave together each participant’s narratives
according to themes that emerged and according to story elements, such as exposition,
introduction of characters, presentation of conflict, and even resolution. Further, I attended to
the temporal order of participants’ stories (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990), both their past and
initial experience and their present, current experience. Restorying narratives across multiple
cases allowed me to weave together stories of teachers according to themes that emerged as they
described their experiences with their students on the spectrum. Thus, this inquiry was a
narrative multiple case study. In this way I hoped to answer the research questions overarching
the inquiry, chiefly understanding the teachers’ perspectives of their students on the autism
spectrum and how they constructed meaning of the phenomenon of teaching those students.

Methods
The qualitative methods used in this study maximized my ability to focus on the
perspectives of the participants and contextualized their experience of the phenomenon. I used
interviewing, examination of documents, and record keeping, chiefly, a reflective journal, as my
primary methods. These methods allowed me to be close to the data as I interpreted and
constructed an understanding of the phenomenon.

Participants
In deciding how many participants to select, I considered Patton’s “depth-over-breadth”
suggestion (2002, p. 227) that allowed me to go deeper into each case for more thorough
meaning-making with each participant. Fewer participants are more appropriate where depth is
desired. Stake (2006) suggests the number of participants ideal for multiple case study lies
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between four and ten (p. 22). Of the ten teachers considered for this study, nine were more
easily accessible, still living in the area and actively employed in school systems of the
surrounding area.
The teachers considered all completed a course of study at a large university in the
southeastern United States including the final internship of that program. At the time they were
initially considered, there were six women teaching middle school language arts, two women
teaching high school language arts, and one man teaching high school language arts, though
grade levels were subject to change as the new hiring season began. One teacher had three
years’ teaching experience, three teachers had two years’ experience, two had one years’
experience, and the rest had six months teaching experience; all fit my definition of new teacher.
All nine teachers considered for the study originally signaled an interest in the study. At the
beginning of the 2015-2016 school year, after I received IRB approval to proceed (Appendix C),
all were sent an email (Appendix D) asking them to participate in the study. The male teacher
did not meet criteria because he did not have a student on the autism spectrum in his class during
the current school year. Two of the female teachers did not respond to the original email nor a
follow-up email sent a week later. Of the six participants who originally agreed to participate in
the study, one pulled out just prior to interviewing because she was overwhelmed with the
responsibilities of being a new teacher and did not have time to interview. That left five
participants who consented to participate in the study (Appendix E).
Because the design of the second interview required teachers be teaching students on the
spectrum in the fall of 2015, and not all participants had such a student, the number of
participants who meet the criterion for the study was expected to decrease, leaving the desired
number between four and ten. Further, I expected not all would be able to participate or that
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some degree of attrition would occur, and it did. However, a minimum number of four
participants was expected which fit with the guidelines for multiple case study suggested by
Creswell (2007, p. 76) for four to five participants to ensure both richness of data and undiluted
results. Thus the number of participants at five was ideal.
The participants were selected purposively according to criterion (Patton, 2002).
Participants were selected according to the following criteria: 1) being a “new” teacher with 3 or
fewer years of teaching; 2) being a language arts teacher in a secondary setting, which includes
grades 6-12; and 3) having taught one or more students on the autism spectrum for one semester
or more with at least one semester occurring in the fall of the 2015-2016 school year. Diagnosis
of autism spectrum came from teacher report and was not verified to avoid involvement of
school records. Additionally, participants were known to me through the teacher education
program at a large urban university in the southeastern United States in which the participants
were interns and I was an instructor and supervisor.

Data Collection
Creswell (2007) states case study data collection will be extensive, consisting of several
sources of information. I collected data from three sources: interviews, documents, and a
journal. I began with semi-structured interviews that examined initial teaching experiences with
students on the autism spectrum (Appendix F). I asked participants to bring instructional
materials they deemed necessary or successful in teaching those students. I conducted second
semi-structured interviews (Appendix G) at the start of the 2015-2016 school year for a more
immediate and local experience with current students on the autism spectrum. Again, I asked
participants to bring instructional materials deemed successful. I also kept a researcher reflective
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journal to record my own observations, reflections on the data, and analysis process consistent
with a constructivist lens through which I assembled my own interpretation.

Interviews
As part of the constructivist approach to this study, interviews that allowed participants to
share their interpretations of their experiences as new ELA teachers of students on the autism
spectrum were used. I conducted two interviews of each participant: one that was reflective in
nature and allowed participants to share a first-encounter story of the negotiation of teaching a
student on the spectrum; and another that was more local and immediate during the fall of 2015
in the middle of the action while teaching a student on the spectrum. The interviews were both
in-depth with follow up and adaptive questions that allowed me to probe the research questions,
and unstructured and open-ended enough to allow participants’ stories to be told narratively
(Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). As such, I used responsive interviewing as described by Rubin
and Rubin (2012, p. 38). Responsive interview techniques allowed me and my participants to
focus on a relationship built in trust; interview questions were presented in a friendly and
supportive manner and were flexible enough to respond to the stories told by participants.
I began with the two overarching interview questions pertaining to the experiences and
perceptions of the participants as they constructed knowledge about teaching students on the
autism spectrum. Those overarching questions were sent to participants ahead of scheduled
interviews. Interview questions were semi-structured to balance probing follow-up questions
with opportunities to hear narrative. Interviews were audio-recorded on a digital Sony recording
device which allowed download to my computer. I transcribed all interviews myself using
Express Scribe software on my computer into Word documents. All transcribed interviews were
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sent to participants for member checks (Appendix H). Member checks of transcribed interviews
helped refine questions for the second round of interviews.

Documents
Patton (2002) asserts documents are “a particularly rich source of information” (p. 293).
Documents are “unobtrusive,” stable sources of descriptive information (Merriam, 2009, p. 155).
I asked participants to share resources such as textbooks, teaching materials, websites, and
artifacts they deemed important to teaching students on the autism spectrum in their language
arts classrooms. I asked participants to select documents they believed were pertinent and bring
them to their interview. It was hoped these documents would both supplement interviews and
guide inquiry during them. No personal records, files, or student data were sought. I took field
notes about and pictures of some documents, and others were sent to me electronically by
participants; no originals were kept (Appendix K – Appendix P).

Journal
Because qualitative research relies on the researcher as the primary research instrument,
Patton (2002) contends credibility of the study hinges upon credibility of the researcher. All
biases and values, as well as interpretations and analyses, must be made up front to situate the
researcher within the study (Janesick, 2016). One means of establishing credibility is to make
transparent the reflections of the researcher during the study, and journaling is a route toward this
transparence. My use of the journal was twofold: (1) as a heuristic tool to both understand my
own role within the study and reflect upon participants’ responses (Janesick, 2016) and (2) as a
data set to record descriptions, field notes, and problems that arose (Janesick, 2016). Writing in
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the journal began as I pondered the construction of the study before the proposal to my
committee, and I wrote in it regularly thereafter as I made adjustments to the study, interviewed
participants, examined documents, refined research questions, contemplated findings, and
generally reflected during the analysis process (Appendix I).

Data Analysis
Because I explored multiple cases, analysis came in two parts, at both the individual case
level and then across all cases (Merriam, 2009). Creswell (2007) suggests first completing a
within-case analysis for themes and then looking for themes across cases in a cross-case analysis.
I found particularly rich description and themes in each individual teacher’s stories, and the
analysis of themes across cases led to the richest findings.
As much as possible, I first attended to the narrative elements within each case, namely
exposition, introduction of characters, conflict, and resolution, with attention also to the narrator
and the context in which she related her story (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). I considered how
to take the rich descriptions of each participant’s two separate interviews and weave them into a
continuous narrative with a beginning and end (Riessman, 2002). I also negotiated both each
participant’s emphasis on what they considered important and what I thought was relevant to
answer my research questions given my theoretical interests (Riessman, 2002). I restoryed each
participant’s two interviews into a narrative structure with elements of story. Restorying
narratives within cases allowed me to weave together each participant’s interviews according to
“topically specific stories” (Riessman, 2002) that emerged and according to story elements, such
as exposition (initial impressions), introduction of characters (students, colleagues, parents),
presentation of conflict (unexpected behaviors or language arts challenges), and even resolution
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(resources explored). Once I attended to the construction of narrative, I turned towards holistic
examination for themes.
Using holistic methods described by Rubin and Rubin (2012), I read and reread each case
until meaning began to emerge, finding “concepts, themes, events, and topical markers” in the
data. I “clarified” and “synthesized” themes through continual reading to make meaning (p. 206).
I looked for patterns in the data, which Stake (2010) calls “patches” of information (p. 137) that
answer the primary research questions and address the quintain, the phenomenon in question.
Those patches came from narratives, documents participants shared, and my journal entries;
patches were then arranged into themes in each case and then, findings.
Using Stake’s methods for multiple case study analysis (2006), I merged findings across
cases and identified the cases from which those findings came. Specifically, I arranged findings
from the cases in clusters according to their similarities. Isolated case findings, such as those
found with Amy, were retained because they were worth mentioning (Stake, 2006), but many
case-specific instances were discarded. Clusters were named according to the main “thrust of the
cluster.” I identified merged findings and reported those most salient and related to the
phenomena; in this way I synthesized the data across cases to show how it answered my research
questions (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).

Credibility and Trustworthiness
According to Patton (2002), credibility of the study depends on credibility of the
researcher, and I took many steps to ensure researcher credibility was achieved. I maintained
meticulous notes that made the process transparent through frequent entries in a researcher
reflective journal; this reflexivity adds to the internal validity of the study (Merriam, 2012). In
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addition to reflections and feelings that occur during the study, I kept a log of the events for the
overall project, as suggested by Rubin and Rubin (2012), in an appendix of the journal. Further,
I sought to maintain ethical considerations; in particular, as I strove to be “a voice for the
underrepresented,” (Stake, 2010, p. 201), in this case ELA teachers of students with autism
spectrum (a demographic grossly understudied), I conducted member checks of all participants
after the transcription of interviews process. Member checks also help to ensure the reality I
portray is “close” to the participants’ realities, a benefit of qualitative research according to
Merriam (2009, p. 214). I also invited each participant to contact me if further elucidation was
needed or additional reflections were made.
I sought to make the results of the research trustworthy by a variety of methods. I used
triangulation as a form of validation (Patton, 2002; Stake, 2006) which occurred in several ways.
In this study, triangulation was sought through collection of multiple data sources (Patton, 2002).
Those sources included two interviews taken at different times (one seeking retrospective
information and the other seeking immediate, local information); teaching materials, documents,
and artifacts; and the researcher reflective journal. Each source of data provided opportunities
for comparison and corroboration and added richness to the study. Additionally, triangulation
was sought by review of transcripts by participants (Merriam, 2009). Patton (2002) notes not
only does review by participants add credibility to the project, as afore mentioned, it provides a
means of assessing accuracy and fairness. Finally, I triangulated with theory (Patton, 2002).
During the study, I utilized Culturally Responsive Teaching theory to analyze participants’
interviews for language that indicated awareness and inclusion of practices that are culturally
responsive for students on the autism spectrum; examination of documents, materials, and
artifacts were also filtered through that theoretical perspective.
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Role of the Researcher
I accept and make known my positioning in the research as both an educator and parent
with intimate knowledge of the autism spectrum and its interaction with the ELA curriculum. I
am intricately and inextricably connected to the phenomenon being studied because first, I was a
secondary ELA teacher faced with teaching students on the spectrum and secondly, because I am
a parent of a child on the spectrum who has at times struggled with strands of the ELA
curriculum. Further, I am a teacher educator, and I have explored the phenomenon through the
experiences of my former students. The participants were all known to me in that former
capacity: I was their instructor while they were negotiating gradual release into the teaching
profession during their internships, which I supervised. I have knowledge of their struggles with
students they encountered that were outside their realm of experience and theory.
These parts of my being make me passionate about exploring the topic and lend an
insider perspective, a perspective Patton (2002) says may lend better understanding of the
phenomenon. I make no attempt at concealing what I believe is a strength of the study,
particularly that my knowledge and understanding of the phenomenon informed the study. My
role, then, was to listen to the experiences of the participants with interview techniques that
helped me attend to the conversation without anticipation (Rubin and Rubin, 2012). My role was
also to ensure my own credibility and the credibility of the study through rigorous research
methods, transparency, and, as much as possible, involvement of the participants.

Limitations
All research has its limitations, and this study was no exception. Some will posit the
small number of participants will not yield generalizable results to the greater population, but I
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believe a study of this design instead allowed for a focus on rich, descriptive situated narrative
and common themes across these particular cases. A second possible limitation is that of
hermeneutics, with the interpretation of each participant on both reflections and on immediate
events. My personal relationship to the phenomenon being studied could be seen as a limitation,
both my intricate knowledge of language arts and students on the spectrum, as well as my
involvement in the teacher preparation program from which the participants graduated, creating
what Patton (2002) calls “selective perception” (p. 329). However, he also indicates “personal
involvement permits firsthand experience and understanding” which I believe was a strength
during interviews and interpretation of data. A researcher reflective journal was kept to keep
transparent my interpretations and analysis.
Limitations also existed in the design of the study. Two interviews were conducted
without classroom observations, but those interviews were bolstered by two separate
opportunities to converse, one in a reflective capacity and one in an immediate capacity during
the teaching of the actual 2015-2016 school year; all interviews were open to allow participants
to add further thoughts as they deemed necessary. Additionally, interviews were supported by
documents to substantiate teaching methods and practices these teachers used to support their
students on the spectrum as they deemed relevant. Because I restoryed the narratives of
participants to find common themes, taking apart their interviews and reconstructing them could
be seen as a limitation. This is necessary in the kind of cross-case analysis I hoped to achieve to
find both commonalities and unique stories that will make the greatest impact on both the reader
and teacher development programs.
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Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I positioned this study at the crux of narratives told within cases and
provide a rationale for narrative multiple case study. I described a form of cross-case analysis
that allowed me to examine narratives across all the cases to identify themes. Participant
considerations and selection were described as well as the methods for interviewing them, as
well as other forms of data collection including document examination and reflective journaling.
Goals for credibility were established and limitations were considered. The upcoming chapter
discusses analysis of data.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

Purpose of the Study
I undertook this study to examine the experiences of new English language arts (ELA)
teachers as they described teaching students on the autism spectrum. The purpose of this study
was twofold: (1) to explore how those teachers make meaning of their experiences, and (2) to
explore how they describe their practices as framed by culturally responsive teaching theory as
described in Chapter 2. The goal was to examine the perceptions of new ELA teachers about
their students on the autism spectrum, to discover how they constructed knowledge about how to
teach those students, and to examine if they described their teaching experiences in culturally
responsive ways. The findings of this study provide insight into what it means to teach students
on the autism spectrum from the perspective of new ELA teachers within the context of
secondary language arts. Three questions guided this study:
•

How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and describe their
experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?

•

In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers construct knowledge
about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?

•

In what ways, if any, can the experiences of new secondary English language arts
teachers be described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?
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Overview of the Chapter
In this chapter, I present the results of the study I conducted according to the plans set
forth in Chapter Three. I interviewed five participants twice each, once about a first-time
experience teaching a student on the autism spectrum told in retrospect, and once during the
current 2015-2016 school year about up-to-date experiences teaching a (or several) student (s) on
the autism spectrum. The participants were purposely selected according to criteria described in
Chapter Three. At each interview, I gave participants the opportunity to share teaching resources
or materials they may have used to instruct their students on the spectrum. My analysis therefore
included data taken from audio recordings and subsequent transcripts of each participant’s
interviews, documents shared, and my own researcher’s reflective journal.
Herein, I present each participant’s interviews and documents as distinct cases complete
with analysis within each case for each of the research questions. Each case begins with my
connection to the participant. Next, I follow a loose story timeline beginning with each
participant’s first experience teaching a student on the autism spectrum and continuing through
their experiences in the current school year. Each participant’s actual words are taken directly
from their transcribed recorded interviews. I present themes for each of the three research
questions according to the data presented within each case.
As I analyzed data, I did so through my constructivist framework and examined how each
participant made her own meaning of both experiences. I also examined the descriptions of their
experiences through culturally responsive teaching theory as each participant related her
perspectives and practices using the characteristics and criteria described in Chapter 2. Within
each case, I restoryed the interviews to follow a more predictable narrative story pattern
complete with exposition and teaching context, introduction of students, presentation of
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challenges, examination of issues within the language arts content, and a look at strengths.
Solutions were constructed by participants in the form of resources sought which I put under the
second research question. The presentation of the data in this narrative format assists the reader
in understanding the participants’ complete stories in a more predictable pattern. The third
research question and its related themes is presented near the end of each case as I examined
participants’ descriptions through culturally responsive teaching theory as presented in Chapter
Two; a brief synopsis of Gay’s characteristics for culturally responsive pedagogy (2010) is
included here to assist the reader (Figure 3). The movement of each participant’s practices
within that lens is summarized in a Continuum model at the end of each case which is more fully
described in Chapter 5. To aid the reader in recognizing those culturally responsive practices, I
present the cases in ascending order toward those with more responsive practices. An outlier, the
only participant to regress within the Continuum, is presented last.
Characteristic of
responsive practice
Validating

Comprehensive

Multidimensional

Empowering

Transformative

Emancipatory

Description of Characteristic (Gay, 2010)
Includes cultural knowledge, frames of reference, performance styles, differences as
assets, teaching through strengths and preference, home experience, varied instructional
strategies, praise of heritage, and use of multicultural resources (pp. 31-32).
Instruction of the whole child, support of “intellectual, social, emotional, and political
learning,” cultural resources, value cultural identity and community, learning as
“communal, reciprocal, interdependent,” complementary ways of learning, success of the
group and the individual (pp. 32-33).
Practices incorporated into content, class climate, relationships, instructional techniques,
assessments; includes student input; cultural knowledge, experience, and perspective
included to acculturate all students (pp. 33-34).
Includes high expectations, academic risk, student success, academic competence,
confidence, and “the will to act;” supports provided to ensure competence and mastery;
students are successful and confident (pp. 34-35).
Part 1: cultures, experiences, strengths, and accomplishments as resources; strengths and
preferences built in. Part 2: cultural pride results, students as “change agents” with critical
consciousness and an ability to analyze imbalances of power (pp. 36-37).
All students demonstrate knowing outside the “manacles of mainstream canons of
knowing;” all students acculturated, all groups validated; no one way of knowing is
privileged; student voice included (pp. 37-38).

Figure 3. Summary of Gay’s Characteristics of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy (2010)
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I was concerned with protecting the anonymity of both the teacher participants in this
study and the students within their experiences. Each participant was identified by a pseudonym
to protect her identity. Students were also given pseudonyms to protect their identities as well;
however, the types of pseudonyms are not standardized to stay true to the way students were
described by the participants. Therefore, some students are referred to by a name while others
are referred to by the single letter beginning their names, depending on each participant’s
preference. A table (Appendix J) is included to help identify teachers, their students, and the
means by which student pseudonyms were ascribed.

How I Came to Know Holly
Holly Eckels (pseudonym) completed her final internship during the spring of 2014 in a
co-teach classroom in a partnership middle school. As an intern, she made quite an impression
on school administration, setting up learning centers focused on supporting diverse learners and
arranging for the author of one of the class’s novels to come from New Orleans to speak to
students. She was hired at the same school where she completed internship that fall, and we
touched base again at that school when I taught a Middle School Methods course there. She
visited my class to provide insight into the hiring process and life as a new teacher. She is
currently entering her second year of teaching.

Research Question 1: How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and
describe their experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?
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Holly Eckels’ Story
“Always have a Plan B. That’s a good one. Always have a Plan B.”
Holly Eckels, Second Year ELA Teacher
First Experience
My first interview with Holly occurred in the middle of the week after school, and
Holly’s answers to my questions were brief and to-the-point. She explained her first experience
teaching a student on the autism spectrum occurred during her final internship in a 6th grade coteach class when she met Nick 1. She was unaware there was such a student in the class at first,
and she recalled, “I do remember he had some difficulty with me being in the room and getting
used to me, and he thought I was replacing one of our support teachers, so he cried the first day.”
She said she was “taken aback” by that behavior because she “wasn’t expecting it.”
The first few days she noticed he was different from the other students, and she said, “I
knew something was a little off, you know, like he didn’t present the way the other kids did, and
so it kind of made me curious.” She said when she found out “Nixk” was on the autism
spectrum, she said she thought, “‘Oh, okay, that makes sense,’ and I really didn’t know that
much about students on the spectrum at the time.” She went home and “did a little more research
and looked up some things.”

Impressions of “Nick”
One of the first impressions Holly had about “Nick” was how he completed his
assignments before anyone else; “He was always the first one done.” She said he knew the

1Nick is a pseudonym I created for Holly’s first student on the autism spectrum in order to clarify who he was in my writing.

She never named the student nor referred to him by any identifier other than “he” or “him,” a point I duly noted. I will put his
name in quotation marks henceforth as a reminder that “Nick” is only what I am calling him.
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answers, and often, his went “above and beyond” the other students’ answers. Then she started
noticing other behaviors.
Holly said he would get very distracted by sounds in the classroom, like tapping pencils
or the sound of walking. She noticed that illness amplified “sensory overload” for him, and he
became very frustrated with noise when he felt sick. She explained that she sometimes asked
him to be her “special helper” when she noticed frustration coming, which often worked to calm
him down. I asked what it looked like when he was not calm, and she described it: “His face
always turned red when he would start to tear up, or sometimes he would bang his hands on the
table because he was so frustrated, and he didn’t really know how to control that.” She said she
or the co-teacher would take him out of the classroom to give him time and space to recover.
Holly also described “Nick’s” constant “clarifying” questions. “He asked questions that
other kids didn’t come up with, those “what if” questions. That was the big thing,” she said,
adding, “so that wasn’t very normal.” She said she was not prepared for all his questions, and
she related she would often have to ask him to stop. However, after describing a few behaviors,
Holly also related “Nick” “kind of did his own thing” and that he “was a self-monitoring type
student.” Holly reported he was not a behavior problem for them overall and added, “He did
what he was supposed to. He got himself started, and he knew when he needed help.”

“Nick” and Language Arts

Reading. Holly recalled “Nick” was “pretty good at reading,” which he liked. She

smiled as she said the challenge was keeping him from reading ahead in the class novel, instead
asking him to wait for the rest of the class so they could discuss it. She could not think of
significant comprehension issues he had with reading but noted that they did modify reading
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tests for him by taking out distractors. She also noted when he knew the tests were coming, “he
tended to get really anxious.”
She described how the class had read a young adult novel about Hurricane Katrina and
how he knew a lot about the topic. She related:
There was a lot that he knew about that was just not normal for a 6th grader. One of the
first things we [read] was on Hurricane Katrina. A lot of the kids, they didn’t know that.
They weren’t born at that time or they were little, and he had all this wealth of
information. He did really well with it. He was extremely smart.
Writing. For “Nick,” Holly perceived writing was both a strength and an area of
challenge. Holly first described his writing ability as “very, very good.” She said, “His stories
were amazing!” I asked in what way they were amazing, and she reported he added a lot of detail
to them; “He made them come to life.” Most of her students’ writing took place in their
Common Place books which were like journals they wrote in every Monday. They often wrote
to prompts, and they were encouraged to draw illustrations and decorate their journals. She
reported “Nick” enjoyed it and “would take all day if he could.”
In those journals, “that’s when he would write his stories,” Holly said, and added, “He
would get up [and say], ‘I want to share with the class.’” I asked about the content of his stories,
and she recalled he either wrote about a super hero or a cartoon character. She said he also wrote
a lot about dogs.
Conversely, when I asked about challenges in language arts, writing was the main one for
“Nick.” Holly said the physical act of writing was very hard for him and his handwriting was
illegible. She explained, “He had some motor skills that weren’t really refined yet.” They tried
giving him a bigger pencil but he refused to use it, she said, “because he didn’t want people to
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think he was different.” Eventually, he was given a rubber gripper for his pencil which helped
him hold it better, so his writing improved. He was also allowed to type, which he came to use
frequently. There was a computer in the classroom and he also used his own iPad, but often,
Holly said, assignments would be finished at home and submitted electronically.
Listening. Holly described “Nick” as having sensitive hearing, which she noticed from
the beginning when she recognized he was distracted by the sounds of pencils tapping and
footsteps. She said he noticed any little sound; “He just has that sensory.” Though what Holly
described was actually hearing and not listening, she thought listening was a way “Nick” learned,
and she drew upon his listening skills when she taught, presenting things both visually and
verbally.
Speaking. In the first interview, Holly was at her most animated when she spoke of
“Nick’s” speaking skills, which she thought was a strength for him: “He could present like crazy.
I mean, he was good at it.” She said he liked giving speeches to the class, and he volunteered
first to read aloud the stories he’d written. She related:
When he read the stories, he was really into it. I mean, he just presented. You could tell,
one day he’s gonna be some kind of, you know, maybe a news anchor or something like
that, or a teacher. He has that personality.
I asked her to describe the qualities of his speaking voice. She said, “He was always
louder than every other student.” They tried to tell him to “bring it down a little bit,” but Holly
said he “didn’t understand,” and added, “It was a hard concept for him to get.” She said he
sometimes spoke so fast he stuttered, too. But mostly, Holly conveyed pride in “Nick’s”
speaking abilities as when she shared he could change up his voice to add drama to what he was
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reading or saying, a skill about which she said, “I don’t see a lot of kids who understand that.”
She altered her own voice as she related:
He could enunciate. I mean, he knows where to put emphasis on things. He knows how
to do the (voice drops) dark, scary, mood type things, or the (gasps and speaks quickly)
talking really fast type things, you know. The action. He’s really good at that.

“Nick’s” Strengths and Preferences
When asked about strengths and preferences for her first student on the spectrum, Holly
couldn’t immediately think of any aside from drawing. She said he was always drawing or
doodling, and the quality was good enough to make her wonder if he had taken an art class.
However, over the course of our conversation she revealed he also knew a lot of information that
she called “just not normal for a 6th grader.” He knew a lot about hurricanes and Hurricane
Katrina, “all this wealth of information,” which she said added to the discussion during their
exploration of a novel on the topic. Another time, when they read an article about sharks, he
knew myriad facts about sharks such that she exclaimed, “I didn’t know all that!” She told me,
“He was like a walking encyclopedia,” and she related with a laugh how he constantly
transmitted facts: “All the time he’d be like, ‘Do you know that . . . ?’ He was always saying,
‘Did you know that . . . ?’ Oh, God! Yes, I knew!”

The Current Situation
The second interview revealed a Holly eager to recount her experiences in the current
school year and share her knowledge. She taught 6th grade, and most of her classes were co-
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teach or support facilitated as she was on the ESE team. She told me she had a student, Trent 2
who was identified as being on the autism spectrum, but she also had two others who were not
yet identified, one who was coming up on staffing and another whom she and the administration
were contemplating getting staffed; she did not identify those students by name. Occasionally,
she spoke about those two students, but mostly, we focused on “Trent,” the identified student.
She said before the school year started, an assistant principal sat with her and conveyed
information about “Trent,” namely that he had special needs and was coming “from a purely
self-contained setting.” She was handed a folder with his information. She said her “first
encounter” with “Trent” was at the Open House a few days before school started. She said,
“Welcome to my class!” to him, but “he just kind of ignored me.” Holly said “Trent’s” mother
prompted him: “His mom was like, ‘She’s talking to you,’” but he didn’t respond.
“Trent” had a dedicated instructional assistant (IA) who sat with him to monitor his work,
take notes, and act as a liaison with the parents. The IA helped him get situated in the classroom
that first week, which went well. However, Holly was absent the second week of school due to
surgery, and she related there were issues with the substitute. “Trent” got out of his seat a lot,
“pacing the classroom and jumping around.” She said he also swatted the sub away when he
thought his space was being invaded. After that, however, Holly said they all settled into a nice
routine with few issues.

Impressions of “Trent”
As the interview continued, Holly’s initial impressions were focused on “Trent’s”
behaviors and instructional needs. She reported technology was the first real issue she had with

2Again,

Holly did not name her second student, so I’ve created the name “Trent” for him to keep him distinct from

“Nick.”
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him. She said he often completed work on his iPad, especially on an app called Snaptype which
allowed him to type on an image of any document they photographed, but problems arose when
he frequently watched cartoons on the device instead. And then, she said, “We had a very
serious incident where he was on You Tube looking at porn and things that shouldn’t be looked
at.” School administration and district got involved to get an iPad devoted to school only which
disabled anything that was not a school app or educational website. “And we can now lock him
into an app,” she said. “I can type in a couple buttons, and it locks him into that so he can’t do
anything else but that.”
Holly called technology “his big issue” in that he enjoyed using it but became frustrated
when he was not allowed. She recalled another time things went awry with a substitute in her
class. “Trent” was trying to turn on the classroom television, and the sub told him he could not.
“He ended up hitting the sub,” Holly said. A similar incident occurred in his reading class when
that teacher tried to take away the computer by turning it off. “He hit her,” Holly told me. “He
wants it, and if you take it away, that isn’t happening.” The hitting incidents, she said, generated
a lot of paperwork at the district office.
Aside from issues with technology, Holly said she and her team noticed other patterns in
his behaviors: “Tuesday was kind of his off day.” They learned he had karate class Monday
nights which somehow threw off his routine and made Tuesdays more challenging. Holly said
she quickly learned strategies to diffuse rough situations. She related a strategy she learned from
“Trent’s” mother: “One of the biggest things, and I never ever thought of this, to say to a student
that was having a meltdown was ‘What do you need?’” She said when she asks him that, “He
can tell you what he needs. He just calms down all of a sudden, all by himself.” A second
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strategy Holly immediately learned was giving “Trent” options on a sticky note when he was
flustered,
I would say, “Okay, two options. Option A is, and option B is,” so if he was really just
struggling with an assignment and I knew he needed a break, or I knew he needed
something, I just put the sticky note on his desk with the two options, and he could see
the two options . . . And that seemed to work.
Overall, though, Holly indicated “Trent” did fairly well in her class when routine and
supports were in place, and I felt prompted to ask, “Could you tell why he was self-contained
before then? It kind of sounds right this second like he didn’t need it.” She agreed and said she
did not understand why he was in self-contained except for some previous behaviors. “Just kind
of acting out,” she said. “Hitting and throwing chairs and that kind of thing.”

“Trent” and Language Arts
When we got around to the specifics of language arts, Holly indicated “Trent” had some
struggles, mostly in reading and writing. She also described some accommodations she used
with him which are included at the end of this section. Though most of the time Holly spoke of
“Trent” in language arts, she deviated twice and referred to another student who was being
staffed, and I have included those references here.
Reading. Holly described “Trent” as being below grade level, reading at the 4th grade
level instead of the 6th. However, she thought he kept up “pretty well” and comprehended what
they read as evidenced by his ability to participate in discussion about it. She told me about his
preferred reading material. “He likes Cat in the Hat. He likes Dr. Seuss books. That’s his
thing,” she said. “It’s actually okay with me, because some of those books are actually on his
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level.” He also liked Pokémon books and anime. “Why do you think that is?” I asked. Holly
speculated the comic book-type format and highly visual nature of anime was appealing to
“Trent.” She also thought he had more background knowledge for the Pokémon books he read
because he watched the animated show and belonged to the Pokémon club.
Holly conveyed she thought “Trent” comprehended best when she attached audio to what
they were reading. She used online textbook recordings or made her own recordings using
Garage Band to accompany reading material. According to Holly, “Trent’s” mother also
provided a lot of audio support for books at home through Audible, so he read a lot at home, and
the mother insisted all texts at school have audio support. Holly agreed: “His comprehension is
definitely aided by the listening part.”
While we spoke of reading, Holly told me “Trent” was allowed some accommodations
for reading tests, including one-on-one testing with the co-teacher reading to him in a quiet
location. For the most recent quarterly test shortly before our interview, “Trent” refused to leave
her room for his accommodations. “He just flat out refused, and he was like throwing a fit,”
Holly said. She offered him two options, one to leave the room and receive accommodations,
and one to stay in the classroom and take the test with the rest of the students on the computer.
“He wanted to sit at the computer and he wanted to do his test, and that was all he wanted,”
Holly stated. “In your classroom,” I said. “Yeah,” Holly replied. “With you nearby,” I added.
Holly smiled and nodded. “Yep.” Holly said he actually did not want to leave her room for any
services; consequently, he received all supports (occupational therapy and speech therapy) as
push-in services right in her classroom.
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Writing. Holly perceived “Trent” experienced some difficulty with traditional writing,
especially the physical aspect of it. Much of the time, he typed instead. As afore mentioned,
Holly used an app called Snaptype to take a picture of any document and transfer it to a typeready format on the iPad. Sometimes, however, he physically wrote, though he struggled with
that. His letters were very large, taking up three lines instead of one, and Holly said, “He doesn’t
hold the pencil right. The grip is just very off.” Holly provided a checklist for him so he would
remember some mechanics, such as writing within allotted spaces and leaving appropriate space
between his letters and words. His mother provided Holly with a sample essay of his best
handwriting which Holly laminated and frequently showed him as an example of what she was
looking for.
Holly related one incident where she expected him to type a short argumentative
paragraph. She was writing a sample for the class to see, and she related:
I said, “Okay, you guys are going to help me. You’re going to write along with me.” And
instead of him typing it, he chose to write it, and I think it’s because I said we’re all going
to write together. I think he realized that together meant everybody, because that’s his
thing: he wants to do what everybody else is doing.
Other times, Holly said, “Trent” did not feel like writing and dragged it out, taking a
whole class period to write a single sentence. While we spoke about writing, Holly briefly
mentioned another of her students on the spectrum, one who was being staffed. Though that
second student drew well, she said his writing was “scribble scratch.” Because he had had a
scribe in New York where he came from, she and the co-teacher often took notes for him or
transcribed his ideas.
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Listening. While Holly thought “Trent” had good hearing and relied on it to learn
through listening, she said it sometimes was very sensitive, and I again made the mental
distinction between hearing and listening. “Sometimes when class gets too loud, there’s too
much sensory input for him, so he will say ‘I need quiet!’ or ‘Be quiet!’” She related if it were
noisy and he were either excited or anxious, “He’ll hop in place to kind of get that anxiety level
down, get it out, you know. And when the kids see him do that, they’re so focused on him,
they’re being quiet.” We both found this amusing and laughed. “So he knows that’s a way to get
them quiet!” she said. “That’s what I figured out is, okay, he does that. They get quiet. He goes
back to his seat. All is fine.”
Holly spoke about one of her other students on the spectrum as well. That student, she
said, had ADHD and difficulty focusing. He appeared not to be paying attention in class, staring
into space or drawing on his ruler, indications Holly thought pointed to an inability to listen.
However, Holly and her co-teacher noticed he could answer questions about what was happening
in class, including one day when he could participate in higher order questions about a text they
were reading, like identifying an argument and providing evidence for it, though he had appeared
not to be listening. Holly followed up later by reading a text aloud to him which he understood
well enough just by hearing it to “ace the test.” Holly said, “He’s taking it in! There’s some kind
of learning going on somehow.” An administrator observed him and thought his strong ability to
process through listening despite appearances to the contrary was a piece of key evidence to get
him staffed as being on the autism spectrum.
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Speaking. Holly classified speaking as a “weakness, for most of those kids” on the
spectrum, though she could provide few specifics. She said “Trent” would often “blurt out
random things,” and while sometimes he could communicate what he wanted, “other times, just
completely doesn’t make sense.” She said sometimes he would repeat things, like rhymes over
and over. She related, “Yesterday it was something about ducks. I can’t remember, but it was
about ducks, because he kept saying it and saying it and saying it.”
Accommodations. Holly spent some time speaking about accommodations she provided
to her students on the spectrum. For “Trent”, she made up packets of resources that
accompanied each new unit so his mother could support him with materials at home. She
described how she helped her students stay on a timely schedule and build stamina by posting
tasks on the board with completion times, and “Trent” set the timer on his iPad to keep them on
track. She laughed and said, “He keeps me on track more than I keep myself!” She also
explained how she used checklists and sticky notes to help her students monitor their progress
and have choice during assignments. She also used the Premack Principle with one of her
students on the spectrum by allowing him to draw in his Pokémon book when work was finished,
telling him for example, “You complete all 25 questions on your quiz and then you can draw.”

“Trent’s” Strengths and Preferences
As afore mentioned, Holly described drawing as a strength for one of her students on the
spectrum and a preference for typing for another. However, when specifically asked about
strength, she said “Trent” also knew a lot of facts and had leadership qualities.
She related that he knew “a lot of things, just random facts” which he would “spout off”
at times. She said, “He can tell you about this sort of bug or this sort of fish.” She said he also
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“kind of likes to be the teacher sometimes.” She explained he “likes to show people how to do
things” and he liked “to be that person in charge.” She proudly related a time she was not feeling
well, and he told the other students what they needed to do to get through the lesson, something
that impressed Holly greatly.

“What It All Means” to Holly
In her first interview, Holly tried to pinpoint what it meant to teach students on the autism
spectrum in language arts, and she decided her first student did better in her class than his other
content area classes simply because “I think this student was really more in favor of language
arts. He liked the content.” She said he was very creative and had opportunities to express
himself creatively in her language arts class. When I asked what creativity in language arts
looked like, she nodded and said, “Choices. Yep. You know, he would have choices of a project
or different ways to show he had really grasped what we had taught.”
Upon further reflection, Holly added with a laugh, “They’re not all the same.” She said
what worked for one student on the spectrum would not work for another, and their different
personalities and different ways of learning were “kind of puzzling.” Finally, she ended with “the
biggest thing,” which she said was trying to interact with and get to know those students,
“because if you don’t . . . you’re not helping that kid.”
By the second interview, Holly had refined that sentiment a bit more. She reiterated new
language arts teachers should “get to know that kid. Spend time with that kid.” She said the
most important things for teachers to know about their students on the autism spectrum were
“what do they respond to” and “what are their motivators.” She called that knowledge “your two
biggest weapons of defense” which could help thwart meltdowns. She also thought flexibility
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was key. She tied up her second interview with this: “Always have a Plan B. That’s a good one.
(smiles) Always have a Plan B.”

Themes for First Research Question
Another ESE Student
When asked what it means to teach language arts to students on the autism spectrum,
Holly said an important thing to do was to interact with them and intentionally get to know them,
including what worked for them and also what “pushed their buttons.” She said knowing what
they responded to and what motivated them were the “two biggest weapons of defense,” though
defending against what, she did not say. She recognized students on the autism spectrum were
not all the same and emphasized getting to know “that kid.” Though she spoke of plentiful
strategies and adaptations, she did not speak much of “autism spectrum” per se. Instead, she
spoke of her students in general terms, as when she worked to educate her current class on the
learning differences they all had, and she spoke about certain differences in physical ability,
hearing, speech, but not necessarily about differences impacting students on the spectrum, like
sensory differences or areas of expertise. She did not describe their strengths as vehicles for
enhancing instruction. Most of Holly’s language demonstrated her knowledge of exceptional
students overall, some of which encompassed students on the spectrum, but not language about
this specific population with any definition or deliberation.

Instructional Strategies and Compensatory Orientation
Holly had vast knowledge of instructional and behavioral strategies, and she spoke about
tools and forms and devices aimed at supporting her students on the autism spectrum. However,
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as she spoke, she did not address strengths or preferences of students on the spectrum in any way
that altered her practice, and the strategies she put in place seemed to be general compensatory
measures designed to get them through the content. Apps and devices and checklists may have
enabled her students on the autism spectrum to experience success in her classroom, but they
were not necessarily put in place to draw upon their strengths or to acknowledge their
preferences. When she spoke about her students in language arts, it was mostly to demonstrate
ways of getting through the curriculum and perform tasks, to compensate for lack of ability with
the curriculum instead of identify strengths which enhanced their ability with the curriculum.
The trainings and online resources Holly cited were for ESE students in general not specifically
tailored toward success for students on the spectrum. The documents Holly shared with me were
aimed at monitoring behaviors but not necessarily in providing choice or accessing preference
within the language arts curriculum.

Perceptions of Autism Spectrum in Language Arts
Holly perceived different writing abilities for her two students on the autism spectrum.
“Nick” wrote “amazing stories” with lots of details about select topics like super heroes, cartoon
characters, but organizing writing was more challenging for “Trent.” The physical production of
writing was difficult for both students; “Nick” had “unrefined motor skills” and “Trent” had
enormous handwriting he produced very slowly. Both students were allowed to type. Holly did
not perceive significant reading challenges for “Nick” and said he had extensive background
knowledge on two topic about which the read in class: Hurricane Katrina and sharks. “Trent”
read below grade level and enjoyed Pokémon graphic novels and Dr. Seuss’ books. Holly
perceived “Trent’s” comprehension was aided by audio versions of texts. Listening was a
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difficult area for Holly to address because she initially described sensitive hearing for both
students, not listening skills, particularly for “Trent” for whom sounds from the other students
were often too loud. She did believe “Nick” was able to learn through listening and she noted
“Trent” comprehended texts better when audio accompanied. Holly mentioned a second student
in the current year who demonstrated acute listening skills though he did not appear to be paying
attention. Holly perceived speaking was a strength for “Nick” who enjoyed oral speaking
activities, reading aloud, and presenting; he used dramatic voices when reading aloud and
sometimes sounded like a news caster. “Trent” often blurted out random utterances and repeated
rhymes.

Research Question #2: In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers
construct knowledge about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?

First Interview: A Search for Help
As Holly indicated in her first interview, she was not expecting a student on the autism
spectrum to be in her mainstream class, and when she found out there was such a student, she
went home and “did a little more research and looked up some things.” She located her course
materials from the ESE class she took in her teacher preparation program which included
handouts and brochures classmates had made. She said, “Those came in handy” because they
helped her know some things to look for and the different types of autism spectrum. She said
there was no textbook that helped nor any information about what to do with autism spectrum in
language arts, specifically.
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Holly had also gone to observe a couple of elementary classrooms and self-contained
classrooms where there were students on the spectrum, but she admitted, “It was just me kind of
looking and watching, not really knowing what I was watching for.” She said her internship
cooperating teacher was also helpful, and the co-teacher knew about how to support different
kinds of learners. She brightened when I asked if she had any previous knowledge about autism
spectrum, and she said her uncle had Asperger’s which she had also seen portrayed in popular
culture. She said mostly, she learned how to teach her student on the spectrum by “trial and
error, to be very honest.” She said she had to figure out “what his buttons are, what’s going to
set him off.”

Second Interview: Resources
In the second interview, Holly described spending much more time searching for
resources to help her know how to teach exceptional learners. I was astonished at how much she
had learned. When she found she was going to be placed on the ESE team, she immediately
began to think about how she should support all her different learners, and during the first couple
days of class, she set the tone for inclusion of exceptionality by showing her students a TED Talk
given by a man with physical disabilities. She said they had very open discussions about
differences because “I want to nip it in the bud before they start having a negative attitude
towards people with differences.” During that introductory period, she said “the coolest thing”
was when the co-teacher shared her own differences of having a speech impediment and being
deaf in one ear, to which the students reacted favorably.
People were some of the most helpful resources. Holly said, “The biggest help I would
probably say is my co-teacher because she does have a wealth of information.” The co-teacher
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understood the needs of various student populations and helped her adapt her lessons to the
needs of particular students in the classroom. Holly reported going to the math teacher on her
team who also had many ESE strategies. Other people whom Holly felt were helpful included
the instructional assistant for her student on the spectrum and various therapists assigned to
support him who came into her classroom to provide push-in services, including the occupational
therapist, a speech language therapist, and a behavior therapist.
An interesting tangent about helpful people occurred as Holly described getting
assistance from colleagues who had previously taught elementary school. Two teammates, a
history teacher and another math teacher, were both previously elementary teachers whom Holly
said were well-versed in special needs, and she thought their knowledge about exceptional
populations exceeded the knowledge secondary teachers had. She said secondary teachers were
less prepared because they spent less time supporting individual students in their 50-minute
classes. She also said secondary students were mainstreamed without the tailored supports they
might receive in day-long, special needs classes at the elementary level where elementary
teachers learned better how to support individual students.
Holly described some of the training she had received over the summer at a district-wide
ESE Summer Institute. She said one of them was about language and the other was about
specific assessment strategies. She explained the language training “mostly applied to elementary
settings,” but she thought a lot of it applied to students on the spectrum who “may think at an
elementary level.” She described an extended thinking activity as particularly useful for reading
and writing support. The second training focused on assessments and both before-assessment
strategies as well as differentiated assessments. She said that course led to an “aha moment”
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when Holly realized her students did not “always have to do the same thing” and she could tailor
assessments for different kinds of students.
Over the course of the interview, it became evident to me that Holly had received a good
deal of support and knowledge from “Trent’s” parents, and when I asked about resources, she
confirmed, “The child’s parents have been very helpful.” Frequent conferences with the parents
provided fruitful information and Holly related, “They’ve given us a lot of, ‘Okay, here’s where
he comes from. Here’s what we’ve done. Now here are some things you guys can do. Here’s
some tools.’” She learned how to directly address her student’s frustrations and meltdowns and
how to provide checklists and time frames to ensure task completion. She obtained the
exemplary writing sample from the mother which proved helpful during writing instruction.
Holly called the parents “proactive” and said, “Honestly, that’s gotten the most progress, you
know, is having that conversation, and I wish we could do that for every ESE student’s parents.”
Finally, Holly addressed two other means by which to learn about students on the autism
spectrum: the internet and college coursework. She spoke of resources on the internet as being
quite abundant. She related:
You know, there’s thousands of videos on the teaching channel. There’s lots of
resources. There’s a particular website, and I think it’s called ASCD? That has to do
with how to approach special needs type things, and they have lesson plans and different
ways to assess.
When I asked whether the resources she’d found were specific to autism spectrum, she
admitted many were for ESE in general, and she’d found little directed to her content area,
language arts. She then turned to her teacher preparation program and said, “You only take like
two ESE courses when you’re in college, and they’re very theoretical based. It’s not like very
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practical.” She said she thought she should have been required during her coursework to “have
a class where we have to go in to a special needs class for like weeks at a time.” She also said
relevant case studies should have been required in college, too.

Themes for Second Research Question
People as Resources
Holly pointed to numerous resources she found to support her students on the autism
spectrum, including online research and district trainings. People were very beneficial to Holly;
her uncle with Asperger’s gave her background knowledge. Some people helped her with
student-specifics, like other educators in direct contact with her students such as her cooperating
teacher, co-teachers, the instructional assistant, and support-services providers. In the second
interview, Holly stated “Trent’s” mother was very helpful and was able to provide valuable
suggestions for supporting him. Other colleagues were helpful with more general ESE support,
like fellow teachers who taught previously in elementary. However, most telling to me was that
Holly turned to a TED Talk video to discuss exceptionality and difference with her class of
students, which she said led to rich, deep conversations with her students where she declared she,
too, learned a lot. I consider that to be a very student-centered approach, but that is as close as
Holly got. The people I was most hopeful she might consult to know how to teach students on
the autism spectrum were the students themselves. Unfortunately, Holly did not reveal
conversations with individual students that helped me know she had turned to them for their
input in how they wanted or needed to learn. Even when she described her method of stopping a
meltdown by asking “Trent” what he needed, I saw a means to help him identify his emotional
state but not to address his preferences for how he could best learn the language arts content.
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Though Holly advocated in the first interview for “interacting with” the student to learn what
motivated him and what “pushed his buttons,” I found that kind of intentional student interaction
missing from the data; she talked about that importance without relating incidents where she had
actually asked for their input.

ESE-Centered Resources
Holly described numerous online resources, internet research, and videos that helped her
know how to teach students on the autism spectrum, and I was surprised. I asked if the resources
she identified as helpful were indeed tailored to the autism spectrum or were general ESE
resources, and she admitted they were more universal. The same held true for the district
trainings she received which she considered highly effective, but none was specific to autism
spectrum in language arts, and one of her trainings was actually geared toward elementary.
However, Holly stated the all-purpose ESE strategies she learned were beneficial, and she
applied much of what she learned to meet the needs of her students on the autism spectrum.
Still, I found the ESE-centered resources she cited to be clinical and formulaic and geared toward
behavior management (Appendix K and Appendix L). I recognized the vast number of strategies
Holly had as her effort to have as many “Plan B’s” in place as possible.

Research Question #3: In what ways, if any, can the experiences of new secondary English
language arts teachers be described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?
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Cultural Responsiveness for Holly
Validating
Criteria for validating practices were not met in total because Holly did not specifically
utilize her students’ cultural knowledge, prior knowledge, or frames of reference in her teaching.
She also did not deliberately use areas of strength or students’ assets to enhance their learning;
that might have occurred if drawing had been deliberately infused into assignments as a means of
communicating or assessing, or if intentional references to Pokémon had been used to enhance
instruction. In fact, Holly was hard-pressed in either interview to identify meaningful strengths
she utilized in the classroom. However, Holly meets this characteristic in part because she
supported performance styles through speaking activities for her “Nick” and typing
accommodations for both students, for example, and she did use such varied ESE instructional
strategies that students on the spectrum were necessarily included and made successful.

Comprehensive
Holly partially met comprehensive criteria because of her attention to supporting the
whole child through varied instructional strategies such as applications on the iPad, alternative
means of producing written text, visual supports, and checklists. She paid particular attention to
emotional support with “Nick” when she thwarted meltdowns by having him assist her and
praising his speaking abilities, and she supported her current student’s emotional well-being
when she considered his desire to stay with his classmates for an assessment. She was also in
tune with her students’ anxiety and worked to counter it. However, Holly did not describe social
supports and did not stress communal, interdependent learning among her students inclusive of a
culture of autism spectrum.
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Multidimensional
This was perhaps Holly’s strongest culturally responsive area as she worked to create a
class climate inclusive of all students. At the start of the current school year, she showed the
TED Talks video and facilitated discussion aimed at creating a sense of acceptance and
belonging, though autism spectrum was not specifically addressed. It was also evident Holly
developed good relationships with her students on the autism spectrum. In the first interview,
she described “Nick” as being one of her favorites, and she was able to make him feel calm when
she asked him to be her special helper as meltdown threatened. In her second interview, Holly
described a situation where “Trent” did not want to leave her classroom to receive
accommodations, suggesting he felt comfortable in her class. She related another time when
“Trent” recognized she was not feeling well and offered to take over the class for her. Her
practice was also multidimensional as she worked to implement myriad generalized ESE
strategies which made her students on the spectrum feel successful, particularly those she took
from the involved parents of the current school year.

Empowering
Holly worked to empower her students on the autism spectrum when she implemented
strategies allowing them to self-monitor through checklists and time schedules. She also built in
their will to act when she encouraged “Nick” in the first experience to share the facts he knew
related to class readings as well read his stories aloud to the class, and her “Trent” asserted his
will when he demanded he test with his classmates. Though she alluded to their confidence and
success through such measures, she did not report having high expectations for their academics
nor instances of academic risk or incremental success toward mastery. “Trent,” for example,
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was allowed to continue reading Dr. Seuss’ texts instead of more developmentally appropriate
texts.

Transformative
I did not identify any ways Holly built in transformative practices in her classroom as she
did not identify worthwhile cultural aspects, infuse strengths or accomplishments of the culture,
or analyze power imbalances.

Emancipatory
Holly did not appear to be intentionally focused on allowing her students on the spectrum
to demonstrate their ways of knowing that were different from mainstream ways, and she did not
talk about making those kinds of adjustments in her curriculum. However, in truth, she did
employ some emancipatory practices when she praised “Nick’s” ability to recall relevant facts,
write stories, and deliver speeches, though she did not address his alternative ways of knowing
deliberately. “Trent” was allowed to demonstrate his knowledge through alternative writing
tasks on the computer or iPad. Holly recognized the importance of emancipatory practice,
however, because she spoke about them in part, saying “Nick” was able to tap into his creativity
through projects, and she identified an “aha moment” when she realized she did not have to
assess “Trent” the same as everyone else, though she did not relate fully how she had done that
at of the time of the interview. Still, Holly only partially meets this criteria because she did not
validate a culture of autism or champion an autism spectrum way of knowing; she instead spoke
of exceptionalities in general.
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Theme for Research Question #3
Stagnation in Moderately Present CRP
Holly demonstrated a lot of knowledge about supporting students on the autism spectrum
in her class through myriad strategies. However, her focus was more on finding the correct
instructional or behavioral supports to help students overcome deficits and complete instructional
tasks, rather than showing an appreciation for the unique attributes of the autism spectrum that
might enhance or be enhanced in language arts. Her knowledge of learning styles was vast but
generalized, as though the right strategy existed for every exceptionality and learner type;
indeed, she asserted teachers should get to know students and the same strategy would not work
for every one. She demonstrated caring and support for her students but not necessarily
understanding for their unique strengths and what each individual brought to her class; students’
input about preferences, performance styles, and assessments was rarely sought. Holly assumed
more of an ESE support role with her students on the spectrum, providing strategies aimed to get
through the curriculum and plug holes, which did in fact create success for them. Holly spoke of
the autism spectrum as though it were another exceptionality in a sea of exceptionalities with
little asset-based language or specific focus. Her movement toward culturally responsive
practice is largely stagnant for the autism spectrum specifically, even though she demonstrated
vast knowledge of exceptionality in general. Her inclusion of myriad instructional and behavior
supports to build in general student success, which benefitted her students on the spectrum,
places her in the Moderately Present range in my Continuum model with only minimal
movement.
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Figure 4. Holly’s Movement Along the Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy

How I Came to Know Cara Lewis
I supervised Cara Lewis (pseudonym) in the spring of 2014 when she was a language arts
final intern. She had a bubbly personality and filled our encounters with jokes and laughter as
she recounted her missteps and learning experiences as an intern. We briefly lost touch after
internship when she was hired in a different district from where I normally supervise, and we
reconnected when she was hired at a middle school where I was teaching an on-site Methods
course. Cara was just beginning her second year of teaching when I interviewed her.

Research Question 1: How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and
describe their experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?
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Cara Lewis’s Story
“I didn’t know how to work with someone like that.”
Cara Lewis, Second Year ELA Teacher
First Experience
Cara’s first experience teaching a student on the autism spectrum came during her final
internship teaching 6th graders. Though she taught both traditional and honors classes, her
student, a boy named Scott (pseudonym), was part of a support-facilitated class where an ESE
teacher shared some of the teaching responsibilities for part of the period. Cara was not
expecting a student like Scott to be in one of her classes. She said, “I didn’t know how to work
with someone like that.” She related:
He came in 4th period. I wasn’t really expecting anything. I was just kind of standing
there. I didn’t have background yet on any student, and he walked in all crazy. He was
(laughs), he came in dancing actually, and I didn’t know that he had autism yet. But he
came in dancing, extremely excited. He was just hyper throughout the lesson.
The first few days of internship are filled with observing and assisting the cooperating
teacher before taking over full teaching responsibilities, and Cara was paired with Scott her first
day to work with him: “I got to know him by sitting with him.” She was tasked with taking
down notes for him: “He did not like writing. He would tell me his answers, and I would write it
down for him.” She also had to accompany Scott outside on each of his frequent breaks. She
laughed as she recalled, “He would go outside and dance for me. That was his way, he told me,
to relax, so he would do the Worm.” She smiled and nodded. “That was my first day with
Scott.”
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Cara described a dichotomy of being taken in by Scott’s personality (“It was a good time,
though. He was funny.”) and frustration by the time and effort he required (“He needed the extra
attention. It took longer for him to understand things or for him to focus.”). She spent large
amounts of time sitting with Scott and working one-on-one with him. “It was different than
obviously your average every day student,” she said.
I asked Cara if she had gotten frustrated with Scott in the beginning. She responded,
“Oh, it was so hard because I had no idea like what . . . I didn’t know that he was on the
spectrum.” I nodded, and she continued, “Like I had no clue, and I was just like, why is he doing
this?”
It turned out Scott had not yet been diagnosed as being on the autism spectrum, Cara said,
“Because the parent was not for getting him tested.” The school persevered and had Scott
assessed, a process that took place during Cara’s first few weeks of internship and resulted in a
diagnosis of Asperger’s. She related, “It did come out actually like a month later, so I came in
there before anything happened.”

Impressions of Scott
As I opened up the interview by asking Cara to tell me her story about this first
experience, she related many episodes and anecdotes related to behavior. Even as she assumed
teaching responsibilities, she had to spend time giving Scott attention, usually by sitting next to
him. I asked, “What made you need to sit with him?” “He wasn’t paying attention during the
notes,” she said. “He would cause more of a distraction for other students. He tended to call out.
He would call out ‘Explosion!’” We laughed a moment, and I asked, “Just the word?” She
replied, “Yeah, just the word. He would yell out in the middle of a lesson, ‘Explosion!’” Cara
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said she sat next to Scott to help keep him quiet, “because then he would talk to me rather than
trying to talk to the other students.”
She described how his social interactions were “different.” She said, “He didn’t have
friendships the same as other students in 6th grade.” Cara explained Scott didn’t know how to
talk appropriately to other students. “He was either very awkward or he was just, I mean, his
continuous shouting. He would poke girls, actually.” I raised my eyebrows in question, and she
continued, “Like with his eraser. He would just sit there and keep poking at them, and he didn’t
understand like, you can’t poke people.” Cara stated she believed Scott did not have time to
cultivate appropriate interactions with other students because he was not given much opportunity
to do so. He spent most of his time working one-on-one with teachers, so “he didn’t have that
chance to work with other students because his behaviors are bad.”
Cara described how Scott also did not react appropriately when he got in trouble in class.
His off-task behaviors would continue despite reprimand. “He didn’t understand consequences,”
even when the cooperating teacher intervened. She did not provide specifics about the teacher’s
reprimands, but she explained:
When he got yelled at, he wouldn’t register. Most students would just kind of back down
and get upset over that. He didn’t. I don’t think he understood why he was getting in
trouble. He just thought he was acting like everyone else. He didn’t see it, so he would
just sit there. He would get in trouble and he’d be like (demonstrates motionless, blank
expression). And he would yell “Explosion!” two minutes later.
Cara recalled Scott needed a lot of attention, and the amount of time she spent checking
up on him was “just constant.” She explained, “He just needed a lot more redirection. He needed
to be constantly reminded of what he should be doing.” She said he also required extra time to
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complete work, which he didn’t want to finish. Scott would then “have outbursts” to which the
cooperating teacher “would react negatively,” though again, descriptions of the teacher’s
reactions were not provided. Cara lamented not knowing how to react herself: “I was new. I
didn’t know what was going on as much as I do now.”
Cara related before the diagnosis, during Scott’s most exacerbating moments, the
cooperating teacher “would get frustrated with him and just call the behavior specialist, and he
would be forced out of the classroom,” which upset Scott. “A lot of times he would fight it. He
didn’t want to leave.” She demonstrated how he attempted to twist his body away from the
specialist, but “not like violently hitting anyone.” She recalled one particular episode where
Scott actively resisted leaving the classroom with the behavior specialist.
I remember one time when he got pulled out because she called the behavior specialist,
and he was so upset. When she would yell at him, he wouldn’t react, but that time that
guy came and got him out, he was fighting it. He didn’t want to leave. He was trying to
pull away. He didn’t want to, so it was just different to see him finally react in a negative
way.
Other times, however, Cara helped Scott avoid bad behavior by taking him outside before
she took over full time teaching, which “he reacted well to.” She said, “He’d go outside and just
run around on the main grass area, just kind of calm down.” Through her one-on-one time with
Scott, Cara felt she came to understand him. She said, “I am a pretty patient person, but I really
learned when dealing with him that you can’t get frustrated because he’s doing his best. It’s not
like he was trying to be disrespectful. That’s just who he was.”
She said the cooperating teacher did not think that was the case. “She just thought he was
trying to be a class clown.” But Cara did not think Scott was deliberately misbehaving for
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attention: “He wasn’t showing off.” She tried to explain what she believed: “There was
something. There was . . . It was not a class clown. I’ve seen that with students. But that wasn’t
it.” Instead, Cara thought, “Maybe it was more he didn’t understand it, so he would just say
something to kind of get away from not doing what he was supposed to be doing.”

Scott and Language Arts
Reading. Reading was another challenging area in language arts, though Cara described
some preferences of Scott’s as well. The vocabulary part of reading instruction was the most
difficult for Scott, especially as it was formatted before his diagnosis. Vocabulary was yoked to
writing, an area of difficulty and aversion for Scott.
They used to have looong vocab packets, like they had packets (shows thickness with
fingers held apart). So it’d be like 20 questions per worksheet, and it’d be like 5
worksheets that they had to do by Friday. So for that student, that was a lot of work to
have done, and it wasn’t really differentiated in any way, so he just had everything that
all the students had.
Cara learned to negotiate positive feedback with Scott in order to keep him motivated and
engaged. With the vocabulary packets, she recognized “If I would have shut him down right at
the beginning and say like ‘Nope, you got it wrong,’ he would just . . . that packet would be done
and he would move on.” Instead, Cara saw that working alongside Scott kept him positive and
moving forward, especially when he had to write about what he’d read.
If I did something together with him, he wouldn’t react negatively. He would try it that
way. Especially with reading and pulling out text structure, things like that. I mean it
was a lot . . . Writing all these words down for him just wasn’t easy, so if he would get it
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wrong, if I would just shut him down at that point, he would not finish what he was
supposed to be doing.
Cara indicated Scott could read fairly well, though he got bored with sustained, silent
reading. “You could tell, after a while he started looking up.” She did not feel the practice of
sustained, independent reading was appropriate for Scott. “I mean 50 minutes of straight reading
for a middle school student, as it is, is kind of unreasonable.” Instead, Cara thought Scott
benefitted most when texts were read aloud. “He liked following more along with reading.” His
favorite way to read was with Cara. “He liked reading along with me. We held the book together
and he listened. He didn’t interrupt.” He then readily answered questions and commented on the
text.
Cara noted Scott’s most salient reading preference was texts supported by illustrations.
She said, “He did like reading, but he liked tying it into pictures.” “What does that mean?” I
asked. She said he “didn’t find interest” in chapter books that were bereft of images. “If we were
reading something that was just like plain text in a chapter book, he didn’t connect with it as
well,” she explained. “But in the textbooks, they have images that went [with it]. I think he liked
making connections to pictures and everything.” His favorite topic about which to read was
animals, and he chose that topic for an individual book report. “He liked reading about that,”
Cara said, smiling.
Writing. Before I asked specifically about Cara’s experiences teaching Scott in four
areas of language arts, she spoke about his aversion to writing. “He did not like writing,” she said
early in the interview, and she explained how she sat next to him her first day in internship to
take notes for him and transcribe his answers for assignments. Later, when I asked more
pointedly about reading, writing, listening, and speaking issues, she said, “The biggest one’s
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writing. It was not his strength.” She stated Scott spent a lot of time misbehaving “just trying to
get around it.” I used the terms “escape” and “avoidance” with which Cara agreed: “Yes, so he
used those behaviors.”
A huge challenge was instructing Scott in essay writing, especially “with how structured
the essays are now with the new standards.” Cara explained the new standardized state writing
assessment was either informational or argumentative writing, but with Scott’s difficulty with
writing, she was concerned whether or not he’d be able to complete an entire essay: “He
wouldn’t take notes and he couldn’t even answer a short answer question, so I couldn’t imagine
that student at that time writing a full blown essay.”
I asked if it were the physical aspect of writing or the organizational aspect of writing
which was most challenging for Scott. Cara considered this. She answered, “Writing was tough.
The handwriting was very different than other students.” “The handwriting itself?” I asked. She
clarified, “Yeah, it was. I mean it was large, and it was tough to read.” Cara did not think Scott
was even able to read his own handwriting.
However, it was the organizational side of writing Cara thought was the major challenge
for Scott. She said, “I think he had a hard time organizing everything that was going on in his
head.” The new writing assessment required “claims, claim evidence, commentary,” which Cara
thought was overwhelming for Scott to organize on paper. She explained how difficult it was for
Scott to even consolidate a few thoughts into simple sentences. “Like putting one concise
answer, because a lot of time, it would just be like a short response, like one or two sentences.
He couldn’t get his thoughts into one.” She added, “It was tough. It took a lot of time. . . It was
more that he had trouble processing everything and putting it down on paper into one sentence.”
Cara said Scott could verbalize concise thoughts, however which she transcribed and then used
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to help structure his writing. “It’s easier for him to verbalize his responses,” she explained.
“When he talked to me, it was fine. I would take notes for him, and then we would try and get
that into a sentence.”
I asked if Scott were allowed to type on a keyboard. Because of the delay in his
diagnosis, assistive technology was not added until late in the semester when Cara’s internship
was over. “That was like April, the end of my internship that he finally had something to use,”
she said. She speculated typing would have improved Scott’s ability to write where he could
circumvent the handwriting aspect and concentrate on organizing. She said:
I never got to see it firsthand, but I would think that that would help him more. Then he
doesn’t have to write down what he was thinking and then format it into a sentence, when
he could probably just like type a few things down and then make a sentence out of it,
looking at his options.
Listening. Cara told me Scott was able to listen and follow along, follow along as
evidenced by the above discussion about listening to recorded texts. However, she spent
considerable time describing hearing instead, and she recognized his hearing was acute and, at
times, sensitive. She said, “He would be able to listen if it was quiet in there,” but certain sounds
bothered him. “If a student would be like tapping (taps the table), he would cover his ears and be
like ‘Uuuhhh!’” Even the ambient sounds of the typical classroom irritated Scott. “Being in a
middle school, there’s a lot of distractions and a lot of kids just doing . . . yeah, chairs moving
back and forth, tapping the pencil. He would get frustrated with that.” Cara indicated being
overwhelmed by sounds was one of the reasons Scott took frequent breaks and went outside,
“and then he’d be fine.”
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Speaking. When I asked about speaking, Cara thought it was an area of strength for
Scott, despite the fact he sometimes had outburst and yelled out “Explosion!” at inappropriate
times. She said he enjoyed commenting on things they read in class, and “he enjoyed being in
class discussion.” Whole group discussions consisted of “those open-ended questions” that
required thought and elaboration, “and he would answer well to those.” Cara related:
He would raise his hand. He would make a lot of funny jokes because he would always
say something like, “Well, I think that this would better.” If a character chose to do
something, he’d be like, “Well, I would have done this.”
Cara thought this evidence pointed to why Scott would have done well talking to peers in smaller
groups, an opportunity her host teacher did not allow. “That’s why I think he would have
benefited from working in a small group, because whole group, he talked. He always answered.”
She also saw his ability to communicate verbally as evidence of his thinking about both what he
needed to write and what he had read; “By speaking, that showed that he understood
everything.”
Scott’s actual speaking voice was another matter. “He had a very different voice.” Cara
described his voice in many ways, struggling to find accurate words herself. At first she said,
“Sound-wise, in his pitch . . . I’m trying to think like how to describe . . .” I waited patiently.
Next she said, “I don’t want to say nasal . . . I’m like trying to think of how . . .” After some
deliberation, she said: “He ended a lot of his sentences in questions, like the way he always
raised his tone at the end.” She said he sounded like he was always asking a question, and she
imitated the way it sounded by making her voice go higher at the end of a statement. She said he
also spoke very fast; “When he liked something, the speed picked up.” Finally, she settled on
this: “I don’t know how to describe his sound. It was different though.”
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Scott’s Strengths and Preferences
Cara occasionally noted some strengths for Scott, particularly speaking and verbalizing
his ideas, as well as things he enjoyed, like dancing. When I asked specifically about strengths
and preferences, she also noted a few other areas of preference: video games, animals, and
Pokémon. With a particular project, she gave Scott choice over his topic, and he got to pick an
animal to research. She said that assignment was successful for him: “He did enjoy learning
about that because he got to choose something; he had choice in that.”
She said Scott was part of the Pokémon club which took place before school during
breakfast in the cafeteria; she observed him in the club one morning, trading his cards with other
students and socializing, which lie in opposition to his lack of socialization opportunities with
students in the classroom. Pokémon appeared to be an area of particular interest for him, and
Cara surmised their visual nature and resemblance to animals were key factors. Additionally, she
said, “He really did like going in to that like fantasy world and experiencing that.” She related:
You could tell how he loved his cards. He was very into it; he enjoyed trading his cards.
He would talk about that, too, sometimes when we’d go outside, and he’d tell me he
traded for this character, and I didn’t know which one it was, but I was like, “That sounds
really cool.” He would show me them because they look like animals, and he liked
animals.

The Current Situation
In the 2015-2016 school year, Cara’s second year, she taught 7th grade, and one of her
class periods was honors ELA. It was in that class where she met her student, Daniel
(pseudonym), a young man on the autism spectrum. She immediately told me about how
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different the experience was between the two boys in different settings, with “one in advanced”
and the previous student “in a basic class.” She said, “It’s cool to see the difference. He functions
way different than my past student. But he’s super intelligent.”
She described the first few days at the beginning of the school year when she tried to
pinpoint why she saw differences in Daniel compared to other students. She did not have any
paperwork as student files had not been updated in the first two weeks of school, and no
administrator had alerted her to his needs. She related the first day of class:
When he came in, I knew something was different about him. It was like his mannerisms
were a little bit different than most kids, the way he walked in. He did not have a smile
on his face. He looked very aware of his surroundings in a way, like he was looking
everywhere. He did automatically go and sit in the back corner of the room, even though
I did have assigned seats. He tried sitting away from everyone else. He was very quiet.
Cara said Daniel “didn’t want to talk to other students,” not just the first day, but for the
first few weeks, even though she tried putting him in small groups of three. “Jump to the second
week of school. He still didn’t want to talk to people.” She tried facilitating communication with
Daniel amongst his peers with an assignment that required him to speak to other students and
find similarities with them, but she said Daniel did not participate. “I did group work. They had
to do an About Me, and they had to make a triple Venn diagram. He did not talk. He did his
own bubble and that’s it.”
After the first two weeks, Cara received paperwork which shed new light on Daniel’s
situation. She related: “It was an Aha, because then I looked at it with one of my teammates, and
we’re like ‘Oh, okay, this makes more sense now,’ because he was diagnosed with Asperger’s.”
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She admitted she still wasn’t exactly sure what that meant, though, and she didn’t understand
how Daniel was supposed to be similar to Scott.
Because you don’t know. Like I read up on it more, and I’ve heard of it. I’ve had a
student with it in the past, but he seemed very different, so I was kind of confused still.
Because he wasn’t obnoxious. He wasn’t yelling out in the middle class. He was
complete polar opposites of the first student that I saw with it. He was very motivated to
do his own stuff as well. So it was just very different.
The comparisons were inevitable as Cara tried to draw upon her past experiences with
Scott to understand how to teach Daniel, but she kept finding striking differences, and she did
not expect a student on the spectrum to show up in her honors class.
I mean when they say Asperger’s, I thought it was all going to be pretty similar, and this
seems like two totally different diagnoses. It doesn’t seem similar at all . . . I wasn’t
really expecting to have anyone this year with autism, because I automatically assumed
that they would have to have a support facilitator in the room. When he came in, I wasn’t
expecting that because I thought if he would have had that form of autism, he would’ve
been on the other team. I was very thrown off by that when I got the paperwork and I saw
like, oh, he has Asperger’s.

Impressions of Daniel
Cara was expecting behaviors similar to Scott’s and was surprised when Daniel’s
behavior was very different. Mostly, she depicted Daniel as motivated to learn and get his work
complete; “He does his stuff.” She described Daniel as being “a calm kid” who was “very quiet.”
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Conversely, Cara referred to some days when he was very emotional. Social situations,
frustration, and grades all prompted him to cry on occasion. She discovered his difficulty
working with other students, particularly girls. She put him in a small group with two quiet girls,
but “It didn’t work. He ended up crying because he just didn’t work well with them. He didn’t
know how to talk to them, so I knew pairing him with girls [was] not the answer.” Frustration
with other students also caused Daniel to become emotional. “If they make a comment towards
him and he gets very frustrated, he will cry.” Other times, Daniel’s frustration with others
prompted him to become angry. Cara said one particularly rude student got under Daniel’s skin.
“Daniel will argue with him. He’ll be like, ‘[Cameron], shut up!’ Like, ‘Don’t talk!’ because he
gets so frustrated.”
Additionally, if Daniel perceived he didn’t “do something well” or “didn’t master
something,” he cried. She related, “One time he didn’t do well on a quiz” that lots of students
“bombed.” She said Daniel was sobbing. “Like I had to hold him back before going to his
science class.” She continued, “He was so upset, and then he tried saying, ‘This is why I
shouldn’t be in advanced.’”
However, there were other days when Daniel was very different, days when he did not
take his medication. Cara did not know what the medication was for, and he did not take it again
at school, but there were days he did not take it and his behavior was radically different. Cara
described those as “bad days” when “he can’t concentrate.” “What does a bad day look like?” I
asked.
He comes in and sometimes he just looks frazzled. I mean, even his hair, like
appearances. His eyes look wider, and you could tell. He calls out on those days, so you
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have a student who sits there in silence, doesn’t talk to people, and then one day, he’s not
on his medicine. He calls out and he yells the answers out . . . It’s not like him.
Cara related on one such bad day, Daniel “slammed his head down onto his desk.” On
another, “He fell off his chair in the middle of class.” She said Daniel comes in and “He’ll tell
me right in the beginning, ‘I’m not on my medication today.’” The teachers on Cara’s team alert
each other when a bad day is happening so they’ll know to be prepared for him.
Cara also described Daniel’s aversion of people he doesn’t know well. “I’ve noticed that
if he doesn’t feel comfortable with you, he doesn’t talk.” She said this discomfort came to the
forefront when the principal came by to visit the class one day. In the district where Cara works,
school administrators often walk around to the classrooms and ask random students about the
lesson or standards for the day to assess instruction. The principal did not realize unfamiliar
people caused Daniel anxiety. “Administration came in and they made that mistake,” she said.
The principal approached Daniel and asked what he was learning that day. Daniel “started
crying, and he told me he didn’t want to talk to him.” Cara moved Daniel to her desk away from
the principal, and “he stopped crying. He’s just like, ‘I didn’t want to talk to him,’ and I guess he
gets so nervous.”
Finally, Cara spoke of Daniel’s personal interactions with his peers. Like Scott, “he
didn’t really have friends.” Daniel chose to work alone, and Cara said, “He didn’t want to be
bothered.” She added, “He struggles interacting with students socially.” Cara was determined to
give Daniel time to socialize, and she tried many combinations and pairings until she finally
found a student with whom he worked well. A new student, Greg (a pseudonym), proved to be
an excellent work partner for Daniel, and the two became fast friends. I asked Cara if she could
tell why they seemed to bond. Greg, she said, was a good worker and prompted Daniel to
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complete his work as well. Because they finished early most days, she said they spent the last
few minutes of class bonding when she gave them free time. Sometimes, they played a game
together. “They’re playing some game on Greg’s iPad,” which delighted Daniel who did not
have such a device. “You could see he was so happy!” Cara said. Other times, they shared music
on Greg’s phone. “Greg shares with him. They listen, and they each get an earpiece from Greg.”

Daniel and Language Arts
Reading. When asked about Daniel’s performance in language arts, Cara responded she
felt “reading is definitely the weakest” area for Daniel. She recognized some similarities to Scott.
“If there’s no pictures or there’s nothing that he’s relating to, you can tell he’s very bored,
distracted. You can see him looking up at the ceiling.” During one-on-one reading with Daniel,
Cara assessed his fluency. “He talks very choppy, so I could imagine that’s what’s going on in
his head. When you think fluency, like he does read choppier.” She added, “He doesn’t pause
really when there’s a comma. He just keeps on going.”
She questioned his reading comprehension, too. She thought he did well when she read
aloud to the class or they listened to the textbook stories online. “He’s probably doing fine
because [it’s] fluent . . . because it’s flowing at the pace it’s supposed to.” She said he seemed to
follow along when they read stories together and paused to talk about them, “but when he’s on
his own, that’s probably where he does poorly.” Independent reading was a challenge for him.
She cited low reading test scores as evidence, even though comprehension tests are now openbook. “He scores lower on that,” she said. “Like the last one he took, he got 3 out of 6 multiple
choice.”
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Writing. Cara felt Daniel was an excellent writer. Even with tough new writing
standards, she said, “He writes well.” On a practice essay, Daniel earned top marks; “He was like
an 8 out of 10, which is very [good] for that, because it’s a tough rubric.” Though Daniel’s
finished essays were excellent, she conveyed his distaste for writing: “He’s like, ‘I hate
writing.’” Cara showed him his good writing scores and asked why he hated writing when he
was so good at it. She said, “He was like, ‘It’s just long,’ because he writes very slow.”
I asked what made the writing slow for Daniel, and Cara indicated both the physical act
and organizing his ideas were struggles for him. Daniel took time to concentrate on the actual
writing because, she said, “He tells me his handwriting’s sloppy.” Organizing and producing
writing took time, and Daniel wanted reinforcement as he wrote. For one essay, Cara related:
The kids were on their third body paragraph. He was probably on his first, so it took a
little bit longer for him to gather and process the information. They have to pull two
pieces of text evidence for each paragraph, so it took him longer to process. He sat at the
desk right near me because I kept doing writing conferences. He constantly wanted that
support. He would ask me, “Does this sound okay?” So I think that’s why he just moves
slower.
She said Daniel “noticed that he was going at a slower pace” than the other students,
which frustrated him. She said in the advanced class, “some of them move at a rapid speed
because they can, and he couldn’t.” Even for short answer quizzes or paragraph written
responses where he had to restate, answer, cite evidence, and explain, she said he often did not
finish his writing and had to take it home. But Daniel’s writing scores often exceeded the other
students’ scores, and Cara added, “He gets it.”
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Listening. Cara indicated listening was a sort of mixed bag for Daniel. While he could
follow along with and comprehend stories delivered aloud, following directions was another
matter. Cara said he could “very rarely” follow them the first time. “He’ll ask me again, ‘So
what are we doing?’” She then delivered instructions to him “one-on-one,” often pointing to the
document in question and repeating directions for each part. She said, “I normally write on his
paper just to make sure that he sees, because he’s very visual.” Daniel often confirmed whether
he had heard correctly and brought pieces of assignments to her, asking, ‘”Oh, is this right?’”
Cara stated, “Normally, he listens, though,” but added, “unless it’s a bad day for him where he’s
not on his medicine. Then he’s not listening.”
Speaking. Cara related various aspects of Daniel’s speaking abilities, including his
tactless responses to peers, his aversion of public speaking, and his voice quality. I was amused
as she told me about Daniel’s lack of filter (“Like, no filter.”) when he addressed classmates with
whom he was frustrated. “He’s sitting there telling them how it is,” she said. “He’s always telling
me, ‘How are they advanced?’ He’ll say it out loud, too. He’s like, ‘That was dumb.’” We shared
a laugh, and she added, “Yeah, he tells them. He doesn’t have any shame with that.”
Daniel did not participate in the first oral presentation required in Cara’s class because
“he did not feel comfortable to get up in front of the class.” Instead, he delivered his directly to
her after the other students had left. However, for the next presentation on whales, which “was a
speaking and listening grade,” Daniel got up and delivered his part with his working partner,
Greg, which made Cara proud. She related:
He spoke and he knew his topic, and it was all about cause and effect. But he actually
went up there and read all the causes. Some students went up there and turned their back
completely, [but] he was confident. I don’t know if it is because he was with that friend
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that he’s made, but I rewarded him after that. I pulled him aside and I was like, “That
was amazing!”
Daniel’s speaking voice and mannerisms were notable during the presentation. Cara said
he was “very stiff” and “standing up real straight,” which she demonstrated to look like a robot.
She said, “The way he was talking . . . He went very robotic” and “choppy,” a manner in which
he speaks sometimes. Cara described Daniel’s voice as usually being very soft, difficult to hear.
“The way he talks is lower than the others,” she said, prompting her to move his desk to the front
of the room so she could hear him.

Daniel’s Strengths and Preferences
When asked about other strengths and preferences Daniel might have had, Cara
immediately discussed art: “He loves to draw. He loves art.” Daniel drew the artwork that
accompanied his whale presentation, and he received a favorable response from his peers.
I told them talk about the picture, and he was like, “I drew this picture.” I think he was
really proud, and everyone was like, “Wow! That’s really good!” because he’s good at
drawing . . . When he saw all the students like, “Oh!” that was really good. They all
complimented him, and he got all red and he smiled and sat down, like he was very
proud.
Daniel’s other preferences included animals and Legos. Cara described Daniel as “very handson” and his skill with origami as a strength. He showed her beautiful animal origami he created,
and she said, “I couldn’t have done that! So awesome!” A teacher had pulled his name for a
holiday gift, and that teacher purchased lots of new origami paper and directions to make more.
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Cara said, “I’m expecting him to come back after Christmas break probably with a backpack full
of origami.”

“What It All Means” to Cara
When I asked Cara to summarize her experience as a language arts teacher of a student
on the autism spectrum, she revealed in her first interview an appreciation for the practice with
Scott during her internship. She said, “I needed that.” She stated she “would know what to do in
the future” and “how to adapt my lessons” and “how to differentiate.” She thought she was better
prepared for diverse teaching assignments, and she said, “Let’s say I ended up being on an ESE
team and I never had that experience, I [wouldn’t] know how to interact with that student,”
which she thought would be frustrating. Having the experience with a support facilitator to guide
her, she said, helped her know what to do: “I know how to talk to a student with that.”
I asked the same type question in the second interview, and Cara’s response reflected
what she had learned about students on the spectrum. While she noted two small similarities with
her two students, an affinity for animals and a choppy speaking voice, she said the main thing to
know was that “they are very, very different.” One student “used to yell out in the middle of
class, like ‘Explosion!’” and had to “dance to get his energy out.” Her current student “doesn’t
need constant breaks,” is “very calm,” and is “very self-motivated.” She noted a difference in
“bodily control” and opposite needs for attention: “The other student loved the attention that he
got from other students, like people would laugh at crazy things he did. This student doesn’t
want that attention. He doesn’t want everyone staring at him.”
At the end of her interview, Cara made two final points. Teaching experiences with
students on the autism spectrum were going to be “different every single time.” She said, “No
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matter what, there’s going to be a surprise and you’re going to have to figure it out real quick so
that you can make sure that they’re understanding what they’re capable of understanding.” Then
she added advice for new teachers was “talk to your colleagues to get help. I think that’s the
biggest take away.” She added, “If you’re not going to listen to others, you’re not going to be a
successful teacher, especially with students on the spectrum.”

Themes for First Research Question
Deficit vs. Person
It should be noted in Cara’s first interview, she named Scott only once in her opening
description of him; for the rest of the interview, she called him “my student” or “that student.”
To differentiate him from Daniel in my writing, I inserted Scott’s name frequently to clarify
which student was being described. In the second interview, Cara usually referred to Daniel by
his name, a detail I found interesting as I considered this dichotomous view I saw emerging from
the data. Cara struggled to explain repeatedly how different her two students and experiences
were, and the language she used frequently centered on things Scott couldn’t do and things
Daniel could; further, a significant amount of time was spent describing Scott’s “bad” behaviors
which even precluded opportunities for him to collaborate with classmates and came up again as
she spoke about Daniel. Her experience with Scott colored her expectations of Daniel, as she did
not expect a student like Daniel to be on her team or in an advanced class, and she thought a
support facilitator necessarily accompanied any student on the autism spectrum. Thus she was
also surprised when Daniel functioned at a higher level, and she repeated how brilliant he was
and how great his writing was.
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In her second interview, I got the sense she really cared for Daniel, but she vacillated
between calling him intelligent and brilliant, or describing how the team would alert each other if
he were having a bad day, saying, “I didn’t want anything to happen to him.” This example
pointed to concern for the person but also an underlying deficit model of Daniel, as though he
were a lamb that needed tending. In one interaction in the second interview, Cara described her
father’s patient, the one with whom he was close who also had Asperger’s. She showed her
conflicted view when she said, “He’s very, very smart” and later “He’s in college now . . . but
he’s doing well” (emphasis mine). In that same part of the interview, Cara went on to categorize
her own two students as either deficient or not. “Like, my first student wasn’t all there,” she said,
“He wasn’t able to write. He wasn’t even able.” Then she said of Daniel, “He could do
everything on his own” as though he had overcome disability to function independently. These
examples demonstrate how Cara viewed the autism spectrum from a deficit lens but also came to
see there were people attached to it.
Conversely, there were times when Cara was able to address strengths and preferences of
both her students which demonstrated an awareness of important aspects of their identities. She
spoke of speaking as a strength for Scott as well as his enjoyment of Pokémon and dancing. She
described drawing and art as strengths for Daniel which she incorporated into an assignment, and
she mentioned his enjoyment of origami and Legos. However, strength-based language was not
prevalent throughout Cara’s interviews, particularly the first one, and strength was not fully
addressed until I specifically asked about it.
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Autism Spectrum as Object and Affliction
Cara spoke of autism spectrum in language that objectified it, using the pronouns “it” and
“that” as though it were an affliction with which her students were saddled, too horrible to be
named. I noticed autism spectrum was difficult for Cara to name, as when she said, “I’ve heard
of it. I’ve had a student with it in the past,” or when she put Scott into a category separate from
other children: “I didn’t know how to work with someone like that.” Instead of seeing the
spectrum as part of the general make-up of her students’ personhoods, she sometimes said “with
that” or “with it” as though it were something attached to their being. “There’s something, but
it’s really not holding him back,” she said of Daniel; thus, autism spectrum was not seen as a
learning style that enhanced or even coincided with his personhood but something which he was
able to overcome to function somewhat normally in her classroom. These examples demonstrate
Cara had not yet been able to fully view autism spectrum as an asset in the classroom or a part of
her students’ beings but saw it as a disability to be overcome.

Perceptions of Autism Spectrum in Language Arts
In both interviews, Cara perceived writing as an area of challenge, though more
pronounced in Scott than with Daniel. Handwriting was a problem with both students, being
large, laborious, and “slow.” Organizing writing responses was of utmost difficulty for Scott who
did not produce writing on even short answer questions. Daniel’s main challenge was analyzing
writing prompts to determine how to answer, but after lengthy deliberation and effort, he
produced writing of great quality, though often, he had to complete writing assignments at home.
In reading, Cara perceived both students responded better to reading accompanied by recording
or voice than silent or independent reading. Both students also preferred texts about animals and
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texts supported by images. While Cara did not describe significant reading issues with Scott, she
said reading was weak for Daniel and explained he had a challenge with reading fluency which
Cara thought affected his comprehension. With listening, Cara perceived Scott as sometimes
disturbed by the ambient sounds of the classroom, which addressed hearing but not listening.
She perceived Daniel had no significant issues with listening and a general ability to follow
along with what he heard, though he asked numerous clarifying questions about directions he
processed auditorily. Speaking was a strength for Scott who enjoyed participating in class
discussion, though Cara also described outbursts and a peculiar speaking voice. Daniel, on the
other hand, rarely spoke and used a soft, hushed voice that became choppy and robot-like during
a presentation.

Research Question #2: In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers
construct knowledge about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?

First Interview: A Search for Help
Throughout Cara’s first interview, she indicated many different ways she learned how to
teach Scott. For the most part, she got the bulk of her support from her colleagues at the school,
though she also cited her father as a resource as well as her own first-hand experience. She did
not feel the single, required ESE course in her teacher preparation program was of much
assistance.
As Cara was contemplating how to deal with Scott’s disruptive behavior, she first
consulted the other teachers on the team “who’ve been doing this a long time.” Initially, those
teachers told her Scott was simply a disruptive student. “They’re just like, ‘Oh, he just wants to
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misbehave. He’s just acting out.’” She was perplexed and frustrated by that view because it
didn’t help her know what to do. However, she said she began “seeing the patterns” in what
other teachers said they were experiencing with Scott, which helped her. When she noticed “how
he was working better in others, I started realizing like okay, there’s gonna have to be a change
in language arts.”
Eventually, she started talking to the math teacher, who had suspected Scott was on the
autism spectrum even before his diagnosis. “She was very aware, and she had been saying that.”
Cara noted Scott was doing well in math class, and she tried to discern why. “Like how she
teaches is just very different from others, so he was reacting better [in] her room.” She went in
to observe Scott’s math class, and she noted some important differences, including how the math
teacher spoke to the students. “She does talk to kids in such a positive light instead of like
shooting them down.” She also noted the room was set up “in centers and groupings.” Cara
called it “student-centered” and “a learner-active classroom that’s like all focused on them.”
Scott thrived in the classroom. She related:
They get to sit at tables . . . It’s like some of them sit on the floor; they’ve got a rug. So
he got to move around to different areas. It’s not like he was just sitting in a desk taking
notes or just sitting with a textbook. He got to do things. They have [apps]; he liked
working with apps, liked doing those different things . . . I think that’s how he was
learning the best that he could have.
Aside from the math teacher, Cara found great assistance from her class’s support
facilitator. She said she “felt comfortable talking to her about things.” The support facilitator had
a lot of experience (“She had been doing it for years.”), and Cara felt she had great insight. She
gave Cara ideas that had worked with previous students and told her what she thought would
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work best for Scott. “I think it was nice because I had someone else in there to talk to,” she said.
“I had that support behind me if I needed it.”
Cara also admitted, when she heard Scott’s diagnosis of autism spectrum, she got advice
from an unlikely source: her father. “My dad’s a dentist,” she said. “One of his patients had
that.” She explained her father and brother were close to a particular patient who had
Asperger’s. “My dad used to go to his basketball games, and my brother would volunteer there at
the basketball games.” She called to talk to them “to hear about their stories.” She asked her
father how his patient reacted to going to the dentist office “and see like, how they thought.” Her
brother and father volunteered to work with students on the autism spectrum through their
church, and her brother enjoyed the opportunity very much. “My brother had a blast,” she said.
“He’s like, ‘It’s so much fun!” He’s like, ‘They’re so happy!’”
Later in the interview, when I asked what other resources she used to know how to teach
Scott, she said pointedly, “Well, I did not learn from my ESE class.” During her teacher
preparation program, she had taken the course online, which she said she now realizes was the
wrong format for such a class. Curiously, though, Cara had kept all her textbooks and reread
them, looking for suggestions. “They have great ideas,” she said, “just not firsthand experience.”
When it came down to it, however, Cara said she learned how to teach Scott “on the fly.”
She said being put on the spot under pressure, “that’s when you learn.” She added, “First-hand
experience is really the best way to learn everything.”

Second Interview: Resources
Cara indicated she’d “read up on it” when she found out she had a student with
Asperger’s in her current class, but reading did not help her. She tried to explain, “The books . . .
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don’t really have much.” She was unclear how Daniel could be “totally different” from what
she was reading or what the levels of functioning meant; she noted while Daniel was in an
advanced class, “You see students with who are on the spectrum who can’t even function on
their own and they’re in the autism unit.” She couldn’t think of anything she'd read that had
been helpful to explain this difference among students on the spectrum.
When I asked about other resources, she addressed her teacher preparation program
briefly. “I didn’t really learn about that in school,” she said. “You didn’t really have that
background information on autism and how the differences look on the spectrum, and then I had
this one this year who’s in advanced. I wasn’t expecting it.” She described the autism spectrum
as “just so different,” and she said she wished she had received more training “especially in
college, because that could be a class on its own.” She thought a course that provided “first-hand
experiences” and “a whole list of tools” would “be the most useful.”
Mostly, Cara pointed to colleagues as the “biggest” resource. The teachers on Cara’s
team worked to support each other with Daniel. She said, “If we notice something’s off about
him,” they’d email or call each other. “So like the teacher who has him second [period] will be
like, ‘Heads up! He’s not feeling himself today.’” She spoke to his teachers from the previous
year, too, and asked, “What worked? What didn’t?” Other teachers in her school who were on
the ESE teams and worked with support facilitators were good resources, too, and she reported
going to visit other classrooms. “I see what works, what didn’t, what other people have.”
Finally, unprompted, Cara described her idea of the ultimate professional development
course for language arts teachers which would be “specifically for students on the spectrum.”
She lamented she had to “sift through so many trainings” which she felt were irrelevant, but a
training that specifically addressed autism spectrum in the language arts was one she thought
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every content area could benefit from. She said, “Our subject, it really ties into every single one
. . . it’s the subject that covers reading, writing, speaking, listening,” which students were doing
in every content. She thought if language arts teachers were better prepared to teach students on
the spectrum, “We could share out with other teachers . . . because language arts is the basis of
everything.”

Themes for Second Research Question
People as Resource
In both interviews, Cara indicated people were her primary source for support and
information about students on the autism spectrum. Chiefly, other content area teachers on her
team and support facilitators were who helped her most, though Cara also got some information
from her father about one of his patients with Asperger’s. She specifically pointed to people as
most important for learning how to navigate teaching students on the spectrum and ended her
second interview with that advice to new teachers: “Talk to your colleagues to get help, “ adding,
“If you’re not going to listen to others, you’re not going to be a successful teacher, especially
with students on the spectrum.”

Inadequate Training
In both interviews, Cara was critical of a lack of training available to her. Her teacher
preparation program did not prepare her, she said, and professional development trainings were
inadequate. Neither her college training nor professional development options were specific
enough to her needs as a teacher of students on the spectrum. She described the ideal
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professional development training which would specifically address the autism spectrum in
language arts, which she thought would also support all content areas.

Research Question #3: In what ways can the experiences of new secondary English language
arts teachers be described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?

Cultural Responsiveness for Cara
When Gay’s criteria for culturally responsive practice were applied to Cara, she did not
meet facets that called for her to officially recognize the culture of autism spectrum and overtly
and consciously teach about it as a resource to her other students. However, she met several
criteria in part because she recognized strengths and preferences of both students on the spectrum
and was willing to include those in her teaching practice. Additionally, it was evident Cara cared
for her two students, and her caring enabled those students to experience success, confidence,
and growth in her class.

Validating
In Cara’s first interview, she revealed little understanding of the needs of the culture of
autism spectrum, though she assisted Scott with note taking, since writing “was not his strength”
and “he wouldn’t take notes.” She also sat with him to “make sure he was getting things” and be
sure “that he understood.” However, she eventually understood with a little differentiation, Scott
could be quite successful. After he received a diagnosis, Cara said the cooperating teacher
“really did start differentiating.” Worksheets, for example, that previously had multiple pages
shrunken and “smooshed on one,” proved frustrating for Scott as he had big handwriting that
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didn’t fit. They began to give Scott different handouts more relevant to his needs, with more
white space, as well as copies of class notes, and Cara noted Scott’s behavior improved. At the
end of the first interview, Cara explained she thought it was important to plan for strategies
geared toward Scott’s needs, “something that works for him.”
During the second interview, Cara revealed she held a more validating view of the autism
spectrum. She identified ways she made the learning environment more relevant to Daniel’s
needs. Initially, she tried putting him in different small groups and with different partners as she
tried to facilitate cooperative learning for him, but eventually, she acquiesced to his preference to
learn alone. She continued to search for an appropriate class partner who shared similar learning
styles and interests, and eventually she find the ideal work mate for Daniel. Additionally, she
adapted her instruction to suit Daniel’s performance styles. She noted he was “very visual,” so
she tailored her directions to meet his needs, with lots of pointing to specific parts of an
assignment and writing directly on his worksheets. She also offered lots of reinforcements for
the work he had completed correctly, feedback Daniel actively sought.
Importantly, Cara offered some praise for Daniel’s learning style. After she described
how his mother did not want Daniel to be in the advanced class, Cara said, “He definitely
belongs. He completely belongs in advanced.” She cited his serious orientation toward his work
and great work ethic. She shared her appreciation for Daniel’s abilities one day with him directly
when he felt bummed about an assignment and said he shouldn’t in advanced. Cara reminded
him of the 88% he held in the class and told him, “You belong here and you know that.”
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Comprehensive
Cara did not speak in comprehensive ways during her first interview except to recognize
the importance of allowing Scott opportunities to take breaks. She said when he was feeling
antsy, “He would go outside and kind of calm down.” After the diagnosis, he was no longer in
trouble with the behavior specialist for needing breaks, and a Chill-Out pass was created so Scott
could “dance, run, whatever it took to bring him back down to level.”
Cara more closely met comprehensive criteria when she showed she was much more
attuned to Daniel’s emotional and social needs in the second interview. She explained that
Daniel often cried when he was frustrated, and she was very aware of his emotions and
responded to give him privacy. She said, “He’ll start off silent, like I can see it going down his
cheek, and then I know, pull him out before it starts.”
She was very interested in his social needs, and she worked hard to find a suitable
classmate and partner for Daniel. When she found Greg, a student with similar interests, she
said, “I think he felt welcomed in a way.” She said Daniel often stayed behind in her class to tell
her, “’I really like working with Greg.’” She described how the boys worked well with each
other and how supportive Greg was of Daniel’s efforts, complimenting him when he did
something well. Not only did the boys work well to complete their work and projects, they
formed a friendship, sharing music and video games, which pleased Cara. “They love working
together,” she said, “and just to see that kid laughing . . .”
I asked Cara, “Do you think he feels safe in your class?” She responded affirmatively,
explaining that Daniel was comfortable enough to self-advocate with her. “If he’s having a bad
day and he’s not in a good mood, he’ll tell me.” She added he was able to ask her clarifying
questions with his assignments and make some instructional choices. With pride, she described
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how Daniel was able to eventually stand in front of the class to deliver his project presentation.
She said, “He’s always smiling now. Like he laughs constantly.” She noted his remarkable
transformation in her class from the beginning when he was “looking so intimidated and stiff, the
first day when he walked in the door, just wide-eyed, so aware of what’s going on . . . Now I get
to see a different side of him.”

Multidimensional
Neither interview revealed Cara actively worked to socialize all her students in the
culture of autism spectrum, but she did work on developing relationships with both of her
students on the spectrum and described some student input into performance tasks, partially
meeting criteria for multidimensional cultural responsiveness.
With her first student, Scott, Cara said she had a connection, and she laughed as she
recalled how much fun it was watching him dance and the conversations they had about it. “I
told him, ‘That doesn’t really look like the Worm,’ and he’s like, ‘Well then, I’ll call it the
Twitch.’” She added she worked hard to address Scott’s behaviors using the “positive phrasing”
she’d learned in college. She said if she addressed his mistakes negatively or told him No, he
would say “explosion” and wouldn’t react well. She adopted language like “Why don’t we look
at it this way?” or “Why don’t we change that?” Similarly, she actively sought ways to develop
a strong relationship with her second student, Daniel, and create a class climate that was safe for
him, especially when she fostered a friendship between him and a classmate. She used
instructional techniques that drew upon Daniel’s visual nature and provided lots of repetition and
clarification, which made him feel successful.
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Cara described using Scott’s preference for dancing as an alternative assessment for a
project. “Instead of him writing something, he ended up coming up with a whole performance
instead, “she said. “He acted it out, and that was what he was graded on.” She also provided
alternative instruction in reading for Scott; instead of having him read silently for a sustained
period, which Cara called unreasonable, she sat with him and read aloud to him, pausing to ask
him questions and listening to his comments. They held the book together and “he followed
along.” She said, “He liked reading along with me. He listened. He didn’t interrupt.”
In the second interview, Cara pointed to an essay Daniel wrote that helped her identify an
area of interest for him, which she included in a bigger project. He really liked animals, she said,
and “He voted for ocean and exploration,” which then became the topic for research. Because
Daniel also enjoyed drawing animals, Cara included artwork in the assignment as well, which
Daniel then proudly presented in front of the whole class.

Empowering
Between the two interviews, Cara showed her ability to empower her students on the
autism spectrum had increased as her own experience and confidence as a teacher increased. At
first, she was capable of bringing about some success and confidence for her student, Scott. She
recognized her frequent outside breaks with him as crucial to establishing a connection with him
that gave him confidence. She said, “He always wanted to chat about something . . . He would
show me a new dance move.” In turn, and especially after the diagnosis came, Scott did not get
in trouble as much, and “He started reacting better.” Cara said there was a “big difference” in
Scott’s behaviors and willingness to work over the semester, and she surmised, “He was finally
getting the accommodations that he needed.” She said Scott also self-advocated better with her
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than with the cooperating teacher, evidence of the confidence he felt around Cara. “I think he felt
that connection,” she said.
Cara was also able to instill success and confidence in her second student on the autism
spectrum, Daniel. She said he would say he did not like something or would not participate
when he did not feel confident, but she pointed to his participation and talking in her class as
evidence of his growing confidence. She said, “He feels comfortable, because I hear in other
classes, he doesn’t talk. He sits there in silence.” That confidence led Daniel to take an academic
risk when he stood up in front of the class to deliver his presentation. Because he had not
previously participated in whole class presentations, Cara was not expecting him to for the whale
presentation, either. She explained, “I didn’t want to make him nervous and then have a panic
attack,” but to her surprise, Daniel did get up and present.
Cara had put into place two facets of empowerment for Daniel which helped him feel
confident. First, she allowed him the will to act when he was given choice in the topic he
researched and presented, which was the whale and ocean exploration. She also built in success
for him when she required accompanying artwork, knowing Daniel was excellent at drawing
animals. She said when he showed the class, “He was like, ‘I drew this picture,’ and I think he
was really proud.” Secondly, she was diligent about giving Daniel the incremental feedback he
craved. She said he required “constant feedback” and wanted “positive comments.” She provided
him a checklist to monitor his own progress, but said he still approached her with most
assignments, asking, “Can you read this? Is this okay?” She thought that attention to feedback
helped Daniel know “what he’s exceeding in.”
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Transformative
Aside from building in some learning experiences which drew upon Scott’s strength in
dancing as a performance assessment and Daniel’s skill at artwork into a class presentation, I did
not identify areas where Cara acted in a transformative capacity.

Emancipatory
Though Cara did not provide her class with information about the autism spectrum that
would have created a positive portrayal of the culture, she approximated emancipatory practice
in a few ways. In both interviews, she recognized important approaches to allow each of her
students on the spectrum to demonstrate their ways of knowing outside traditional means,
including allowing Scott to perform his understanding for an assessment and incorporating
artwork to support a project for Daniel.
Importantly, Cara showed she was able to make her students feel validated and important,
a central criteria for emancipatory practice. She noted how Scott’s disruptive behaviors
decreased and his on-task work increased when she worked to establish a connection with him
and his accommodations were improved and implemented with fidelity after the diagnosis. In
her second interview, she explained how Daniel participated in a whole-class presentation when
he was given choice over the topic and the ability to include his skill of drawing. She also
described how Daniel had begun to participate more in the class over all: “He’s opened up more.
Now he is not afraid. Now he participates.” Cara identified when her students felt emancipated,
both when Scott advocated for himself toward the end of the semester she taught him, and when
Daniel was able to verbalize his own needs to her, including his desires to work independently
and his need for instructional feedback.
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Most telling was when Cara spoke of how others had acted in prohibitory ways, as when
Scott was not included in collaborative opportunities to learn with his peers. She recognized he
had not been able to give voice to his ideas: “He didn’t have that chance to work one-on-one
with other students.” She said she guessed because Scott’s behaviors were seen as “bad,”
teachers pulled him up to their own desks for independent work and denied him the chance to
work with classmates. She revealed there had been talk of placing Scott back in the selfcontained autism unit, but she was adamant that he be given the opportunity to work with other
students and establish friendships. “He should have been given the chance,” she lamented,
adding, “Sixth grade should be their year they focus more on social interactions . . . but he didn’t
have it.”

Theme for Research Question #3
Movement toward Moderately Present CRP
When Gay’s criteria for culturally responsive practice were applied to Cara, she did not
meet facets that called for her to officially recognize the culture of autism spectrum and overtly
and consciously teach about it as a resource to her other students. However, she met several
criteria in part because she recognized strengths and preferences of both students on the spectrum
and was willing to include those in her teaching practice. Additionally, it was evident Cara cared
for her two students, and her caring enabled those students to experience success, confidence,
and growth in her class.
Because Cara was an intern who inherited some aspects of instruction, classroom
management, and student relationships from her cooperating teacher, she did not initially interact
with Scott in culturally responsive ways, assuming his “bad” behaviors were part of the
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“disruptive” personality and “class-clown” persona her cooperating teacher pegged on him.
Even so, Cara recognized how important it was for Scott to get outside and dance to give him the
breaks he needed, and she identified where she had a positive impact on his learning as she sat
with him during the cooperating teacher’s instruction. However, two things happened to begin
Cara’s forward movement along the Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy: Scott
received a diagnosis of Asperger’s, and Cara moved into the dominant teaching role in the class.
Those two events precipitated a more culturally responsive stance for Cara; she began to
recognize Scott’s preferences for texts with images and his need for kinesthetic movement, and
she made successful instructional adjustments, like worksheets that were differentiated. Most
importantly, she established a “connection” with Scott and accepted his differences as being on
the autism spectrum, no longer “bad.” Cara moved forward further along the Continuum by not
only acknowledging strengths and preferences for her second student, Daniel, but by
implementing them where she could during instruction. She also worked to support Daniel’s
social and emotional well-being by tirelessly searching for the perfect work partner for him.
Those actions moved her from showing Minimal Responsiveness to having Moderately Present
practices on the Continuum.
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Figure 5. Cara’s Movement Along the Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy

How I Came to Know Jamie
In the fall of 2012, during my first semester as a doctoral student, I supervised Jamie
McMann (pseudonym) during her final internship as a pre-service English language arts teacher.
Jamie was one of eight interns I had that semester and one of two language arts interns. I
admitted to the group it was my first semester supervising and told them I was “learning
alongside them.” Jamie remembered this at the end of our semester together, and she lead the
group in purchasing a first-year teacher book for me and card signed by the group. As I’ve
supervised interns over the past couple years, I’ve run into Jamie from time to time out in the
field, and she is always friendly and eager to share her new-teacher stories with me. She is now
in her third year of teaching middle school ELA.

Research Question 1: How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and
describe their experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?
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Jamie McMann’s Story
“I think everything comes down to what they’re interested in, and
the second you can learn to tap into that . . .You’ve hit gold!”
Jamie McMann, Third-Year ELA Teacher
First Experience
Jamie said her first experience teaching a student on the autism spectrum “was a huge
learning curve,” one she wasn’t expecting. She got hired in January, the semester immediately
following her internship, for a seventh grade teacher who was taking an extended maternity
leave. Jamie had had no previous experience with students on the spectrum, and I asked her to
tell me about that first experience with a student I’ll call Reed 3. She jumped in describing it:
I didn’t handle it the best, and it wasn’t because out of being mean or malicious. I just
didn’t know how to, or what to do. He was on the spectrum. I had a facilitator in the
classroom, and I let her interact with him more than what I interacted with him, and I did
that almost out of fear, if you want me to be really honest with you, because I didn’t
know very much about autism at that time. I didn’t know anything about it to be really
honest. That was first experience right out the gate.
The support facilitator defined for her what “Reed’s” issue was, “explaining to me that,
you know, he had autism and he was on the spectrum.” That prompted Jamie to begin doing
some research, but “I felt all the research which I found was so generic.” From the beginning,
she realized something was different about “Reed’s” desire or ability to participate in her class,
stating:

3 Jamie did not identify her first student by name. Reed is a name I have given to the student to keep his identity distinct from
others in this case. I will put his names in quotation marks, “Reed,” to indicate it is a name I have made up and used.
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At first, it was a matter of me being upset because he wasn’t participating before, and it
took me a little bit before I realized that he wasn’t participating because it made him
uncomfortable, and then I felt so terrible about that because I had a kid who was coming
to my class and I was making him uncomfortable. So I read, I read all the documents I
could on him.
She also described initial interactions with “Reed” and being surprised by how intelligent
he was about video games, though he talked more about obscure video game facts and less about
actually playing them. She described his fascination with “where video games come from, the
stories behind video games, the programming side of it. I remember being so surprised that I had
a 12 year old kid who could tell me about programming. I’m like ‘What?’”

Impressions of “Reed”
Like others who are experiencing teaching students on the autism spectrum for the first
time, Jamie was perplexed by behaviors she did not understand and upon which she immediately
focused. Those behaviors included differences in participation, communication, seating
arrangements, and listening and speaking. Some of the behaviors were at odds with what she
learned in her teacher training program, while other behaviors induced a fearful reaction.
He did not like to work with other students, which was very hard coming from a
university and an internship that cooperative learning was basically the core of my
instruction. That’s what I knew, that’s what I was comfortable with, so I’m gonna go
back to what it is that I know. And so I did a lot of group work, a lot of literature circles.
I did a lot of Socratic seminars, and I’m thinking that these are awesome things to be
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putting my students in, but these were things that induced so much stress and anxiety for
him. He really did not like my class.
One thing “Reed” did really shook Jamie up. She related an episode that frightened her.
“Reed’s” father died during her first semester teaching, and Jamie did not know how to handle
his troubling reaction to his father’s death.
Dad was very sick. Dad ending up passing away, and he came in one day, probably one
of the scariest moments in my entire teaching career, it was third period and he came in
and took my red marker, my red Expo marker, and wrote “My dad is dead” on my board.
Huge. And I was just, I was frozen. I didn’t know what to do. I was like, do I erase it,
would that be disrespectful, am I going to upset him? But then it was upsetting my other
kids, and it was one of those terrifying moments I don’t think I’ll ever forget, because I
didn’t know what to do. I didn’t know what the right answer was.
She ended up finding the support facilitator to come to class immediately and take him
out of the room. The support facilitator talked to “Reed” and let him deal with his grief in
private.
Later, during a time when I asked about strengths “Reed” possessed, Jamie related how
well he did in the math class. The math teacher had shared his success with the team, which
prompted her to go visit that classroom to observe him there. His behaviors were markedly
different in the math class than in her class. She noted differences in the classroom itself which
she thought lead to more calm behavior and participation. She described seating options:
So he sat on a ball in her class, a yoga ball, and I of course, you know, you walk into a
room, and if you don’t know, you’re like that’s going to be a huge distraction, the other
kids are going to be like deh deh deh deh deh (imitating gossip), but it wasn’t. He just
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preferred the yoga ball. Or she, which I thought was super interesting, she had bands
around the bottom of the chair, so he would bounce on the bands (bounces her legs).
Jamie relayed some other difficulties she perceived “Reed” had in her classroom. Those
challenges ranged from learning differences she couldn’t quite put her finger on to struggles she
could definitively identify. One area she perceived was deficient was social skills. “I think he
really struggled with establishing friendships,” she related. She was also at a loss when the
strategies that worked for other students in language arts did not transfer to “Reed.”
I feel like there’s strategies . . . I’m not saying every kid is the same because they’re not.
Every kid is very different, every kid has different needs. They walk into my class with
so much more going on than just the academics, but I feel like there’s things I can do or
things that I can say that will work for most kids, and the students that I’ve had on the
spectrum, I struggle with, because those things don’t work for them. And I find, and I
could be wrong, and granted my experience is very limited to language arts, but I find
that students who are on the spectrum really struggle with my class because it is very
abstract, there’s not much concrete in my class, and I think that can get very frustrating,
so I see a lot of frustration in my class with this student.
Jamie described her experiences with collaborative learning as something her educational
program taught her was imperative, and she heralded the value of group work. At first she
perceived his inability to work in groups as a deficit. “He used to get very, very angry when he
was in a group.” Her comment prompted me to ask, “What did that look like?” “He would get up
and leave.” I was incredulous, so she went on to explain:
Yep, he would get up and leave. And I made an arrangement with him as I was
progressing through the semester that if he got to that point, that was okay, he was
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allowed to step outside and sit, and he was very respectful about it. From then on I
usually let him do . . . I almost felt like I was doing him a disservice letting him work by
himself because I know the benefits of group work, and I know what it’s like for other
kids to work in groups, and they learn more from each other. So I thought I was denying
him that, and it took me a long time before I realized no, he would rather work on his
own.

“Reed” and Language Arts
I wondered about her perceptions of the impact of autism spectrum on language arts, and
I asked Jamie to think about her student in each of the major areas: reading, writing, listening
and speaking. She described both strengths and challenges with content, with challenges often
coming from prescribed formats or content that were at odds with the student’s preferences or
learning styles.
Reading. She began with reading, contending her student knew what stories were about
though he approached processing them differently. She described a time she worked one-on-one
with him where she learned he had excellent listening comprehension of texts.
I remember reading “The Highway Man,” and they had to write an analysis on it, and he
could tell me everything. So I look over and I’m thinking he’s not paying attention when
we’re reading it in class because he’s looking over there (turns head away), and he’s
doing this, and his book is not even on the right page. I pulled him and we went over it...
He was behind, but the second I was able to pull him and just sort of let him go, he could
tell me what was going on.
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She related a challenge she had getting him to read certain texts. “If it wasn’t interesting,
he wouldn’t read it,” she said. I asked how she responded to that to which she said, “Found other
things for him to read that he would be interested in.” Her answer prompted me to ask, “So your
curriculum then, was . . . what happened to it?” She replied:
I would let him out of quarterly book reports. I pick a different genre every quarter, so
one quarter would be horror, one quarter would be adversity, one would be like dystopian
societies, and I didn’t hold him to that restriction. He could read whatever he wanted to
read. So I was okay with that. I really struggled with him if he wasn’t interested, which
usually meant that if it wasn’t a battle or a war or anything tied to technology, he didn’t
want anything to do with it, which is very hard when you’re trying to cover classic
literature.
She continued to validate why she made curricular changes for him.
I had no problem letting him read what he wanted to read or do what he wanted to do,
because I’m going to be honest with you, his reading level was higher than what everybody
else’s was in the class, so I felt like I was holding him back if I would make him do the same
things the other kids were reading.
Writing. Writing, however, proved to be a greater challenge. Jamie progressed through
various writing formats to find a way to allow her student to communicate through writing. Of
traditional paper-pencil writing, she said:
I think he would get very overwhelmed. It was almost like he doesn’t know where to put
something on the paper. I tried to avoid a white loose leaf piece of paper. I learned that
really quickly, so a graphic organizer where the boxes are labeled so he knows what goes
in what box, I found that that helped. It was almost, I remember watching him one day,
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probably not paying attention to my other students, which sounds terrible, but it felt like
he didn’t know where to put something on paper. Does that make any sense?
“It makes sense to me, yes,” I responded. She showed me an example graphic organizer that
held vocabulary definitions (Appendix M). However, Jamie found her student could
demonstrate other, non-traditional ways to transmit ideas. She said, “If you could just listen to
him talk and record what he’s saying, he knew what was going on.” She added, “So it was
almost like he was better at explaining, articulating it verbally as opposed to putting it on paper.”
As afore mentioned, she helped him through an analysis of a text by assisting him with a graphic
organizer to hold his thoughts and move through the writing process. Later, she discovered
iMovie on the iPad. She learned to barter with her student, using the Premack 4 Principle to
allow him to write in his preferred format. She’d tell him, “If you can read this story, I will let
you do your summary in iMovie,” a negotiation process the student also used in to control
choices in reverse.
Listening. For “Reed”, the language arts skill of listening was an aspect that Jamie
perceived also looked differently from other students. She related how his listening skills were
highly developed despite appearances to the contrary as referenced above.
I look over and I’m thinking he’s not paying attention when we’re reading it in class
because he’s looking over there (turns head away), and he’s doing this, and his book is
not even on the right page, but the second I was able to pull him and just sort of let him
go, he could tell me what was going on.

4 The Premack Principle is the concept of completing less desirable tasks before moving on to more pleasurable ones. In
education, teachers might require students to complete tougher, less-preferred assignments before enjoying free time. At home,
parents use the Premack Principle when they insist children eat their broccoli before having dessert.
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I wondered if the listening episode was isolated, so I asked, “Would you say that he could listen
well, he could pay attention? Evidently –“She interrupted.
To the point where it was shocking at times! Because it was, I mean, we studied kids in
college, and so I know what paying attention looks like, or at least I thought I knew what
paying attention looks like. So there would be times where I’m like ‘Hey (tapping table),
hey (tapping table), hey!’ and I’m like ‘No, no, no, he’s paying, when he’s like this (turns
head away), he knows what’s going on.’ So that was a learning curve too, because I felt
so terrible; he kept getting reminders to be on task, and he was. His on-task just doesn’t
look like everybody else’s on-task.
Listening to individual people also looked differently for this student. Jamie expected her
student to demonstrate listening skills that looked more typical, like making eye contact and
being turned, oriented to the speaker, but he did not do those things.
At first I thought it was a disrespect or again not paying attention, because that looks like
“I’m not paying attention” for everybody else, so that was really hard for me at first, and
it was really hard for his peers too, because they look for the same cues that we do as
adults and as teachers, so somebody could be presenting and he was looking down (looks
down under table) or he was doing something else, and so it looked like he wasn’t paying
attention.
Speaking. Speaking was less of an issue, though sometimes, Jamie’s student would talk
about things she didn’t understand. “He would say things that I didn’t even know what they
were, and I wasn’t even sure where he was getting his information from,” she recalled. As afore
mentioned, she felt his verbal ability to communicate information was stronger than his ability to
communicate through writing. Overall, though, Jamie’s student had “no problem with
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articulation” and had a massive vocabulary. “I think that probably came from the reading,” she
said.
“Reed’s” Strengths and Preferences
Jamie was eventually able to move away from the behaviors and perceived deficits to
notice some strengths and preferences “Reed” had, some of which surprised her. I asked, “Did
you perceive this child had any strengths?” She responded, “He was exceptionally bright.
Exceptionally bright! And there was [sic] always a few things that were his area of expertise,
which I always thought was very interesting.” She began by describing his knowledge of
specific interest areas, like video game development and computer programming, which
surprised her because her husband was a computer programmer.
She discovered using his interest area as a means to support academics in her class.
“Technology became a huge tool. IMovie on the iPads. If I could find some way for him to
demonstrate his learning through iMovie, I got assignments done.” She ended up using iMovie
for more than just writing assignments. “So whether it was parts of speech, whether it was
figurative language, or literacy devices, or a summary of a story we read, if iMovie was an
option for him, I would get work.” She also found he had a penchant for facts. “He really loved
fun facts, like Snapple facts.” “Trivia?” I asked. “Yes,” she said, “he was very big into trivia. He
was hilarious. ‘Mrs. McMann, the humming bird flaps its wings like . . . ‘ (laughs) like whatever
it was. He was very proud of those.”
Jamie also began to suspect a connection between his challenges in her class and his
preference for other subject areas. She found he did not have the same difficulties in math when
she inquired about him on the team.
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I never heard anything from the math teacher. Which I thought was very interesting. So
he was struggling to pass my class, but never was there an issue in math. I look back
now, and math is independent. He didn’t have to work with anybody, and math is
analytical, and math is structured, and you’re going to get a right answer if you do it
right, and so I think he really strived in math areas well.

The Current Situation
Since that first experience her very first semester teaching, Jamie has had no other
students on the autism spectrum until this 2015-2016 school year. She is currently teaching 8th
graders and has four boys on the spectrum. To keep them straight, we assigned a letter for each
boy’s name coupled with his class period. Thus, S is in first period, L and G are in second
period, and A is in fourth period. At times, Jamie spoke of individual students, and at others,
about the spectrum population as a whole.
For the second interview, she seemed very relaxed and spoke in a manner that showed
she had gained some confidence. It soon became evident to me that she had put to use what she
learned from her first student but had also made some additional important discoveries about
how to teach these students along the way. Still, being Jamie, she freely admitted where she had
difficulties, and she jumped right in when asked how it was going with her current students.
One in my second period. He comes to mind because it has probably been the hardest to
learn how to work with him out of my others that I have. Usually I’m pretty good about
picking up on things. He has been a little difficult for me.
“What makes that difficult?” I probed. She responded:
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I have had to learn to communicate with him differently. Like I’ve learned the strategies,
and I’ve learned listening, and I’ve learned about some of the behaviors associated with
students that are on the spectrum, but he is very different. I really had to watch how I
communicate with him, and that has been a learning experience.
I asked Jamie to walk me back to when she first knew she would have students on the
spectrum this school year. “They’re on your roster,” I said. “What was your first reaction?” “I
don’t think that much about it,” she said. “When I get kids who have different needs and
different educational backgrounds and you have IEPs or 504s, it doesn’t bother me. It doesn’t
cause anxiety. I feel pretty good with them.”
Given that colleagues were a strong resource for her during her first experience, I was
surprised when she spoke about not relying on colleagues this time around.
I don’t talk to teachers from previous years about students. Everybody has different
relationships. There’s people that kids don’t like. There’s kids that some adults didn’t
develop good relationships with, so I don’t ask. I had a blank slate, and I prefer it that
way. They’re all just my kiddos. I’m gonna have to learn as I go, so there’s no real way to
prepare for that because they’re all so different.
Similarly, Jamie did not rely on cumulative files with her new students, either. Of one
student in particular, she related:
You know, you get students’ information over the summer and you read through their
narratives and stuff. I try not to. I really don’t want to know anything, but he’s been
fantastic. I guess he’s had some serious issues in the past, but I really don’t have any
issues with him.
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Impressions of A, G, L, and S
Interestingly, discussion centered on deficits or behaviors in the first interview was
minimal during the second interview. Instead, Jamie spoke about her current students in stories
that encompassed more than behaviors or problems and centered on the whole child. Still there
were some issues. For example, Jamie expressed concern for Student A, who had to recover
credit for six classes before moving on to high school.
You have to work something out, because at that point, he feels like he’s in a hole and
there’s just no getting out of it, so he’s done. I do think, sometimes, he just kind of shows
up because he has to.
As afore mentioned, behaviors for Student L escalated when Jamie corrected his writing.
For example, when she felt a thesis he had written for a research paper was not solid, she
described his reaction.
It came down to he was going to have to rewrite a few parts of it, and it was like he was
done with me. We were done. He had to walk away. He just got very upset with me,
and that’s when I realized, okay, I’ve got to approach this a little differently because he
does not like it when I tell him you’ve got to fix something. It was like I was attacking
his stuff, and he did not like that. I swear I have never had a kid want to argue with me
about the suggestions I’m giving them. He wanted to argue, “I’m not gonna do this
because I don’t think I need to” and so we would go back and forth.
Of the population of students on the autism spectrum in general, she said, “You know one
thing I noticed that I feel like they struggle with as a group is empathy towards other students.”
She worried her admission would trouble me. “Does that sound terrible?” she asked. “I
apologize if that sounds terrible.” I assured her it did not, so she continued hesitantly,
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“Sometimes I don’t, um, I don’t know if they pick up on things sometimes, and so it can come
across to other kids as . . . not being sympathetic?”
She described a particular story about Student L who did not participate in an emotionally
charged activity that engrossed the rest of the class.
They did “Three Why’s.” They had to pick a quote and explain why it reflected their life
and where they were in life. And they had to give three reasons why they chose that
quote. And by the end of it we had kids you know, talking about divorce. We had kids
talking about sports struggles, and we had a few that were in tears, and L was at the back
of the room and just did not want to participate. Was not, I don’t want to say cued in,
because he was one hundred percent paying attention. I never question whether or not
he’s paying attention. Ever. But he just doesn’t, he does not seem to be interested in
doing that, and I don’t know if he could figure out why so many . . . I mean, one student
told a story, and she had four other people like in tears because it was so powerful. But it
wasn’t for him.

A, G, L, and S in Language Arts
With so many students this year, Jamie described some differences in language arts
through particulars about individual students and then some generalizations about the population
as a whole. I found her to be a wealth of information.
Reading. I asked if her students had any problems with reading. Jamie responded that
reading was not a problem overall, and that most of her students on the spectrum seemed to be
“very voracious readers.” She added, “Usually when they’re not working and they’re off task,
that’s what they’re doing is reading.” She related that she found they usually read above grade
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level. “Some crazy texts, things like I wouldn’t see until high school.” Her students read both
paper texts and online texts. In a conspiratorial tone she related, “You know what’s big with
these students, I’ve noticed? Crime. Like mysteries, like crime novels, like Patterson, and I’m
like, ‘You’re 13 years old. Why are you reading Patterson?’“ She assigned a research paper
which “they all super got into.” Her students on the spectrum enjoyed researching and reading
about the topics for the paper, which they chose.
I had one student do sailing stones. I distinctly remember these. I had another student, L
in second period, do crop circles. S from first period did poltergeists. They got really into
that. They like to research. They like to get on the internet.
She admitted sometimes, she allowed their preference for research and reading things on
the internet to enhance or replace assignments. Her student G, whom she described as very
bright, added to class discussions with the things he read. One time, for example, G researched
how cyanide was made and taught the class it came from crushed apple seeds.
We read “The Landlady,” and it’s a Roald Dahl story. It’s a landlady and she’s poisoning
her guests with cyanide. So he got really interested in the cyanide. He was telling the
class how she was doing it and getting away with it. He’s really awesome to work with
because he’ll latch on to the little pieces like that and then research it, and then he adds a
whole other element to my conversations.
She allowed S to replace assignments with reading and research.
I’ve got another student in my first period who does the same thing. We’re reading a
story about a student. It was unit on culture, and she was from Kazakhstan. And none of
my kids knew what that was, and he went home and came back and found ten facts on it,
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and you know what? He would rather do that than some of the other assignments I give
him, so I grade those.
Based on their responses to moral and ethical dilemmas explored in texts, Jamie noted
“these particular students have a very strong moral compass.” I asked her to clarify. She
explained that when a story character struggles with a decision, “they’ll write a lot about that
decision and whether they were in agreement with what the character did or they were against
what the character did.” I asked if they wrote in absolutes about moral issues. She responded:
Very, very much so. We read “My Favorite Chaperone,” and she lied to her dad, and that
was a very . . . I remember G in second and L in second, very strong opinions about that.
So did S in first period, and that was: “That was wrong!”
However, not every reading experience with these students was as positive. There were
some challenges, some of which Jamie felt she could overcome, though she felt some despair
over student A. She lamented, “I really struggle to get any work. He does not like my class. He
does not like language arts. He does not like reading.” Student S, however, enjoyed reading, but
he had to be in control of what material he read. “So if he’s not interested in something, he won’t
do it. So a lot of times, what’s nice about language arts is that I can assess the same standards
using different texts.” Similarly, L was not always interested in the reading assignments she
gave. She related:
Maybe why he works through my stuff so fast, is because he’s really not interested in
thinking about it. He’s not interested in why the author did what he did or said what he
said or the way that he said it, and I need to be okay with that. I think maybe I just teach a
content that he doesn’t gravitate towards.
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Writing. I asked if Jamie’s four students experienced struggles in writing. “That’s where
it’s at!” she exclaimed. “Yeah, that’s where it at.” When I asked her to clarify, she spoke of
three of her students who produced writing very differently. One did not produce much writing
output: “Grading [Student] A has been very difficult because I don’t know what to do. I’m like,
‘well he did 4 sentences, but the rest of my class just did 5 paragraphs.’” She wondered how to
grade his reduced output since he was already struggling to recover course credits from a
previous language arts class. “So where do I put that? I know that if I put an F or a D on that
paper, he’s done with me.”
One student produced output in a different format. She said Student S “doesn’t like to
write, doesn’t want to write, and when he does write I can’t read it. It’s very illegible.” She
turned to his preference for technology to get him to produce writing assignments. “S likes the
iPad, so any time I can use an iPad, he’ll do alternative, lots of alternative assignments. He likes
the iMovie. Very into the iMovies. Everything can be done on iMovie.” I reminded her that
during her first interview, she also spoke of her first student who preferred iMovies. She
responded, “Yes, and that’s one of those go-to things that I always, always try. Because I think
that it’s very similar to the commentary which he likes to watch, so he almost feels like he gets to
participate in that.”
The third student, L, produced wonderful writing but with caveats. He clearly frustrated
her in the beginning when she gave feedback on his writing.
L becomes very confrontational, especially if something is done incorrectly or if I
question why he did something, and so I’ve had to be really careful. A big part of
language arts is analyzing thinking. Why did you get here, what caused you to think this,
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what in the text says this? And that’s a really big part of what I do for a living, and he
does not respond well to that. He becomes very defensive.
She related that Student L did not appreciate the procedures involved in the writing
process over time. Where the rest of her class broke a research paper into subsequent days with
brainstorming, planning, researching, writing, etc., “He comes back the next day and the whole
paper is done and cited, and he’s ready to turn it in.” This presented problems when Jamie
wanted to analyze his writing and offer feedback. She said, “Of course, you know, I want to talk
about it, I want to read it, I want to go through it. No, no, no, no, no, he doesn’t want to do that.
He wants to turn it in and be done and move on to the next thing.” She added he did not want to
go back to work on the paper when she made corrections. “I think he looks at it like a defeat,”
she said. “That’s when he gets upset with me. Cause to him, he’s done.”
Listening. Jamie did not relate much with regards to listening skills or challenges with
her students this year. Both S and L enjoyed listening to music. In the mornings during
homeroom, Student S listened to music on his ear buds while Student L listened during
independent work time with headphones. “L loves music time. He has these huge headphones,
pops these huge headphones in and just listens to music and gets his work done.”
Speaking. Overall, Jamie perceived speaking was an area of strength for her students
this year. About Student A she related, “He doesn’t want to work, but we can talk. We can chat.
He’s very polite, likes to crack jokes, but I really struggle with him getting work completed.”
She described the adult-like voice Student L used when speaking. “L from second period always
kind of takes me aback because he sounds like a grown up.” She added, “I’m so used to having
conversations with kids, but he talks like a 35 year-old business man.”
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Student S presented challenges in some of the things he said. “He likes to call out
incredibly inappropriate things, and he does it to get a reaction.” She worried that his outbursts
would cause an uproar in the class, but she felt her other students understood the things S said
were somehow tolerated.
I really feel like those students, the other students know like it’s okay. Whereas another
student would have possibly acted inappropriately, the rest of them would have been on
top of that, but when this particular student does it, it’s like they understand so. . .
Because as a teacher you’re like okay, well if I don’t want them to think that, because he
does that they can do it, and deh deh deh deh deh. (imitates gossip)

Strengths and Preferences
Some of the most entertaining parts of the interview came when Jamie described
strengths and preferences her students had. After describing how Students S and G added to
class conversations by researching and reading about things on the internet, she said, “They like
to research. They like to get on the internet, and they’re freakishly good with the internet.” I
asked, “Freakishly good?” She laughed as she clarified:
Yes, like they can navigate things that I don’t even know how, what it is, or how they do
it, so I’m like, “How’d you get . . .?” Like I’m worried I’m going to walk over one day
and they’re on the FBI database!
She described technology as being a preference for many in the group. They preferred
typing or using the iPad, and of course, Student S was “very into the iMovies.” She also
described strengths in both memory, like the memorization of facts, and depth of knowledge, like
appreciation for the history of video games and intelligence for computer programming. Further,
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she spoke of high intellect and brilliance, particularly of Student L. The intern Jamie was
supervising felt that L needed to be tested for gifted. “That’s one of the first things that she said
to me. She was like, ‘I feel like he’s gifted,’ and ‘He’s very bright.’” Jamie agreed with the
intern.
So I’m going to investigate that a little bit because I definitely feel like I don’t come up
with things fast enough for him. I don’t. It’s like cookies, and I don’t want to just give
him meaningless stuff just to fill space, so I have to be a little bit better about that,
because he works through things so fast.

“What It All Means” to Jamie
Near the end of each interview, I asked participants to discuss what they perceived the
most significant thing about teaching students on the spectrum in language arts was: “If we sum
up what it means to teach language arts to students on the spectrum, what do we say?” Jamie
responded instantly, “We say that it is not one size fits all. We say that it changes per student,
per day, per –.” I interrupted, “Per day!” Jamie laughed. “Oh yeah! Per attitude. We have good
days, we have bad days. It just needs to be individualized, and you need to really, really take the
time to get to know them as people and what their interests are.”
Jamie said knowing each of them as individuals was imperative because “they’re all so
different.” She said:
If you don’t get to know them as people, you are dead in the water, because if I didn’t
know how that student ticked, if I didn’t know how the student I have this year ticked,
what motivates, what upsets, you can’t move forward with them. That’s probably the
biggest thing I’ve learned.
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She also discussed the challenge with finding the right instructional strategy for each. She
wanted new language arts teachers to know, “There’s not one thing that works, and general
education strategies do not always necessarily work for them.” She added, “There’s things I can
do or things that I can say that will work for most kids, and the students that I’ve had on the
spectrum, I struggle with, because those things don’t work for them.”
She tried to describe the frustration her students had in language arts, elaborating with a
specific example about a student who could not elaborate about poetry:
And I find, and I could be wrong, and granted my experience is very limited to language
arts, but I find that students who are on the spectrum really struggle with my class
because it is very abstract, there’s not much concrete in my class, and I think that can get
very frustrating, so I see a lot of frustration in my class. And I have another student this
year again. We’re going over poetry right now, and he’s very frustrated, you know. “Why
is, why is the ball blue?” “It just is. It’s just a blue ball.” Or “There’s more, and why is
it?” And he’s like, “I . . .” (shrugs). So it’s like I have to approach things a lot differently.
Jamie said the biggest impact in language arts was a willingness “to make changes, which
I think is very hard for teachers.” “Why, do you think?” I asked.
I think because they know what has worked in the past, and so they want to continue. To
Kill a Mockingbird third quarter has worked in the past, it lines up with testing, it just is a
good time to do it, and I don’t know if they take into consideration that kids are changing.
Our populations are different. Our kids are coming in with way more learning needs that
cannot be addressed the same way that they’ve always been addressed before in the past,
so I think rigidness is not good. It’s okay that they didn’t read To Kill a Mockingbird
because they read this, or you’re still, the standards are the same, you’re still assessing
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the same, it’s just the way that you’re assessing is different. But that takes work. You
have to know how to do that. You have to know different ways that a student can express
their understanding.

Themes for First Research Question
Deficit vs. Person
Jamie recalled how she initially viewed “Reed” through a deficit lens, describing how
frustrated she was with him, how he did not participate correctly, how he became angry and left
the class, and how disturbed she was by his writing “My dad is dead” on the board. She also
recalled her surprise at discovering his being so intelligent and knowing as much about computer
programming as her husband. But Jamie reported observing “Reed” in both her class and his
math class, in which he fared better, and she made important discoveries. She was originally
mystified by his apparent lack of participation and attention until she discovered “his paying
attention doesn’t look like everyone else’s” and he was, in fact, listening very well. She learned
he became anxious when he had to work with others, and she stopped forcing him to engage in
collaborative learning. She figured out how to barter with him so he had some degree of
autonomy about how he completed assignments. She also learned to adapt her curriculum to his
needs, including finding innovative writing formats, changing reading requirements to suit his
interests, and infusing much more technology.
By the time I interviewed Jamie about her current students, she had scrapped deficit
language in favor of that which revealed she saw each of her four current students as total
people. Their challenges, if she spoke of them, were encapsulated within each student’s
personhood along with their general ways of being and strengths. For example, though she
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expressed concern or exasperation with challenges, such as Student S’s inappropriate outbursts
or Student A’s grossly reduced writing output, she offered balancing language such as Student
S’s strong research skills or Student A’s amicable personality. Further, she adopted a view that
the curriculum could be adapted to meet her students’ needs as she revealed in accepting
replacement activities for required activities and in grading alternative assignments. Finally,
Jamie revealed she found worth in each student on the autism spectrum such that she began
asking them for input on their assessments and admitted she trusted them to complete their work.
In sum, “You have to get to know them as people,” she said.

Language Arts as Interchangeable
Jamie perceived the language arts content and curriculum as having some
interchangeable properties that allowed adaptations to be made. She described ways she was
able to take one of the language arts competences (reading, writing, listening, speaking) and
make it stand in for another. For instance, “Reed” had difficulty in organizing his thoughts for
writing assignments, but Jamie found he could organize his ideas just fine if she allowed him to
verbalize them, so she sometimes allowed him to speak and record instead of write. In another
example, Jamie discovered “Reed” had remarkable listening skills which benefitted him during
reading time; he did not follow along in the text with his eyes, but when she questioned him
about what was read, he could discuss it quite fully because of his well-developed listening
ability.
Jamie indicated the language arts also lent themselves well to both visual intelligences
and viewing, the fifth competency in language arts that is not explicitly addressed in current
standards as a stand-alone competency. For example, “Reed” responded well to graphic
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organizers for writing assignments. Both he and Student S were avid users of the iPad and
enjoyed producing assignments in iMovie. Jamie also allowed use of technology to encourage
her students to produce alternative assessments, and she noted her students enjoyed reading on
the internet and were excellent “digital citizens.” She noted, “You have to know different ways
that a student can express their understanding.”
Finally, Jamie perceived the very standards in language arts could often be met using
alternative assessments and allowing her students on the autism spectrum to read texts that
interested them; “What’s nice about language arts . . . is that I can assess the same standards
using different texts.” She often allowed research they conducted at home to stand in for other
reading assignments. She relaxed reading requirements for “Reed” and Student L by allowing
them to read what they wanted, and she gave Student S more choice in what he read because he
needed to control that. She reasoned, “It’s okay that they didn’t read To Kill a Mockingbird
because they read this . . . The standards are the same. You’re still assessing the same.” She
allowed alternative assessments, especially produced through technology, and she allowed
students lateral when assigning assessments, deferring to them to demonstrate their knowledge
however they chose, stating, “You have to know different ways that a student can express their
understanding.” Jamie also found success when her students, particularly Student L, had choice
of how to meet the standards through many different options (Appendix N).

Perceptions of the Autism Spectrum in Language Arts
Jamie perceived differences in her students where reading was concerned. She perceived
“Reed” did not demonstrate typical “paying attention” behaviors when listening to texts read
aloud and his eyes did not follow along, but he processed auditorily and was able to understand
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what he had heard read aloud just fine. He also did not want to read class texts in which he had
no interest, so Jamie often relaxed reading requirements and allowed him to read what he
wanted. Jamie perceived three of her four current students were voracious readers, engaging in
reading even when they were not supposed to, and they especially enjoyed books about crime.
Two of her students read and researched topics at home, and she sometimes graded them on their
research instead of some class readings in which they were not interested. Student A did not
enjoy reading.
Jamie perceived writing to be a challenge for her students on the autism spectrum. For
“Reed,” organizing writing was difficult; Jamie perceived he was overwhelmed by blank white
paper, but he fared better when he was able to use graphic organizers with labeled boxes;
sometimes Jamie recorded his thoughts instead of having him write, and other times, she allowed
him to produce writing on the iPad and in iMovie. Student A did not produce much writing; his
reduced output amounted to about four sentences to other students’ five paragraphs. Student S
had illegible handwriting and preferred typing or using the iPad. Student L produced wonderful
writing but did not value the writing process, often becoming confrontational when asked to
revise or edit. Jamie perceived he had a product-orientation, completing long writing
assignments in short periods of time in order to count them done.
Jamie reported “Reed” had highly developed listening skills despite appearances to the
contrary in both whole class settings and with individual speakers. She perceived no listening
issues with her current students though she reported both Students S and L enjoyed listening to
music through headphones. With speaking, Jamie noted “Reed” had an enormous vocabulary and
sometimes spoke about things she did not understand. She perceived Student A enjoyed chatting
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with her and telling jokes. Student S called out inappropriate things during class and Student L
had an adult-like voice that sounded like a 35-year-old businessman.

Research Question #2: In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers
construct knowledge about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?

First Interview: A Search for Help
Jamie described being frustrated and unsure about how to help her student. “I feel for
him,” she said, “because I didn’t know then what I know now, and I remember getting, it sounds
so terrible, I remember getting so frustrated and so aggravated because I just didn’t know.”
I asked her to talk about how she learned to teach this particular student. “Tell me, what
did that learning look like? You learned by doing what? By talking to whom? By reading
what?” She responded earnestly. “By making a ton of mistakes! And making a learning
environment that was not good for him, which I look back, and I think everybody has their first
year teaching experience where they’re like (laughs), ‘I’m so sorry! I apologize!’”
She explored several options. Initially, she began in the files, which she admitted were
confusing. “I read all the documents I could on him,” she said. “And that means what, his
cume?” I asked, referring to his cumulative file. She nodded.
I read his cume. I read through his IEP, and those are incredibly difficult to decipher.
And I feel like a lot of times, we only get the accommodations page, and I really like that
narrative, but you need someone who is really good at writing that narrative. His was
quite extensive, and there was a lot of issues going on at home. Dad was very sick.
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Colleagues were an asset when she was most challenged. After the chilling words “My
dad is dead” appeared in red Expo marker on her board, Jamie recalled panicking and going
straight to the support facilitator for immediate help.
The support facilitator is split between two class periods. I wish they were in an entire
class period, but unfortunately, it doesn’t work that way, so I pulled her from the other
class. He did this during passing time, so I had a couple minutes before the entire class
was in, so I went and I told her, and I was like “I need you to tell me what to do,” and she
told me to erase it, and then she pulled him from class, and they talked and worked
independently. And he really was just a kid that needed to work independently, and this
had happened to him, and he was processing, and this was how he was processing what
had happened, and I didn’t know how to be respectful of all that.
For Jamie, those interactions with colleagues were the most salient learning
opportunities, especially when she was able to observe. She visited the math room and also
observed her support facilitator.
I talked a lot to [Carly] who taught math. She’s got an ESE background, and I was like,
“Okay, something’s working in your room, so what I can I do in my room?” And she
was wonderful, so she helped me a lot. The SF teacher, her entire teaching experience
was ESE, so she was this Yoda of knowledge. So I asked her a lot. I watched how she
interacted with him. That’s where I learned about bartering.
In addition to exploring files and talking to colleagues, Jamie did some additional
research on her own which she felt was not as productive.
I Googled, I did a lot of Googling. I mean, what is autism? Because at that point I didn’t
know. I just didn’t. I did a lot of Googling but I felt the Googling wasn’t very helpful
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because everything that I found was so generic. And every kid that I’ve had since that
experience, things that I’ve done for him don’t work for another student.
Since Jamie’s first experience teaching a student on the spectrum immediately followed
the semester after graduation, I asked about college coursework she might have recalled and used
to help her. She described one class. “It was ESE. It wasn’t specifically autism, it was just ESE
in general.” I pressed her to tell me more about the class.
It was all of us that were general ed, so if we were studying math, science, all of us were
in, and there was one class. My culminating project was a Powerpoint, and I had to pick
one specific learning disability and then do a Powerpoint on it, and that was it. That was
it. It focused so much on this is what it is, this is the diagnosis, this is how you get here,
this is how you treat it, this is what an IEP looks like, and even then I didn’t really see
any. I mean she showed us one once. I think I didn’t get what I needed from the
university in terms of those.
I asked her if she learned any practical strategies for applications in the classroom from
the course, to which she responded, “No, there really wasn’t one. Like I said, it was so much of
a focus on the academics, what is this, what it looks like, not so much what can you do.”

Second Interview: Resources
I asked Jamie what resources she consulted this year to understand how to teach her
current students on the autism spectrum. She shook her head and said, “It’s been 100 percent
trial and error.” When I pressed her, she contended:
I don’t think that the resources are out there. Which is really funny because now part of
your recertification is getting ESE points, but every time I go to a training where you get
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those, it’s always the same, you know. Chunk the assignment, give longer time, Cloze
notes. It’s always generic things which do work, but not in every case.
I added, “Yes, not specific enough to this population either.” Jamie responded adamantly.
No! So I know I’ve never been to a training that was specifically for students that were
on the spectrum. I’ve never seen one offered either, and I know we talked last time, but
my experience at the university was one class, and it was a PowerPoint.
However, Jamie herself is resourceful, and her observations coupled with the trial and
error of which she spoke often gave way to important discoveries. She was very tuned in to her
students.
I’ve noticed that I just ask them, which may sound really elementary, but I just ask. I
don’t think there’s anything wrong with that. Especially with my student when I first
graduated and I taught at Joseph Lord [Middle School], I didn’t know what to do, so (she
laughed) I asked him what he wanted to do!
With Student L, she discovered she needed to provide rubrics for all assignments after a
heated exchange over the requirements for a writing assignment. “I’m like, ‘Well you know, on
your rubric, it’s says that you need this,’ so I always have to have rubrics for him.” She added,
“I found that this helps him because he can go back and make sure that he gets all the
components.”
She also realized that she could extinguish some of the inappropriate outbursts of Student
S if she ignored them. “I definitely don’t react. I used to because I was like, ‘Oh my gosh, you
just said this!’ And I don’t want to lose control.” Her lack of response to his comments in turn
influenced the way the other students responded to his outbursts. “He does it to get a reaction, so
we don’t react anymore. So he doesn’t do it anymore.” I asked, “The entire class?” She replied,
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“Oh yeah, they all know.” She thought for a moment and added, “When this particular student
does it, it’s like they understand.”
Though she got some help from the behavior specialist and her co-teacher, Jamie also
found parents to be a resource. For instance, Student L’s mother sent an email asking Jamie to
check on him at lunch to see if he sat with any friends. Jamie called that experience
“humanizing” because she never thought about what life and social encounters were like for her
students on the autism spectrum outside her class. She said the mother often stayed in touch a
through the guidance counselor. Student G’s mother was a teacher at the school and worked with
Jamie frequently to support him. Conversely, Jamie lamented there was not much parental
support for Student A: “We don’t hear a lot from home.”

Themes for Second Research Question
People as Resource
Jamie perceived people as a good resource for learning how to teach students on the
autism spectrum. In her first experience with “Reed,” the support facilitator was very important.
She defined autism spectrum for Jamie and helped her understand “Reed’s” characteristics, and it
was the support facilitator who assisted Jamie when “My dad is dead” appeared on the board. In
the current school year, Jamie consulted the math teacher who had an ESE background and a
student-centered classroom, and she also observed her current support facilitator whom she
called a “Yoda of knowledge.” The behavior specialist and co-teacher were also helpful with
different students. Jamie also cited parents in the current school year as supportive and
informative, and she lamented she did not have assistance from Student A’s parents.
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Students as Resources
In the absence of effective coursework, online research, or professional development,
Jamie turned to her own observation and the students themselves to learn the most. She
described instances where she observed “Reed” and made important discoveries about him
which lead to changes in her instruction. She observed his writing and reading, and she paid
attention to his anxiety levels. She honored his interests in reading selections, an important
adaptation she made with students in her current year. She learned how to extinguish some of
Student S’s inappropriate outbursts when she and the other students simply ignored him. She
learned Student L did not respond well to criticisms about his writing and that he espoused a
product orientation which necessitated the use of rubrics, checklists, and assignments with
options. She perceived her students on the autism spectrum participated more fully on
assessments when she consulted them about how they wanted to demonstrate knowledge. Jamie
and I talked about this student-centered orientation as being the ultimate resource.

Research Question #3: In what ways, if any, can the experiences of new secondary English
language arts teachers be described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?

Cultural Responsiveness for Jamie
Validating
For Jamie, this was the characteristic of culturally responsive pedagogy most strongly
present in her teaching. She demonstrated value for prior experience, frames of reference, and
performance styles, and she attempted to make learning relevant and effective. Further, she used
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strength- and asset-based language to praise her students on the spectrum and drew upon their
strengths in her classroom frequently.
I think they all feel like they want to belong, that they want to have a place in my room,
they’ve got a niche. And so, I’ve got a student [S] in my first period and a student [G] in
my second period, and they’re researchers. They come back and add so much more to
whatever it is that were covering in class, and I don’t have time to do that. I don’t have
time to provide that extra enrichment, and that’s what they want to do. So they’re
wonderful.
Jamie recognized these students represented a diverse group that did not fit into typical
classroom molds (see Emancipatory characteristic), and her language reflected a need for the
teacher to create individualized instruction centered on her students’ frames of reference and
preferences. “It’s way more individualized, has to be way more individualized. You’re doing
them a disservice if it’s not. I truly believe that. Very individualized, very technology oriented.”
She also recognized that doing so was to her students’ advantage.
Take the time to get to know them as people and what their interests are. I think
everything comes down to what they’re interested in, and the second you can learn to tap
into that . . .You’ve hit gold!
Jamie perceived numerous strengths for the population of students on the spectrum as a
whole and spoke with that asset-based language. “One thing I am very impressed as a strength, I
feel that those particular four students are probably way better digital citizens than the general
population.” Later she added:
I feel they have a better understanding of common sense than my general population. I
feel that they have very definitive rights and wrongs. They know what is right and they
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know what is wrong. And those are very black and white to them . . . I feel like they’ve,
these particular students, have a very strong moral compass.

Comprehensive
Jamie’s interview revealed she did think about her students on the spectrum in
comprehensive ways, though not as strongly as she did validating ways. That she was thinking
about the whole child was evident, and she pulled in materials she discovered worked well for
the population, though they could not be considered “cultural resources” written or created by
others on the spectrum. She did recognize it took the classroom group as a whole to support
each student on the spectrum, and she attempted to explain how her other students knew how to
interact in a supportive manner, though she never referenced the culture of autism in class or
taught her students explicitly about it.
I think that it’s commonplace. I am always so impressed with the level of empathy that
children have, the level of empathy and the level of understanding. Like I don’t think we
give kids enough credit a lot of times.
However, Jamie struggled to describe to me the way she believed her students on the
spectrum empathized which was different from her other students. At first, she employed
language that indicated a shortcoming in this area, particularly when she described how Student
L did not express sadness or empathy during the “Three Whys” activity; when another student
shared an impactful story, “she had four other people like in tears because it was so powerful, but
it wasn’t for him”. However, in attempting to reconcile her deficit model of empathy (for which
she apologized), Jamie said, “I’m trying to find a way to articulate this. Just because he doesn’t
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outwardly express it . . . I think it’s going on in here” (points to her head). After a few moments,
she explained this complementary way her student empathized.
I do feel like he cares for other students. I do feel like he understands strength and
struggle, and he knows what it means to be upset, and so he just doesn’t want to express
it the way that they do. So when I say, “I don’t know if they understand empathy,” I don’t
think that’s necessarily true. I just don’t know if they express it the same way.

Multidimensional
Jamie clearly described moments in both interviews when she drew upon the preferences
of her students to adjust the curriculum, change formats, and incorporate instructional strategies.
She allowed changes to the reading curriculum in the form of preferred texts which she adapted
to meet the standards. Additionally, she allowed material consumed outside her required
curriculum to replace non-preferred assignments. She provided graphic organizers and iPads to
vary writing and assessment formats. She incorporated rubrics and check-ins to help students
stay organized and complete tasks. She also allowed assignments and assessments to look a bit
differently, including grading research in lieu of other assignments and allowing oral
assessments.
Jamie described Student S’s need for tactile sensory stimulation which she allowed him
to explore each morning during homeroom. “I have a carpet, shag carpet in the back of my room,
and he really loves to roll around on it.” “Oh. Like literally?” I asked. “Like literally,” she said.
“Like he’s down there, he’s rolling around. And I have no problem with that. I don’t know what
it looks like when someone walks into my room (smiles), but I’ve got to the point now where I
don’t care.”
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Empowering
Jamie’s practices empowered her students on the spectrum in a few ways. Aside from
curricular and assessment changes she made to meet preferences and learning styles, she learned
how to barter with her first student, and she allowed him to do the same which demonstrated his
confidence and will to act. She created a project menu which allowed students to choose which
projects they wanted to complete for a given number of points (Appendix N). Further, Jamie
showed that she empowered her students on the spectrum when she asked them how they wanted
to demonstrate academic competence which in turn, assured their success. She stumbled upon
this aspect with her first student.
I’ve noticed that I just ask them, which may sound really elementary, but I just ask. I
don’t think there’s anything wrong with that. I don’t think I’m admitting defeat, but
there’s been numerous times where I don’t, and not just this year but in in the past, I’ve
just gotten so, especially with my student when I first graduated and I taught at Joseph
Lord [Middle School], I didn’t know what to do, so I asked him what he wanted to do!
(laughs)
She leaned on this strategy again during the current school year.
So I mean, now it’s like, “Alright,” you know. “I need you to show me that you
understand this. How can you do that?” And they seem to be okay. That works, and they
don’t take advantage of that, which . . . I think that’s the biggest fear when you give
choice is you’re afraid that they’re going to take advantage or do the bare minimum, and
I’ve not had that happen in my experience. So yeah, it may not be a strategy, but I have. I
have just asked.
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I responded, “Maybe it’s the best strategy. Maybe it’s the ultimate strategy.” Jamie pondered
this. “Yeah, I don’t know. I don’t know. But I’m like, ‘L, how do you want to do this?’ He’ll be
like, ‘I’ll do this,’ and I’m like, ‘Okay.’”

Transformative
I did not identify any quotes from Jamie that indicated she deliberately referred to a
culture of autism during instruction as a worthwhile resource for the class as a whole where
cultural pride would have emerged.

Emancipatory
While Jamie did not provide her class with accurate information about a culture of autism
as required for emancipation, she intuitively, and perhaps unconsciously, conveyed some rules
for engagement and acceptance that her other students took up, as when the group helped
extinguish offensive outbursts of Student S through ignoring without the typical middle school
gossip and drama. “I really feel like those students, the other students know like, it’s okay. When
this particular student does it, it’s like they understand.” I suggested she was modeling something
the other students picked up on, to which she responded that having students on the spectrum in
the classroom was now commonplace or that students today were very empathetic. “I don’t think
it’s got anything to with me.”
However, it was Jamie’s understanding of alternative ways of knowing and her inclusion
of her students’ voices and preferences for learning and assessment where she met the
characteristic of emancipatory teaching. After she described accepting research for other
assignments and allowing content mastery to be demonstrated through oral assessment or
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technology, I was impressed when she admitted to just asking these students themselves how
they wanted to demonstrate understanding. I suggested she did so to get work, to which she
responded:
You know what? I think that’s trust, too. I trust him. I trust them . . . You know what it
is? I have faith. I have faith that they’ll do what they need to do, and then these students
in particular, I do trust them. So I’ll ask, and that works.

Theme for Research Question #3
Movement Toward Strongly Present CRP
Jamie demonstrated strong movement along the Continuum of Culturally Responsive
Pedagogy as she recognized each student’s strengths and preferences as key to overcoming
challenge and ensuring success in her class. She initially met some of the characteristics of
culturally responsive practice during her first experience with “Reed,” moving from her own
frustration and a deficit view to earnestly observing “Reed” in order to modify instruction for
him. She honed responsive practices in the current year with four students on the autism
spectrum. Jamie exhibited responsiveness when she recognized strengths not only in each of her
students but in the population as a whole when she called them good “digital citizens” and said
each had “common sense” and a strong “moral compass.” Her students on the autism spectrum
were valued in her class as researchers, making valuable contributions to overall background
knowledge, and she perceived her other students were aware and accepting of the needs of
people like Student S. She also stressed how important it was to get to know each student in
order to individualize instruction. Most impressive was Jamie’s student-centered approach that
allowed her to adjust curriculum through format changes and alternative assignments in order to
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address standards. Her willingness to include student preferences and choice was exemplified
when she stated she “just asked” her students how they wanted to demonstrate mastery; I called
this the “ultimate strategy” during the interview. Jamie moved from Moderately Present toward
Strongly Present responsive practice when she said success “comes down to what they’re
interested in” and she demonstrated that sentiment so soundly in her practice.

Noticably
Absent
CRP

Minimally
Present
CRP

Moderately
Present
CRP

Present
CRP

Strongly
Present
CRP

Interview 1 >>>>>>>>>> Interview 2

Figure 6. Jamie’s Movement Along the Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy

How I Came to Know Hannah
I met Hannah Smith (pseudonym) in the spring of 2013 when she was one of eight interns
I supervised. We connected immediately; Hannah was a non-traditional intern, several years
older than my typical interns, and she appeared wise, balanced, and calm. She interned for a
cooperating teacher who was very particular about the quality and kind of intern she would
mentor, and Hannah met and exceeded those qualifications in every way. Hannah and I
reconnected at a Tampa Bay Area Writing Project Summer Institute in 2014 where we both
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decided to present during the first time slot on the same day. She is in her third year of teaching
middle school ELA.

Research Question 1: How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and
describe their experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?

Hannah’s Story
“You know, that’s the big thing. “Oh, everyone look at the world
through rose-colored glasses.” No, it’s a spectrum now.”
Hannah Smith, Third-Year ELA Teacher

First Experience
Hannah had some preconceived ideas about students on the autism spectrum based on a
bit of background knowledge she had from a friend whose child was on the spectrum. That
knowledge made her surprised to find such a student, Emmitt (a pseudonym), in the gifted 7th
grade class she taught during her final internship. She had been told by friends and classmates
that teaching gifted students would be easy: “You’re just gonna walk in and it will be beautiful.”
She related her expectations and subsequent surprise.
So I kind of had that in the back of my mind, the easiest semester I’m probably gonna
have. I walked into the classroom and I met the students the first day, and it seemed that
was gonna be, everybody was excited, and then I began reviewing the documents with
the teacher, and then I noticed that one of them was flagged and was on the spectrum, had
autism.
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She immediately drew upon her prior knowledge of autism spectrum which seemed
incongruent with her new experience.
I have some friends with children who are autistic so I had a little bit of background
information of things, but theirs are a little more severe cases, so I didn’t understand how
a child with autism could be in the gifted classroom. I know that some of them have their
stimming things that they have to do, or they’re not verbal, where they have to move all
the time, so I didn’t know what to look for in this particular student. Once I met him, I
saw he had a lot to say. He was very knowledgeable. He was definitely in the right place
as far as academically and in his placement in the gifted program.

First Impressions of Emmitt
Hannah described her first experience with a student on the spectrum in terms of
behaviors she noticed and challenges she perceived Emmitt had in the classroom. As she related
her initial impression, it was his backpack that she noticed first.
He was very unorganized from the very beginning. His backpack looked like it had just
exploded and he zipped it back together, so every time he was pulling things out, there
were pieces scattered on the floor, and it was hard for him to function. It was hard for
him to know what he needed to do.
She portrayed Emmitt’s need for constant movement as “always moving, always up, arms
going, you know, or just kind of back and forth shuffling on his feet.” She explained his
excessive movement caused her to sit him in the front row. “He sat in the front row so there was
nothing blocking his feet, to where he was maybe kicking the back of someone else’s [chair].
His feet would rock sometimes, so he had that space in front of him.”
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She described his impulsivity and outbursts. “He reacted very easily to things, so if
somebody said something to him, he was very impulsive in his reactions. If somebody was
bothering him, he would yell at them or spurt out immediately to them.” She also described the
paradox of his need for personal space and his inability to give personal space to others.
If somebody was touching or too close to him and he didn’t like it, he was “Get away
from me! Stop touching me!” But he also would be very close in proximity to people. So
it was a very fine balance, like he didn’t understand his personal space when it came to
infringing others, but he was very aware of it when they infringed on his.
Hannah noted the other students were aware of Emmitt’s differences. He gesticulated when he
spoke and got up out of his seat to answer questions or engage in class conversations. She said
other students wondered, “Who’s this weird kid? Why is he doing this? We don’t have to stand
up to speak and we don’t have to do these things.”
While Hannah felt academically Emmitt was well-placed in the gifted program, she
explained he entered a downward spiral that eventually forced his mother to consider moving
him into less rigorous classes. Organization and pacing, Hannah felt, was a culprit, causing him
to leave work unfinished or inadequate.
I think he was becoming overwhelmed and didn’t quite know how to balance everything.
I think that that started to take a toll on him to where those other physical stimuli or
habitual stimuli might have overpowered him. I think the mental became too much of a
burden and he just couldn’t figure out what to work on or what to focus on first.
She related times when he was visibly and emotionally overwhelmed in class, often due
to low grades.
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He would get very upset. There were times when he would cry in class and then the kids
were looking at him. He would get very angry, so I would try to go kneel by him and
whisper to him, and we would talk. If he just wanted to step outside in the hallway
together, we can go talk, and we would do that.
Another area Hannah described had nothing to do with academics but with personal
hygiene. She noted the other boys in the class were concerned with their clothes, hair, and
appearances, but “he didn’t seem to care.” She applauded his indifference to fashion, “which I
kind of thought was awesome in its own way,” but she was concerned that he wasn’t taking care
of himself.
Hair not washed, same clothes, couple days in a row, and after those couple of days you
could smell. I mean 12, 13 is an age where they’re starting to . . . you can tell if they
haven’t showered or if they’re not wearing deodorant. Probably not brushing his teeth
regularly, just those routine things.
Hannah spent a good deal of time describing how the Emmittt’s withdrawn behaviors
juxtaposed with “completely the show maker at other times” without “rhyme or reason.” She
wondered if withdrawing resulted from his mood or happenings in class; bad days, she said,
“those were the more fold-in withdrawn times.” She described his withdrawal.
Head down a lot. I don’t want to say he wasn’t aware of what was happening around him
because the stimuli would definitely get to him, but he was kind of in his own little
bubble at times too, so whatever the thinking was, whatever was happening in that
bubble, I don’t know. I don’t know if that was like his escape, or if that was kind of a
coping thing to where he could just be focused in. To get his attention was “Hey,” tap
him on the shoulder, pull him back out of it. If he was in that in the middle of instruction,
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I’d have to go by and just put my hand on his desk so he could see physically, “Hey I’m
in your space right now. I need your attention. I need to draw you back out.”

Emmitt and Language Arts
Our conversation moved toward the language arts and what Hannah noticed about
Emmitt in each of the language arts strands: reading, writing, listening and speaking.
Reading. Of reading, Hannah noted “no struggle really with reading” aside from a bit of
stuttering if he were asked to read aloud. He kept up with class and independent reading and
participated in class discussion about material he had read. No comprehension issues existed,
she said, and she did not describe any great strengths in reading either.
Writing. Hannah described struggles in writing for Emmitt that included both the
organizational aspect and the physical aspect of writing. While some expectations about his
actual handwriting were let go, organizational requirements could not be. She said, “Where he
could verbalize his thoughts, getting things organized on paper were problems for him.” It was
physically writing that seemed to be most troublesome, however. “His handwriting was horrible”
and hard for him to read himself, she said, which may have “contributed to his lack of desire to
write.” She related when he wrote, “he would press very hard with his pencil” which smudged.
His writing assignments looked “horrible. It was just this gray mass, dog-eared pages, torn.” She
noted writing in the gifted class was required to be in pen, but her student took the point
deduction for writing in pencil so he could erase. Instead of being neat and organized, his papers
were “haphazard.” The solution was to let him type. She surmised:
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We would encourage typing . . . So he would start doing things computerized and type
them and bring them in, and I think he liked electronics. He liked video games, so I think
that was a comfort level for him to do things that way.
Listening. Hannah said there were no issues with listening, though she perceived
Emmitt was prone to becoming overstimulated by sensory, of which sound was one.
Speaking. Hannah felt speaking was actually a strength for Emmitt. “He was very verbal
and wanted to talk, and wanted people to hear him and what he had to say.” She smiled as she
recalled, “He was able to use sarcasm and puns, and he’d kind of wait, and you could hear the
little buh-dum-ching at the end.” However, she said his manner of speaking, standing to speak
and using big gestures, made him stand out to the other students. Nonetheless, Hannah felt he
used his voice well. “He had great presence in his voice to where you could hear it to the back of
the room no matter where he was standing.” He enjoyed participating in class discussion, though
she admitted sometimes he would go off on tangents and she would have to remind him of the
topic at hand “and kind of draw him back into the conversation.” Hannah was deliberately
focused on his preference for speaking as she planned lessons and assigned group roles.
I made sure there was a sharing out loud portion so that he could get that out. There were
times where he just wanted to blurt out in the middle of the activity, and I’d have to
remind him, “Let’s save it for the end and you be the speaker to your group.” You know,
“You do this since you have such stage presence, and you can talk, and everybody will
hear it. Why don’t we make sure that you get to be the speaker for that?”
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Emmitt’s Strengths and Preferences
Hannah seemed naturally to gravitate to Emmitt’s strengths and preferences, and I
wondered if she were clued in to this aspect of the autism spectrum because of conversations
with her friend. In addition to talking about his ability to deliver speeches well, she related
details about his love of drawing, his ability to make connections, and his knack for helping his
peers understand. She began with drawing, a talent for Emmitt despite his challenge with
handwriting:
He liked to draw. He was always drawing something. I don’t know if they were like
comic book type things because he would have camels drawn out, and then it was hard to
tell sometimes what he was drawing, but he liked that process of it. He enjoyed drawing
things, so if we were able to do something and he could draw, he really enjoyed that
aspect of it.
She related he was “Bright. Just bright. He could make connections to things, and he
would get things, and sometimes he would help explain it to the people sitting next to him in
different ways.” She explained how his ability to make connections was handy with the other
students.
There would be times where you would ask him to do that. We would ask for people to
clarify instructions, or if we’re going over a topic, “Okay, can somebody –,“ and you
want them to kind of synthesize that information, and he would try and often times be
pretty successful in that. He would understand the big picture of something and then
rephrase it in ways. [It} sometimes helps kids to hear it from a peer to say, “Oh okay,
now I get it.”
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She added with a laugh, “And then sometimes he’d use really big words, and the kids are like
‘Huh?’ because you know, he was a bright student.” His diction, then, sometimes exceeded the
other students’ though they were all in gifted.

The Current Situation
Hannah’s second interview revealed a teacher completely comfortable in her teaching
skin, confident in her ability to relate to a student on the spectrum. We got sucked into the
delightful details as Hannah related story after story about her current student, and consequently,
our interview went over the allotted time by a considerable amount. Neither of us wanted to
stop; I was drawn in by Hannah’s proud and emotional response to her student and her unusual
way of imitating her dialogue with her student. Her current assignment is teaching seventh grade
language arts, and her student is a boy named Bryce (a pseudonym). Hannah’s repeated use of
his name was very humanizing.
She described her initial thoughts about Bryce. Before school started, she noticed an
indication for an IEP on the roster for her co-teach class, though an accompanying diagnosis was
not identified. However, she said, “Meeting him the first day, I could tell there was something
about his personality that was a little different.” He came in and immediately introduced
himself. “He’s very vocal, so it’s eye contact and ‘Hi! How are you?’ and ‘My name is Bryce.’
She continued:
The other students weren’t acting that way, and some of the things that he says were a
little more creative or a little more off kilter than what some of the other students were
saying, so it seemed there wasn’t quite a filter in place that you noticed from some other
7th graders.
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An opening get-to-know-you activity in Hannah’s class was a selfie picture of themselves
with a list of 50 traits about themselves (Appendix O). “He listed autistic as one of his traits, and
he wrote it nice and bold and big, so he identified himself.” She continued, “He also had artistic on his list, so it was autistic and artistic kind of right in a row.” As students worked on that
first assignment, Hannah walked around and interacted with them. She spoke to Bryce about his.
I pointed and I said, “Oh, I see that you’re artistic” and I pointed out a few other traits,
and he said, “Yeah, I’m also autistic,” and so right away I kind of had like a little warm
spot in my heart, and I was excited to know that I would have this experience with this
student in my classroom this year.
She drew on her previous experiences and continued asking him about his list.
I know that they typically have an interest that they focus on, so right away I started
asking him things, “Well, what types of things do you like to do, and what do you like?”
because he was struggling with writing his lists of traits. And I said, “You can write some
of your hobbies or things that you like,” and immediately he went to NASCAR and
talking about cars. He was able to tell me drivers and types of vehicles, which lead to his
favorite type of vehicle which is a Ford. He said he wants a Ford Fusion, so I let him
know my husband currently owns a Ford Fusion, and of course the eyes light up. “What
type is it?”
Other initial impressions came on about the third or fourth day of school when Bryce told
Hannah he needed to get his medication from the nurse just before class was over. Though she
dismissed him a few minutes early thereafter, she noticed “he was already looking anxious and
antsy” as the time for medication approached. “It was interrupting class,” she said, and then, in a
loud youthful voice imitating Bryce, she said, “‘I have to go to the nurse, I need to go get my
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medicine!’” Her husband prompted her to consider if the medication was for anxiety which was
increasing as time for the dosage drew nigh. Hannah considered that and made a deal with
Bryce. “We kind of had to come to an agreement that ‘I know you need to go,’ you know. ‘We’ll
just kind of make eye contact or you raise your hand quietly.’”

Impressions of Bryce
I was expecting Hannah to relate all kinds of signs and symptoms of behaviors and
deficits as she had meticulously laid out during the first interview, but during the second
interview, she did not spend a great deal of time describing those kinds of general issues. She
did relate a concern she had about social interactions, however.
He doesn’t have like a close bond with any one as far as a friendship, to where some of
the other students I’ve had in the past, they’ve had one or two students that they kind of
connected with and that’s who they buddy up with and they talk and they do things with.
He is Bryce, you know. He will talk with and work with other people, but he is selfcontained Bryce. I don’t see him hanging out like buddying up with anyone.
A second concern might have centered on a perceived lack of empathy, though Hannah
did not want to call it that. She noted a particular line of discussion with Bryce’s parents during
a conference that centered on his love of car crashes in NASCAR races. The parents said they
would try to impress upon Bryce the seriousness of a crash, particularly those that resulted in
fatalities, to which Bryce would respond, “Yeah, but it was still a good race.” Hannah said the
parents described how Bryce was hyper-focused on the aftermath of a crash, in the damage to the
car, the slowing of the race, the wreckage on the track, and the clean-up that took place. A
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fatality did not damper his enjoyment of a race, and his parents told Hannah that was part of his
Asperger’s.
Mostly, Hannah focused on the positive aspects Bryce brought to the class. She said he
was attuned to the daily schedule and seemed curious about what they would learn every day.
She called him “high-functioning” and “intelligent” and described how he saw things in a new
way that benefitted the other students when he made connections they did not. She lauded his
NASCAR expertise and looked forward to a TED Talk he was going to deliver to the student
body on the topic, where she expected “it’ll be a time for him to shine.” She said Bryce was a
good fit for her co-teach class and that the other students saw him as an integral part; she called
him “compassionate” and “generous” and thought he set a good example for others. She thought
he would be a good mentor for younger students.

Bryce and Language Arts
In the second interview, I specifically asked about challenges in language arts which
prompted Hannah to share quite a bit. She was able to provide very specific details about
challenges with each strand in the language arts.
Writing. Writing was the first thing Hannah spoke about when I inquired about
challenges in the language arts classroom. She expressed concerns over the areas of
organization, writing to an idea, and even the physical aspect of writing. First, though, she said
he had trouble with things like sentence structures and subject-verb agreement. She added,
“Some of it’s an incomplete thought or run-ons, too. Sometimes I think it’s almost like stream of
consciousness, where he’s just getting it on paper.”
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As with other students on the spectrum, Hannah noted Bryce had issues with the physical
part of writing. His writing was too large to fit into the planner to document his homework, and
he struggled to read his own writing. Hannah spent a lot of time speaking of the point and angle
of the pencil lead and wondered if he might have a preference “to where he has to get the point
of the pencil just the right way, because it’s very consistent how it looks.” She described a
situation where she had given him a brand new pencil one day, and the next day, it was “like a
nub. It was almost down to the eraser. So who knows how many times he had sharpened it that
day.” She described his writing thusly:
When he writes, it’s very hard with the pencil . . . He writes his letters very close
together, lots of capital letters kind of mixed in in his writing. It’s not hard to read, but
because he’s writing so hard lead smudges, so the whole paper looks kind of gray and
smudgy and a little messy.
Writing to an idea or prompt was something with which Bryce struggled, Hannah said. It
was getting him to understand “the larger concept of some abstract writing” that proved most
challenging. She said, “So the details, he definitely can hone in on those specific details of
things,” but getting the big picture of a writing assignment was tricky. She related:
He will focus in on like one piece of it and want to talk about that specific thing instead
of the whole picture. So after, when he does that, I have to ask more guiding questions
and larger questions to kind of scaffold him to the bigger thinking to where I would take
that smaller piece and then we try to make it a bigger concept.
Further, she said adding explanation through details was problematic, particularly where
he was required “to be able to pick out examples and plug those in and then do the explaining of
it.” More often, Bryce summarized instead of analyzed or explained, she said. She indicated the
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flitty nature of his thinking process was like “He thinks of something and then, ‘Oh, but I
thought of something better,’ and it kinds of stops that thought process and then something else
is on the paper.” Even when sharing completed writing with the class, Hannah recognized Bryce
did not maintain the topic of what he had written down; his eyes wandered over his writing
without reading it. “He will write things, but he won’t read those out loud,” she said. “I think
he’s kind of reformulating it to share with the class.” She summed up what she believed about
his writing.
Yeah, the larger picture. It’s very hard for him, and that comes across in the writing
because the writing is that process of his thinking, and if he can’t develop it in his mind,
he’s not going to be able to get the words and put it on paper and then kind of regurgitate
what his thinking is. So if he’s struggling with it that way, it’s definitely not going to
come out in his writing. That struggle is going to come out.
Reading. “What do you notice in reading?” I asked. Hannah reported not seeing any
challenges with specific reading questions or retention of material. “As far as reading for
understanding . . . he does get it.” However, she noted he needed to reread passages to
comprehend. “I don’t think it’s the first read through that he’s able to answer something,” she
said. “I do think he has to go back, but he has those skills to where he knows to go back to look
for things.”
Instead, Hannah noticed problems with fluency.
In reading, it’s kind of choppy if he’s reading out loud, because I will have him read out
instructions sometimes or writing prompts, and we will talk about it, and it’s not
rhythmic. It’s not flowing, it’s not. It’s almost as he’s reading and processing each word
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he’s saying it, again instead of that whole picture. It’s like word, word, word, word, word
instead of a thought.
She related a time when he read a script from a trial aloud with a group of students in a
form of Reader’s Theater. Bryce affected an accent (a funny combination of dialects) to give
voice to his character. Hannah recognized the role repeat readings played in helping him build
fluency enough to concentrate on his voice.
I had them read their part a couple times, and then, “Say it to yourself quietly and then
we’re going to stand up and read them out loud.” They practiced with somebody before
we said it. It wasn’t just a “here’s your part, stand up and now let’s say it.” They got
some feedback about how to do it. There was a little rehearsal time in there to where I
think if I were to just do a cold read and give him something, that accent wouldn’t be
there.
Listening. Hannah felt Bryce could usually learn by listening to instruction, though she
said, “He 80% of the time is paying attention. The other 20% he may be doodling.” She did
address hearing, though, and said sounds did attract his attention; “he wants to know what that is,
what’s going on.” She related, “He will pick up on little nuances of things,” like the sounds of
students going to lunch in the courtyard or the class pet, a bearded dragon, moving in his tank.
Bryce picked up on extra noises, like music Hannah might turn on softly, before the other
students noticed.
Speaking. When I asked Hannah about the speaking strand of language arts, it was
Bryce’s use of voice she discussed first. Speaking was a strength for him, she said. “I mean,
he’s got great tone and volume.” She immediately related a delightful story about Bryce’s use of
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voice during their mock trial of Sponge Bob for the murder of Mr. Krabs. Bryce was a lawyer
for the prosecution.
They had to stand in front of the class, and he did an accent. Not sure what the accent
was. It might have been southern Mississippi lawyer mixed with a New York lawyer
(laughs). I’m not really sure, but he was in character and enthusiastic and you know, just
gesticular, with the hand in the fist (slams hand to fist) and, “This is why Sponge Bob is .
. .!” and I want to say guilty. I think he was prosecution team. And he was just sure to
drive home each point he made why Sponge Bob was guilty in this, and his team ended
up winning. And he was like, “You know, I make a good lawyer, don’t I, Mrs. Smith?”
The other students liked when Bryce affected voices. As afore mentioned, he did another
voice during the reading of the trial of Brown vs. the Board of Education. Another class came in
to share in the Readers’ Theater-type activity, and when Bryce affected an accent during the
reading of his part, Hannah was a bit surprised that he would do it in front of students he did not
know. “Some of the other kids kind of looked at him like ‘What’s going on?’” His use of voice
appeared to have influenced a student in the other class, who then also assumed a character’s
voice; Hannah said, “And then they just thought, oh, well cool. He was the character, like it was
okay.”
Sometimes, Hannah said, Bryce blurted out if he did not understand, so she had to remind
him “to raise his hand when he has a question.” Clearly, though, Hannah delighted in Bryce’s
use of language, which she called “enjoyable.” We laughed together as she related she tried to
reinforce his wordplay:
He does like to play with language and sharing and doing things. He likes to be silly in
those ways sometimes . . . uh, once in a while he’ll try to say jokes and puns, and he gets
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them a little mixed up, and you know, I laugh because he got it mixed up (laughs) and I
know what he’s trying for, but he doesn’t realize if it’s wrong or if the punch line wasn’t
delivered just right.

Bryce’s Strengths and Preferences
“Do you perceive this student has any strengths?” I asked, though really, Hannah had
been talking about Bryce’s strengths for most of the interview. She immediately reiterated his
speaking voice was an asset, and she mentioned again his love of drawing. “You kind of have to
get him back on track sometimes because he will want to draw pictures. He’s very artistic.”
Hannah conveyed Bryce had an upbeat personality, which she saw as a strength. “Just
his positivity, and he’s always smiling, and when he comes in the class he’s sure to greet me.”
Then she spoke of his ability to communicate his emotions which many adolescents do not do:
“He’s very aware of how he is feeling. He is very ready to tell you . . . If something’s up, he will
tell you.” Hannah indicated she was leaning toward having Bryce recognized at the school for
his compassion and generosity, too, through a “positive referral” program. “He does help other
people,” she said, “so I’m sure to recognize him.” There were some preferences Bryce had, too,
including the afore mentioned kinds of pencil leads, as well as relying on visual cues, requiring
an agenda, and needing to understanding the framework and direction for instruction.
However, it was Bryce’s strong affinity for NASCAR about which Hannah spent the
most time when she discussed strengths. She explained an upcoming TED Talks assignment
where students had to come up with an innovative idea that may benefit others which they would
write about and present in front of a group, similar to the format of the popular TED Talks series.
“With Bryce’s focus being on NASCAR, he wants to talk about NASCAR,” she said, “so I want
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him to shine because this is where he’s an expert.” Though she wanted him to focus on aspects
of NASCAR that could be beneficial for people to know, like the skills required to be on the pit
crew or the kind of education one might need to be a driver, Bryce was such a wealth of
information about his restricted area that she was having a hard time bridling his data for the
structure of the presentation. The sheer volume of his NASCAR knowledge is worth sharing
here. Bryce knew about: car makes and models, engine types, model specifications, race tracks,
crash data, rules for slowing the track, how wreckage is cleaned up, driver deaths, driver names
and numbers, driver birthdays, every team’s multiple sponsors, numbers of wins, and numbers of
losses.

“What It All Means” to Hannah
In the first interview, I asked Hannah to sum up for me what it meant to teach students on
the autism spectrum in language arts. “What’s the bottom line?” I asked. Hannah’s initial
response surprised me. “I would like to see more in my class,” she said. “Why more?” I asked.
For the other students especially, just to [see] different perspectives, more acceptance.
Middle school is a tough age. They’re still trying to figure out who they are, and they’re
very focused on themselves and less on the well-being of others, I think. Just being
exposed to different types of people, I think, is good for them.
She said, “Different kids with autism seem to be experts on things.” She continued,
“They tend to have a gift in some way that would bring something to the classroom. To help
other kids just learn and get different viewpoints on things.” I appreciated this line of discussion,
and it was what she said about how the interests of students on the spectrum open up
instructional opportunities that I found most profound.
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I know some kids I’ve met have obsessions with different things, and that’s what they’re
drawn to, and that’s all they want to talk about, and great, bring that into the classroom. I
think it also encourages teachers to give those students more choice, because you need to
let them work in a way that they’re good at something, but if you have this rigid
instruction to where, “Oh no, this is what we’re studying, this is what we have to do” . . .
I think having students on the spectrum kind of allows more inquiry-based or projectbased or student-choice activities in the classroom and a little more freedom within the
curriculum, because you can’t just hand them a worksheet every day and say “Here, but
this meets the standards.” It’s not gonna work.
I thought she was saying what I had wondered: Could the language arts be a place for
these students to shine? She continued:
And I think language arts really lends itself well to that because there’s so many
components. You can bring in visual things. You can bring in the writing component, the
speaking component, the listening component. There’s so many pieces to language arts,
and it’s so vast that it doesn’t matter what the topic is, you can still get content. You can
still get the standards done no matter what the focus is on.
I asked, “I just want to clarify. You say you feel like the language arts is a place to be
able to actually pull out some strengths if they exist in a student?” She gave a matter-of-fact
example:
I think that’s definitely the place for them to kind of bloom and feel successful. When
they’re required to do a writing, it doesn’t mean it has to be in print on paper. If they’re
not able to do that, what’s saying that they can’t sit on a video and talk through it? And
then turn that in as their essay? Because to me, a speech is the same as an essay. Just
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because it’s not on paper doesn’t mean that there wasn’t organization and a thought
process, and they’re still pulling in evidence.
This “what’s the bottom line in language arts” line of questioning lead Hannah to identify
shortcomings in teachers’ preparation for students on the autism spectrum. She spoke of
increasing population numbers, but said, “I don’t feel that the support has matched the level of
the population.” She lamented a lack of relevant teaching materials and professional resources.
“There needs to be a bigger pool of resources for teachers for students on the spectrum,” she
said. “What would those be?” I asked.
Maybe some books with suggested activities or accommodations in the classroom or
graphic organizers to help those students, some type of those “I can print this out if I have
a student that’s not organized. How can I plan for this writing?” Or suggestions, like I
said, if they can’t write, why not let them speak?
Hannah followed this tangent into discussion about teacher preparation she perceived
needed to occur at the university level. “If we could offer a course, just remove that stigma, let
them know it’s not something bad to have this in your class,” she said. She thought educational
programs should be structured to highlight students on the spectrum as “a resource.” She became
emotional as she continued, “Highlight the successes of these students and let pre-service
teachers know ‘Don’t be afraid.’” Her passion overcame her, and she began to cry, but she
pressed on to drive home her point.
And I think that if the university offers some type of course that’s . . . something needs to
be required. We have our foundations and we have to learn how to teach reading, and we
learn about writing, and we learn about measurement. Why isn’t this something that is a
requirement? Because these students are filling our classrooms, and you’re going to have
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them. But you need to know how to work with them. And not let them fall through the
cracks.
I asked this bottom-line type of question again at the second interview this way: “What
do we tell language arts teachers about having students on the spectrum in language arts? What
do we say?” Without hesitation, Hannah replied, “It would be: Let them succeed. You have to
give them opportunities.” She felt incorporating special interest areas inherent in the population
was a way to build in success.
Let them talk about those interests. Let them participate in those. Let them share them.
Let their expertise be something that can shine in the classroom. You have to give those
opportunities, be it a writer’s journal to where they’re able to just get something on paper,
or visual things to where they can draw, or maybe they’re really into video games. Let
them talk about that. Find out what those interests are. Have opportunities where you’re
getting to know all of your students, but it’s most important to know what’s their focus,
because they’re gonna keep drawing to that.
Hannah continued in this vein, stating that incorporating the interests of students on the
spectrum could be done regardless of the standards or how scripted the curriculum was. “I don’t
care, the standards. You can do any of this and meet the standards.” She said regardless of
mandates, “you still have to make it work. That’s our job.” She contended there was no place for
excuses.
If you just keep shutting them down and saying, “No, this is the mandated curriculum.
No, this is what we have to do,” they’re not going to bloom. They’re not going to
progress. They’re not going to evolve . . . They’re going to shut down. They’re going to
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feel defeated, and that’s going to make it worse for them, especially if they have other
things that go along with them being on the spectrum.
Hannah seemed to have great insight here, and I pushed her to clarify what she meant.
She explained, “If they’re ADD, if they have anxiety, if they have depression, a lot of times these
things go together,” and she surmised, “Maybe the anxiety is because of experiences they’ve had
on the spectrum.” She became emotional as she continued, “Maybe the depression is because of
experiences they’ve had, and you can’t play into that. You can’t be the person that’s
contributing to those downfalls. You have to let them do well.”
Hannah offered a deeper awareness of the population when she said, “Just be aware of
who you have. Read articles. I mean, this population is increasing.” “Yes,” I agreed. She said,
“The spectrum is the influx in our classroom, you know. I think it’s odd that I’ve only had
three.” I asked, “You’re expecting more?” She responded, “Yeah, and I think they’re coming. I
know they’re coming.” She explained, “The diagnosis is higher” and “the ratio of students that
have it is higher,” and she added, “but we need things in place, you know. We need to know
what to look for.”
Finally, Hannah suggested new teachers needed to know much more about the population
to adequately respond to their needs, and I was surprised at her acumen. She said understanding
certain behaviors or intense foci would alert her to investigate more: “Understanding what some
of these signs of being on the spectrum are lets me know, it’s kind of on my radar.” She asserted:
If they have certain things that calm them, we need to know what that is. We need to
know to let them step out of the classroom. Let them understand right away that, “Okay,
I know that this is what you need, so when you feel this coming on, you go ahead and
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take care of what you need to take care of it.” You know, don’t make it a big deal. Don’t
call them out. Don’t ostracize them. Let them know that who they are is okay.

Themes for First Research Question
Deficit to Person
Though Hannah provided vivid descriptions of deficits and challenges of her first student,
Emmitt, she did not regard him as a deficit in the class, and she balanced description of his
struggles with positive traits. Further, some of the challenges of which she spoke were ones she
recognized as remediable if she found the right strategies or adaptations. Those for which she
could not compensate, like his disorganization, poor hygiene, emotionality, and temporal
challenges, were accepted as being part of who he was and, though described in detail, were not
the focus of Hannah’s attention. Instead, she saw Emmitt as a complete person who added to her
class. Most importantly, Hannah deliberately included Emmitt’s strengths, preferences, and
learning styles as she planned her lessons to facilitate success for him during instruction. That
attention to a complete and important person was evident in the way she spoke about Bryce’s
strengths and preferences, down to the kind of pencil lead he preferred, more than she described
problems or issues Bryce experienced. Where I expected Hannah to describe deficits and
struggles with the kind of detail she did in the first interview, Bryce’s challenges were given
cursory attention and were situated within academic context; Hannah’s clear focus was what
Bryce added to her class. Hannah echoed Bryce’s parents when she said “that’s just who he is;”
she embraced the complete personhood of each of her students on the autism spectrum with an
evolving focus on strength.
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The Autism Spectrum as Asset
One of the most remarkable aspects of interviews with Hannah, especially the second
one, was her hyper focus on positive traits and strengths. With her first student, Emmitt, she
recognized his intelligence and stated he was rightfully placed in the gifted language arts class.
She stated he added to discussion and helped other students when he explained things and made
connections in innovative ways. In the second interview, Hannah praised not only Bryce but the
general population on the autism spectrum. Specifically, she lauded Bryce’s strengths in
speaking and performing, and she spent a great deal of time describing him as a NASCAR
expert. She praised his ability to see things in a new way which benefitted other students in the
class. Eventually Hannah moved toward speaking of the population in general, and she said all
students were much better off being exposed to the expertise and innovative thinking of students
on the spectrum. Hannah stated she wished she had more students on the autism spectrum in her
class.

Language Arts as Empowering
Hannah depicted the language arts as a place for students on the autism spectrum to
“bloom,” and she couched that line of discussion in the benefit their being in the classroom
provided for all students. She thought students on the spectrum allowed teachers to escape the
confines of a rigid curriculum to include “more inquiry-based or project-based” activities with
more student choice; she added students on the spectrum forced teachers to be more creative
because worksheets would not work for them. Hannah thought the special interest areas of
people of the autism spectrum were perfect springboards for assignments in language arts.
Further, she noted the interchangeable nature of the language arts competencies themselves:
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“You can bring in visual things. You can bring in the writing component, the speaking
component, the listening component.” She focused particularly on the interchangeability of
writing and speaking, where strengths in one area could be capitalized upon to compensate for
another while still meeting the standards.

Perceptions of Language Arts
In reading, Hannah perceived there were no real comprehension issues with either
Emmitt or Bryce, though Bryce had problems with fluency when he read aloud, and she related
his processing of individual words to his choppy thinking. In writing, she perceived there were
far great challenges. Both Emmit and Bryce struggled with actual handwriting; Emmitt could
not hold the pencil correctly and had horrible handwriting, and Bryce’s large writing was
“smudgy” and consisted of letters written too close together with capital letters mixed in.
Neither boy could organize writing well, though Hannah noticed Emmitt could organize his
thoughts fine if he verbalized them. Bryce’s demonstrated extreme challenge writing to a
prompt or idea, and his writing often looked like stream of consciousness. Bryce had problems
with supporting details, often writing intricately about some small part of a prompt but not
writing to the big picture. Other times, he could not produce details that went along with a
specific topic.
Hannah addressed hearing issues rather than listening, stating Emmitt sometimes became
overstimulated by sounds while Bryce was attracted to the sounds of music playing or things he
heard outside the classroom. Hannah perceived speaking was a strength for both of her students.
Emmitt was very verbal and enjoyed word play; Hannah described a “presence” in his voice and
how he enjoyed class discussion, and she sought ways to include speaking roles in many
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assignments to draw on his strength. Bryce had a strong voice in tone and volume and often
emoted or changed up accents for speaking roles, which he enjoyed performing.

Research question #2: In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers
construct knowledge about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?

First Interview: A Search for Help
Near the start of Hannah’s internship, her cooperating teacher scheduled a presentation
for Hannah’s class that directly addressed the autism spectrum which helped influence Hannah’s
understanding of Emmitt. The autism specialist came in and taught the students about the effects
of stimuli and sensory overload, and Hannah recognized a fundamental change thereafter in the
positive interactions of the other students with Emmitt. Hannah’s cooperating teacher was also a
benefit to her in other ways; she encouraged Hannah to begin by helping Emmitt acclimate to the
requirements of the class and focusing on his organization, and she also stated Emmitt’s
struggles in the gifted class were productive, providing a model of encouragement and
acceptance for Hannah to see.
As Hannah spoke, I was aware that her reactions to and instructional decisions for
Emmitt seemed more refined than the other new teachers I had interviewed. I asked her how she
came to learn about her student, and she responded:
I think knowing that I have friends with children on the spectrum and hearing about it,
and it’s been more prevalent in the media. It’s been more prevalent in my reading, and in
instruction through the College of Education. It definitely made me intrigued. I wanted
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to know more. I wanted to learn what made him tick. I wanted to learn what his interests
were and what he wanted to talk about.
I pressed her for specifics when she described how she concentrated on making Emmitt
comfortable in her class. “How did you know how to do that?” I asked. “Because other people
might pull away.” “Right,” she replied. “I don’t know. I was the weird kid in school, and so I
just I kind of gravitate towards those kids that might be the outliers.”
I asked about other resources Hannah might have consulted that helped her. She
described a 15-year online friendship with a woman who, like Hannah, was a military spouse
(“We’ve never met in person.”). Her friend had a child who “is autistic.” As she expressed how
her friend explained the spectrum to her, I was keenly aware she used domain-specific
vocabulary such as non-verbal, stimming, and stimuli. She told her friend “I have a child with
autism in my class. What types of things can I expect?” Her friend helped her understand
various issues related to her student.
She would ask me, “Well, is it autism? Is it Asperger’s? Where on the spectrum is he?”
And I wasn’t sure which one it was, and she’d say, “Yeah, they’re different, you know,“
and she’d kind of inform me that there are those different levels and that some are more
severe than others and more highly functioning . . . I would say, “If I do this, is he going
to be able to do this?” Because I know her son couldn’t take certain stimuli and she’s
like, “Well try it, and then just kind of watch for a reaction and see what he’s doing.”
Her voice in the back of my head was saying, “just look out for him.” So I kind of took
that . . . (Her voice drops off, emotional.)
I was interested in understanding if Hannah’s teacher program had prepared her. I asked,
“Can you think of anything from the program that you think that came to your mind when you
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were interacting with this student?” She found the instruction she had been given on
accommodations and ELL support to be helpful: “I think (the University) does a pretty good job
of informing students with the types of students that you may encounter.” She attempted to draw
upon that knowledge as she planned lessons.
We learn to create lesson plans. Okay, for these kids, this is what I’m doing, and for
these kids, this is what I’m doing. For me, it became easier to do a lesson plan with
blanket accommodations to where I’m trying to reach those multiple levels of
intelligences in the classroom. I’m trying to reach those different learning styles in the
classroom. I’m trying to incorporate some form of movement in my lessons, some form
of drawing or talking or speaking or listening within the lesson, so that everybody gets a
piece of the pie.

Second Interview: Resources
It was interesting for me to note Hannah did not seem to be actively looking for solutions
or resources during the current school year, save for the incidents with Bryce’s increased anxiety
just before dismissal which prompted her to seek advice from her husband. Otherwise, she
continued to draw upon the wisdom of her friend with the child on the spectrum, though she
mentioned repeatedly how she saw and read of autism’s increased prevalence through the media.
Hannah instead revealed she was highly in tune with the needs of her student on the spectrum;
she chose to try pulling in Bryce’s strengths and putting supports in place which she said made
him feel more “successful” and “confident.” She noted his need for structure and worked to
provide a “framework” for her instruction. The only other resource Hannah described was the
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co-teacher who pulled Bryce out of class occasionally to support his academics in other classes;
Hannah did not describe that resource in terms of her own needs or support, however.

Themes for Second Research Question
People as Resource
Hannah revealed she had a close friend of 15 years who had a child on the autism
spectrum from whom she learned a great deal of insider information; I noted she used autismrelated terms other new teachers did not which may have stemmed from this trusted source. She
also had a strong cooperating teacher who modeled acceptance of Emmitt in the gifted
classroom; that teacher arranged to have the autism specialist visit the class which was
instrumental in helping Hannah establish a positive atmosphere for Emmitt in the classroom.
Hannah stated both Emmitt’s mother and Bryce’s parents saw the autism spectrum as part of
their children’s identities, and their insight during conferences was influential to Hannah. The
only school-related personnel during the current school year to whom Hannah referred was the
co-teacher in her class who helped Bryce stay caught up on his work. Hannah demonstrated
remarkable insight into the needs of her students on the autism spectrum, telling me she was the
weird kid in school and she now gravitated toward the outliers. Hannah also paid particular
attention to her students themselves, especially their strengths and preferences, and I include
both Hannah herself and her students as people resources for her as well.

Research Question #3: In what ways can the experiences of new secondary English language
arts teachers be described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?
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Cultural Responsiveness for Hannah
So much of Hannah’s interview contained culturally responsive language, particularly as
she spoke of not only including students’ special interests in the classroom but actually using
them to enhance instruction.
Validating
Hannah used validating language and practices in her classroom. She evidenced
knowledge of a culture of autism spectrum to make her class as relevant and effective for her
students as possible. It was the performance styles she mostly included in her first experience,
but by the current experience and her third year teaching, she also included prior experience and
frames of reference.
Hanna’s first experience revealed she had honed in on Emmitt’s interests as something
important: “I wanted to learn what his interests were and what he wanted to talk about.” She had
also referred to her own instruction in support of diverse students to know to deliberately weave
that student’s performance styles into her lesson plans. “Since he was that ‘I have to stand up, I
have to move,’ I made sure that when we did activities there was that movement involved so he
could get that out.” She was also sure to include speaking.
I made sure there was a sharing out loud portion so that he could get that out, and there
were times where he just wanted to blurt out in the middle of the activity, and I’d have to
remind him, “Let’s save it for the end and you be the speaker to your group.” You know,
“you do this since you have such, you know, you have stage presence, and you can talk,
and everybody will hear it. Why don’t we make sure that you get to be the speaker for
that?”
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By the second interview, Hannah was unmistakably validating of the preferences and
assets of students on the spectrum. Her descriptions of Bryce’s need for an exact kind of pencil
lead and his artistic ability which she used to provide alternative assignments is evidence that she
valued his preferences. She described how she felt teachers should be given identifying
information about autism spectrum on Bryce’s IEP so they “will understand his personality
more” and lamented that Bryce’s parents had chosen to leave off that identification from his file.
She praised not the heritage of the spectrum, but the spectrum itself when she called it a
“blessing.”
But it was the insistence on using his strengths, calling Bryce an “expert” on NASCAR,
where Hannah was most validating of the population in the second interview. She insisted there
was a strong place in the classroom for Bryce’s expertise which he was encouraged to share with
the school through a TED Talks presentation: “I let him know that his information is going to be
a benefit to others.” She allowed Bryce to draw upon his NASCAR frames of reference through
not only a speech, but artwork and writing as well, and she called on teachers to actively use the
strengths of students on the spectrum to make connections and support the curriculum.

Comprehensive
Some of Hannah’s interview revealed she recognized comprehensive practices that raised
awareness of the whole child not only for her, but in her class as well. During the first interview,
Hannah described an event where her cooperating teacher invited the autism specialist to come
into the class to facilitate understanding and responsiveness in the students toward the population
of autism spectrum; though Hannah herself did not orchestrate the training, she recognized its
role in elevating awareness in the class which she felt had positive effects on her student.
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The CT pulled in a resource, the autism specialist at the school, and he came in and did a
training with the entire class about we’re all the same, we’re all different. I can’t
remember the exact phrasing of it, but he did some sensory activities, the light, and
showing pictures, and just different things to let them understand different perspectives.
Nobody was identified outright as “This person has autism, so therefore we’re doing
this,” he just came in and talked about autism as a whole, and this student, Emmitt, he
identified himself. He was like “Hey, I have autism!” so I think that helped the kids
understand that sometimes, it is too much for him. Sometimes he can’t take all of the
stimuli.
While the example does not show the other students understood his strengths, necessarily,
it did reveal Hannah was concerned about raising awareness of the population. She indicated the
students in her first experience then became more accepting of her student on the autism
spectrum. As revealed in the second interview, Hannah emphasized how responsive her current
class was toward her student, Bryce. Because he left class early each day to get medication, she
told how he “gets to the door, pauses, looks back at the class. ‘Bye, everybody! See you
tomorrow!’ And they respond, ‘Bye, Bryce, have a great day! See you at lunch!’” Hannah
described the class community as “so welcoming of each other.” Both examples demonstrate
how Hannah was tuned in to support her students’ social and emotional needs and help them
strive for acceptance, thus approaching comprehensive practices in her classroom.

Multidimensional
As with other areas of culturally responsive practices, Hannah did not demonstrate a
strong cultural socialization for her students overall where her classroom would have been taught
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the strengths and characteristics of the autism spectrum population, as is part of the
multidimensional aspect. However, in approximation of the characteristic, she revealed an
understanding of the preferences of her students on the spectrum as she instructed them and
adapted planning, management, and assessments to meet their needs. In her first interview, she
recognized the importance of tasks that allowed Emmitt to excel by incorporating his preferred
means of performance, both drawing and speaking, into her lesson plans: “I kept it in mind when
I was designing lessons . . . how can I structure it to make sure he’s getting those outlets.” She
also strove to include his learning style of movement: “I made sure that when we did activities
there was that movement involved.”
Hannah was cognizant that she intentionally worked to create a positive class climate for
her students on the spectrum. She spoke in both interviews about allowing her students to help
others make connections. “He could make connections to things, and he would get things, and
sometimes he would help explain it to the people sitting next to him in different ways,” she
explained, and other students would say “Oh, okay, now I get it.” Other times, Hannah worked
deliberately to help Bryce’s occasional tangents relate during discussions to keep his ideas
pertinent to the class: “He will say what’s on his mind, and I somehow make it work and be
relevant to what we’re talking about.” She described positive interactions among classmates in
her current class where Bryce was an integral and welcomed member; she stated Bryce was
“confident” and “enjoyable,” and the positive class climate prompted Bryce to write “Mrs. Smith
is my favorite teacher.”
By the second interview, Hannah was incorporating special interest areas into the content,
albeit only for the student Bryce specifically through his TED Talks presentation and not the
class in general, but she described his expertise as something from which she felt other students
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would benefit. However, she spoke adamantly about teachers needing to include special interest
areas in all aspects of the curriculum and explained how that would look, and she eschewed the
mandated curriculum in favor of meeting standards through students’ interests: “I don’t care the
standards; you can do any of this and meet the standards.”
Not only did Hannah attest to her use of special interest areas in some assignments but
she described integrating visual alternatives into other assignments which drew upon a
preference of Bryce’s: “I do try with assignments to give some type of visual component to it.”
She also gave Bryce some autonomy over when he could engage in drawing: “He’s learning
when there’s appropriate times. If there’s time at the end of class and we’re done, he knows he
can take out his paper and draw, and I support that. I encourage it.” Finally, Hannah made
deliberate attempts at incorporating Bryce’s speaking and performing strength as often as she
could. She had him take the lead prosecution role during the murder trial of Sponge Bob, and
she again allowed him an important speaking part in the Brown vs. the Board of Education
Readers’ Theater activity.

Empowering
The empowering characteristic enables students to gain confidence and a will to act
toward success and mastery. This characteristic was largely absent from Hannah’s first teaching
experience with a student on the spectrum except for her discussion about lesson plans she wrote
to be inclusive of her student’s strengths and preferences for movement and speaking, both of
which ensured that student’s success and enabled him to participate fully in the content. She did
express the potential for teachers to make adaptations for students on the autism spectrum to help
ensure mastery, though she herself was not doing it yet during her first experience.
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I think that’s definitely the place for them to kind of bloom and feel successful, because
to me, writing doesn’t mean it has to be in print on paper. If they’re not able to do that,
what’s saying that they can’t sit on a video and talk through it? And then turn that in as
their essay? Because to me, a speech is the same as an essay. Just because it’s not on
paper doesn’t mean that there wasn’t organization and a thought process . . . If we can
verbalize to them for testing purposes why not for our instruction for our subject matter
purposes, give them that opportunity?
However, the second interview uncovered Hannah’s own experience and confidence, and
she revealed definitive practices and beliefs aimed at empowering Bryce in the current school
year. Hannah explained how Bryce’s unique connections enabled him to help other student
understand concepts, and she encouraged him to share his knowledge with his classmates. She
described him as “confident” and “attentive” with the potential to be “a great mentor for younger
students.” She described how she put things into place to ensure his success: “I have to keep in
mind that he needs those visual cues” and “I try to set him up with a framework of what’s
expected; he likes to be mentally prepared as far as what to expect.” She admitted she, too,
needed things to be organized and framed, like Bryce. “I have to have so many things lined up
just right for me to function, and I’m like, I get it.”
Again, the conversation about Bryce’s TED Talk presentation on his special interest area,
NASCAR, demonstrated Hannah’s understanding of using Bryce’s expertise to ensure mastery
of content and build in success for him. “I think he will do well talking about a topic he’s
passionate about,” she said, and she laid out tools she would put into place to help him be
successful in that academic risk. She explained how she expected him to draw on that
knowledge in other assignments, too. “I don’t care what the writing prompts says. If you can tie
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in your NASCAR obsession, go for it . . . I don’t care, the standards. You can do any of this and
meet the standards.” She added, “So what, I’m the teacher? That doesn’t make me an expert on
something. If we had to write an essay on NASCAR, I wouldn’t know where to go, but I sure
would ask him.”

Transformative
The transformative characteristic proved challenging for Hannah to fully meet herself,
though she recognized autism spectrum as a worthwhile difference and described their strengths
as integral to the learning process. Though she recognized when others acted with cultural pride
and as change agents, she herself did not draw attention to differences in such a way that extolled
the virtues of the population and transformed them in the eyes of the class. In the first interview,
Hannah described a transformative experience where the cooperating teacher brought in the
autism specialist to shed light on some aspects of autism spectrum. During the presentation,
Emmitt, the student on the spectrum, unexpectedly identified himself to the class which later
changed their view of his quirks, and Hannah recognized this shift in the class perception as very
important.
In both interviews, Hannah recognized the parents of her students on the spectrum as
having transformative qualities. In the first experience, a parent conference revealed Emmitt’s
mother had concerns about academics, but Hannah said, “The autism wasn’t the focus of the
conferences. She didn’t look at it as a disability. She looked at it as that’s part of who he is,
which I thought was excellent.” Similarly, in the second interview, Hannah explained how well
she felt Bryce’s parents lauded his strengths and advocated for their child, and she said, “He’s
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very comfortable in his own skin. Very comfortable. And I give major credit to his parents for
that.”
Hannah also verbalized her own willingness to disrupt the imbalance of power through
alternative, student-centered demonstration of mastery. The standards, she said, could be met
with the student’s expertise by means the student preferred. “I don’t care, the standards,” she
declared. “You can do any of this and meet the standards.”

Emancipatory
At first appearance, Hannah did not fully meet the criteria for emancipatory practice as
she did not specifically teach her classes about the culture of autism herself, but her cooperating
teacher did through the autism specialist during Hannah’s internship experience, which Hannah
recognized as giving legitimacy to the student on the spectrum in that class. However, in all other
respects, Hannah’s practices were either already emancipatory or were heading that way as she
worked to show her students other ways of knowing and how to find their own unique voices.
She described benefits of having students on the spectrum as validating diversity. “For the other
students especially . . . different perspectives, more acceptance. Just being exposed to different
types of people, I think, is good for them.”
The second interview revealed Hannah’s overwhelming desire to engage in emancipatory
practices. She believed in fully embracing the expertise of students on the autism spectrum:
“they tend to be experts on something or they tend to have a gift in some way that would bring
something to the classroom. To help other kids just learn and get different viewpoints on things.”
She believed incorporating students’ expertise allowed teachers to be free of “rigid instruction”
and embrace students’ innovative demonstrations of knowing.
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I think having students on the spectrum kind of allows more inquiry-based or projectbased or student-choice activities in the classroom and a little more freedom within the
curriculum, because you can’t just hand them a worksheet every day and say “Here, but
this meets the standards.” It’s not gonna work.
Hannah did not believe the standard curriculum should be privileged as described the
importance of each student’s unique differences. “They’ve all had their own interests. They’ve
all been very different.” Their interests were something she stressed repeatedly must become part
of the classroom, allowing each student on the autism spectrum to find voice. “Let them talk
about those interests. Let them participate in those. Let them share. Let their expertise be
something that can shine in the classroom.” She contended the one-size-fits-all “mandated
curriculum” would stifle students on the autism spectrum if their interests were not woven into
instruction: “They’re not going to bloom. They’re not going to progress. They’re not going to
evolve.” She became passionate and emotional as she continued, “Letting kids make a
connection, letting kids understand things, letting kids be themselves and thrive, that’s what my
success is.”
Hannah ended her second interview with very strongly emancipatory language, and I was
nearly verklempt as she spoke. “Do I get excited when I find out a student in my class is on the
spectrum?” she said. “I sure do. It makes me want to do better and it lets me know that there’s
better things in the world.” She ended with a description of autism spectrum that showed me she
truly regarded the population as valid and important.
I think it’s a blessing. I think it is, because the world has been looked at one way for too
long and there are different ways to look at it, and they are showing that. They are
definitely showing that. You know, that’s the big thing. “Oh, everyone look at the world
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through rose-colored glasses.” No, it’s a spectrum now, and that’s what you need to look
through it as. You need to look at every single color, every shade, every nuance. That’s
what you need to be able to see. Not just all the roses and the pretty and the shiny and the
rainbows. You need to see all of it, and that’s what these kids are showing us.

Themes for Research Question #3
Movement toward strongly present CRP
Both of Hannah’s interviews revealed a teacher very in-tune with her students, and she
was overall the most culturally responsive participant in the study. Though she described
Emmitt’s challenges in startling detail in the first interview, she provided a balanced view of him
by also recognizing his strengths and preferences in equally thick description. She drew on his
performance styles as she planned lessons, including movement and speaking, and she
appreciated his preference for drawing and included it where possible. During the second
interview, I found a teacher who was a champion of people on the autism spectrum; she
demonstrated most characteristics of responsive practices to some degree. Hannah cherished
Bryce’s expertise and knowledge of NASCAR, encouraging him to deliver a TED Talk from
which other students would benefit. She described a positive atmosphere toward her first
student, Emmitt, that resulted from a visit from the autism specialist and the class’s increased
awareness, and she worked to establish Bryce as a necessary and important member of her
current class. She acknowledged strengths inherent in the population including expertise about
their own special interests and an ability to help other students see connections. She spoke of the
autism spectrum as being enhanced by and enhancing language arts, particularly if teachers
included student expertise, project-based learning, and visual alternatives for meeting standards.
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Hannah even approached Gay’s elusive transformative characteristic when she referred to both
Emmitt’s and Bryce’s parents who fully embraced their being on the autism spectrum as part of
their identities. Hannah moved resoundingly on the Continuum from Moderately Present
responsive practices into Strongly Present cultural responsiveness.

Noticably
Absent

Minimally
Present
CRP

Moderately
Present

Present
CRP

Strongly
Present

Interview 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Interview 2

Figure 7. Hannah’s Movement Along the Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy

How I Came to Know Amy Styles
In the fall of 2014, I supervised Amy Styles (pseudonym) during her final internship.
She taught a range of students in her gifted classes, some of whom she found challenging, and I
provided her extra support as she assumed her teaching role; I visited her a little more frequently
than other interns, and she called me a few times to ask for guidance and support when she was
frustrated. She was invited to stay at her internship school for the following semester on a short-
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term contract while her host teacher was on maternity leave, and she kept in touch during that
time to ask me questions. She was in her first full year as a teacher at the time of the interviews.

Research Question #1: How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and
describe their experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?

Amy’s Story
“All that awesomeness gets overshined by behaviors.”
Amy Styles, First Year ELA Teacher

First Experience
Amy’s first experience with a student on the autism spectrum occurred during her final
internship in a 6th grade gifted classroom. She taught the student, a boy whose name she did not
use but whom I will call Wyatt 5, in both the gifted language arts and advanced reading classes,
so she was with him for considerable time each day. When she first described her initial
impressions of that student, she called him “so bright, brilliantly bright” but immediately
tempered that with how difficult communicating with him was. She explained:
It was very hard for me to communicate with him almost. At the beginning I remember
having a rough time being able to understand if I was doing everything I could help him
to do and if he was really doing everything he could do. I remember having a hard time
understanding if he understood, then if I understood him. There was like a disconnect

5 Wyatt is a pseudonym I created for Amy’s first student on the autism spectrum in order to clarify who he was in my writing.
She never named the student. I will put his name in quotation marks henceforth as a reminder that “Wyatt” is only what I am
calling him.
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there. So I kind of struggled with that, especially because he is so bright. Sometimes I felt
like I was being played (laughs).
She described immediately feeling like she had to “step up a little bit more” to be able to
teach “Wyatt.” She said his “darker sense of humor” became quickly evident to her in his work
and how he spoke to others, and she noted right away his preference for technology, but she did
not realize he was on the autism spectrum until his mother sent an email to let her and the
cooperating teacher know about him. Amy said the mother’s email was full of information about
the student, his challenges and strengths, what worked and did not, and she told me she recalled
thinking, “This is a lot! I need to know all this about him? How do I deal with that on a daily
basis?” Amy described her first thoughts about teaching a student on the spectrum as full of
doubt.
It’s like new year, like new teacher stuff, like first year teacher, you’re like not quite sure
that what you’re teaching is the correct way. And I felt like with him, I was like, am I
doing this the correct way with him? These strategies that I’m using with the other kids,
is that gonna reach him?
She added not only did she not “understand the challenge of teaching gifted,” she was
challenged by having a student on the spectrum, too. “I never had taught a student with autism
before,” she said. “I was just kind of a little bit lost. I was so worried about accommodating
him.”

First Impressions of “Wyatt”
Amy struggled with “Wyatt’s” intelligence and did not always know how to respond to
him. She said, “Looking back, I really could not tell if he was playing me or not. He was just
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very, very smart. Very bright.” I asked, “The playing part. What does that mean?” Amy
admitted she couldn’t always tell if he “got something or if he didn’t get something and if he was
pretending he didn’t get it.” She admitted her not knowing frustrated her.
Amy described some of his learning styles as puzzling for her as well. She explained he
“did not see gray areas. He only saw black and white,” which ran contrary to what she thought
language arts was about. She described his absolute ideas about the way assignments should be
completed: “I felt he was very confident in his abilities, which was fantastic, but he liked to do
his own thing.” Amy said she had to tell him, “But that’s not what I was asking for. These were
the directions.” With a laugh, she explained what she believed he was thinking: “I think he
looked at it and went, ‘Mmm, I can make this better,’ and did it his way.”
Sometimes, Amy said, he spoke about subjects that were not appropriate for the 6th grade
class which “overwhelmed” her at first. Though she avoided giving me specific examples, she
explained he would say shocking things that made her wonder whether or not she should address
his inappropriateness in the class or tell his parents. “There were times when he’d say things,
and I’m like, so does this mean I have to call his mom?”
The most unexpected thing Amy had to deal with was having to explicitly instruct him on
social cues. She said he did not pick up on when it was time to talk or get up to sharpen his
pencil or walk around the room, and she said she spoke to him “multiple times” but didn’t think
he ever grasped when appropriate times were. She gave an example:
He’d get up while I’m in the middle of teaching to go sharpen his pencil, and I’m like,
“Hello?” And he’s like, “Huh?” And like, “I’m teaching right now. You can’t do that
while I’m teaching. It’s interrupting. The kids can’t hear me.”
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“Wyatt” and Language Arts
Writing. As with other participants in this study, writing was the first area of challenge
Amy addressed. The physical aspect of writing “was not easy for him.” She said it was hard for
“Wyatt” to write, and his handwriting was difficult to read. For notetaking, she once offered him
CLOZE notes where he filled in the blanks, but he refused the accommodation. For longer
assignments, she occasionally asked him to try handwriting, but most of the time, he was able to
complete writing assignments on the computer, which he preferred because “He likes
technology.”
With a computer, his writing was fine in that he could organize his thoughts and produce
good writing. However, Amy indicated her student didn’t always like the writing topics she
gave. She related an exchanged between them: “He’d be like, ‘Why am I doing this topic?’
‘Well, because it’s required.’ ‘Well, can I do it this way?’ (laughs) ‘No.’” She said other times,
there was “freedom” in their writing responses, “But, you know, it can’t be every project.” There
were topics, though, to which she thought he responded well. She said he “was into” Greek
mythology and particularly enjoyed writing assignments related to that, one of which was
creating his own Greek mythology story.
Occasionally, Amy said his writing got off topic, and “every now and then his sense of
humor would leak through.” She described that writing as “He was trying crack a joke and then
just couldn’t let the joke go,” to which she responded, “This wasn’t really needed.” She said,
“He just had his own style to him, his own flair. I had to take in, well, that’s his sense of humor.
That’s just him.” She said she had to exercise “some leeway there” when she was grading, and
his black-and-white written responses to literature prompted her to seek out the cooperating
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teacher for help in assessing it, asking, “How do I grade this, because it’s not quite there, but it’s
there.”
Amy recalled other times, his writing was “very clinical.” She was looking for
elaboration and details in his writing, but she said “Wyatt” turned in writing with a “straight lack
of explanation.” Instead of explaining an answer, he turned in simple responses, she said, “like
‘All you really need to know is this.’”
Amy expressed happiness over the times “Wyatt” physically wrote. “I really loved
watching him write even though that was a struggle for him. Any time I could get him to write, I
was really happy.” She sometimes differentiated which assignments she wanted him to write
and which she wanted him to type, and other times, she allowed him to choose. However, she
was concerned if he used the computer too much, it would become “a crutch.” For that reason,
she encouraged him to write physically as often as possible, and she stated, “I was real excited
for that because . . . I thought it was a pretty big deal at the time.”
Reading. When asked about “Wyatt’s” reading abilities, Amy could not think of any
deficits per se and said, “He did a lot of reading.” However, she noted she thought he had some
comprehension issues because some of the things he read at home, particularly on the internet,
were misinterpreted by him, often to the detriment of class discussions. “Wyatt” wanted to talk
about his outside readings in class, and Amy said she allowed him to share if she thought it
related to the topic at hand.
Unfortunately, she related, “We did have a few incidences where he’d read stuff online
and just didn’t understand the concept of it and didn’t understand that it wasn’t appropriate for
school.” Amy perceived these were errors in his comprehension that related to his difficulties
with social cues: “There were some times where he thought it meant one thing, and it really
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meant another thing. It was almost like social cues where you pick up on it. Like that other
context, he didn’t pick up on.” Amy reported at those times she called the mother who was
“very apologetic.” Without revealing the exact issue to me, Amy recalled an instance where he
shared something inappropriate he’d read. “We had an outburst when I taught “Christmas Carol”
that made the room silent. He had no clue.” She had to call “Wyatt’s” mother that time.
Another issue Amy related to reading was his black-and-white thinking. “He did not see
gray areas,” she said. She felt that was a problem in language arts, which she called “a gray area
subject.” She explained the difficulty in his black-and-white thinking with literature where “you
can have your own opinions and you can express your views,” and she said he had problems
seeing a piece of literature “in multiple different ways” which reflected in his written responses
to what he’d read.
On a positive note, Amy said, “He never had problems reading out loud.” Whenever the
opportunity for oral reading arose, she said, “He’d volunteer. He’d put voices to it.”
Listening. Amy did not indicate “Wyatt” had any strengths or challenges with listening
skills nor any sensitivity to sound. She did, however, think he sometimes tuned her out and did
not listen, times when he would “kind of do his own thing.”
Speaking. When I asked about speaking skills, Amy vacillated between talking

about strengths and challenges. “Wyatt’s” voice was strong, she thought. “He spoke with

almost an air of someone who’s very worldly,” she said. “Very confident. [He] reads a lot.”
She admitted she sometimes had to ask him if he were joking or not. She said he did not

shy away from speaking parts. “If we had to perform something, he’d be up performing,”
she said. “Any time I could do anything orally, like if they did a skit, worked really well.”
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She added that he also enjoyed reading aloud to the class, and he would “do different
voices.”

Amy noted caveats, however. “Wyatt” talked excessively in class such that Amy “had to

seat him away from other students because he would not stop talking.” She said, “He liked to
socialize” which got in the way of her teaching as well as his and other students’ studies. Amy
put two chairs and desks together away from the rest of the students, a solitary arrangement she
called “the island.” “Wyatt” was placed there away from others until he could stop talking. She
related, “He was there for a while, and finally I was like, ‘Do you think you can come back to
civilization now and get off the island?’ And he was like, ‘Yeah, I think so.’” She said she
would frequently remind him “There’s the island” to stop his talking, but he still ended up at the
island “for at least a quarter,” meaning nine weeks.
Though “Wyatt” enjoyed socializing, he was also “very blunt” about whom he wanted to
work with and whom he did not. Amy said he made it very obvious if he did not want to partner
with someone, again evidence of his black-and-white thinking. His directness made her
uncomfortable, “To the point where I was like, ‘Hey, hey, careful. Maybe you shouldn’t say
that,’ and he’s like, ‘I’m just being honest.’”
Additionally, “Wyatt” often talked about things that were not appropriate in her 6th grade
class. She related the unseemly “Christmas Carol” outburst and said she ”never knew quite what
he was gonna say!” She said she had moments where she thought, “I don’t know if I should
have asked that question. I don’t know if I should call on [him] for this question. (laughs) What
is he gonna say?” She explained some of the improper things he said in class caused her to call
his parents or hold a class meeting to address them. In a statement I found particularly amusing,
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Amy said, “I also learned real quick that some things he said were beautifully awesome and
other things were like (whispers), ‘Oh, no! Oh! How do I fix this now?’” (laughs)

“Wyatt’s” Strengths and Preferences
As our conversation wended its way toward strengths and preferences, Amy noted
“Wyatt’s” preferences for technology and work partners. She perceived his strengths centered
on his intelligence and curious nature. Amy described him as an asset in the class during
discussions, calling him “a very deep thinker.” She said because he read so much and researched
a lot on the internet, “He would say or come up with things that no one else would.” He brought
background to class conversations with “it’s this way because” responses.
His thinking was especially helpful during discussions of literature where he “always had
something to comment on.” Amy said if he did not like something they had read, she would ask
him to elaborate, and he provided multiple reasons for not liking a text; she thought that was
gutsy, and related, “I’ve had the kids who would never tell me, and then there’s him.” Amy
described the kinds of follow-up questions she asked him to advance discussion, such as “How
could we work around [that]? How would it be different if it were this way or that way?” She
added, “We were able to move the conversation in in different ways because he was in there.”
Amy thought “Wyatt’s” desire to investigate things was an asset. “I would say a strength
is that he searched for knowledge. He liked to read,” she said. She noted he “was very much a
kinesthetic learner” who liked to work with his hands and make things, but “He also could sit
and read and absorb information” which added to his repertoire of knowledge. She reminded
me, “Like I said, a worldly 6th grader.”
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Amy revealed he also researched people, which she was not so sure about. “He was very
interested in other people’s perspectives and points of view,” she said. If there was free time at
the end of class, he would “go around surveying people.” On benign topics, she did not
intervene, but sometimes, he asked other students about religion or politics, and she would tell
him, “You know, sometimes people don’t want to talk about that,” to which he responded,
“Well, why don’t they want to talk about it?” She tried explaining to him some things were
personal, a concept he seemed not to grasp when he retorted, “What does it matter? I’m taking a
poll here!” Amy intervened when other students did not want to respond: “I’d be like, ‘Alright,
that’s enough.’” She said he probed the responses of the other students, trying to figure out why
they believed what they did, and she surmised, “Because there had to be a logical reason why
you thought that way.”

The Current Situation
In the current 2015-2016 school year, Amy taught on the ESE team, and her experience
with a student on the autism spectrum occurred in her 8th grade co-teach class. We decided to
call her student “J” because she did not want to use his name. The tone of the second interview
was initially similar to the first; Amy had a lot to say and was eager to share. However, it took a
turn towards abject frustration as she related challenges she had with J, and the interview went
beyond our allotted time as she worked to get everything off her chest.
She described her introduction to J during Open House before school started. She said
she “had heard a few things” about him from other teachers but had decided to be “openminded” and wanted “to see for myself.” J came into her classroom with his mother, and he
asked Amy about the structure of her class and how things would run, and Amy stated, “We
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seemed to have a good little conversation.” After she spoke with J’s mother about school
supplies, “they moved on,” and Amy said she “didn’t really have any issue with him” during the
first two weeks of school. She recalled thinking, “Oh cool. It’s 8th grade, new year, maybe he
left all that behind.” She laughed, then added, “He was doing work and participating, and slowly
that started to decline to where we are today.”

First Impressions of J
Amy described J’s initial behavior the first two weeks as ranging from mildly evident
(“He spoke very loudly, very unaware of the volume of his voice.”) to much more conspicuous
(“He did have a meltdown at one point.”). She listed mild behaviors as sensitivity to sounds and
smells; perfume in particular made him need to step out of the room because “he can’t function.”
I asked Amy to describe what a meltdown looked like. She explained, “His voice gets even
louder. He can’t make out words. He’ll go ‘I, I, I, I, I, I.’ He can’t concentrate. He gets
frustrated.”
She said when his first meltdown occurred, she had him step out of the classroom
“because he was just . . . it was a distraction. He needed to get out to calm down,” and she left
the rest of the class with the support facilitator so she could step out with him. She said they
“just sat down in the hallway” and talked to each other, which she thought was productive: “We
were making a good connection.” She said she couldn’t recall what “set him off,” but he was
very worried about having a good school year. She added:
Because apparently in the past he claims that he’s been bullied and singled out, and I
don’t know if he just thought of it or if someone maybe said something and that made
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him think of it, but he um, perseverates? - I think that’s the word - on things all the time.
And this was one of those things.
Amy described J’s behaviors as declining after that. “He does not want to work in class.
He’ll sit there and he’ll pick his fingernails with the edge of a paper.” She listed other things he
did, like fidgeting in his seat, daydreaming, walking around the classroom, things with which she
said she had “no problem.” However, she said she had to “get onto him” about “running,
jumping over chairs, slamming into the wall.” She also reprimanded him when he interrupted
her or when he made noises as she or other people were speaking. She demonstrated the sound
he made as “eeeeee,” high-pitched like a dolphin.
She explained he did not do any work in the classroom unless she were standing by his
desk. She said, “He’s figured out somehow that if I’m near him, a pencil needs to be in his
hand.” However, she told me she tried not to look at him “because he thinks I’m spying on
him.” I asked, “How do you know that?” She responded, “He tells me. He goes, ‘I feel very
uncomfortable. You’re spying on me.’” She stated there were times J stormed out, “where he
yells at me, [speaks] to me in a voice that I would never let any student speak to me in.” She
explained, “I have had to remove him several times from my classroom because he’s a dis-,
distraction, as mean as that is to say,” adding, “He’ll go because he doesn’t want to be in the
classroom.”

J and Language Arts
When we got to the part of the interview where I asked about language arts, I listed the
strands again and asked if any were areas of challenge. Amy thought a moment. “All of them,”
she said. “In what ways?” I asked. She replied, “I think the biggest way is, he has no motivation.
He has no motivation to do it.” As an afterthought, she said, “Unless it’s something creative.”
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Reading. We started with reading, and Amy was somewhat upbeat at first: “I feel like
he’s very well-read on the topics that he wants to read about.” Her caveat, though, was that he
wouldn’t read something unless he found it interesting. She said, “I’ve been given a list of topics
by his mother that he likes to read about.” She listed the topics: technology, movies, and
elevators. She said, “He likes super heroes, which, I love super heroes, so you would think we
would have awesome conversations.” Turns out, they did not have conversations about super
heroes. I was interested in the elevators, and she said, “If I were to give him a book on elevators,
I feel like he could probably read it,” but she never did provide any reading materials about
them.
Amy continued J usually did not like what they read in class: “He’s told me straight out,
‘I just didn’t like the story,’ and I’m like, ‘but that’s what I’ve assigned is this story.’” She said
sometimes “He wants to make it look like he doesn’t get it,” but added, “He does.” She
described instances where she allowed students to read alternative material, as when she assigned
“A Christmas Carol” and students of other religions had to be accommodated. That did not
appear to apply to J as she related, “We’re reading this story on culture, you know (laughs), like
everyone can read that.” She related a typical interaction between them that might occur if he
did not like the reading material: “He’s like, ‘But I didn’t like the story,’ and I’m like, ‘Well I do.
I don’t know what to tell you. I mean that’s what I’ve assigned. (smiles) That’s what we’re
working on.’”
I wondered if J fared better if stories were read aloud. Amy said J did not participate in
reading aloud or popcorn reading with the class, and she added “He disengages” when she put on
the online recording that accompanied their textbook. She did, however, describe a time when
he attended to a recorded story and became frustrated (see Listening, below).
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Because the reading curriculum encompasses vocabulary and figurative language, Amy
related a specific episode where J participated in an unusual way. Amy was clearly flustered as
she told the story, and for the sake of keeping it all intact, I’ve recorded it here as it unfolded
because it exemplified her challenge. It is lengthy; bear with me. She began:
I was going over the vocabulary of figurative language, and at first he was interacting
with the material appropriately. He still wasn’t raising his hand. He was just blurting out,
but at least he was engaged, which is what I hadn’t seen in months.
She continued:
We got to idioms and he would not let me teach. He just kept interrupting. I got to, “Okay
guys, what does it mean when ‘It’s raining cats and dogs?’ What does that mean?” and he
proceeded to bark and howl very loudly, to the point to where I share a wall with a
teacher. She called me to make sure everything was okay.
Amy said she redirected his behavior by telling him it was inappropriate and he needed to raise
his hand. She went on:
I got to, “She has cold feet.” None of the kids knew what that meant because it’s kind of
an older saying, and so we were talking about that, and he proceeds to go, “Well, I
thought that meant her feet were sexy,” and I’m like, “No, that’s not appropriate,” and all
the kids were looking at [him] like, “Oh my gosh, you just said that!”
The lesson continued with one final idiom that caused J to be sent from the room. Amy related:
“I’m a couch potato.” He got up, ran - this is gonna sound funny, but it wasn’t funny at
the time - he got up, ran to the back of the classroom going, “I’m a potato!” and
proceeded to eat an imaginary potato and then burp very loudly, so I said, “Get your
stuff. You’re gone. Get your stuff.”
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Writing. With writing, Amy said J “does have a hard time,” and she described his
physical struggle: “He doesn’t hold the pencil correctly, or the pen correctly.” She said while he
attempted to get out of writing, she knew he could do it if he tried. “I’ve seen him write with a
pencil and write out a whole story.” She recalled a time when they engaged in creative “mix
and mash stories;” she gave the students a topic, then changed up various story elements as they
wrote, like character, setting, or conflict. J liked the exercise: “He wrote front to back of a
page.”
To get J to write more, Amy tried technology, which was one of J’s preferences, but she
reported no success. She tried an iPad but said he would not use it. She told me, “According to
Mom, he’s nervous about being singled out, about looking like the only one with an iPad, so we
accommodated that by giving iPads to two other students in each class.” Still, J would not use
the iPad to complete assignments, and Amy suspected it had to do with the age and model of the
device because J complained about those things. I asked if J were allowed to type on a computer
in the classroom, and Amy said, “I have an old computer that the support facilitator brought.”
She explained that, at the time of the interview, they had not tried it out with him yet. She
reasoned, “I don’t think we are going to, because if he won’t use an iPad, this computer is like 10
years older than that.” Instead, J typed assignments at home which he sometimes turned in and
sometimes sent to her electronically.
Amy did relate a time when J wrote an unprecedented amount on a topic of his choosing.
She had assigned an essay paper to the students and had given them some topics from which to
choose. For J, however, she suggested he write about elevators since his mother had just
provided her with the list of topics he preferred. The paper was to be written in increments, and
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the first part assigned was the introductory paragraph. The next day, J brought back four typed
pages. Amy communicated her reaction to his work:
Now the assignment I got that I required about the elevators was not to par, but yet he
wrote me four [pages]. Four. I was kind of nervous that he thought I was going to grade
the four pages. I didn’t require that; I required a small paragraph, [the] first paragraph on
a topic . . . and he chose elevators, but the fact that he could write four pages on
something like elevators, which to me, that’s not the most exciting thing in the world, not
to me, but to him it was.
Listening. When I asked about listening, Amy initially spoke about hearing instead. As
afore mentioned, Amy perceived J was sensitive to sound, typically sounds occurring outside her
classroom in the hallway or outside the building, but he did not seem to mind the ambient sounds
of her classroom.
When she did address listening, she reported J “disengaged” during oral reading
assignments, and often, recordings of stories. One time, however, she played the accompanying
recording for “There Will Come Soft Rains,” one of Amy’s favorite short stories. She turned
down the lights and had images from the original publication on the TV, and she said the
recording that accompanied the text had mood music. J became animated as they listened,
having outbursts and repeating some of the sounds (i.e., the broken clock sound) and words (i.e.,
Fire!) of the recording. Part of the text repeated over and over for effect, and Amy said J cried
out, “AAAAH! AAAAH! Stop talking now!” Amy said, “So he seems to have been listening.”
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Speaking. Amy said it was J’s unusually loud speaking voice, of which she said he was
unaware, that was the characteristic she most noticed during the first couple weeks of school.
She also reiterated she was “kind of nervous to let him speak out” because she wasn’t sure what
he would say and whether or not he would be appropriate. Though she chose not to elaborate,
she said, “There have been times where he’s said stuff and it sounds like something else,”
grossly improper things which she called “a disaster.” She said she struggled with whether or
not to call on him when he raised his hand to participate, saying, “I want to. I want to praise him
for doing it correctly, so I’ll call on him, but then I’m also like, it’s like a double-edged sword. I
never quite know what I’m gonna get.” Finally, Amy said J mostly struggled with speaking
“because he just doesn’t have the social skills to understand when the right time to talk is [or]
when the right time not to talk is.”
Social. I have added social here not because it is necessarily a measurable language arts
skill, but because the kinds of social issues Amy described could technically be addressed under
listening/speaking standards where a student is required to listen and pick up information from
another and deliver a proper response in the correct tone and diction for the occasion and
audience. I’m reaching here, but I felt the following was important to add. Amy related J wanted
to socialize with a group of boys in his class, but she said he did not go about it in an acceptable
manner. She asserted, “He’s just mean to them.” She described how the boys could be talking
together, and then J became “fed up with them. He gets annoyed with them.” She said J often
came to class bereft of school supplies and expected the other students to supply them for him,
sometimes snatching paper and pencils from them. She said one time, he grabbed another
student’s paper and said, “That’s mine!” and then, “Good boy!” to the student. Amy related her
heated admonishment, telling J he was not allowed to speak to others that way and it was rude.
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She told the offended student not to help J anymore, and she moved J’s seat away from the group
of boys. She said afterward, he told her he was being “being singled out” and “discriminated
against” like black people back in the times of slavery.

J’s Strengths and Preferences
When I asked about J’s strengths and preferences, we talked again about the list of topics
J’s mother had supplied, things he enjoyed and preferred. Amy called him “well-read” about
things he found interesting, and she drew similarities to “Wyatt” of her first experience with the
amount of reading they both did outside the class. She found another similarity between the two
boys in a love of technology: “They would prefer talking about or working on some form of
technology.”
However, she noted where her first student enjoyed working on the classroom computer,
J had issues with the iPad, though I couldn’t help but think about the unused computer in her
classroom. Still, she related J would talk about different computer programs and software
updates and other computer-related topics she did not understand. She said, “I’m sure if I had a
computer problem in class, like I couldn’t get [it] to work, he probably could figure it out.” That
opportunity had not presented itself yet, she said.
Amy brightened as she said, “The strength of this student is he’s very well-traveled. He’s
gone a lot of places all over the world.” She recalled he could add to class conversation about
places he had traveled: “He can actually share like legit things about the world, which
sometimes is really cool.” She lamented he did not share those things as much as he did in the
beginning of the school year. She did recall an assignment where he was supposed to make a
menu (Appendix P) with a few items on it: “Instead of a menu, he made a book, and it just listed
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all the food he’s ever eaten all over the world.” She said most of the foods were “stuff I’ve never
even heard of.”
Amy ended this part of our conversation thusly: “He’s very smart. He’s very capable.
That’s a strength.”

“What It All Means” to Amy
I asked my staple question at the end of our interview about what it means to be a
language arts teacher to students on the autism spectrum. Amy was reflective. She said,
“Depending on the student, it can be an interesting challenge.” She said people would be
surprised at their level of knowledge and the experiences they have had, “and how they can see
things in a whole different light.” She said, “Most of the time, all that awesomeness gets
overshined by behaviors.”
She lamented it was hard to enjoy the experience of having a student on the autism
spectrum when she constantly had to redirect behaviors. She said, “Sometimes I feel mean
because I feel like I’m constantly on him, and I don’t want to be, but if I don’t then other
students don’t learn.” She ended with this: “They have huge potential, and one of those students
is not rising to that potential.” I assumed the student on the spectrum not rising to his potential
was J.

Themes for First Research Question
Deficit vs. Person
I noted Amy did not refer to her first student by name at all during her first interview, and
I identified him as “Wyatt” in order to differentiate him and make the writing clearer. Amy
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referred to J by name once accidently as she was relating dialogue between herself and J when he
was misbehaving; she asked that I not use his name, and we settled on a single letter to represent
his identity. Amy did not make comparisons between her two students until I asked near the end
of the second interview, and only then did she say the two were very bright and both liked
technology. She appeared not to see them as having many similarities.
Instead, there was a pride present in Amy’s discourse about “Wyatt’s” accomplishments,
particularly his ability to engage in discussion about texts, his intelligence, and his use of
technology, and she spoke of a more complete personhood that encompassed both strengths and
challenges. Challenges for which Amy had to adapt, such as accommodating handwriting issues,
attending to social situations, exercising “leeway” in grading, and correcting inappropriate
comments in discussion, were rolled into “Wyatt’s” complete identity as a “brilliantly bright”
and “worldly” sixth grader. Even though “Wyatt” engaged in some behaviors that flustered
Amy, like excessive talking that caused him to go to “the island” and surveying his peers about
private matters, she spoke of those behaviors as part of “who he is,” and she eventually found
some “correctness” in her own teaching to handle him.
I did not get the sense J had many redeeming qualities in Amy’s mind which could have
rendered him a complete person. She did use words like “bright” and said she wanted “him to be
successful,” but it was her own perseveration on his behaviors which was most prevalent. While
J’s behaviors bordered on extreme (i.e., slamming into the wall), bizarre (i.e., howling), and
annoying (i.e., cleaning his fingernails), they were rarely offset in any meaningful way by
descriptions of strengths or positive phrasing. Many strengths J may have exhibited were
couched in deficit language. For example, he was well-traveled and added “legit” details to class
conversation, but he did not do it as much as he had at the beginning of the school year, leaving
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me to wonder why not. He knew about exotic foods from all over the world and created a book
of them, instead of the 12 item-menu required. He was motivated and engaged enough to write
four pages about elevators, a preferred topic, but the writing was “not to par” and grossly
exceeded the one paragraph required. He shared a common interest, super heroes, with her and
other boys in the class, but he did not participate in those conversations, again leaving me to
wonder why not. He emoted and performed the figurative language vocabulary, but that was seen
as annoying during the teacher-directed lecture. He completed all 20 questions of an assignment
she had chunked down to only five, but he did not go into enough depth in his answers, so Amy
asked, “What was the point in chunking it?” He understood a lot about computers and
programming, but the opportunity for him to show that expertise in class had not presented itself
yet.
Further, I drew parallels between two deficits she perceived both students exhibited, but
those deficits were viewed as disparate depending on which student exhibited them. Both
“Wyatt” and J were well-read, Amy said, and both tried to add to class conversation their
extensive knowledge which was sometimes inappropriate for the age of the students in class.
She said she “never knew” what kinds of responses she would get from them and was hesitant to
call on them. “Wyatt’s” inappropriate responses, however, resulted in “class meetings,” and I
noted she described the things he said as going from “awesomely beautiful to ‘Oh, no!’”
Conversely, J’s responses did not result in class meetings which might have helped students
understand him better, and his howling at the word “sit” in class led another student to publicly
address his behavior with Amy’s tacit approval. Secondly, Amy cited poor social skills as
deficits for both boys. “Wyatt” was vocal about whom he wanted to work with and whom he did
not, and he was cautioned about hurting people’s feelings though he was “being honest;” Amy
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paid particular attention to appropriate table-mates for “Wyatt.” Conversely, J’s lacking social
skills led him to be ostracized from the group of boys he liked. His word choice (“Good boy!”)
and tone were viewed as such insurmountable deficits, another student was told not to work with
him any more, and J’s seat was moved away from the boys.
Thus, the identities of the two boys were inconsistently developed in Amy’s interviews.
Where “Wyatt” was a complete person who contributed to class conversation and “moved the
discussion in new ways,” J was a class deficit who kept other people from learning and needed to
be removed from Amy’s class to a more restrictive, smaller ESE class.

Perceptions of Autism Spectrum in Language Arts
In both interviews, Amy perceived writing was a primary challenge in the language arts.
She described “Wyatt’s” writing as illegible and difficult, and he was allowed to type instead.
Though she perceived “Wyatt” demonstrated good writing organization, she adapted grading
criteria to adjust for his “black-and-white” responses and lack of explanation or opinion, and she
accepted writing infused with his humor that was inappropriate to the assignment. She perceived
J physically did not hold the pencil correctly, and though he used technology at home to
complete writing assignments, he would not in the class. J did not gauge appropriate amounts of
writing.
“Wyatt” was perceived as being well-read, especially through researching at home, but he
did not always comprehend what he read and brought up inappropriate topics or vocabulary in
class. Amy said he also exhibited “black-and-white” thinking about texts, though he was
encouraged to share his thoughts about texts he did not like. Amy perceived J was also well-read,
and did he not like what they read in class, though he was not encouraged to elaborate why not.
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He was engaged in figurative language but did not behave appropriately during lecture about it,
acting out the definitions.
Amy perceived listening was not an issue with “Wyatt,” though he sometimes tuned out.
She perceived J had sensitive hearing. She said J tuned out recordings that accompanied texts
except one that had sounds and repetition to it, and she said J seemed bothered by the recording.
Amy perceived speaking was a strength for “Wyatt;” he added to class conversations, did voices,
and he participated any time she could add skit or needed volunteer to read aloud. However, his
voice quality had an air of being “very worldly” and sometimes, he said inappropriate things.
Amy perceived J’s voice was unusually loud, and he sometimes used incorrect word choice and
tone in social situations. He also said inappropriate things during class discussion.

Research question #2: In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers
construct knowledge about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?

First Interview: A Search for Help
An initial source of help for Amy during her first experience was the mother of her
student on the autism spectrum; “[His] Mom was very supportive.” The mother was “very
forthcoming” with information and sent a long “get-to-know-my-kid” email with lists of ideas
Amy found helpful. She admitted all the information the mother provided was overwhelming at
first, and she balked at having to take it all in, saying, “Whoa, I need to know all this about
him?” But she conceded, “But now that I’m at the place that I’m at, I really appreciate it.”
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Amy said she then went around and asked colleagues, “Like how do you work with this?
I’ve never had this before.” Her colleagues were helpful, she said, reminding her “Every
student’s different” and telling her they learned through trial and error. She recalled some asked
her to think about his likes and dislikes and how to incorporate those into what she was teaching
“so that I can get the results that I need, so that I know that he’s learning.” She spoke briefly
about her university coursework and said, “I had taken a class or two, but there’s so much you
learn about so many students.” She said there was not enough specific information in her ESE
class nor any textbook to help her with “this child.”
Amy said she learned how to teach her student on the autism spectrum by “a lot of trial
and error” because she just “didn’t have any knowledge of students with autism.” She said she
had good days and bad, and she said she often wondered if she were teaching him “correctly” or
not. The hardest part was knowing how to teach language arts to her student on the autism
spectrum since she was just getting her “feet wet” and had no experience with a student “that has
these types of accommodations.” She explained:
Language arts has always been easy for me, it’s always been easy. It’s hard for me to
explain things because it just makes sense in my head, so when I had him, there were
times when I was like, “Why aren’t you getting this?” Like, “I’ve written the directions
down. We’ve done this practice. We’ve read this.”
She recognized her first experience teaching a student on the autism spectrum as
“valuable” and “difficult,” but said she appreciated it. Even the bad days were beneficial, she
said, because she was able to reflect and learn: “Okay, now I’m not going to do that again.”
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Second Interview: Resources
It was difficult to discern exactly what resources Amy explored in the teaching of her
second student, J, and what resources she regarded as useful. She first mentioned she had “heard
a few things” from his previous teachers just before she met him at Open House, but she took
that information “with a grain of salt” and said, “I wanted to see for myself.” Later, though, she
described how she went back to his previous teachers for help. She said he was originally with
one teacher, “and it got so bad that they moved him to another teacher.” She spoke to both about
how they handled J, but she found “they were all kind of at a loss too.”
I asked if her prior knowledge, that which she attained while teaching “Wyatt,” was
valuable. Initially, she tried to draw parallels but then decided she could not. She related, “I was
like, ‘Oh, I remember. I had one so I know. I kind of understand!’ Yeah, I thought I [knew] what
I was getting into.” She added, “There I was, very shocked. I was very shocked. He’s more
difficult.”
When I asked about professional development, Amy replied that she could look into it
but said, “I have to do that in my own time, though.” I inquired about supportive people, and she
first spoke about her support facilitator who “documents everything.” She said they worked
together to “figure out what’s the best plan for him,” though the only way she identified they did
that was to chunk assignments for J, which Amy did not think was helpful. She said she had the
support of both the team of teachers with whom she worked, “and now I have the support of
district,” she said. When I asked her to tell me about the district support, she revealed it was
actually the in-school behavior specialist who had come in to observe J a couple of times. She
thought the behavior specialist had seen enough to report to district but lamented:
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I don’t think he’s seen the worst of the worst. I think he’s seen just the minimal kind of
behavior, but even that, you know, gave him something to go on. Unfortunately this
student knows how to play the game. He knows how to act certain ways in front of
certain people.
After we established there were no other resources at Amy’s school upon which she
could draw, I asked if she were still close enough to her coursework at the university that might
be helpful. She said no because the class she took covered “such a broad span of ESE” without
the depth she was looking for. She added that she had researched online and J’s mother had “sent
us a bunch of stuff,” but nothing was helpful. She related:
I find that with him, there’s not a book I can go by. Like there’s no directions or a
manual for him. It’s literally I do it day by day. His work is a case by case, because
some work I can get, like the test, he did fine, but then I get work where that’s like a
sentence and has no . . . you know, in language arts we have to be in depth. I need to see
your thought process behind it. Like that’s the whole point. If you just give me a
sentence, well, how do I judge that?
Unbidden, Amy continued by telling me what help she really desired and what it might
look like.
Having more knowledge on this would help me. I would like it. I feel like if I had extra
tools, maybe I could try it out and see if it took or not, but his behavior is out of my
control. I can control what little I can in the classroom, but if I don’t get any help
elsewhere, nothing’s gonna get better. If I did have a little bit more bag of tools,
something that isn’t just research, research, research, but actual like, “I had a student
that’s kind of similar [and] this is what I tried” . . . I guess I just wish I had something
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that worked with him that we could get him on track, because I don’t, I don’t want him to
not succeed.

Themes for Second Research Question
People as Resources (not)
While Amy did describe her own trial and error learning in her first experience, she spent
more overall time in both interviews describing people. Both “Wyatt’s” mother and J’s mother
were proactive and informative, with “Wyatt’s” mother providing a lengthy email with detailed
information about him, and J’s mother providing “a bunch of stuff,” including the list of his
preferred topics. During Amy’s internship, she was able to consult with her cooperating teacher
when it came to grading “Wyatt’s” enigmatic writing, and in the current year, Amy had her
support facilitator who “documents everything.” Previous teachers, team mates, and the
behavior specialist were all consulted at some point as means to seek assistance. Naturally, I
noted the student in neither case, save for “Wyatt’s” choice in not using CLOZE notes and when
he would type, was really consulted. However, I found puzzling the manner in which Amy
described each of her human resources, especially in the second interview: important at first,
then eventually not, as though they did not meet the expectations she had for the panacea she
hoped they would provide, and I could sense her disappointment. I thought of a wave that
arrives with a crash on the shore, only to slither away with a hiss, melting ineffectually in the
sand.
Inadequate Training
From the first interview, I got the sense that for which Amy was asking were strategies
for helping her support “Wyatt” in the language arts, a content area she said came naturally to
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her but was difficult to explain to him. She stated she did not have time to find trainings specific
to her needs which would help her support students on the autism spectrum in language arts.
Further, she perceived her university training was not specific enough to address her dilemmas;
she wanted a “bag of tools” that would help her deal with behaviors and make her students,
especially J, successful in her class. She did not want to have to “research, research, research”
ways to find help but wanted definitive practices that would tell her exactly how to deal with her
students.

Research Question #3: In what ways can the experiences of new secondary English language
arts teachers be described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?

Cultural Responsiveness for Amy
Validating
With her first student, Amy demonstrated some practices that validated “Wyatt’s”
performance styles, frames of references, and strengths. For instance, he was often given the
choice to use the computer to complete assignments to incorporate his preference for technology.
Also, Amy adapted grading criteria to his preference for no color in projects and the black-andwhite reasoning in his writing, a starkness that ran a bit contrary to the creativity she sought. She
also adapted for his sense of humor, especially in his writing, which she felt was not necessary
for many assignments; “That was just something we compromised on because he was getting the
work done. It was just a different way.”
Amy also recognized strengths “Wyatt” brought to the class when she described his
contributions to class discussions. She said he “always had something to comment on, even if he
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didn’t like the story.” She adapted discussion questions about reading passages to draw upon
“Wyatt’s” ability to be critical of and analyze texts, and she noted: “We were able to move the
conversation in in different ways because he was in there.”
Amy offered praise for “Wyatt” when she complimented his ability to get his work
complete largely independently. “I feel extremely lucky to have worked with him because for the
most part, he could work on his own,” she told me. “He was able to kind of take the reins on
things and do it for his own.”
In the second interview, Amy often began to approach validating practices by describing
J’s strengths and preferences, but she appeared uncertain how to tap into those to maximize his
level of participation. For instance, she explained his learning style as leaning toward creative
projects “that he’s very into,” but also lamented, “If he doesn’t find any level of interest in it or
it’s not fun to him, he won’t do it.”
One such creative project was the figurative language menu project (Appendix P), which
Amy said “he loved,” but when he completed it more quickly than she preferred, it became a
battle ground; “They should not have been done in like a day.” She related: “He said his was
completed. I went, ‘No, it’s not. It’s not completed. You wrote down a whole bunch of stuff you
wanted to write down, and you didn’t even look at my directions.’” She said after that, J refused
to show his project to her and she had to email his mother to intervene. I asked Amy why she
thought the menu project went awry. “The menu is a creative assignment,” I said. “What was his
deal, do you think?” Amy quickly responded, “He wanted to do it his way.” She said, “If it’s
creative, he’ll do it, but he won’t follow directions. He won’t do it the way that it should be
done, that I’m expecting it to be done.”
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I wanted to know if Amy drew on any of J’s other preferences, and I asked about the list
of topics his mother had provided. “Have you ever tried finding articles on elevators?” I queried.
Amy had not, but she did suggest J write about elevators for a brief writing assignment where he
had to write a hook, which is an introductory paragraph that hooks the reader. “He was very into
it,” she said. “The next day he wrote me four pages on elevators.” She said he typed it out at
home (which I then noted was about eight pages of written text) and brought it back the next day.
“So he’s very capable of doing work,” she said. She related:
Now the assignment I got that I required about the elevators was not to par, but yet he
wrote me four [pages]. Four. And I was kind of nervous that he thought I was going to
grade the four pages. I didn’t require that; I required a small paragraph. First paragraph
on a topic . . . and he chose elevators, but the fact that he could write four pages on
something like elevators, which to me, that’s not the most exciting thing in the world, not
to me, but to him it was. I know he’s totally capable, and he’s just got a mindset that he’s
gonna do something his way and that’s the way it’s gonna be.

Comprehensive
Amy demonstrated comprehensive practices with “Wyatt” when she recognized his need
to be social and engage in communal learning with his group of table mates, even though he
sometimes communicated to excess and had to be removed to “the island.” She portrayed his
ability to analyze texts and discuss them in different but complementary ways as beneficial to
class conversations. She also supported, however hesitantly, his whole being when she allowed
him to conduct interviews and surveys on philosophical topics of interest to him.
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With the second interview, I struggled to apply criteria for comprehensive responsive
practices and found a near reversal of those practices from Amy’s first experience. For example,
with social supports, Amy portrayed the relationship J had with a group of boys in his class as
one he enjoyed, but noted how he often turned mean and said inappropriate things to them. After
he snatched paper from one of the boys and said, “Good boy,” Amy sent J out of the room and
lectured the other boy: “I’m like, ‘You know what? It’s not you. It’s not you at all . . . From now
on, if he doesn’t want your help, don’t give it.’” She related she made seat changes and moved J
away from the other boys after that episode.
She wrestled with how to support J emotionally. After she described one meltdown, she
said she no longer engaged in indulging his anxiety or tried to calm him down. She said, “I’ve
gotten to a point now with him that I don’t give him the ‘Oh, it’s gonna be okay!’ Like I don’t
give him that coddling anymore because he takes advantage of that.” In another example, Amy
told me J liked super heroes, which she herself liked. She said, “So you would think we would
have awesome conversations about super heroes.” However, though she described excited
conversations she had with other boys in the class about super heroes, she depicted J as aloof:
“He, for the most part, doesn’t get involved with that.”
Intellectual supports were also missed as Amy could not make the most of J’s preferred
topics, such as technology or video games, and save for the paragraph assignment where he
grossly overwrote the number of pages required, she did not declare the value of elevators as a
way to support J’s intellectual or academic growth.
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Multidimensional
In the first interview, Amy demonstrated some multidimensional practices as she
attempted to give “Wyatt” leeway in performance tasks and assessments. She recognized
assignments he favored, as with the Greek hero creative story and other creative projects. She
also valued his contributions in class discussions which added to a favorable class climate, and
she noted he had good relationships with other students and worked well with some classmates,
despite that he had odd social skills at times. She proudly pointed to choice “Wyatt” was given
where typing vs. writing was concerned, and she described trying to make compromises on
assessments where she did not count off on certain criteria, like not adding color or answering
written responses in an “almost too logical”, non-descript way. She did, however, admit there
were times she had to “reign him in a bit” when he wanted to bend assignment directions too
much and told him, “’Nope, you’ve got to do it this way.’”
When I applied multidimensional criteria to Amy’s current situation with J, I first
considered their student-teacher relationship, which seemed strained. Amy depicted an episode
where J was sent out of the room as particularly tense, when she said J spoke to her “in a voice I
would never let any student speak to me in.” Where she had previously disregarded J’s tone of
voice, she said she could not after that episode: “Then after that I was like, ‘Nope. You got your
one free pass. Never again.’” Later, though, Amy recalled a time she was able to keep J from
having a meltdown. He had not wanted to share an assignment with her, and when she finally
got him to hand it over, he called out he did not feel comfortable showing her his work, getting
louder and walking away from her. She said she ignored his behavior and instead pointed to the
things he had done correctly in the assignment and later, the things he needed to work on, instead
of telling him he had corrections to fix from the start. She said that “brought him down” and
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made him calmer, and a meltdown was avoided, though at the end of that story, she stated he
never did correct the assignment: “And still [I] didn’t get anything from him.” I did not note
Amy spoke of any other times she tried that positive technique.
I also weighed the content and learning context aspect of multidimensional practice when
I considered the lengthy story of the figurative language lecture where J was clearly engaged but
was performing each idiom in ways Amy found inappropriate. At first, she said, he was “just
blurting out, but at least he was engaged.” However, as his performances got more bizarre
(howling, running, belching), she became more frustrated and finally sent him out of the room,
so that performance style was not something she appreciated during lecture. She also spoke of
several instances where she and J clashed over work he did not want to share with her,
sometimes because he said he did not “feel comfortable.” Other times, Amy portrayed a more
abject atmosphere of mistrust between them; she related J sometimes said she was “spying on”
him, and she confirmed she sometimes watched him walk down the hall from one place to
another because she did not trust him to go directly to the destination. She related after one
stressful episode when J was sent out of the classroom, Amy called the support facilitator in the
room where he was heading and said, “He’s in there. He’s not coming back.”
I noted the adaptations to assessments and student performance Amy made with “Wyatt”
did not seem to carry over to J. For example, she described the criteria for the menu assignment
in absolute terms and told me she had contacted J’s mother to ensure those criteria were met: “I
told Mom, I said, ‘I’m grading it on this. If I don’t have that . . .’ Just because it’s done and it’s
turned in, you know, doesn’t mean . . . It’s not a completion grade.” Additionally, Amy
explained she chunked assignments for J so he could “give me in-depth,” but he instead chose to
complete entire assignments with less depth, meaning his answers or writing were often briefer
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than she wanted. Flustered, she said, “Then I don’t get it, so it’s like, why bother?” She added
she was “very much at a loss with him.”
Finally I considered the class climate facet of multidimensional practice which would
have culturally socialized the students and made J an important and welcomed part of the group.
Amy related that she had made seat changes and removed J from the group of boys with whom
he liked working after the unfortunate “Good boy” mistake where he snatched paper from a peer
and said those words. Additionally, Amy related her views about how the other students should
treat J. She expressed:
I have had a few students say stuff to him, and I’ve let them say it, because he needs to
hear, because apparently when I say it, it’s kind of like the parent says something and the
kid tunes it out. And then the older sibling says something, and they’re like, “Oh, okay.”
Amy related one such exchange involving J and another student:
I don’t know where it’s come from, but if you were to say “sit” in the classroom, he’ll
bark like a dog, like “sit down until the bell rings,” he’ll bark or howl. Finally one girl
goes, “Why are you doing that?” And he kind of shrugged her off and she’s like, “No,
but stop doing that.” She’s like, “You’re so worried about people bullying you, but
you’re giving people an excuse to,” and he kind of was like, “Oh,” you know, so . . .
Conversely, as we approached the end of the second interview, Amy said she was trying
to notice good things about J and praise him, positive changes which might improve their
relationship. She related:
The other day he went out and labeled his paper with a pencil and everything, and I was
like (surprised face) . . . “Very nice!” I said, “Nice!” I said, “Nice paper, already out and
headed and everything,” you know. I try to compliment him.
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Empowering
From Amy’s first interview, I identified a few ways she met characteristics for
empowering practices. The first was ensuring “Wyatt’s” will to act when he was given choice
with writing and could either type or handwrite responses and assignments. Though there were
times Amy made the choice for him, especially with short answer responses, she indicated there
were plenty of times “Wyatt” determined how he was going to write. He also acted of his own
accord when Amy attempted to provide guided notes for him during lecture which he put back
on her desk. She continued to offer him that option: “I would ask him, ‘Do you want guided
notes’” and he’d say, ‘Nope.’” She declared, “He made that decision on his own.”
However, “Wyatt’s” will to act came with caveats. Amy said, “He liked to kind of do his
own thing, so there were times where I would have to go back and be like ‘but that’s not what I
was asking for. These were the directions.‘” She tempered her insistence that he attend to the
directions with words like the following: “’What you did is great, but I was looking for this, so
you need to go back and rework it.’”
Amy affirmed “Wyatt” felt successful and confident, one of the criteria for empowering
practice. She said, “I felt he was very confident in his abilities, which was fantastic.” It was his
confidence that made him want to alter some assignments, she thought. She said, “I think he was
just determined to do it his way. I think he looked at it and went, ‘Mmm, I can make this better’
(laughs) and [did] it his way.”
I did not identify any ways Amy employed empowering practices with her current
student, J, except to suggest he write about elevators for his introductory hook paragraph.
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Transformative
Initially, I did not identify any conditions which demonstrated transformative practice
whereby Amy would have acknowledged both the culture and student experiences as worthwhile
resources for learning, thereby leading to cultural pride and an examination of power imbalances.
The following example, though, is one I considered too important to leave out. I weighed the
following as an example perhaps of how J’s parents may have conveyed to him he belonged to a
culture of disability of which he should be proud, which would have been transformative for J. I
include it here because, through Amy’s discourse, I interpret J himself owned his autism
spectrum and wanted Amy to be more accepting of it. Amy, perhaps, misinterpreted that.
Amy asked her students to reflect on their performance the first nine weeks, and J
responded, “I did okay for someone with my disabilities. For someone with autism, I think I did
okay.” Unfortunately, Amy construed that to mean J was making excuses and not living up to
his potential. She said:
So it’s like he’s been told that because he has this disability, he gets like a pass, or he gets
like a get-out-of-jail-free card, or he can act this way because he has this. I don’t know
what, who said this to him, but it almost seems like someone has. Which makes me think
that when he gets older, that’s just gonna be the golden ticket and he’s just gonna be able
to do whatever he wants, and he can act however he wants, because he has this. And
that’s just not the world works, you know.

Emancipatory
In the first interview, Amy used emancipatory practices when she allowed “Wyatt” to
demonstrate his ability to analyze texts and elucidate his reasoning in class discussions, and he
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himself was seen as an asset to the class. “Wyatt” was also freed of some of the criteria on
projects that would have required him to add color when that did not suit his way of knowing,
and of other criteria that would have called on him to abandon his sense of humor in his writing.
In allowing “Wyatt’s” voice to be heard, Amy assured he was validated and important in her first
class.
Conversely, in the second interview, I saw few emancipatory practices Amy put in place
for J. His canons of knowledge were not included except for the elevators on an assignment
judged to be too long for the benchmark measured, and his extensive list of the foods he had
sampled around the world which was not in the correct format for the assignment. The opposite
of validating J and his culture occurred multiple times when he was sent out of the room for
acting out idioms, when he was removed from the group of boys he liked, and when a student
was allowed to publicly address his bizarre behavior.
Near the end of my second interview, I interpreted the antitheses of emancipatory
practices had occurred when the following exchange took place. Amy said, “Unfortunately I
cannot sit next to [J] the entire class period.” “Is that what he needs?” I asked. She replied,
“Yes, or he needs to be in a different class.” I inquired, “What does a different class look like?”
She suggested a more restrictive environment would be appropriate for J: “A smaller classroom,
[with] someone who maybe who is dealing with the same behaviors he has. So maybe an ESE
classroom.”
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Themes for Research Question #3
Regression to Noticeably Absent
During her interview about her first experience teaching a student on the autism
spectrum, Amy demonstrated some appreciation for “Wyatt’s” strengths, notably his ability to
enhance discussion in language arts through his intellect and analysis and his ability to recall
facts from his extensive reading. He was very intelligent, she said, “brilliantly bright.” She
noted his preferences when she explained his enjoyment of the Greek hero creative writing story
and his choice in whether or not to type or use guided notes. She also made some adaptations to
the way she graded assignments to include “Wyatt’s” performance styles. Her novice
approximations of culturally responsive practices and praise for “Wyatt’s” ability put her within
the moderate category on the Continuum. However, her second interview revealed a new teacher
too frustrated with out-of-the-ordinary behaviors for which she had no coping skills or cultural
referents, and J’s behaviors became the red herring for all that was wrong. She no longer used
asset-based language as she spoke nor revealed she drew upon any of J’s strengths or preferences
in her teaching aside from cursory attempts. Her endeavors to include J’s preferences fell flat
(technology he wouldn’t use, elevators about which he wrote too much, a menu that became a
too-long book of exotic foods), and her focus became solely J’s behavior. Amy could not
respond to cultural aspects when she perceived she had too many behaviors with which to deal.
Her movement along the Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy for autism spectrum
proceeded backward from Moderately Present with “Wyatt” to Noticeably Absent with J. Amy
could not positively respond to “all that awesomeness” because it was “overshined by
behaviors.”
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Missed Opportunity
Conversations with Amy, particularly in the second interview, revealed numerous missed
opportunities to respond to a student in culturally responsive ways. Where Amy appeared to
have relished allowing “Wyatt” to shine in the class with his clever story analyses, she did not
identify a strength for J which improved his standing in the class. Further, she was given a list of
topics about which J was very interested, including super heroes, technology, movies, video
games, and elevators, but none was deliberately included in the curriculum in any discernable
way such that J was allowed to shine as an expert, though “Wyatt’s” interest in Greek heroes
shone in a creative writing assignment. Even the inclusion of elevators was seen as a
disadvantage when J typed four pages about the topic instead of the single introductory
paragraph per assignment directions, and instead of recognizing his levels of engagement and
motivation, Amy was afraid J would expect her to grade all four pages. His excessive list of the
exotic foods he had eaten in his world travels was included in our conversation about strengths,
but the list was not part of the menu she assigned. Additionally, Amy revealed she had been
unable to find opportunity for J to demonstrate prowess with technology even though she
described his obvious depth of knowledge, and I saw a missed opportunity at allowing him to be
the class techie. Amy’s insistence on following directions and completing projects exactly as
prescribed proved a bust for J, who had other ideas, though she admitted she used “leeway”
when grading “Wyatt’s” assignments. Finally, Amy revealed common ground she shared with J
when she talked about their love of super heroes, but the “great conversations” she imagined
should occur with him did not because she said he did not join in when she spoke of the topic
with the other boys. I saw missed opportunity after missed opportunity to connect with J in
responsive ways.
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Patterns of Behavior
As I contemplated Amy’s practice and discourse, I kept in mind not only Gay’s criteria
for meeting the characteristics of culturally responsive teaching, but definitions of culture itself.
Gay’s criteria bring to the forefront responsive teachers not only recognize the knowledge
individual students bring to the classroom, those immediate funds of knowledge, but they also
tap into students’ strengths and preferences as assets in the classroom. Alongside Gay’s criteria,
however, one must also consider definitions of culture which recognize a group’s patterns of
behavior (Lindsey et al, 2003), decided communication styles and preferences (Davidson, 2008),
and traits inseparable from the individual (Jaarsma & Wellin, 2012). J’s behaviors (i.e.,
excessive movement), communication style (i.e., acting out idioms with sound effects), and traits
(i.e., perseveration) were markedly different from other students in the classroom; however, no
behavior, communications style, or trait was so far outside those sometimes demonstrated by the
population that someone versed in patterns for autism spectrum would have recognized them as
even “typical.” I was reminded of Shirley Brice Heath’s immersion in the cultures of Trackton
and Roadville (1983) which were so different as to seem almost disparate, presenting challenges
for teachers of one town who might experience teaching students from the other town without
benefit of understanding the cultural referents of those children. J’s behaviors and
communication were often too out-of-the-ordinary to be seen as anything but bizarre and
frustrating to Amy, a first-year teacher with her own cultural referents. She did not recognize a
“predictable pattern” of the culture of autism spectrum and instead focused on “a collection of
excesses and deficits” (Mesibov, Shea, & McCaskill in Zager et al, 2012). It was outside Amy’s
scope of experience to appreciate any pattern in J’s behaviors since they were too different from
her own.
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Figure 8. Amy’s Movement Along the Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy

Cross Case Analysis
Analysis of each case as a separate entity revealed themes pertinent to it as discussed
under each research question. However, those themes were not always distinct for each case
alone, and some themes in whole or in part were replicated across cases. Some individual case
themes could also be subsumed under grander themes across cases. Cross case analysis revealed
six overarching, superordinate themes, two for each research question. Superordinate themes
and the findings for each are discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.

Research Question 1
When I analyzed themes from all cases about the perceptions and descriptions of the
participants about their students on the autism spectrum, I determine one captured a common
theme across cases: Superordinate Theme 1: Deficit vs person. Participants vacillated between
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describing their students primarily in deficit language, and language which incorporated both
challenge and asset for complete persons. A second superordinate theme encapsulated both the
strengths and challenges within competencies as well as perceived assets in language arts as a
whole: Superordinate Theme 2: Liability and asset in ELA. This overarching theme captures
participants’ descriptions of the strengths and challenges they perceived their students
encountered with each of the competencies. It also captures that several participants viewed the
language arts curriculum as capable of adapting readily to the needs and preferences of their
students on the spectrum.

Research Question 2
Two superordinate themes emerged when I examined themes about how participants
constructed knowledge about teaching their students on the spectrum. Analysis across cases
revealed a strongly present theme in every single case: Superordinate Theme 1: People as
resources. Universally, the participants turned to colleagues, parents, and, in some cases, the
students themselves, as resources to help them learn how to teach. A second superordinate
theme captured major or minor themes from each case about desired resources: Superordinate
Theme 2: A wish list. This theme incorporated themes for inadequate training with participants’
overt assertions about training they would have found helpful.

Research Question 3
When I looked across cases for themes related to the third question about participants’
culturally responsive practices, I found a theme for each related to overall responsiveness and
movement toward more responsive practices. When I considered the reasons for the variability
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in responsive practices, I realized responsiveness may have hinged, in part, upon the nature of
each participant’s experiences with students on the spectrum, particularly when Amy’s
experiences were considered. I encapsulated those themes thusly: Superordinate Theme 1:
Responsiveness and experiences. I also created a model to capture the movement within a
continuum of responsive practice. A second superordinate theme emerged when I considered
individual case themes along with both the characteristics for culturally responsive practice put
forth by Gay (2010) as well as the criteria under each characteristic. That examination
uncovered a second theme: Superordinate Theme 2: Embracing the child vs. promoting the
culture. Participants often met criteria for individual student support, but they often did not
meet criteria for espousing a cultural paradigm or promoting a culture of autism.
All superordinate themes that emerged during cross case analysis and findings therein are
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I began with the purpose of the study to examine the perceptions of new
English language arts teachers about their students on the autism spectrum. I then listed the three
research questions used to guide the study. Next I briefly explained my data collection methods,
data analysis procedures, and reasoning for the way data was presented. Each participant’s
distinct and separate case follows, each complete with three parts: 1) a restoryed narrative tying
perspectives of both first and second teaching experiences together and its themes under the first
research question, 2) an examination of the construction of each participant’s knowledge over
time and its themes under the second research question, and 3) an examination of culturally
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responsive practices through culturally responsive teaching theory and its themes under the third
research question.
In the next chapter, I explain my findings across cases for each of the three research
questions which provide new insight into the experiences and practices of new English language
arts teachers as they teach students on the autism spectrum. I consider the implications of my
findings and directions for future inquiry, and I present a model for the conceptualization of the
placement of teachers’ culturally responsive teaching practices along a continuum of
responsiveness. Finally, I present my reflections on the research process and a conclusion.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
DISCUSSION

I undertook this study in response to a growing concern that English language arts
teachers are facing challenge meeting current accountability measures for current standards for
an increasingly diverse population (Rubin, 2011; Scherff & Hahs-Vaughn, 2008) , resulting in
high rates of attrition (Hahs-Vaughan & Scherff, 2008), and in response to the lack of literature
about their negotiation of instruction of current language arts competencies with one part of that
diverse population: students on the autism spectrum. The literature suggests characteristics of
the autism spectrum may present both challenge (Byrnes and Wasik, 2009; Mercer, 2009;
Moores-Abdool, 2010) and opportunity (Winter-Messiers et al, 2007) in the language arts, but
little is known about the perceptions of the teachers who must incorporate and respond to
students on the autism spectrum within their language arts classrooms. This study addresses a
central question: What do we know about teaching students on the autism spectrum in the
secondary English language arts? This study provides insight into how new secondary ELA
teachers negotiated the teaching of students on the autism spectrum through discussion of
findings for each of the following research questions:
1. How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and describe their
experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum?
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2. In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers construct knowledge
about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum?
3. In what ways, if any, can the experiences of new secondary English language arts
teachers be described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?
I present here the findings of this study for each of the three research questions. Following
the findings, I discuss implications for teacher education and professional development
programs, directions for future research, and my reflections on the research process.

Findings Across Cases
While each case led to distinct themes on its own, superordinate themes across cases lent
themselves to important findings about this particular group of new English language arts
teachers and their students. Findings are presented below for each research questions under
superordinate themes found across cases.

Research Question 1
How do new secondary English language arts teachers perceive and describe their experiences
teaching students on the autism spectrum?
*Answering the first research question produced two superordinate themes across cases.

Superordinate Theme 1: Deficit vs. Person
Overwhelmingly, the participants spoke of their students on the autism spectrum in ways
that revealed they saw deficit or they saw a whole person complete with strengths and
challenges, and they either vacillated between those orientations or moved more toward
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recognizing a complete person. This finding applied to initial impressions of their students,
skills in language arts, personality traits, and preferences. I noted where participants were able to
give full description of their students’ strengths and preferences, as with Cara in the second
interview and Jamie and Hannah across both interviews; I noted where Holly could describe
strengths and preferences in limited fashion, and I noted where Amy struggled to identify
strengths, particularly in her second interview and instead turned strengths into additional
challenges for her. Amy was the outlier who not only retained a deficit view but increased
deficit language; a challenging student with unexpected behaviors proved too much for a firstyear teacher of record and colored her experience as unpleasant.
Thus, their descriptions of their students hinged upon whether or not they viewed each
child from a deficit lens or perceived whole people with challenges in balance with strengths. I
noted most participants’ perceptions began with first impressions focused on problems which
were balanced over time with strengths, and most participants saw more strengths in their current
students than they did with their first students. Experience, discussed more in depth under
Research Question 2, appeared to be a key factor in how much language focused on deficit and
how much encompassed a total person.

Superordinate Theme 2: Liability and Asset in ELA
In establishing a narrative form for the presentation of each participant’s case,
participants moved from free-range stories and anecdotes about their students on the autism
spectrum through specific attention to ability with ELA competencies toward summarizing
statements about what it means to teach students on the autism spectrum in ELA. Conflict was
easily identified this way: initial impressions often centered on identifying behaviors, and
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challenges with ELA skills were systematically described. Several participants, however,
identified significant assets either within ELA competencies, across competencies, or within
ELA as a content area, and assets were described as originating within students or as a result of
ELA itself, as though the autism spectrum enhanced or could be enhanced in the language arts.
This was an important finding because there is little in the literature that describes students on
the autism spectrum in asset-based language within the language arts; Winter-Messiers (2007),
for example, describes special interest areas as assets that enhance various competencies.
Competencies were specifically addressed both for each individual student and for their
interchangeability with each other. Within each of four language arts competencies (reading,
writing, listening and speaking), findings indicate participants related both strengths and
challenges exhibited by their students.
Reading. Findings in reading showed participants perceived mixed skills. Holly, Jamie,
Cara and Amy described students’ affinity for research, attention to facts, and extensive
background knowledge for some subjects (i.e., sharks, hurricanes, cyanide, Kazakhstan); Amy,
however, described reading comprehension issues for both of her students who researched topics
at home and did not understand their inappropriateness in the class. Both Hannah and Cara
described fluency problems which Cara tied to comprehension problems for Daniel. Jamie
perceived her students were, by and large, “voracious readers,” enjoying crime novels. Both
Jamie and Amy stated their students would not read texts about which they were not interested,
and Jamie replaced curriculum texts with student preferences. Holly and Cara described
students’ preferences for reading texts that had images, like graphic novels or textbooks with
pictures, and both also described increased engagement and comprehension when texts were
accompanied by audio. Jamie described the phenomenon of “Reed’s” ability to demonstrate
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acute listening skills when texts were presented with audio despite his not reading along or
appearing not to pay attention. Amy perceived “Wyatt” understood texts well enough to add
insight during class discussion of them, but she related he used “black and white” reasoning in
his writing about them. Holly stated “Trent” read below grade level and preferred books by Dr.
Seuss. Amy described a vivid incident where J acted out definitions for figurative language she
viewed as inappropriate.
Writing. Findings for writing revealed that competency was perceived by the
participants to be the most problematic for their students; both the physical act of writing and
organizing writing proved challenging. All five participants described at least one of their
students as struggling with handwriting which was too large, slowly and laboriously produced,
and often illegible; further, Hannah and Amy described how students held writing utensils
incorrectly. Holly, Hannah, Jamie, and Amy allowed one or more students to type either at home
or in the classroom, and the iPad was extensively used, though Amy’s student, J, refused to use
technology at school to assist with writing; Holly also used an application, Snaptype, to allow
typing within documents. Cara explained typing was allowed for Scott as she was leaving
internship.
Organization was also problematic. Hannah perceived Emmitt could organize his
thoughts better through verbalizing than he could in writing, and she described three issues with
Bryce’s organization: 1) stream of consciousness writing, 2) too many details for some prompts
but no big picture focus, or 3) too few elaborative details to explain other prompts; Amy’s
student “Wyatt” also did not elaborate in his writing and presented black-and-white descriptions
or analyses. Jamie related “Reed” became overwhelmed when faced with blank, white paper or
too much white space on worksheets, so she used graphic organizers with labeled boxes to hold
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his writing. Like Hannah, Jamie also allowed “Reed” to say and record some answers instead of
writing them.
Conversely, Holly, Jamie, and Cara described some excellent writing skills in some
students. Holly’s student “Nick” produced “amazing” stories with extensive details often about
superheroes, cartoon characters or dogs. Jamie stated Student L produced “wonderful” writing
but became confrontational about revisions with a “done is done” mentality; this finding revealed
a product orientation that ran contrary to the process orientation to which English teachers
ascribe. Cara perceived Daniel struggled to analyze writing prompts and to organize his ideas,
but he produced some of the class’s best writing over extended time. Student A in Jamie’s class
produced very little writing (four sentences to other students’ five paragraphs) for undetermined
reasons. J did not gauge an appropriate amount of writing.
Listening. An important finding about listening revealed it was the most misunderstood
competency discussed; many participants described students’ sensitivity to sounds or acute
hearing when discussing listening skills. All five participants described students who were
disturbed by the ambient sounds of the classroom, distracted by loud or unexpected sounds, or
overstimulated by noise. Holly, Jamie, and Amy addressed listening skills and said their
students were able to learn through listening; Holly and Jamie both revealed they had students
who had very good auditory processing skills despite appearing not to be listening; Jamie
specifically address “Reed’s” lack of listening behaviors, like making eye contact or reading
along, but an astonishing ability to process what he had heard. Amy described how J became
agitated with a particular audio of a short story that incorporated repetition and the sounds made
by objects. Cara perceived Daniel had a hard time when assignment directions were presented
orally and needed extensive follow-up and visual support.
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Speaking. Findings for speaking revealed mixed perceptions of that competency;
participants often called the speaking competency a strength for some students, though it was a
deficit for others. Three participants described negative voice qualities: Both Amy and Holly had
students whose voices were too loud for the situation or were louder than anyone else, and Cara
could not adequately characterize the odd sound of Scott’s voice and characterized Daniel’s
voice as sometimes robot-like. Holly and Hannah described an intangible voice quality they
characterized as “presence” in their students which they thought was a positive attribute, and
Holly and Jamie addressed an adult-like voice that sounded like a news anchor, teacher, or
businessman. All five participants described an emotive quality in at least one student each and
students’ desire to engage in read-alouds, performances, skits; three participants described
students who changed up their voices and affected accents or dialects.
Interchangeability across competencies. One finding revealed competencies were
regarded in terms of their interchangeability with each other, which was seen as an asset to some
participants. A few participants related how they were able to change one competency for
another and said they viewed the language arts as the place to allow children to bloom because
competencies could stand in for one another. Interchangeability of language arts competencies
was a major theme for two participants though it was a finding present to some degree for all
five.
Participants perceived the organization needed to produce writing with evidence could be
replicated using the speaking competency if writing were too challenging. Hannah strongly
advocated for allowing speaking to stand in for writing, and Jamie allowed speaking and voicerecording of answers in lieu of writing. Jamie also found “Reed” could transfer his thoughts
about a text to which he had listened to writing when she allowed him to discuss it first, such that
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talking was an intermediate step before writing. I noted participants who described students who
experienced struggle with writing also described those same students as having good speaking
skills and participating in conversation; both of Hannah’s students, Cara’s student, Scott, and
Amy’s student, “Wyatt,” fell into this category.
Reading was a competency enhanced or replaced by listening. Participants described
students whose reading comprehension was assisted by listening to recordings of texts; Cara and
Holly both noted listening helped students understand. Listening also replaced reading for
Jamie’s student, “Reed.” She assumed he was not paying attention to the reading of a text
because his eyes were not following along, but when she questioned him later, she discovered he
had a firm grasp of the text because he had listened to it attentively, despite appearances to the
contrary. Holly related a similar incident with an unnamed student for whom diagnosis of autism
was imminent. Though Amy described J’s agitation with the repetition of words and sounds on
the recording of “There will come soft rains,” she admitted he was engaged and listening to the
text.
Viewing, the language arts competency not actively discussed by participants in this
study, became a quiet asset for some students. Viewing does not have a separate standard under
current Florida language arts standards and is subsumed under others, typically as a presentation
medium for writing or speaking or as one of a group of “texts” from which evidence can be
culled; because it is not assessed as a stand-alone standard, it flew under the radar during
interviews. However, participants recognized the strong visual nature of their students on the
autism spectrum and frequently incorporated viewing as a competency to enhance or stand in for
other competencies. Jamie relied on graphic organizers to stand in for blank writing paper for
“Reed.” She also found iMovie was a powerful tool for motivating and engaging three of her
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students during the production of texts. Cara enhanced Daniel’s understanding when she
provided drawings, wrote on, or circled parts of directions on his assignments. Several
participants noted increased engagement on assignments when drawing was included; Cara noted
Daniel finally stood up to deliver a presentation (a listening/speaking grade) because he was
proud of the whale picture he had drawn. Several participants also described preferred reading
texts or increased student engagement with books enhanced by illustrations or photographs, and
graphic novels, comic books, Dr. Seuss books, and trading cards were mentioned as desired text
types, all with strong visual components.
Interchangeability and the standards. One of the most profound findings to come
from the most experienced participants was the concept of meeting the standards through student
choice, changing out curriculum requirements to address standards in student-centered ways.
Both Jamie and Hannah described meeting standards despite making adjustments to the required
curriculum. Across both interviews, Jamie allowed students to replace required reading with
texts they preferred. She replaced required assignments with students’ independent research and
she provided many alternative assignments, usually with technology supports, which sometimes
crossed over from one competency to another. She also realized she could allow her students on
the autism spectrum to decide how they would demonstrate mastery, stating she would simply
ask, “Okay, L, how to you want to do this?” then trusting he would prove his own mastery.
Hannah was a strong proponent of student special interest areas as vehicles for meeting
standards. She advocated for replacing texts and prompts for which students on the autism
spectrum would not be engaged for those about which they were passionate, stating, “I don’t care
the standards. You can do any of this and meet the standards.”
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Both Hannah and Jamie declared language arts competencies could be met through
student-centered projects and inquiry-based learning. Hannah went as far as to insist the
competencies which replaced each other should be allowed to replace standards for assessment
purposes, allowing, for example, students to deliver essays through speaking instead of writing
on standardized exams. This interchangeable nature of language arts was seen as an asset of the
content area and was an important finding.

Research Question 2
In what ways do new secondary English language arts teachers construct knowledge about how
to teach their students on the autism spectrum?
*Answering the second research question produced two superordinate themes across cases.

Superordinate Theme 1: People as Resources
Findings reveal participants overwhelmingly turned to people to help them construct
knowledge about how to teach students on the autism spectrum. They engaged in dialogue with
experts on their school sites as well as parents, and some turned to the students themselves.
Most of the dialogue in which they participated was deliberately sought for assistance with
specific students for specific purposes.
All four participants who first taught students on the autism spectrum in their internships
(Holly, Cara, Hannah and Amy) turned to cooperating teachers, but Holly and Hannah, less so
than Cara and Amy. Support facilitators and co-teachers were most often the people sought for
specific instructional, behavioral, and emotional needs in both first teaching experiences
(internships, for four of them) and current experiences. Jamie taught Reed during her first
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semester as the teacher of record and described a traumatizing event during which she relied
heavily on the support facilitator to help her understand “Reed’s” behavior. Holly and Cara
described support facilitators as crucial to helping them make meaning of the population and find
solutions in final internship, and Holly described the support facilitator as helping her plan
instruction in the current situation. Amy used the support facilitator currently to document J’s
behaviors and work with him outside the classroom.
Other staff members were important. Hannah stated the induction into sensory issues
taught by the autism specialist proved a turning point for class interactions with Emmitt. Both
Cara and Jamie described other content area teachers certified in ESE as valuable resources,
particularly their use of student-centered strategies and classrooms. Holly had a room full of
support staff, including various therapists and specialists who pushed in services, plus a
dedicated instructional assistant to help her with “Trent.” Holly also sought expertise from other
teachers with prior elementary training whom she described as better prepared to teach ESE
students. Cara described the behavior specialist as helping Scott get behaviors under control,
though need for that specialist decreased when appropriate accommodations were made for Scott
following his diagnosis. Amy looked to the behavior specialist to document J’s errant behaviors
in an effort to get him moved to a different class.
Three participants, Holly, Cara, and Hannah, described personal relationships with
individuals who were connected with the autism spectrum. Holly stated her uncle had
Asperger’s, though she did not elaborate how she learned about her students through him, only
that she had background knowledge about the autism spectrum because of him. Cara called her
father and brother to question them about their interactions with children on the autism spectrum;
her father had a favorite patient with Asperger’s, and he and Cara’s brother regularly volunteered
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with adolescents on the spectrum and related positive experiences. Hannah cited a 15-year
friendship with the mother of an adolescent on the spectrum as highly influential in giving her
foundational knowledge and advice.
All five participants related they learned essential information from parents. Amy’s
interaction with her first student, “Wyatt,” was bolstered by a detailed email she got from his
mother explaining his learning styles and preferences, and she related J’s mother provided her
with a list of topics about which J was passionate. Holly had weekly contact with “Trent’s”
mother who was a wealth of information about instructional and behavioral strategies. Cara had
significant contact with Daniel’s parents about other health issues he had. Jamie was contacted
by Student L’s mother to ask about her child’s friendships at lunch, an experience Jamie called
“humanizing;” she also worked with a co-worker parent to support that teacher’s child in her
class, and she lamented she did not have parental support from Student A’s parents. Hannah
cited conferences with both Emmitt’s and Bryce’s parents as imperative to her understanding of
their children; she described interactions with those parents as key to their children’s acceptance
of themselves as being on the autism spectrum.
Though all participants turned to students for help, three participants included more
extensive student input than others, with Jamie engaged in the most dialogue with her students
about instructional needs. Holly asked students directly about behavioral support needs to diffuse
meltdowns, and Cara honored Daniel’s preferences for working alone and solo presentations
delivered to her without other students present. Hannah engaged in friendly dialogue with Bryce
regularly to learn about his preferences which she then tried to incorporate in content; she and
Jamie were the most determined to bring their student’s expertise into the classroom. Learning
from students, both through dialogue and through observations, allowed participants to adapt
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instruction to more closely fit the needs of their students. Amy described her own trial and error
with “Wyatt” and Holly described it with students in both experiences. Jamie engaged in the
most student observation and adapted instruction to suit student preferences more than any other
participant, ultimately turning to the students for their coveted input about assignment tasks and
performance measures.

Superordinate Theme 2: A Wish List
Findings suggest, aside from human resources, participants by-and-large found little
additional assistance learning how to teach students on the autism spectrum in language arts.
Formal learning would have occurred in their university teacher training programs or through
professional development, and informal training could have taken place through examination of
student files, books, or online research. Participants expressed those resources were lacking in
specificity for autism spectrum or language arts, though Holly found general ESE websites to be
helpful.
As graduates from a single university teacher preparation program, English language arts
preservice teachers were required to take one two-hour survey course in ESE designed for
content-area teachers; it was not specific to ELA nor to the autism spectrum. Participants
described their university training as either minimally helpful or not helpful at all; they criticized
the general, theoretical nature of their one ESE course. Jamie described having to complete a
single Powerpoint on a learning disability which focused on diagnosis but nothing practical, and
she said substantive exposure to IEPs (Individualized Educational Plans) was lacking. Four
participants, Holly, Jamie, Cara, and Amy, described their university coursework as “not
practical” and not specific enough to the autism spectrum or language arts. Cara lamented she
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did not have the background knowledge even to know a student like Daniel was capable of being
in an advanced class, and I recalled most participants expressed surprise at having a student on
the autism spectrum in their first teaching experiences. A few participants kept their resources
from their ESE class (i.e., a Powerpoint or student-made brochures), but they found them
minimally helpful in their lived experiences teaching real students on the spectrum. However,
Hannah described her training in ELL (English Language Learner) accommodations as
beneficial; she also used her university training in multiple intelligences as she created lesson
plans that incorporated varied learning styles and preferences.
Likewise, most participants expressed dissatisfaction with professional development
training. Holly alone asserted professional development she received from her school district
was helpful, particularly one she took on reading strategies; she admitted, however, training was
not specific to the autism spectrum nor secondary language arts, and one session she took was
specifically for elementary teachers. Jamie said she was required to fulfill new ESE certification
mandates but lamented trainings for ESE were “always the same” and did not always work for
the autism spectrum. Cara also complained district trainings were not tailored to the autism
spectrum in language arts, and Amy did not want to take trainings she perceived as inadequate
on her own time.
Unexpectedly, participants described the kind of training they wished were available to
them. Holly and Cara asserted more practical, hands-on experiences in university coursework
were needed; both wanted observations of exceptional students to be incorporated, and Holly
thought relevant case studies would be beneficial. Holly also thought elementary teachers were
better trained in ESE than secondary teachers who were prepared to teach content in 50-minute
blocks. Jamie wanted more training in IEPs and practical “this is what you can do” strategies at
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the university level. Four participants addressed more relevant professional development. Jamie
said she did not think the resources existed that provided strategies tailored for the autism
spectrum in language arts, and Amy wanted books, directions, and manuals that would give her
“extra tools.” Cara stated so many trainings were “irrelevant,” and she described the ultimate
professional development as being specifically for the autism spectrum in language arts. She
asserted “language arts is the basis of everything” and said if English teachers were trained in
supporting students on the autism spectrum “in reading, writing, listening, and speaking,” they
could come back and train other content-area teachers.

Research Question 3
In what ways, if any, can the experiences of new secondary English language arts teachers be
described in terms of culturally responsive teaching theory?
*Answering the third research question produced two superordinate themes across cases.

Superordinate Theme 1: Responsiveness and Experience
When examined under the lens of culturally responsive teaching theory, the participants
in this study demonstrated varying degrees of culturally responsive practices and different
movement toward overt display of those practices. Findings suggest a key factor in their
movement toward more responsive practice was experience, which varied for each participant
and resulted in different capacities for responsiveness. Ability to respond and move on toward
more responsive practice hinged on experience of three kinds: amount of experience (length of
time teaching), positive/negative experience (perception of experience), and type of experience
(teaching position). The combinations of overall experience directly influenced responsive
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practice and resulted in participants’ distinctive movement on Sabella’s Continuum. Holly
remained stagnant within the continuum; Cara, Jamie, and Hannah showed movement toward
more cultural responsiveness with Jamie and Hannah demonstrating strongly present practices.
Amy regressed along the continuum with fewer responsive practices in her second experience
than her first. I examined each participant’s movement along Sabella’s Continuum of Culturally
Responsive Pedagogy for the autism spectrum in relation to their experiences.
Holly. Within Sabella’s Continuum, Holly showed little movement, remaining stagnant
within Moderately Present practices. Holly was in her second year of teaching and had taught
several students on the autism spectrum in that time period. The interview about her first
experience revealed she taught a student, “Nick,” during her final internship. That experience
was very positive for Holly with both an accepting and supportive cooperating teacher and coteacher. Her perceptions of the student and her ability to respond to him were favorable, and she
felt confident in her ability to teach “Nick;” additionally, she perceived she was making gains
with her current student, “Trent.” While both time and positivity in experience might have
allowed Holly significant movement toward more culturally responsive practices, the type of
experience Holly had was a deciding factor in her stagnation.
Holly revealed she had observed self-contained classes looking for strategies with
exceptional students during her teaching program, and during her final internship, she was in a
basic level co-teach classroom with a high number of ESE students. She was hired to teach
language arts on the ESE team, and her placement during the 2015-2016 school year was also on
the ESE team with the most challenging students, according to Holly, solidifying her role as a
teacher of exceptional children. That type of experience caused Holly to consider instructional
and behavioral strategies to get students through content with a heavy emphasis on behavior
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modification and supports and not necessarily on students’ strengths and preferences. The
resources she found online were for general ESE accommodations and lessons, as were the
district professional development trainings she had taken. Her proficiency became compensatory
and support measures, not student-centered assets. Thus, “Trent’s” learning strengths, personal
preferences, and input in assignment or assessment tasks were not included, save for his
insistence on taking a reading test on the class computer rather than being pulled out per his IEP.
Cara. Cara’s responsive practices moved from being Minimally Present into Moderately
Present in Sabella’s Continuum. She was also a second year language arts teacher. Her first
experience teaching a student on the autism spectrum occurred with Scott during her final
internship in a support-facilitated class. Initially, that experience was negative for Cara; her
interview revealed she focused on the disparaging language perpetuated by her cooperating
teacher and the other teachers on her team who called Scott the “class clown” with “disruptive”
and “bad” behaviors. However, a diagnosis Asperger’s for Scott was a game changer; Cara
witnessed more appropriate accommodations and differentiation by her cooperating teacher
which in turn caused Scott to participate and engage more fully. Cara then observed another
teacher on the team who practiced student-centered instruction in a unique classroom, an
environment in which Cara perceived Scott thrived. Cara also contacted her father and brother
who portrayed adolescents on the autism spectrum in a very positive light; her father described
one of his favorite patients as having Asperger’s, and her brother said the kids on the spectrum
with whom he volunteered were “so happy.” Cara’s internship experience with Scott then turned
into a very positive experience which carried over into her current positive experience with
Daniel.
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Cara’s current teaching placement included a section of advanced language arts in which
she taught Daniel. Cara’s language revealed a strong affection for Daniel. The advanced class
afforded Cara the opportunity to see a student on the autism spectrum favorably, and Daniel’s
gentle personality, shyness, and excellent writing ability cast him and the experience in a positive
light. Further, Cara perceived she had made great progress with Daniel by helping him establish
a lasting friendship and when he stood up in front of the class to deliver his first oral
presentation. I suspect Cara will continue to grow in her own comfort as a teacher of students on
the autism spectrum and will demonstrate even stronger responsive practices in the future.
Jamie. Jamie’s interviews revealed movement toward substantial culturally responsive
practices for students on the autism spectrum. In her third year of teaching, Jamie had settled
comfortably into her teaching role. Her experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum
had been largely positive, though her first experience started out a little rocky. Jamie admitted
her first student, “Reed,” initially frustrated her when he did not want to participate in
collaborative learning and walked out of her classroom. She also described being puzzled by his
inability to write on blank pieces of paper and his appearing not to be paying attention.
However, Jamie revealed remarkable observation and perceptive skills, and she said she learned
to adapt to “Reed’s” learning styles quickly based on what she perceived he needed. She also
related a disturbing incident when “Reed” wrote “My dad is dead” on the board which the
support facilitator helped her understand, and the experience helped to humanize “Reed” for her.
Her first experience ended up quite positive so that Jamie was poised to view her four current
students favorably and with an eye toward curiosity, discovery, and empowerment.
Language in her second interview revealed Jamie had a healthy balance of concern for
her students on the spectrum mixed with admiration and praise. Jamie’s current teaching
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position with on-level and able learners allowed her to find positives in her students’ abilities.
Further, the sheer number of students on the autism spectrum in the current year meant Jamie
had to focus deliberately on the learning styles of the population. Thus, Jamie’s teaching
experiences with on-level students in both her first experience and her second combined with
excellent support from her support facilitator the first time and a perception Student L was gifted
in the current year; Jamie was positioned to see her students as capable which enabled her to
incorporate their strengths and preferences in assignments and assessments to move her toward
Strongly Present practices on Sabella’s Continuum.
Hannah. Hannah also moved toward Strongly Present practices on Sabella’s Continuum
of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy for autism spectrum. She was in her third year as a language
arts teacher. Her first experience with Emmitt took place on the gifted team with a veteran
teacher and was overwhelmingly positive. That cooperating teacher brought in the autism
specialist which created a favorable atmosphere for Emmitt, and she encouraged Hannah to help
him become better organized; she also allowed Hannah to attend conferences with Emmitt’s
mother who herself demonstrated positivity for the autism spectrum. Hannah was successful
adapting plans that included Emmitt’s learning styles, and she felt an emotional connection to
him, setting her up for a positive first experience. Her current experience with Bryce started off
with an encouraging first interaction, and Hannah felt a “warm spot” in her heart. Hannah’s
confidence teaching Bryce was bolstered by her ability to include his expertise in the classroom
and her encouraging and beneficial interactions with Bryce’s parents who were also very
accepting of the autism spectrum. Thus, Hannah had two positive experiences with her students.
Hannah’s teaching positions included being in the gifted unit during her internship and
then securing a job at an affluent middle school where she taught Bryce in a support-facilitated
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class. Hannah’s current class was described as a community of nice students who were very
accepting and caring for Bryce. She described positive relationships with colleagues in her
current position who also held stellar views of Bryce, and she extolled praise for the population
on the spectrum repeatedly throughout her second interview. Hannah’s teaching experiences
were also favorable for increasing responsive practices, and her overall confidence led her to
incorporate strengths and preferences for both students and to make adjustments to assignments
that allowed Bryce in particular to meet standards in alternative formats. Though Hannah also
had a long-time friend to whom she turned for foundational knowledge and advice about the
autism spectrum, she had positive teaching experiences that supported her growth as a culturally
responsive practitioner. She began from a place of Moderately Present and moved into Strongly
Present practices.
Amy. Amy’s backward movement on Sabella’s Continuum represents a teacher with
experiences that seemed stacked against her ability to be culturally responsive. She had the least
amount of experience teaching of any participant; she was a first-year teacher just learning how
to negotiate being the teacher of record, so she had not been teaching long when she got J as a
student. Her perceptions of her experiences were also key. Amy met her first student on the
autism spectrum, “Wyatt,” during her final internship, and she demonstrated some definitive
responsive practices, like encouraging “Wyatt” to participate in class discussion where his
insight was valued, and modifying writing in format and production. She received support from
her cooperating teacher about adjusting grading criteria to meet “Wyatt’s” needs and respect his
“black and white” thinking. Thus, she was able to demonstrate some responsive practices that
were Moderately Present. However, some of the language she used in the first interview
revealed an intern who may not have fully negotiated teaching a student on the autism spectrum.
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She concentrated on whether or not she taught him “wrong,” was worried about accommodating
him, and admitted she had a hard time communicating with him, wondering if he was “playing”
her or if he was joking when he spoke; she may not have perceived the experience of teaching
“Wyatt” as being very positive, even though she had some success implementing responsive
practices. If she did not feel the experience was resoundingly successful, she was not ready for
the challenges of teaching a student like J.
The type of teaching experiences Amy had, the teaching positions she filled, became
critically important in understanding why her cultural responsiveness regressed. Amy’s first
experience, like Hannah’s, took place on the gifted team, but her cooperating teacher was much
younger and newer to the profession than Hannah’s, and she was also expecting her first baby;
mentoring and leadership qualities may not have been as solidified in Amy’s cooperating
teacher. Additionally, Amy expressed repeatedly that “Wyatt” was so intelligent (“brilliantly
bright”) she had a hard time understanding him, and she may have struggled to keep up with the
demands of teaching on the gifted team in the first place. She segued into a mini-contract to take
over for her cooperating teacher during her maternity leave, and she continued practices already
put into place during internship on the gifted team. During her current and first full school year,
Amy was hired to teach language arts on the ESE team of a middle school. Her student, J,
exhibited challenging behaviors that often bordered on bizarre to Amy. Alone and without a
cooperating teacher to guide her, Amy did not have the foundation or “tools” she felt she needed
to have J in her class, let alone teach him in responsive ways. She focused on negative aspects of
teaching J and repeatedly overlooked his strengths and preferences. J quit participating in ways
Amy found acceptable and became suspicious of her, stating he was “uncomfortable” showing
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her his work, resulting in a deleterious cycle and Amy’s regression on Sabella’s Continuum from
Moderately Present toward culturally responsive practices that were Noticeably Absent.

A Model for Studying Movement Toward Culturally Responsive Practices
This study revealed new English language arts teachers attempts to respond to their
students on the autism spectrum in culturally responsive ways whether they were aware of their
responses or not. Indeed, the study suggests all participants enacted responsive practices for at
least one of their students, some more wholly than others. Further, the study suggested
responsive practices changed across teaching experiences, with more experienced teachers and
those perceiving more positive experiences demonstrating more responsive practices than newer
teachers or those perceiving negative experiences. In an effort to study participants’ culturally
responsive practices and their increases, decreases, or stagnation in responsiveness across
experiences, I conceptualized a model to capture their movement toward, within, or away from
more culturally responsive practices called Sabella’s Continuum of Culturally Responsive
Pedagogy (Figure 9, below).

Noticably
Absent
CRP

Minimally
Present CRP

Moderately
Present
CRP

Present CRP

Figure 9. Sabella’s Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy (2016)
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Strongly
Present
CRP

Sabella’s Continuum of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy shows levels of responsiveness
as summed by their exhibition of criteria for culturally responsive practices (Gay, 2010) ranging
from Noticeably Absent through Minimally Present, Moderately Present, and Present to Strongly
Present. Participants who demonstrated more criteria and characteristics of responsive practices
placed higher on the continuum than those who demonstrated fewer, and movement of
responsiveness discussed from each participant’s first interview to the second was noted,
allowing a visualization of movement along the continuum over time. Understanding such
movement allowed me to question why initial placement on the continuum occurred as it did,
why second placements occurred where they did, and why the resulting movement toward or
away from more responsive practices existed for each participant.
I utilized the model of Sabella’s Continuum to denote a level to which the participants in
my study enacted culturally responsive practices across two interviews specifically for their
students on the autism spectrum. Sabella’s Continuum captured the level of responsiveness for
each participant communicated during Interview 1 and Interview 2, and bridging each
participant’s level across interviews simulated movement toward, within, or away from more or
less responsive practices. I determined I could also superimpose participants’ movements on
Sabella’s Continuum for a comparison of each participant’s responsiveness in relation to other
participants (Figure 10).
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Noticably
Absent
CRP

Minimally
Present CRP

Moderately
Present
CRP

Present CRP

Strongly
Present
CRP

Holly 1 > Holly 2

Cara 1 >>>>>>>>>>> Cara 2

Amy 2 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Amy 1

Hannah 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Hannah 2

Jamie 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Jamie 2

Figure 10. Participants’ Movement Along Sabella’s Continuum of Culturally Responsive
Pedagogy

I expect Sabella’s Continuum can document anyone’s responsiveness to any cultural
conceptualization, perceived or real. It can document, as discussed herein, educators’
responsiveness to multicultural groups in their classrooms; specifically, it can map how
educators of various criteria (here, new ELA teachers) move within culturally responsive
practices across time (here, first and second experiences) for specific populations (here, for
secondary students on the autism spectrum). A second example might capture responsiveness of
male math teachers across semesters toward their Hispanic students as illustrated below (Figure
11). However, theoretically, I believe Sabella’s Continuum can document other people’s
responsiveness to other populations. For example, it could capture the cultural responsiveness of
senior citizens across two encounters with grandchildren who belong to the skater culture,
though Gay’s characteristics and criteria of responsive practice (2010) would need modification
as they are currently tailored for educational purposes and populations.
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Noticably
Absent
CRP

Minimally
Present CRP

Moderately
Present
CRP

Present CRP

Strongly
Present
CRP

FMMT 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> FMMT 2

Figure 11. Fictitious Male Math Teacher’s (FMMT) Movement Along Sabella’s Continuum of
Culturally Responsive Pedagogy for Hispanic Students from Semester 1 to Semester 2

It should not escape the reader that Sabella’s Continuum model is very much akin to the
spectrum being studied herein. Responsiveness has many nuances and manifestations, just like
the depth and breadth of characteristics of the autism spectrum within itself and out into the
general population. The continuum approach and color demarcation of responsive levels
reminds me of the children on a spectrum who inspired it.

Superordinate Theme 2: Embracing the Child vs. Promoting the Culture
Findings revealed as a group, participants reacted to the needs of their individual students
on the autism spectrum in culturally responsive ways revealing an overall student-centered
orientation. Individual students were responded to, at least minimally, in five of the six
characteristics of Gay’s responsive practices (2010); indeed, the individual child was embraced
as important enough for participants to modify practice for most of their students.
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Validating practices included incorporating some performance styles such as visuals,
speaking or movement, and performance preferences such as typing, graphic organizers, or
specific pencil leads. Participants offered some praise for students and their strengths, such as
Amy’s praise for “Wyatt’s” ability to move conversations and Jamie’s acknowledgment and
inclusion of researching skills that added to class enrichment. Comprehensive practices centered
on academic and emotional support of the whole child. Participants provided academic support
through alternative formats, visual presentations, and checklists and schedules. For emotional
support, Holly worked to prevent meltdowns, Cara made both connection with Scott and
friendship for Daniel her priority, and Jamie and Hannah paid attention to class atmosphere and
acceptance. For “Wyatt,” Amy encouraged him to contribute to class discussion and allowed
him to conduct interviews.
Multidimensional practices centered on choice through reading material, writing format
and production, or sometimes, topic preferences. Class climates became important as Holly
started her school year with a TED Talk about learning differences, Hannah created positive
environments through strength and acceptance, and Jamie provided a niche for expertise and
accommodated sensory preferences. Participants engaged in empowering practices when they
provided checklists and schedules that allowed students to track their own progress.
Participants frequently supported each student’s will to act when their choices were honored;
Holly allowed “Trent’ to choose the format and location of his reading assessment, Amy
sometimes allowed “Wyatt” to choose typing or writing, and Jamie provided students
opportunities to demonstrate mastery by asking them how they wanted to do so. Cara
empowered Daniel to take academic risk when he stood up in front of the class and delivered a
presentation, and three participants referred to their students’ confidence levels.
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Finally, participants engaged in emancipatory practices when students were allowed to
demonstrate learning through alternative measures such as iMovie, projects, and even Scott’s
dance performance. Amy described alternative grading criteria to accommodate “Wyatt’s” style,
and Hannah advocated for inclusion of student expertise, adaptation of standards, and inquirybased learning. Two participants recognized how important it was for other students to learn
from the unique perspectives of students on the autism spectrum.
However, I also found transformative practices were almost entirely missing from
participants’ interviews, as were criteria under each other characteristic that required open, overt
acknowledgement of the unique assets of the population on the autism spectrum. Other students
from other populations and cultural backgrounds were not explicitly made aware of the
distinctive abilities, talents, knowledge and perspectives of students on the autism spectrum such
that their presence in the classroom was seen as a benefit to all. Cultural resources created for
and by people on the autism spectrum were not deliberately included. Jamie did call her students
“the researchers” who held a distinct niche in the class and performed a needed enrichment
service, and Hannah did call Bryce an “expert” and lauded the benefits of having such experts in
the class. However, it was not clear that either of those participants declared those advantageous
to their classes where other students would have been able to acknowledge their importance to
society. No participant overtly promoted the benefits of the autism spectrum to their other
students, either, though to me privately, they described their students on the autism spectrum as
brilliant, experts, and good digital citizens with strong moral compasses and common sense;
Hannah hinted to their impact in her classroom and proudly declared, “It’s a spectrum now.”
Further, it was not made clear whether or not participants interacted with their students
on the autism spectrum in ways that intentionally called attention to each student’s unique
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strengths as assets in society, or whether or not they helped students themselves examine
imbalances of power. There were some approximations, though. Holly played a TED Talk
video at the beginning of the current school year that enabled students to accept learning
differences for lots of people, though the autism spectrum was not specifically mentioned.
Hannah’s cooperating teacher in her internship recognized the importance of revealing the
sensory world of the autism spectrum through the autism specialist, which Hannah realized was
crucial to the class’s understanding and acceptance of Emmitt. Several participants revealed
parents had accommodating views of their children and often provided helpful information on
resources, preferences, and strengths; Hannah described two sets of parents who saw their
children’s autism as important parts of their identities. Additionally, both Jamie and Hannah
themselves recognized imbalances of power when they described the importance of letting their
students on the spectrum experience success with standards that could be adapted to their
performance styles or topic preferences, though again, true cultural awareness was not achieved
because their students were not made aware of these adaptations. Amy alone saw J’s
approximation of pride in his autism as a tool for manipulation.
Culturally responsive practices, then, were implemented on an individual basis with
individual children in student-specific ways; the needs of individual children on the autism
spectrum were embraced. However, overt acceptance of a culture of autism that held an
important place in the class or society was not demonstrated; the culture as a whole was not
overtly promoted (no matter how many times Hannah said it was an important population or
called it “a blessing”). This finding suggests participants may not have felt they could extol the
virtues of the autism spectrum overtly to the general population when the label is viewed as
confidential information on an IEP or 504. The autism spectrum is currently viewed as a deficit
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as long as it is housed in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders and seen as
an impairment; thus, fully embracing it as a distinct and beneficial culture and empowering its
members may be outside the control of teachers and their students for the time being.

Implications for English Education
The participants in this study were new teachers of secondary English language arts in
mainstreamed settings who had been prepared in a single teacher education program at a large
metropolitan university in the southeast. Findings of this study suggest the participants were not
well prepared to teach students on the autism spectrum in their content. They were required to
take a single two credit class in exceptional student education which they believed was too broad
to cover any exceptionality with any depth. Further, that coursework did not help them
understand the specific needs of students on the spectrum within their specialized content nor
give them identifiable strategies for teaching those students effectively in language arts.
Additionally, that coursework did not prepare participants for the possibility students on the
autism spectrum could actually have strengths in or experience success in the language arts.
Overwhelmingly, participants declared their preparation for students on the autism
spectrum grossly inadequate or missing altogether, and two participants offered suggestions for
improving that part of their teacher preparation program. More specifics about the kinds of
students they might find in their mainstream classes (i.e., students on the autism spectrum in
advanced level classes) and tools to support those students behaviorally and academically within
language arts, were deemed crucial by the participants. Not a single participant pointed to any
exposure to the learning differences of students on the autism spectrum within their English
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education methods courses, either, leaving them unable to learn how to adapt the language arts
curriculum to the strengths or needs of this population.
Field experiences, particularly final internship experiences, were the first exposure to
teaching students on the autism spectrum for four of the participants; the fifth participant did not
have that exposure until she was a first year teacher of record. The findings of this study suggest
final internship may be the best place to negotiate successful teaching of students on the
spectrum. Interns, who are solidifying their identities as teachers, may rely on cooperating
teachers and other support staff (i.e., co-teachers, support facilitators) to help them negotiate the
transition from theory to practice, and a range of experiences within internship is needed to assist
them. However, currently in the state of Florida, final interns are not required to teach in a class
with students on the autism spectrum nor with any student currently deemed “exceptional,” nor
are they required to practice in co-teach or support-facilitated classes nor in gifted classes, any of
which might give them supported exposure to students on the autism spectrum. Interns are,
however, required to complete their 300 hours of exposure to English Language Learners (ELLs)
in their late field experiences during final internship, even though ELLs may not have any
challenges with language arts aside from a need to negotiate a new language and time immersed
in it (i.e., they may be fluent and literate in language arts competencies in their heritage
language). Thus, intentional, structured exposure and practice with students on the autism
spectrum is not currently part of English education in Florida.
Further, the population of students on the autism spectrum may be marginalized in
teacher education programs and again in final internship when they are lumped under “diverse
learners.” A problem arises when the specifics of the autism spectrum within language arts is not
understood, as competencies may lie in direct opposition to characteristics of the spectrum; some
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standards may be difficult to meet for some students for whom language challenges or
differences exist (see Chapter 2). Conversely, characteristics of the autism spectrum may
enhance or be enhanced by language arts competencies for some students who excel in certain
skills, but preservice English education teachers may not be exposed to those characteristics
during their program and are unsure how to incorporate those differences or strengths in their
teaching. English education majors need practice with students on the autism spectrum in
supported opportunities. Additionally, explicit instruction within the English education program
must attend to all populations of students for whom language use may look different from typical
populations; students on the autism spectrum and others like them (i.e., language processing
issues, language impairment, hearing impairment, dysgraphia, dyslexia, speech language
disorders, gifted, precocious speech, precocious readers, and hyperlexia, among other
differences) who may interact variously with the standards for reading, writing, listening and
speaking, must be deliberately addressed within English education preparation programs and
during final internship where negotiation of teaching language arts standards can be supported.
Finally, though culturally responsive practices are addressed more fully below,
participants’ movement along the Continuum can be introduced here as their initial placement on
it can be traced to their preparation and their first experiences typically in their final internships.

Implications for Special Education and Gifted Education
The importance of support from educators in special education and gifted education is
implied in the above discussion, but emphasis bears repeating here. All participants in this study
addressed their two-credit exceptional learner course in some way or other, even if only to state
the course was not helpful in teaching them to instruct students on the spectrum within language
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arts. However, they recognized it as a place they could have learned, and two participants
revealed they had kept their materials from the course just in case, and two participants described
how the course could be enhanced to assist them more directly. Hannah adapted what she had
learned about multiple intelligences and ELL support to help her plan lessons inclusive of her
student on the spectrum. If programs consider Cara’s insistence that language arts competencies
undergird those in many content areas, special education courses may do well to tailor their focus
toward the way different populations may function within language arts with deliberate emphasis
on tools for instruction; at minimum, special education courses for content area teachers should
focus on population characteristics within individual content areas instead of sweeping, broad
generalizations and diagnosis criteria.
Because two participants encountered their first students on the autism spectrum in gifted
classes, and because Cara, Amy, and Hannah revealed a misconception that students on the
autism spectrum would not be found in advanced classes, it behooves colleges of education to
introduce profiles of gifted students to English education majors which include students on the
autism spectrum. Recognizing areas of strength and extreme special interest within the
population would help language arts interns more quickly overcome a deficit lens and more
readily incorporate student assets in the content. Preservice language arts teachers must be
exposed to diverse learner profiles which include students on the autism spectrum within the
gifted paradigm, a concept many had not considered and for which they were unprepared.

Implications for Professional Development
Given that many new teachers may take professional development training, and because
educator recertification in Florida now requires hours in special education training, the content of
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professional development must be addressed. Findings suggest adequate training offered for
secondary teachers may be lacking, particularly about non-traditional populations within content
areas. Participants of this study suggested professional development training that specifically
targeted support of students on the autism spectrum within language arts is needed. No
participant could point to autism spectrum-centered training they received formally or
informally, and several participants indicated resources and trainings simply did not exist; nonexistent trainings could not be chosen even if new teachers had wanted to take them. No
participant had taken training to support exceptional populations in secondary language arts,
either; instead, one participant had taken a reading endorsement class and another had taken an
elementary level reading class. Further, and again, if training developers consider Cara’s
insistence that skills covered within the language arts competencies are useful in all other content
areas, schools would benefit from training in support of students on the autism spectrum in
reading, writing, listening and speaking, competencies emphasized across content areas under
current standards. Finally, findings suggest participants were not prepared to deal with students’
sensory or behavioral issues, and additional professional development should be created to foster
understanding of support of secondary students who may grapple with those issues within
mainstreamed, content-area classes.

Implications for Culturally Responsive Practices
Regardless of whether culturally responsive practices are addressed in teacher preparation
programs, on site, or through professional development, they must be emphasized and must be
inclusive of the population of people on the autism spectrum. Findings suggest most participants
held some degree of a deficit view of their students on the autism spectrum, even if it was as
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mild as not expecting those students to be in gifted classes. Further, findings suggest, even for
participants who were exposed to the autism spectrum through prior experiences, there was
initial struggle understanding how to negotiate the needs of the population, recognize strengths,
and include responsive practices within the classroom and within secondary language arts.
Though most participants adopted degrees of culturally responsive practices for most of their
students over time, Gay’s (2010) full envisionment of culturally responsive teaching practices
was not realized by a single participant. No participant engaged in acculturation of their
traditional students in the ways, strengths, perceptions, or knowledge of their students on the
autism spectrum.
Whether or not a culture exists is not the debate. Instead, I assert educators must be able
to recognize student strengths and preferences and incorporate those readily into teaching
practices that validate them and ensure student success. Where “diagnosis” or other labeling or
grouping occurs, educators must distinguish patterns of behavior, personality, reasoning, and
learning and look for ways to support individual strengths and challenges within their content
areas. These dichotomous views of students, that they are individuals acting sometimes
uniquely yet sometimes within patterns of behavior, must be addressed in teacher preparation
programs and educator professional development in order to equip teachers with responsive
practices.
Finally, there exist implications for education for its current view of exceptionality,
which may lie in direction opposition to culturally responsive practices. Currently, students with
social, emotional, behavioral, and cognitive differences are housed under exceptional student
education (ESE), which frequently espouses a deficit model of students who are “diagnosed”
with various “disorders.” Under federal law, students identified as exceptional are entitled to
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privacy and confidentiality, though giftedness is seen as an asset, and its identification is readily
used to publicly label children, content, classes, school units, and even entire curricula. Other
exceptionalities are viewed as causing deficiency in the student which should not be publicly
identified. If student exceptionality is seen as the exception to the traditional student rule and
teachers are not allowed to publicly identify exceptional populations within their classrooms, full
engagement in responsive practices becomes problematic because it entails some degree of
public acknowledgement and extolling cultural benefits. In other words, teachers who want to
acculturate their classes in the autism spectrum may find difficulty when to do so would reveal a
diagnosis of autism currently seen as a disorder (DSM-V); a paradox of recognizing cultural
benefit yet acknowledging confidentiality laws becomes evident. Teachers of students of most
other cultures would be encouraged to make cultural references and inclusions and employ
cultural resources within the classroom to respond to those cultures; posters of minority children
grace the walls, multicultural literature is studied, heritage language is heralded, and critical
lenses of diverse peoples toward social justice are embraced. Until students on the autism
spectrum are emancipated from exceptional student education as it is currently structured,
culturally responding to them wholly as assets in the classroom may not be achievable in the
current educational paradigm.

Suggestions for Future Research
In addition to implications above which provide impetus for future inquiry, I have
identified specific areas for which the study just scratches the surface and which would be better
explicated through additional research.
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Research on Preparation of English Education Majors to Support Students on the
Autism Spectrum
This study provided illustrations of the preparation of English education teachers in their
university coursework and the accompanying final internship as they reflected on it as new
teachers of students on the autism spectrum. These illustrations are inclusive of a single teacher
preparation program in one state that does not require explicit and systematic instruction in
exceptional student education for content-area teachers; the participants all took a general twocredit course in ESE as graduates of a program with its own ESE requirement. The study begins
to shed light on the role of coursework in ESE and its foundation for understanding exceptional
students in content area classes as well as the transition from theory to practice within a final
internship; further, the study illuminates shortcomings in content-area education that focus on
teaching students on the autism spectrum. Though the findings of this study are limited by the
small number of participants, they point to areas of preparation for language arts teachers that
could be expanded to greater numbers of participants across colleges of education.

Research of the Relationship Between the Autism Spectrum and English Language
Arts Competencies
This study provided the perceptions of five new English language arts teachers about
their students on the autism spectrum which revealed situated discussion about their particular
students’ proficiencies or struggles with language arts competencies. Continuing the
examination of how students on the autism spectrum negotiate language arts competencies in
secondary mainstream settings would provide more insight into the strengths and challenges
faced by the population within the language arts content area. Systematic examination of the
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students’ perceptions, student assignments and assessments, and particulars of language arts
standards would contribute to a deeper understanding of the relationship of the autism spectrum
and its interaction with competencies to be mastered. Both longitudinal studies of students’
performance within the language arts over time and comparative studies of students’
performance across competencies would provide great insight.

Research on the Role of Support Staff in the Construction of Knowledge About
Teaching Students on the Autism Spectrum for Mainstream Content Area Teachers
Given that findings in this study pointed to people as resources in the construction of
knowledge about teaching students on the autism spectrum for language arts teachers, future
research into how support staff (i.e., support facilitators, co-teachers, ESE specialists) help
content area teachers understand the autism spectrum would be beneficial. Specifically, a deeper
understanding of their experiences supporting content area teachers and the mechanisms by
which they deliver assistance would contribute to an understanding of how they achieve support
for teachers of students on the autism spectrum. Conversely, comparative studies of how content
area teachers seek assistance from ESE support staff would provide insight into the needs of
content area teaches and the specific kinds of expertise they pursue from support staff.

Research to Develop the Construct of Culturally Responsive Practices in Education
for Students on the Autism Spectrum
Though the exploration of the existence of a culture of autism spectrum is left to the
population to determine for themselves, educators must begin to understand the unique
contributions and challenges of students on the autism spectrum in mainstreamed secondary
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content areas. Researching the particulars, if they exist, of the patterns of behavior, reasoning,
perspectives, and knowledge within the population would help construct an understanding of
characteristics, preferences, and strengths of students on the autism spectrum upon which
educators might draw when attempting to deliver responsive practices. A deeper understanding
of a cultural paradigm of the autism spectrum would contribute to an understanding of what
practices would best respond to, support, and transform the population. Further, studies of the
practices that best achieve characteristics of cultural responsiveness could be undertaken to
provide much needed insight into those that promote success for students on the autism
spectrum. Findings of this study suggest some characteristics of cultural responsiveness were
more easily implemented than others; participants were able to implement those that embraced
the needs of individual children without being able to promote the culture as a whole. Further
research is needed to determine why characteristics were only partially met.

Research to Examine Culturally Responsive Practices of English Language Arts
Teachers With Their Students on the Autism Spectrum Over Time
Findings for this study suggest English language arts teachers attempted to deliver
culturally responsive practices for their students on the autism spectrum through individualized,
student-centered support, and that their practices by-and-large became more responsive with
experience depending on the nature of that experience. Further, findings suggest some teachers
moved from responsiveness with a single student to recognizing the potential for responsiveness
for the population as a whole, though fully enacting practices that promoted the cultural
paradigm proved problematic. Longitudinal studies with greater numbers of ELA teachers to
examine their responsive practices over time utilizing Sabella’s Continuum of Culturally
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Responsive Pegagoy would provide deeper understanding of how culturally responsive pedagogy
progresses and the mechanisms of experience that contribute.

Significance of the Study and Discussion
Little is known about how secondary language arts teachers provide instruction to
students on the autism spectrum (Moore-Abdool, 2010), and teachers of literacy face “perplexing
challenges” of instructing those students in mainstream inclusive classrooms (Mercer, 2009). No
literature could be located about how new ELA teachers construct knowledge about teaching the
population of students on the autism spectrum. This raises concerns about how ELA teachers
support students on the spectrum whose cognitive styles or characteristics may become
problematic in the instruction of literacy skills (Byrnes & Wasik, 2009). Further, scholars voice
concern about teaching the ELA curriculum in culturally responsive ways to exceptional students
(Smagorinsky, 2014), including those on the autism spectrum (Winter-Messiers et al, 2007).
This study addresses those concerns.
First, this study provides rich description of how five new language arts teachers
perceived their experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum, in both their initial
interactions and their current teaching situations. Those experiences revealed insight into how
they perceived their students, how they oriented themselves to those students, and how they
approached instruction of those students. Moores-Abdool (2010) notes little is known about how
content area teachers approach the instruction of students on the autism spectrum and how the
curriculum is accessed for that population; this study reveals language arts teachers may be
providing accommodations through interchangeability of competencies as well as content
adaptations through student preference as suggested by Winter-Messiers and colleagues (2007)
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to meet the standards. Some participants suggested flexibility with competency
interchangeability and meeting the standards through student preference is an asset of the
language arts where students on the autism spectrum can experience success.
Further, the study explores participant insight about the relationship between language
arts competencies and the autism spectrum. This study provides further evidence of challenges
experienced by secondary students on the autism spectrum with competencies addressed in the
literature, such as problems with reading comprehension and fluency (Byrnes & Wasik, 2009;
Mercer, 2009), lack of fine motor skills and organization required for writing (Asaro-Saddler &
Saddler, 2010; Attwood, 2007; Byrnes & Wasik, 2009; Mercer, 2009), issues with prosody and
conversation (Attwood, 2007; Byrnes & Wasik; 2009), and sensory sensitivity to sound in
particular (Attwood; 2007). However, this study provides evidence of strengths demonstrated by
some students with language arts competencies such as voracious reading, background
knowledge and analysis ability for preferred texts, research skills and digital literacy, writing to
preferred topics, substantive discussion of preferred topics, voice use and emotive skills for
dramatic effect, absorption of material through listening, and production of text through
speaking, as well as enhanced ability for some to produce alternative, digital, or visual texts and
assignments. Participants suggested with some skills, students on the autism spectrum
demonstrated ability that exceeded other students’ abilities. However, this study illuminates
uneven skill sets for some students within and across competencies where difficulties in
language arts were often balanced by unexpected strengths.
Secondly, this study provides exemplars about the ways new language arts teachers
constructed knowledge about how to teach their students on the autism spectrum. Each case
showcases both deliberate attempts at finding assistance through interaction with experts,
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research, and training, as well as adaptive attempts through trial and error centered on
observation, individual student needs, and student input. Kennedy and Ihle (2012) report content
area teachers may not know how to access assistance from ESE support staff, but this study
revealed new teachers faced with the unexpected overwhelmingly turned to support staff for
assistance with their students on the spectrum. This was particularly evident during final
internships where participants readily sought support from cooperating teachers, support
facilitators, ESE co-teachers, and team colleagues. The study also illuminates the benefit of
negotiating the instruction of students on the autism spectrum within the final internship
experience where support is more readily available, upholding Orzulak and colleagues’ finding
(2014) that internship allows pre-service ELA teachers to meet contextual needs of diverse
students through practice. Further, this study illuminates adaptive expertise was learned when
participants had hands-on experiences teaching students on the autism spectrum within language
arts, adding to the literature that asserts direct interaction with students with disabilities may be
the best way to learn about teaching them (Kraut, 2013; Milton, 2014).
The study also helps identify teachers’ perceptions of the most helpful resources and
discussion of ideal yet absent resources. While the literature suggests new teachers draw on their
teacher preparation programs in their new teaching experiences (Darling-Hammond, 2000;
Smagorinsky et al., 2011), this study revealed participants could not readily access information
they learned in their program about the autism spectrum, particularly in their content area; in
fact, they determined even their ESE survey course was not helpful for understanding IEPs, the
variability in autism, or strategies for instruction of students on the spectrum in language arts.
Further, the study revealed participants were not prepared in their program for the possibility for
students on the autism spectrum to be found in their gifted or honors classes. Participants
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suggested more case study, observation of exceptional students, and instruction in practical
instructional strategies are needed in teacher preparation programs. Participants also pointed to
missing or inadequate professional development options. While researchers suggest professional
development in special education is beneficial (Kosko & Wilkins, 2009; Waitoller, 2011), this
study revealed participants perceived targeted professional development in the instruction of
secondary students on the autism spectrum within language arts was non-existent, and
participants by-and-large believed general ESE training was ineffective for students on the
autism spectrum.
This study also suggests parental input and students themselves were helpful in the
construction of knowledge for some participants. Curiously, while no participant pointed to prior
knowledge about the population obtained through their apprentices of observation (Lortie, 1975)
in either their own K-12 experiences or their university experiences, several drew on background
knowledge they had about the population from their own family members or friends. However,
that knowledge was uneven in its influence on participant understanding when applied to
teaching students on the autism spectrum in the language arts content.
Third, this study provides insight into the substance of culturally responsive pedagogy
and practice of new language arts teachers as they teach students on the autism spectrum. While
no literature could be located to describe cultural competence with students on the autism
spectrum, Mesibov, Shea, and McCaskill (2012) suggest effective “cross-cultural interpreters”
(p. 102) would be those versed in the attributes of their definition of the culture of autism, which
is similar to a medical model of deficit. Participants in this study perceived most of those
attributes, including visual processing preferences, detail orientation, impaired social language,
sensory issues, challenges with sequencing, variability in attention, and intense interests.
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However, this study revealed participants went beyond recognition of attributes toward culturally
responsive practices as described by Gay (2010). All participants demonstrated an awareness of
differences of their students on the spectrum and to some degree enacted characteristics of
culturally responsive practices with individual students, though no participant demonstrated
complete and transformative responsiveness through all six characteristics nor promotion of a
culture of autism spectrum in ways described by Gay (2010). Further, the study suggests new
ELA teachers move forward or backward in the level of their culturally responsive practices
along a continuum due to the nature of their experiences teaching students on the autism
spectrum, with most participants moving toward more responsive practices over time.

Reflections on the Research Process
In the envisionment of this study, I was keenly aware of two things: one, I was very
personally invested in the exploration of my topic because of my personal and situated
knowledge of it, and two, I wanted very much for the perceptions of language arts teachers to
come through intact to the reader regardless of how they spoke of the topic. As I contemplated
how I would structure my study given my awareness, I also embraced my inner language arts
teacher, the one who preferred stories, and I became excited at the prospect of conducting a
narrative inquiry to reveal my participants’ perceptions. My participants would tell their stories,
I reasoned, helping keep my own personal interests in check. Further, I was bent on allowing
participant stories to provide more universal meaning through particulars and exemplars they
chose, much as one chooses the main idea and supporting details in personal writing. I did not
want to mince participant interviews into millions of data pieces that became bits of offal on the
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butcher’s floor, and I was averse to traditional coding methods that would lose the flavor of
participants’ perceptions.
I contemplated, however, how I would unfold their stories, staying faithful to their own
meaning making while providing some semblance of structure to the reader, for true narrative
rambles and folds back on itself in a confusing labyrinth of meaning (Reissman, 2002). I
uncovered the concept of restorying through Creswell (2007) which would have allowed me to
pull chunks of interviews apart to put into a story format with temporal arrangement (Connelly &
Clandinin, 1990). Encouraged by my methodologist, I read Reissman (2002) which solidified
my choice to restory and bolstered my understanding of what I would be doing. I chose to put
narrative together in a form of plot arc that allowed me to find elements of story in participant
interviews, and Reissman affirmed for me the tasks of placing bounds and emphasizing
relevance were to be expected. I found relief in this method and nestled into constructing plot
from participants’ interviews.
I faced another challenge in that I myself embraced the concept of a culture of autism
while others debated its existence, and the construct of culture anyway is so theoretical and
without any observable evidence outside the stereotypical taco-and-piñata approach seen during
multicultural week in elementary schools. I was curious about whether or not new language arts
teachers referenced their own culturally responsive ways about a culture that may or may not
exist. Even more daunting, I was hoping to apply the lens of a more recently adopted yet already
beloved culturally responsive teaching theory to a contentious cultural paradigm (the culture of
autism) outside more traditional cultural paradigms like race or country of origin. The solution,
I decided, lie in the method of narrative inquiry which would allow me to hold up Gay’s
characteristics of culturally responsive practices (2010) as a litmus test to participants’ stories; I
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believed participants’ rich experiences would illuminate practices I might then identify as fitting
under one (or, I decided later, several) characteristics through my own interpretation.
Having formulated a plan of action, I set off to immerse myself in my study and
immediately experienced two setbacks. First, I was surprised at how excited and invested I
personally felt in my own study as juxtaposed with my participants’ willingness but
simultaneous reluctance at taking time from their busy schedules to sit with me. I
underestimated how long it would take to coordinate and conduct two interviews apiece with five
busy participants currently teaching. Secondly, I was floored by how much my participants had
to say, and though determined to transcribe all interviews myself, I grossly underestimated how
long it would take me to transcribe ten interviews laden with details as related by English-teacher
storytellers and wordsmiths. Further, I often became engrossed in what my participants thought
and said, and I took even longer to transcribe because I stopped frequently to write my own
revelations in my reflective journal in a first form of analysis. Thus, preparing data for further
in-depth analysis alone set me back several months.
I must mention, in the middle of the interviewing process, I made an adjustment in how I
responded to my participants. The situated knowledge I have of both the autism spectrum and
teaching English language arts was indeed beneficial, as Patton (2002) indicated. However, I
found my own knee-jerk understanding of what my participants related precluded my standing
back and allowing them to explain or my further probing for deeper meaning, and that, I realized,
was unfair to the reader who might need the context I already knew. For example, when Jamie
described the YouTube video game commentaries Student S watched and shared with her during
home room, I immediately knew what she was talking about through my own son’s obsession
with the very same commentaries. My quick understanding and affirmation rendered any further
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description by Jamie unnecessary, and she moved on in the interview. As I transcribed that
portion of her interview, I realized how truncated her description of that component of her story
was because I had not indicated to her she should elaborate; I later made efforts to stifle my own
knowledge and understanding to encourage more elaboration from my participants in subsequent
interviews.
I found the actual analysis of data to be daunting as well. First I had to analyze how data
would best be presented, and though I had settled on a plot arc to form my narrative structure for
each case, I had to decide what would be included in each part of the story and whether or not all
participants even had those story parts. I worked to identify the exposition and the introduction
of the first character (the first student in the initial experience) for each participant. I was not
prepared for the introduction of the conflict which participants often presented through problem
behaviors, oddities, or student struggles. Complications and advancements of the plot came
next, and I listed strengths and challenges with competencies in that part. Further, I had to decide
how to weave together two interviews such that the story was a continuation with a new
character and conflicts, almost as though a sequel or Part 2 existed. Participants also presented
solutions or even, resolutions, but while some of solutions were initiated by participants
themselves through observation or trial and error, other solutions came in the form of other
people or resources, which actually answered my second research question regarding the
construction of knowledge about teaching students on the autism spectrum. Thus, I pulled out
some solutions and significant pieces of the plot arc in order to address that question.
Regardless, I was satisfied with the general plot structure that told each participant’s story and
relied on that form to help me analyze large pieces of transcripts.
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Secondly, I had to ferret out how participants actually constructed knowledge about how
to teach their students on the spectrum. Sometimes, they presented this information in a tidy
summary at the end of a particular anecdote, as when Jamie related the “My dad is dead” event;
she sought out the support facilitator who dealt with the situation and then explained later to
Jamie what had happened. Other times, I had to infer that participants had either observed
students or attended to student input or grades to learn something important, as described when
they “realized” or “noticed” something about a student.
Third, I had to analyze in what ways participants spoke about their own culturally
responsive practice, applying a lens as described above which few, if any, have applied to an
exceptional population. Compounding the challenge was the fact that participants had not been
told I would be listening for responsive language, nor were they led by me to describe those
practices save for a question that inquired about student strength. I felt secretive knowing I
would be analyzing their words in a way about which they knew nothing, yet excited to see how,
in as pure a form as I could arrange, participants might actually reveal how they viewed and
responded to the population of students on the spectrum. I made many notes in my reflective
journal about this part of my analysis.
Reflecting on the experience in toto is beneficial and enlightening. Findings and
directions peeped out at me which I had to ignore for now because of the sheer volume of this
writing. There were also other research questions which revealed themselves which I would like
to investigate in the future; I believe the data I collected is ripe for further exploration in many
ways. I do believe findings may have been substantiated further by hosting a group interview
with all participants; a collaborative discussion might have enriched meaning making for each
participant and for me.
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A Side Note About Analysis, Behaviors, and the Nature of English Teachers
I made a curious discovery during my analysis which affected the way the plot arc form
of narrative unfolded. When I asked these new teachers to tell me about their experiences
teaching students on the autism spectrum (i.e., “What is that story like?”), they unanimously
began with behaviors. Five English teachers, two interviews each, 16 students among them, and
it was the behaviors, the oddities of the characters, about which they spoke first. I wondered
why. I wondered what it was about English teachers that would lead them to begin their stories
that way, and I had to assume my English teacher role to examine the phenomenon. I have
concluded two things.
First, English teachers relish good stories with lots of details and juicy conflicts. We
recognize the importance of the exposition, in setting the story just right and laying a good
foundation. We also recognize how crucial character development is, particularly in the details
about behaviors and mannerisms and quirks. For example, voice is important, and voice is easily
characterized by its sound, its tone, its timbre, its bravado, etc., so there is importance given to
the qualities of the voice. Additionally, accurately identifying the conflicts in a story (as with
behaviors that go against those acceptable in secondary settings, or challenges with meeting
communication standards), is important to the English teacher. It sets up a satisfying resolution,
or makes for a riveting sequel. Conflicts get set into motion early in a good story, and if odd
behaviors were seen as conflicts, it makes sense I would hear about those first.
Second, I also believe English teachers, above all other content-area teachers, are
particularly in-tune with behaviors that lean toward “acceptable” or “exemplary” and those that
do not. We get the tone in the voice, the lift of the brow, the animated affect, the hushed
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apology, the auspicious greeting, the hidden meaning and connotations of words. We are experts
in those things because they are what we look for in good writing and try to produce in our own.
We help our students identify those things in reading passages by highlighting details that let us
know “the author’s purpose” or “the author’s tone” or “the effect of mood on the reader.”
Further, the characters we fall in love with, or conversely loath with all our might, are those who
have been expertly developed in our favorite novels, and we seek to attend to the intricacies of
acceptable deportment because we get it. It is natural for English teachers to feel slighted with a
misplaced word, a voice too loud for the occasion, odd word choice, or body language that
indicates not paying attention, and if students on the autism spectrum sometimes miss the mark
with “acceptable behaviors,” it would make sense for those things to be on the English teacher’s
radar from the outset.
Thus, “What is that story like?” was often ushered in with descriptions of mysterious
characters acting in enigmatic ways, or, rather, students on the autism spectrum behaving
uniquely as themselves.

Coming Full Circle
I began with a description of how I began this journey through my own initial
interactions with students on the autism spectrum in my own teaching. It is important to situate
myself in this current research by ending with a reflection on the outcomes of this research and
their influences on my own understanding. It is also important to explore my ethical obligations
to my participants and the language arts profession.
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My Current Understanding
I have come to believe, as several participants suggested, the language arts content area
may be an excellent place for students on the autism spectrum to shine, particularly when student
strengths and interests are central to the learning process. I concur with participants some texts
could be changed for ones about student interests or in formats more readily consumed by the
population where the content of those texts can still be applied to meet standards. I also believe
texts deemed crucial to the curriculum (i.e., reading Holocaust literature or selections from the
cannon) can be adapted to the strengths of the population where a student can explore a special
interest area as it relates to the content (i.e., modes of transportation in World War 2 literature
or the creation of cyanide in a murder mystery). Further, I believe the reading/writing
connection can be strengthened when students on the spectrum are specifically instructed to
explore their special interest areas through writing regardless of the writing format. I
personally saw my own son’s reading scores increase dramatically in the only school year his
language arts teacher allowed him to write daily about his special interest area; he then
connected reading selections to it and also spoke up frequently in class about it, engaging
multiple competencies. It makes me wonder how much more effective language arts would be if
we allowed our content to center on the research and exploration of funds of knowledge and
student preferences for all students.
The exploration of culturally responsive practices with a culture of autism was personally
gratifying and has impacted on my own teaching. I have a deeper understanding of the
characteristics and criteria for measuring cultural competence, and I believe that language must
be part of all teacher preparation and professional development where educators are learning to
respond appropriately to groups of students. However, the voices of people on the spectrum
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must be sought in the construction of a template for ideal culturally responsive practices for the
population, though I wonder if any set of practices will ever capture what best benefits any one
group. I also recognize no one educator will ever be able to address all areas of cultural
competence unless he or she is personally situated within the culture itself; would I, sitting on
the periphery of the community of the autism spectrum, be able to enact responsive practices
wholly all the time? I am doubtful. Regardless, I have a strong agenda to introduce my own
pre-service language arts teachers to the language of cultural competency for exceptional
students, for students on the spectrum in particular. My desire is to reduce fear of the other, to
jump-start fruitful conversations about populations new to them, and to recognize strength in
diversity that encompasses differently-abled people.

Ethical Considerations
No matter how diligently I tried to capture the flavor of what participants said or meant
to say, tone and hidden meaning and conversations before or after the record button was turned
on or off are lost. There was something intangible that made me recognize my participants were
often asking for help or validation. The impartial interviewer takes without responding, though
the educator within wants to comfort or concur or instruct. So many times I wanted to
encourage them or praise them or make suggestions, if not for them, then for the students they
taught. I recognize my participants had very situated knowledge about content and individual
students from which I learned a great deal, and I also recognize that, taken in its entirety, we
have co-constructed new knowledge from which we can all benefit. I sense an obligation to go
back to them and share what I have learned from them individually and collectively, so the role
of the language arts teacher can be transformed from these five outward into their schools and
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communities and profession. I imagine an ellipses hanging over it all if I fail to go back to them
and show what we learned together, and I am currently contemplating how to share findings and
ask them what comes next. I am anxious to give back to these five educators so we together can
transform language arts preparation, programs, and practices and let them know: We have
made a difference. Stay tuned.

Conclusion
This study solidified my beliefs that English language arts teachers are uniquely situated
to address not only challenges with language-based curricula but strengths of a group of human
beings; teaching in the humanities focuses on the human element, the personhood within
individuals, a student-centeredness described by Rosenblatt, but it also focuses on the collective
understanding of people. Who better to elucidate what it means to teach adolescents on the
autism spectrum than detail-oriented storytellers and writers? Who better to chronicle the
building of knowledge than systematic builders of compositions? Who better to focus on the
human element than consumers of poetry and prose who relish descriptions of characters and
emotions? I could not be prouder of the participants of this study nor of my own fortunate
relationship with them as an English teacher myself.
Further, this study solidifies my beliefs that people on the autism spectrum are uniquely
situated to reveal strengths and assets within humankind that the world may not see or appreciate
as of yet. Standards seem almost beneath what many of these children are capable of, restricting,
limiting even. The participants of this study perceived a tacit stubbornness in their students
against the invariable and mundane, and an insistence from each child that he be seen as unique;
Jamie asserted, on their behalf, the curriculum had to be individualized to reach them. I believe
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the students described in this study demanded adaptations to free them from the fetters of
standardization, which both they and their teachers recognized at least subliminally. I could not
be more impressed with the population of people on the spectrum and the individual
contributions of each student toward our understanding of their unique assets in our society.
It is my resounding hope future exploration in this vein will continue and discussions
between the teachers and the taught will become the norm; we educators have so much to learn
from our students. I anticipate others will also explore the complexities of teaching content area
competencies to increasingly diverse and valuable populations, and I expect we will turn ever
more to our amazing students for insight and answers.
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APPENDIX A: Florida Universities’ English Education Course Requirements for ESE
Note: This document lists five major public universities offering degrees in English
Education in the state of Florida where the study takes place. Courses in special education
are highlighted. Where available, course requirements are cut and pasted directly into this
document.

1. University #1, B.S. in English Education
• This course of study requires ESOL-infused courses and coursework totaling 300
hours, a late field experience with ESOL students, and completion of an ESOL binder
for an ESOL endorsement. It has a 2-hr. course requirement in special education.
o FLE XXXX Teaching
o FLE XXXX Language Principles and Acquisition
• Required Pre-education courses
o EDF XXXX Intro to Teaching Profession, 3 hrs.
o EDF XXXX Intro to Diversity for Educators, 3 hrs.
o EME XXXX Intro to Technology for Educators, 3 hrs.
• Required Secondary Courses
o ESE XXXX Classroom Management for Diverse School and Society, 3 hrs.
o EEX XXXX Integrating Exceptional Students in the Regular Classroom, 2 hrs.
o EDF XXXX Measurement for Teacher, 3 hrs.
• English Education Core Requirements
o EDG XXXX Directed Studies, 1-4 hrs.
o LAE XXXX Methods of Teaching Middle School English, 3 hrs.
o LAE XXXX Methods of Teaching High School English, 3 hrs.
o LAE XXXX Adolescent Literature for Middle and Secondary Students, 3 hrs.
o LAE XXXX Teaching World Literature to Middle and Secondary Students, 3
hrs.
o LAE XXXX Methods of Teaching English Practicum, 3 hrs.
o LAE XXXX Senior Seminar in English Education, 2 hrs.
o LAE XXXX Internship English Education, 1-12 hrs.
2. University #2, Masters in English Education or Reading Education
• This university does not offer an undergraduate degree in English Education nor a
minor in English Education. Instead, it offers two Masters in English Education or a
similar degree in Reading Education. No degree below has a requirement for special
education coursework, and the Reading Education degree has one special education
course listed as an elective choice.
• M.Ed. in English Education, Media Literacy Education Specialization
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•

•

o All coursework for this degree is not listed as most are choices among
electives. No requirement for special education is found. Required courses
include:
o LAE XXXX Teaching Multiliteracies (online)
o LAE XXXX Teaching Media Literacy with the Internet (online)
o EDG XXXX Teaching Narrative cross media online
o One elective from among technology course, none specializing in SPED
M.Ed. in English Education, Literacy and the Arts
o No coursework is listed for this degree as most are choices among electives
in the arts and English. No requirement for special education is found.
M.Ed. in Reading Education (see below)

University #2 M.Ed. in Reading Education Curriculum

Area One: Foundations of Reading (6 hours)
• RED XXXX: Teaching Reading in the Elementary School (3 hours)
• RED XXXX: Teaching Reading in the Secondary School (3 hours)
Area Two: Corrective Reading and Measurement (9 hours)
• RED XXXX: Diagnosis of Reading Difficulties (3 hours)
• RED XXXX: Remediation of Reading Difficulties (3 hours)
• RED XXXX: Practicum in Diagnosis & Remediation of Reading Difficulties (3 hours)
Area Three: Language Arts and Literature (12 hours)
Language Arts (3 hours):
• LAE XXXX: Language Arts in the Elementary School (3 hours) OR
• LAE XXXX: Language and Composition (3 hours)
Literature (3 hours):
• LAE XXXX: Seminar in Children’s Literature (3 hours) OR
• LAE XXXX: International Children’s Literature (3 hours) OR
• LAE XXXX: Multicultural Children’s Literature
New Literacies (6 hours):
• LAE XXXX: Literacy, Family, and Culture (3 hours)
• LAE XXXX: Teaching Multiliteracies (3 hours)
Area Four: ESOL (3 hours)
• TSL XXXX: Secondary ESOL Teaching Strategies (3 hours)
Area Five: Electives (6 hours)
Choose from the following and other courses approved by a reading faculty advisor:
• RED XXXX: Classroom Reading Assessment and Instruction (3 hours)
• RED XXXX: Emergent Literacy (3 hours)
• RED XXXX: Seminar in Reading (3 hours)
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•
•
•
•

LAE XXXX: Media Literacies and the Internet (3 hours)
EEX XXXX: Intervention in Language & Learning Disorders (3 hours)
EDF XXXX: Cognitive Psychology of Reading (3 hours)
TSL XXXX: Language Principles for ESOL Teachers (3 hours
3. University #3, B.S. in English Education
• This degree is set up very similarly to the University #1. There is no requirement for
coursework in special education.

ENGLISH EDUCATION

Prerequisite Coursework: 21 hours
All students seeking to major in English Education are to complete the following degree
prerequisites.
Pre-education Core (9 hours)
All are also included in major coursework.
EDF X005 (3) Introduction to Education
* EDF X085 (3) Teaching Diverse Populations
EME X040 (3) Introduction to Educational Technology
*In addition to EDF X085, the student must take 6 hours with an international or diversity
focus. Eligible courses will be determined by the institution where the student is earning
his/her associate in arts (AA) or baccalaureate degree. Foreign language courses may be
used to meet this requirement.
English Education Program Prerequisites (12 hours)
Courses satisfying this requirement may also apply to the Liberal Studies, major, and/or
oral comm. requirements.
SPC X608 (3) Fundamentals of Speech or SPC X017 or SPC X600
ENC X101 (3) Freshman English Composition I or equivalent
ENC X135 (3) Research, Genre, and Context or 2000 level equivalent
LIT XXXX (3) or AML XXXX (3) or ENL XXXX (3).
Note: State-wide common prerequisites are always under review. For the most current
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information and for acceptable alternative courses, visit the “Common Prerequisites
Manual.” This is available from the “Student Services” section of http://www.flvc.org .

Major Program of Studies at University #3: 60 hours beyond program prerequisites.
NOTE: 6 hours of the following coursework apply toward meeting the program
prerequisites and are “counted” in that total. Program completion includes passing the
general knowledge, professional knowledge, and subject area tests that are required for
teacher certification in the state of Florida. Certification to teach in Florida requires a
minimum 2.5 GPA in the field of specialization.
Teaching Field Coursework in English (21 hours):
XXX XXXX (3) hours in general American Literature (see approved list)
XXX XXXX (3) hours in minority American literature (see approved list)
XXX XXXX (3) hours in British literature (see approved list)
ENL 3334 (3) Intro to Shakespeare or ENL 4333 (3) Shakespeare
XXX XXXX (3) Advanced Composition (see approved list)
LAE 4332 (3) Applied Linguistics for Teachers
XXX XXXX (3) hours in literature that reflects multicultural emphasis (see approved list)
No more than nine hours in English, including Freshman Composition, can be at the 2000
level; other English courses must be at the 3000/4000 level.
Teaching Field Coursework in English Education (27 hours):
LAE 3331 (3) Teaching Literature and Drama in High Schools
LAE 3333 (3) Teaching Writing and Language in High Schools
LAE 4323 (3) Teaching English in Middle School
LAE 4360 (3) Classroom Management & Planning Instructor in Middle/High School English
LAE 4941 (3) Methods & Observation/Participation in Middle/Secondary English
LAE 4863 (3) Enhancing Teaching with Technology
RED 4335 (3) Literacy in the Content Area
TSL 4080 (3) Language Principles for Teachers
TSL 4081 (3) Teaching English Learners
Professional Education Coursework (6 hours):
EDF 4210 (3) Educational Psychology: Dev. Learners
EDF 4430 (3) Classroom Assessment (or approved substitute)
Student Teaching (12 hours):
All required coursework must be completed prior to student teaching.
LAE 4942 (12) Student Teaching in Secondary School English
Updated: Summer 2015

4. University #4, M.S. in English Education
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•

This university does not offer an undergraduate degree in English Education.
Required coursework and elective choices are listed below. There is no
requirement for coursework in special education.

PROGRAM OF STUDY

MS Curriculum and Instruction (English Education Content Specialization)
Curriculum and Instruction Core: (9 semester hours)




EDG XXXX - Curriculum Development (3)
EDG XXXX - Seminar: Trends and Issues in Curriculum and Instruction (3)

Special Methods of Teaching



LAE XXXX - Teaching English in the Secondary School (3)

Curriculum and Instruction Elective (3 semester hours)



Advisor approved elective in Curriculum and Instruction (3)

Research Core: (6 semester hours)




EDF XXXX - Foundations of Educational Research (3)
EDF XXXX - Field Research for Educators (3)

English Education Content Specialization (18 semester hours)



Select (with Advisor approval) 6 graduate level courses in English/English Education.

Professional Conference (Exhibition)

5. University #5
• This program is similar to the University #1 B.S. degree with ESOL endorsement
requirements and a 3-hr. Exceptional Students in Secondary requirement.

English Language Arts Education (B.S.)

College of Education and Human Performance
School of Teaching, Learning, and Leadership,
The English Language Arts Education B.S. program offers students
the option of two tracks: English Language Arts Education Education Track and English Language Arts Education - Lifelong
Learning Track (non-certification). The Education Track is
appropriate for students interested in opportunities for employment
with formal, 6-12 schools that require certification. The Lifelong
Learning Track is appropriate for students seeking opportunities
for employment outside formal, K-12 schools that do not require
certification.
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1. General Education Program (GEP) (36 hrs)
  Students are advised to take the preferred courses.
A: Communication Foundations (9 hrs)
Required ENC XXXX Composition I 3 hrs
Required ENC XXXX Composition II 3 hrs
Required SPC XXXX Fundamentals of Oral
Communication
3 hrs
B: Cultural & Historical Foundations (9 hrs)
Prefer AMH XXXX U.S. History: 1492-1877 3 hrs
Required LIT XXXX World Literature I 3 hrs
Prefer AMH XXXX U.S. History: 1877-Present 3 hrs
C: Mathematical Foundations (6 hrs)
Prefer MGF XXXX Finite Mathematics 3 hrs
Select 1: 3 hrs
Prefer STA XXXX Basic Statistics Using Microsoft
Excel or
3 hrs
Prefer STA XXXX Principles of Statistics 3 hrs
D: Social Foundations (6 hrs)
Prefer POS XXXX American National Government 3 hrs
Prefer PSY XXXX General Psychology 3 hrs
E: Science Foundations (6 hrs)
Prefer PSC XXXX Physical Science 3 hrs
Select 1: 3 hrs
Prefer ANT XXXX The Human Species or 3 hrs
Prefer BSC XXXX Biological Principles 3 hrs
2. Common Program Prerequisites (CPP) (9 hrs)
  See “Common Prerequisites” in the Transfer and
Transitions Services section for more information.
EDF XXXX Introduction to the Teaching Profession 3 hrs
1 EDF XXXX Introduction to Diversity for Educators 3 hrs
EME XXXX Introduction to Technology for Educators 3 hrs
ENC XXXX Composition I GEP
ENC XXXX Composition II GEP
SPC XXXX Fundamentals of Oral Communication GEP
LIT XXXX World Literature I GEP
1 In addition to this course, a minimum of 6 hours with an international or
diversity focus is required. The foreign language admission requirement
may be used to meet this requirement.
3. Core Requirements: Basic Level (12 hrs)
  Education Track requires 12 semester hours
  Lifelong Learning Track requires 15 semester hours
Education Track 12 hrs
1 EDF XXXX Child and Adolescent Development for
Educators
3 hrs
LIT XXXX World Literature I GEP
LIT XXXX World Literature II 3 hrs
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ENL XXXX English Literature I 3 hrs
ENL XXXX English Literature II 3 hrs
1 Courses taken at Florida College System institutions may substitute for
select courses in Other Program Requirements with the permission of
the department.
Lifelong Learning Track 15 hrs
MHS XXXX Career Planning 3 hrs
LIT XXXX World Literature I GEP
LIT XXXX World Literature II 3 hrs
ENL XXXX English Literature I 3 hrs
ENL XXXX English Literature II 3 hrs
Select 1: 3 hrs
EDF XXXX Child and Adolescent Development for
Educators or
3 hrs
EDP XXXX Adult Development & Learning 3 hrs
4. Core Requirements: Advanced Level (60 hrs)
  Education Track requires 63 semester hours
  Lifelong Learning Track requires 60 semester hours
Education Core Requirements 21 hrs
1 EDG XXXX Teaching Strategies and Classroom
Management
3 hrs
1 TSL XXXX Theory and Practice of Teaching ESOL
Students in Schools
3 hrs
1 EDF XXXX Learning Theory and Assessment 3 hrs
EDF XXXX Analysis and Application of Ethical, Legal,
and Safety Issues in Schools
3 hrs
EEX XXXX Teaching Exceptional Students in
Secondary Settings
3 hrs
RED XXXX Content Reading in Kindergarten through
Grade 12
3 hrs
TSL XXXX Issues in Second Language Acquisition 3 hrs
1 Prerequisite for Internship I.
Education Track Specialization Requirements 21 hrs
CRW XXXX Creative Writing for English Majors 3 hrs
ENG XXXX Theories and Techniques of Literature
Study
3 hrs
AML XXXX American Literature I 3 hrs
AML XXXX American Literature II 3 hrs
LAE XXXX Survey of Adolescent Literature 3 hrs
Upper Division Elective with EDF, EDG, LAE, or RED
prefix
3 hrs
Select 1: 3 hrs
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ENC XXXX Essay as Cultural Commentary or 3 hrs
LIN XXXX History of the English Language 3 hrs
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APPENDIX B: State of Florida Recertification ESE Requirements
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Consent Item
January 21, 2014
SUBJECT: Approval of Amendment to Rule 6A-4.0051, Renewal and Reinstatement of a
Professional Certificate
PROPOSED BOARD ACTION
For Approval
AUTHORITY FOR STATE BOARD ACTION
Section 1012.585, Florida Statutes
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rule 6A-4.0051, FAC., is recommended for amendment to insert provisions due to statutory
changes, propose changes to streamline regulatory implementation, and update language
for clarity.
Changes are proposed to:
•
•
•

Update language to simplify and clarify the general requirement for
use of college credits, in-service training, and subject area tests for
renewal.
Insert the requirement to earn one college credit in the instruction of
students with disabilities for applicants for certificate renewal on or
after July 1, 2014.
Insert the requirement to earn one college credit in the instruction of students
with disabilities for applicants for reinstatement of an expired professional
certificate on or after July 1, 2014.

_________________________________________________________________________
Supporting Documentation Included: Proposed Rule 6A-4.0051, Renewal and

Facilitator:XXXXXXXXXX, Deputy Chancellor for Educator Quality
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6A-4.0051 Renewal and Reinstatement of a Professional Certificate. A professional certificate is renewed or
reinstated and certification coverages retained on the certificate in accordance with the following provisions:
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) General requirements.
(a) All requirements necessary for the renewal of a certificate shall be completed during the last validity period of
the certificate to be renewed and prior to the expiration date of the certificate. College credits, in-service training and
subject area tests used to satisfy requirements for issuance of the initial professional certificate shall not be used for
renewal of the professional certificate. Requirements for the first renewal shall be completed subsequent to the date
that the application for the certificate was received in the Bureau of Educator Certification, Florida Department of
Education, or subsequent to the beginning validity date shown on the certificate, or subsequent to the date eligibility
was established for the first professional certificate, whichever is later.
(b) through (d) No change.
(e) A certification coverage which has been deleted from a professional certificate shall be added to the certificate
when requirements specified in subsection 6A-4.004(65), F.A.C., have been completed.
(f) through (5) No change.
(6) Special provisions for training in the instruction of students with disabilities.
(a) As a component of the credit requirements specified under paragraph (1)(a) of this rule, an educator whose
application for renewal is received on or after July 1, 2014, must have earned at least one (1) college credit, twenty
(20) in-service points, or a combination thereof, in the instruction of students with disabilities during the last validity
period of the certificate to be renewed and prior to the expiration date of the certificate.
(b) As specified in paragraph (1)(b) of this rule, a passing score earned on a subject area test during the validity
period of the professional certificate to be renewed on the Exceptional Student Education (Grades K-12), Hearing
Impaired (Grades K-12), Visually Impaired (Grades K-12), or Speech-Language Impaired (Grades K-12) subject
area exam may be used to satisfy the requirement for credit in the instruction of students with disabilities when
certification coverage for the instruction of students with disabilities is shown on the professional certificate.
(c) An educator may earn acceptable credit for training in any certification subject area related to the instruction of
students with disabilities, including, but not limited to, hearing impaired, speech-language impaired, and visually
impaired, to satisfy the requirement for credit in the instruction of student with disabilities. Acceptable credit in the
instruction of students with disabilities may be applied to retain any specialization area on the professional
certificate to be renewed.
(d) In accordance with paragraph (1)(c) of this rule, national board certification in an Exceptional Needs Specialist
subject area satisfies the requirement for the instruction of students with disabilities.
(7) (6) Reinstatement of a professional certificate. The Department may reinstate an expired professional certificate
if the certificate holder:
(a) Completes the application requirements as specified in Rule 6A-4.0012, F.A.C.,
(b) Satisfies the fingerprint requirement as specified in subparagraph 6A-4.004(1)(a)3., F.A.C.,
(c) Documents completion of six (6) semester hours of college credit during the five (5) years immediately
preceding reinstatement of the expired certificate, completion of one hundred twenty (120) in-service points, or a
combination thereof, as specified in paragraph (1)(a) of this rule, and
(d) During the five (5) years immediately preceding reinstatement of the certificate, achieves a passing score on the
subject area examination for each subject to be shown on the reinstated certificate. Only subjects currently issued by
the Department may be shown on a reinstated certificate, and .
(e) An educator whose application for reinstatement is received on or after July 1, 2014, must have earned at least
one (1) college credit or the equivalent in-service points in the instruction of students with disabilities during the five
(5) years immediately preceding reinstatement of the expired certificate. Rulemaking Authority 1001.02, 1012.55,
1012.585 FS. Law Implemented 1001.02, 1012.54, 1012.55, 1012.585 FS. History–New 12-25-86, Amended 4-2391, 2-12-92, 10-15-01, 12-27-04,
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APPENDIX C: IRB Certification Verification
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APPENDIX D: Recruitment Email

Recruitment Email: Teachers’ Perspectives

L. Sabella

Recruitment Email Content
Hello, __________________,

I am a doctoral candidate and researcher from the University of South Florida. You are being
asked to take part in a research study called When Language Arts Meets the Spectrum:
Perspectives of English Teachers About Students with Autism, Pro # 22862. I am the person in
charge of this research study.
The purpose of the study is to find out how new English teachers describe their experiences
teaching students on the autism spectrum. The study aims to contribute to what we know
about the experiences of new ELA teachers as well as ELA teacher preparation programs and
professional development. The study argues new ELA teachers must meet accountability
measures in reading and writing with increasingly diverse populations, including students on
the spectrum. You will be interviewed twice to collect your perspective.
I am asking you to take part in this research study because I am interviewing participants who
meet the following criteria: 1) graduates of a single teacher preparation program, 2) new
teachers with three years or fewer teaching experience, 3) secondary (grades 6-12)
English/language arts teachers (including reading), 4) who have had an experience teaching a
student on the autism spectrum and 5) who currently have a student on the spectrum during
the 2015-2016 school year.
A copy of the Informed Consent Form is attached to this email. It contains important
information about this research study which I will go over with you in person if you are
interested in participating. Please consider participating in the study and let me know by email
or phone call if you are interested. My contact information is (813) 317-3801 or
lsabella@mail.usf.edu.
Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing your perspective.
Best regards,
Laura Sabella
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APPENDIX E: Informed Consent - IRB Stamped Form
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APPENDIX F: Potential Narrative Interview Protocol: Interview One, Retrospective
Interview
Note: I will be adhering to both general guidelines for narrative inquiry as described by
Clandinin and Connelly (1990) and responsive inquiry guidelines as described by Rubin and
Rubin (2012).
• Tell me about the first experience you recall teaching a student with autism.
• How did this experience stand out as being different from teaching other students?
• Were there other experiences with this student that stood out to you?
• What are the biggest language arts challenges with this student, do you think?
• Are there any strengths you perceive this student has?
• Tell me how you learned how to instruct this student.
• Tell me about other experiences you’ve had teaching students with autism.
• What do you think is the most significant thing you learned about teaching students with
autism?
• Is there anything else you’d like to add?
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APPENDIX G: Potential Narrative Interview Protocol: Interview Two, Current Interview
Potential Narrative Interview Protocol: Interview Two, Immediate Local Interview
• Tell me about your first encounter with your new student with autism.
• What other experiences stand out to you about this student?
• Describe how you think this student might struggle in your class.
• Is there anything that stands out to you about this student as a strength?
• In what ways is this student the same or different from the other student(s) you taught
with autism? From other students in general?
• Tell me how you are approaching the instruction of this student.
• Is there anything else you’d like to add?
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APPENDIX H: Member Check Form

Member Check

Directions: Please review at least 10 pages of the attached interview transcript as part of the
member check that I am requesting you to do for this research study. Should you find any
discrepancies that may inhibit data analysis or interpretation, please identify the line number(s)
and the issue(s) on the space below and return this form to me so I may remedy the situation. If
no discrepancies are found, please indicate this with an X below, and sign (or type) your name
and date on the lines provided. Please email this form back to me. After 10 days, I will assume
the transcription is correct as presented and no changes are necessary if I don’t hear from you. I
appreciate your time once again.
Thank you,
Laura D. Sabella

I, ___________, have conducted a member check on at least 10 pages of the interview
transcript provided to me by Laura D. Sabella.

NO DISCREPANCIES FOUND

DISRECREPANCY FOUND ON LINE(S)

Name:

Date:
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APPENDIX I: Reflective Journal Entries
Nov. 15: Holly’s Interview - I was very surprised at how haltingly this interview went. She was
one of those people that were really enthusiastic about participating, so I was expecting this long
story to unfold where I would just kind of sit back and nod, but instead, she provided just a
sentence or two at a time with many pauses. She answered my questions but did not provide a
narrative. There was no depth to her answers, no sense of adventure, no lyrical quality, if that
makes sense, and I was just surprised. I thought in the middle of it all, “How is this at all like a
story? Where is the story?” I had to switch to a more responsive interview where I followed up and
then just asked my own question protocol, but I had hoped for it to unfold as she remembered it
instead of how I asked it.
As she spoke about some things, like drawing, I was reminded of [Grant’s] drawing. She
said her student was always drawing and doodling, and during 4th grade especially, [Grant’s] work
was literally covered with drawings both front and back, and his teacher allowed him to,
encouraged him to, because it seemed to help [Grant] focus and remain calm. Drawing helped
[Grant] stay centered often, inside and outside school, and he returned to it again and again to calm
himself.
Jan. 12: Transcribing Cara, line 194 - I wonder what is right? Creating opportunities for group
interaction or peer interaction, but respecting when the individual wants to work alone. It begs the
questions: should we force social interaction? Is there a developmental stage when we should be
encouraging it in this population regardless of the adeptness or preferences? And more specifically:
should we as LANGUAGE ARTS teachers force social interaction? Is that what we are developing
ultimately in the language arts, is an ability to communicate? It makes me go back to our purposes,
or definitions of who we are and what we do, and yes, even to consider the standards. So I wonder
if Cara is ultimately right, but with attention to social preference and “comfort” a close secondary
consideration. What is CULTURALLY appropriate for this group – AND in our class WITHIN OUR
STANDARDS at the same time? Force communication, or not? Hmmmm.
So I just spoke to [Flynn] (my husband) about this, wondering what is the important thing
about teaching this population in language arts (and which takes precedence: the population, or the
communication skills we teach in language arts?), and he reminded me of Temple Grandin who has
her own brilliances without doing all skills perfectly. Ah yes, I think, that culturally responsive
component again.

Jan. 27: Transcribing Amy, line 800 – “There’s no book or manual or directions about what to do
with him.” Of course, I reflect, there should be. And teachers need to have and understand the
language of this population so they can be more successful, know when to call in the troops, and
know when they’ve reached the pinnacle of all they can do in a large mainstreamed class. They
need to understand what motivates, maintains, and extinguishes behaviors. She doesn’t realize it,
but she’s alluded to the sensory issues that may precede behaviors or preclude participation. The
checklists that may help him know where he’s going and what he needs to do. The topics that
should be included to motivate him and make him successful. And the in-class consequences that
could be implemented to promote or extinguish behaviors. She just doesn’t know what she knows.
She has all the tools already, she just hasn’t unlocked them.
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APPENDIX J: Student Name Matrix
Table 1. Student Name Matrix
TEACHER
TEACHER
Holly Eckels
Cara Lewis
First Interview
Student = *
“Nick”
Second
Interview
Student =
“Trent”

First Interview
Student = Scott

Second Interview
Student = Daniel

TEACHER
Jamie McMann

First Interview
Student =
“Reed”
Second
Interview
Students =
S in 1st period

TEACHER
Hannah Smith

TEACHER
Amy Styles

Second Interview

Second Interview

First Interview
Student = Emmitt
Student = Bryce

First Interview
Student = “Wyatt”
Student = J

G in 2nd period
L in 2nd period

A in 4th period
*I followed teacher leads when assigning student pseudonyms.
• Where students’ names are in quotation marks, the participant did not identify the
student by name, so I supplied one in order to keep the writing clear.
• Where students’ names are not in quotation marks, the participant at least once
during the interview referred to the student by name, and I supplied a pseudonym
to replace it.
• Where students’ names are initials, the participant preferred to identify the student
only by the first letter of his name. Those letters were not changed as they provided
enough anonymity to each student.
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APPENDIX K: Eckels’ Weekly Behavior Tracker
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APPENDIX L: Eckels’ Self Monitoring Form

Self-Monitoring

_____________________________________ (Name)
Self Monitoring Check List

Date ________________________________________ Period _________________________
Teacher _____________________________________

1. Did ______________________________ follow the directions given by my teacher?
Yes No
If not, why not?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
2. Did ____________________________ keep my hands to myself?
Yes No
If not, why?

3. Was it necessary for an additional adult to come to class to re-direct
________________________?
Yes No
If yes, why?

Additional Comments: _________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX M: McMann Frayer
Definition

Examples

Illustration

Word

Definition

Examples

Illustration

Word

3 More
Examples

Illustration

Definition

Examples

3 More
Examples

Word

3 More
Examples

*Adapted from Jamie McMann jpeg sample
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APPENDIX N: McMann Project Options
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APPENDIX O: Smith’s Selfie Activity Instructions
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APPENDIX P: Styles’ Design a Menu Project
Design a Menu Project

Have you ever paid attention to a restaurant menu? They are decorative, colorful,
eye-catching, and most of all, descriptive. Instead of describing a burger as a “big burger”, a
menu might say “our burger is the king of all burgers, with USDA acclaimed ground beef
marinated in our own mild BBQ sauce. It is served with juicy slices of fresh lettuce, tomato
and onion, with a side of sea-salted fries.” Notice how much better that sounds?
Your challenge is to create a restaurant and design a menu for it. Your restaurant
should be centered on a theme. For instance, you may decide you want your restaurant to
be a seafood place, a burger joint, or a sandwich shop. You decide!
Also, think about the different types of headings you see on a menu. You often see
appetizers, main dishes, kids meals, desserts, and sides. Often times, menus use different
words for each of these. For instance a seafood place might call the main dishes “captain’s
courses.” Try to come up wit unique names for your menu headings.

Content:
 Create a restaurant and a menu for that restaurant- make a foldable out of
construction paper for the menu.
 The front of your menu should include the title of your restaurant and a graphic.
 Include a brief five-sentence description of your menu- type of food served.
 Include a five-sentence description of the history of your restaurant.
 What specials do you have at your restaurant? Early bird, kids eat free on certain
nights, or a daily dinner deal? Make sure to create a specialized deal that fits your
restaurant and explain how it works.
 Your menu should include twelve items.
 Include all five subheadings (appetizers, main dishes, kids meals, desserts, and
sides) with at least one food item in each. ***Come up with creative names for
these categories***
 Include a beverage list- does NOT count towards your eight items.
 Write a description for each menu item using figurative language (idiom, metaphor,
simile, alliteration, hyperbole, personification, onomatopoeia). You need to have at
least ten examples of figurative language on your menu- you need to use more
than one element.
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